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Abstract:
The paper presents a concept of the project: “Research and evaluation of reliability of modern methods of surface topography
measurements in micro and nano scale”. The aim of the project is to estimate the differences in the results of the surface topography
measurements in two groups: contact and non-contact devices, and between the groups as well. It allows to define reliability
of measurements which are performed by different devices both in industrial conditions and research, and to point out optimal selection
of the methods for different applications. The proper level of reliability obtained during surface geometrical structure measurements
is necessary during research and in the industry to make proper decision regarding the quality control of the product..

1. Introduction
Scientific and technological progress aimed to improve quality
of surface micro and nanostructure regarding elements machined
with different methods requires the use of more and more accurate
and universal research methods of produced machinery parts
condition. The fundamental problem in mechanical engineering
and technology regarding machine parts is inspection of surface
geometry, and in particular the mating surfaces. Because many
methods and devices to execute surface geometrical structure
measurements exist [1, 2, 3, 4] including roughness, in industry
misunderstandings often arise between supplier and customer related
with differences in evaluation of the products quality
and the measurement results interpretation.
Surface roughness measurements problem is often trivialized
or unnoticed. Commonly it is believed, that simple measurement
by workshop profilometer and checking Ra parameter is sufficient.
But for some of surfaces it is not always the right way of evaluation,
what results from inhomogeneous structure and other components
influencing on quality overlapping on roughness. The technological
process selection entails necessity of understanding surface structural
requirements for properties ensuring and related with its expected
performance parameters.
The aim of the project is to estimate the differences in results
of the surface topography measurements in groups of contact

and non-contact devices, and between the groups, and also an attempt
to find and define sources of those differences. It will allow to define
reliability of measurements performed by different devices both
in industrial conditions and in research and to point out optimal
selection of these methods for different applications.

2. The state of knowledge
Works aimed to comparing the roughness measurement results
performed by several different profilometers made by various
manufacturers were performed more than once. Those research
works, nonetheless that were performed with great care in methods
selection and progress in the implementation of the research, revealed
differences between the results, in some cases quite significant.
Only contact profilometers were included in research program.
Surfaces after different types of processing and few standards, which
served for checking devices calibration, were studied. In connection
with different character of those research, the reasons
for the differences were not explained.
Therefore in this project performing research in wider range
is planned, executed in significant part on different types of material
roughness standards with characteristics in accordance
with PN-EN ISO 5436-1 standard and also on some selected surfaces
after different types of processing – other than the reference surfaces.
Basing on the research program on roughness and different type
of microform standards will provide high reproducibility
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of measurement area and will not put diversity of the results, arising
from inhomogeneous area, which will be the reference base
for difference analysis on non-standards surfaces.

3. Program of project
Project will be performed in accordance with the schedule
presented below. The implementation periods of the various stages
overlap each other because of the existing dependence
and connections between works which are made in subsequent tasks
and possibility of execution of subsequent works by part of the team,
using the obtained results, while simultaneously performing
verification and continuation of the tasks not ended yet.
Task 1. Verification and selection of measuring methods
with particular regard to the innovative solutions.
Task 2. Developing a contact and non-contact profilometers research
program enabling identification of sources of errors influencing
on uncertainty of surface geometry structure measurements.
Task 3. Performing research in result of which a database for sources
of errors analysis will rise.
Task 4. Programming standards modelling and software validation.
Task 5. The results analysis and performing complementary research.
Task 6. Verification of the results, defining main sources of errors
in surface geometry structure measurements and evaluation
of credible range of application for each method.

4. Scope of the research
Within the framework of the research program comparison
of measurements made by contact profilometers of few companies
with non-contact measurements is intended, made on devices having
profilometric functions and also performing different methods
of measurement.
Additionally, in devices which have an option of digital data
exchange (formats txt, smd and others used in different companies
profilometers), performing exchange data from measurements
between devices is intended. It will allow for a comparison
of the calculated results performed by analysis programs
from different manufacturers, from the same measurement data.
Mathematical models of surfaces with reference features
will be prepared,
including
format
corresponding
with
the one contained in PN-EN ISO 5436-2 (smd). It will allow
for a comparison of software algorithms from different profilometers,
irrespectively from measurement results comparison. For devices,
which do not support this data, format will be converted to shared
and supported other text formats.
The results obtained from those research will be a part
of validation of software for surface topography parameters analysis
used by different suppliers. Carrying out surface geometrical structure
measurement performed with use of contact and non-contact
profilometers will include full range of measurement possibilities
and range of selected devices group analysis.

measurements with use of very different measurement methods,
including non-contact methods. There are profilometers
and microscopes with profilometric functions from such producers,
as: Taylor Hobson, Altimet, Mahr, Keyence, Bruker, Veeco,
Nanofocus, Alikona, Nikon, Confovis, Nanovea, Soliton. Sometimes
one device have several different types of measuring probes,
what really extends the application range and allows for the most
appropriate measuring method selection for a given surface and also
on comparison of measurement results obtained by different methods
(e.g. Altisurf made by Altimet).
Detailed analysis of the newest measurement methods used
in devices for surface topography measurement will be performed.
Within that task devices shall be proposed, which will be included
in research program and will be carried out in accordance
with standards full analysis of the measurement capabilities
and of data analysis range for all of the selected devices [5, 6, 7, 8].
It is necessary in view of preparing detailed research program
in the way, that will allow to evaluate the reproducibility
of the measurement results, i.e. the degree of the results compliance
of the same measured value, obtained in the changed conditions
of measurement. To obtain unequivocal reproducibility, the conditions
have to be precisely defined, subject to changes. Conditions, which
will be subjected to changes can include: measuring principle,
measuring procedure, person performed measurements, used
measurement device, used standards, place of measurements,
environmental conditions and time.
Contact methods and devices foreseen to use in comparative
research were presented in table 1, whereas in table 2 were presented
non-contact devices and methods.
Table 1 Contact devices and methods
Contact Methods
Type
Form Talysurf
1200 PGI

Manufacturer
Taylor Hobson, GB

FORM Talysurf

Taylor Hobson, GB

Hommel Etamic
T8000

Hommel-Etamic, RFN

Hommel Etamic
nanoscan 855

Hommel-Etamic, RFN

Altisurf 500

Altimet, France

Altisurf 520

Altimet, France

MarSurf XR 20

Mahr, RFN

TOPO 01

Institute of Advance
Manufacturing
Technology, Poland

TOPO 02

Institute of Advance
Manufacturing
Technology, Poland

5. Methods and devices
On the European market there are devices of several companies
for contact measurements available, e.g.: Taylor-Hobson,
Hommel-Jenoptik, Mahr, Zeiss, Mitutoyo, Altimet, Optacom, IZTW.
Nowadays we can observe a lot of interest in devices, which perform

Notes
Tip radius 2 μm
Talymap software
Tip radius 2 μm
Talymap software
Tip radius 2 μm
MountainsMap
software
Tip radius 2 μm
MountainsMap
software
Microforce probe
Tip radius 2 μm
Altimap software
Tip radius 2 μm
Altimap software
Tip radius 2 μm
MarWin software
Tip radius 2 μm
Topografia IZTW
software
Tip radius 2 μm
Topografia IZTW
software
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Table 2 Non-contact devices and methods
Non-contact methods
Type

Talysurf CCI
Lite

Manufacturer
Method/Program
Interferential
Taylor
Hobson, GB

Coherent scanning
interferometry,
Talymap software

Wyko NT
1100

Veeco, USA

White light vertical scanning
interferometry,
Wyko Vision 32 software

Altisurf 500

Altimet,
France

Phase shifting interferometry
Altimap software
Confocal

9

application. It may give a new view on requirements which should
be forced upon during the measurements and also on optimal
measurement methods selection.
Right credibility level of measurement data obtained during
surface geometrical structure measurements is necessary
for hypotheses verification during research, and also in industry
for decision-making
about
products
quality
control
and manufacturing processing.
The results report from the research will be published in useful
form for device users. It should help representatives
of manufacturing, involved in evaluation of conformity of products
with specifications, selection of measurement methods and devices
best suited to the production specific.

Altisurf 500

Altimet,
France

Chromatic confocal microscopy,
Altimap software

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Talysurf CLI
2000

Taylor
Hobson, GB

Confocal, chromatic length
aberration, Talymap software

LEXT OLS
4000

Olympus,
Japan

Confocal laser scanning
microscope, LEXT 5.0 software

The study constitutes a part of the project no.
PBS2/A6/20/2013/NCBiR/24/10/2013 “Research and evaluation of
reliability of modern methods of surface topography measurements in
micro and nano scale”.

Other
DiCaliber

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Dimension
Icon

Bruker, USA

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Holographic
microscope

Lyncee Tec,
Switzerland

Holographic microscope

InfiniteFocus
Real3D

Alicona,
USA

Differentiating focal microscope,
Infinite Focus software

Therefore it is not enough to solely analyse the technical data
of each device. It is necessary to refer with all parameters possible
to device and software configuration. While preparing devices
for research we have to pay special attention to configuration
and device parameters settings, and also to all parameters
of converting software possible to configuration, in particular the use
of every filters, configuration of each measurement axis resolution
(sampling intervals) – in those devices which have this possibility.
One has to remember, that main aim of the project is not only
checking the differences in the results, but also identification
of the differences sources in measurements and analysis results,
which we expect to get. For some of devices it may be recommended
to retrofit with additional components, which improve range
and reproducibility of performing comparative research.
Devices were divided into groups, with include their availability,
diversity of measuring methods used in device from different
companies [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]: contact stylus tip profilometry, phase
shifting interferometry (PSI), coherent scanning interferometry (CSI),
confocal microscopy, chromatic confocal microscopy, focal
variability microscopy, point profilometry with auto focusing,
electron scanning microscopy (SEM), scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM), atomic force microscopy (AFM).

6. Conclusions
Analysis of results of performed research will allow for definition
of main errors sources in measurements of surface geometrical
structure and for definition of credible range of each methods
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Visualization of measurement strategies used
to evaluate geometrical deviations on CMM
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Abstract:
The idea and architecture of the application Geometrical Tolerancing, that is consequently developed by the authors for a couple of years
is demonstrated. The application is built up as a tool for efficient and effective dissemination of the ISO GPS system geometrical tolerancing
complex concepts at technical universities and industry. It can also be used as an aid for appropriate selection and implementation of the
verification procedures. The application capabilities are shown on the case of a roundness tolerance. Thanks to the powerful animation
sequences interactively controlled by a user, he/she has opportunity to perfect understanding a CMM verification strategies concepts
regarding form, orientation, location and run-out tolerances during tactile measurements.

1. Introduction
The aim behind this work is to facilitate understanding – during
vocational trainings – the significance of the geometrical tolerancing,
as well as memorizing principles and rules for indication and
verification of size, form, orientation, location and run-out tolerances
[1].
A comprehensive review of tolerancing research is done in [2] with
statement that the tolerances have been one of the most important
issues for every engineer involved in the product realization process.
Although the paper was published over ten years ago most of the
presented conclusions are still valid, particularly the opinion that both
conventional (plus/minus) and geometrical tolerancing are expected to
coexist continuously, with an increasing emphasis on the geometrical
tolerancing side. Actually, there exist a strong need for increased
attention to tolerance design to enable high-precision assemblies to be
manufactured at low cost. For automotive and aircraft industries the
tolerancing process has become an important issue in product and
process design [3]. It is a well-known that proper execution of
measurement tasks in form testing, requires competences in the field
of geometrical tolerances to enable the correct interpretation of a given
drawing and the specification within [4]. Reliable assessment of each
workpiece on a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) is connected
with selection of appropriate measurement strategy and correct
assessment of the measurement uncertainty [5]. According to the ISO
8015 [6] a specification of a workpiece is complete, if all intended
functions of the workpiece are described and controlled by the ISO
GPS specifications. This eliminates ambiguity of the specification. It
should however be pointed out, that in practice, in most cases, the
specification will be incomplete because some functions are
described/controlled imperfectly or not at all. Moreover, currently, the
ISO GPS standards do not provide defaults for all specification

operations in all specification operators. Consequently, many GPS ISO
default specification operators are not complete [6]. Gaps in the
standards continue to exist.
The authors, due to work for standardization bodies [7, 8] as well
as observations during consultancy and vocational trainings conducted
for design, manufacturing and quality control staff in about hundred
international and local companies in Poland entirely agree with
remarks in the listed papers. Particularly we identified the need for
competent professional training in the field of geometrical tolerancing
that overcomes weakness of traditional learning methods as well as we
see that several standards should be revised and improved without
delay. There are different technologies that a professor/instructor can
use to facilitate teaching and learning of geometrical tolerancing [9].
The tolerance symbols specified on the engineering drawings fix
limits for geometrical deviations – i.e. the symbols define how much
the form, orientation or location of actual features may vary from their
nominal geometry. Unfortunately many students or even less
experienced technicians and engineers do not see that produced shaft
is not a perfect cylinder or the cube sides are not exactly flat and
perpendicular. Indeed, on real machine parts, they can hardly observe
any differences from theoretically exact geometry without usage of
dedicated measuring equipment. It is great advantage of a workpiece
geometry simulation – on a computer screen – that geometrical
deviations may be significantly exaggerated to show how the non-ideal
surfaces may look like. Such visualizations help students to understand
the core of the geometrical tolerancig necessity. The tolerance zones
larger-than-life enable expressive graphical demonstration of limits
imposed by particular tolerance symbols.

2. CMM measurement strategies
The task of proper selection of the measurement strategy for
coordinate measurements consist of a few phases and is discussed by a
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number of authors [10-13]. A coordinate measuring system consists of
two parts – hardware and software. In the broad sense CMM
measurement strategy tackles with selection and application of both.
The general measurement strategy can be subdivided into following
tasks that should be done by a CMM user:
 careful analysis of the geometrical requirements (tolerances)
specified on the drawing and, when applicable, decision of
simplified measurement method. This usually includes:
 selection of the features on the workpiece to be measured,
 definition the workpiece datum feature(s) to be used within the
co-ordinate system,
 selection of the sampling strategy,
 selection of the features type to be associated with the actual
features (extracted clouds of points), i.e. selection of the
suitable fitting and evaluation criteria;
 selection of the workpiece orientation and clamping method;
 selection of the stylus configuration and probe articulation
followed by stylus system qualification;
 programming of the CMM inspection plan and assessment
information recording;
 assessment of the task specific measurement uncertainty i.e.
uncertainty of the determined values of particular geometrical
characteristics.
Understanding the geometrical tolerancing requirements is
important to perform correct verification of a produced workpiece on
CMM. The fourteen geometrical tolerancing symbols and appropriate
modifiers allow a designer to describe precisely how much a real
workpice can wary from an ideal nominal model. Large errors can
result from an improper interpretation of specified limits within a
workpiece surfaces and/or selection of inadequate sampling strategy.
The application Geometrical Tolerancing is developed as one of the
tools which helps to provide information and explanation that are
critical for design an adequate CMM measurement strategy.

3. Structure of geometrical tolerancing application
The application Geometrical Tolerancing is consequently
developed by the authors for a couple of years [14] to explain in the
innovative way – with extensive animation usage – functional meaning
of the tolerance symbols. It is updated according to the latest issues of
the international standards, e.g. explanation of a new modifier Ⓐ
introduced in the ISO 1101:2012 standard [1] is just added to the
application.
The application starts from the Main window (Fig. 1) in which a
user can click on one of the 14 Tolerance symbol buttons, the Datums
button or any Modifier button to open linked Case selection window
(Fig. 2) with the list of the particular symbol applications. The selection
of the case by the next click event on Case button opens the Definition
window (Fig. 3) with the relevant tolerance and the datum indicators –
if applicable – attached to the selected workpiece. All Definition
windows in the application are employed to present the basic
information for the tolerance indication on an engineering drawing as
well as to explain shortly, how the tolerance zone is established and
how the datum (datum system) constraints the spatial placement of the
tolerance zone.
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Fig. 1 Main window of the application Geometrical Tolerancing – the
description of the Roundnes button is displayed adjacent to the button
because the arrow cursor is dragged and held over the button
After the detailed study of the Definition window a user, in each
Definition window, should trigger the Explanation window to
understand deeply the meaning of the particular tolerance
specification. Each Explanation window contains a few animated
scenes and starts from an actual feature with magnified deviations that
can be easily observed by a user (Fig. 4). Next scenes in the
Explanation windows are used to present inspection methods for
several dozen of particular tolerances and/or to show the tolerance
zones for the respective specification. All tolerance zones for
toleranced integral or derived features are vividly visualized – running
translation and/or rotation of the tolerance zone clearly shows its
unlocked degrees of freedom – and then shrunk or expanded to
demonstrate graphically assessment of particular deviations. The
Prompt line in the bottom of every scene in the Explanation window
indicates action that will be released by clicking the Forward button
that is available in the bottom right corner for each scene in an
Explanation window. The Forward button is used by a user to control
the application. The on screen notes and the context Pop-up windows
(Fig. 9) are frequently used in the application to enlighten in detail
meaning of each specification.

Fig. 2. Case selection window with Line buttons list of the circular
roundness tolerance applications. Click event on the Line button
indicated by the hand cursor will activate Explanation widow. Each
Line button opens particular Definition window. Return button in the
bottom right corner secures return to the Main window
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Fig. 3. Definition window of the roundness tolerance. The click on the
Explanation button at the expanded pull down menu shown on the right
edge transfers a user to the next window
Competences that enables correct indication of a toleranced feature
as well as knowledge of the tolerance zone shapes and constraints
imposed on their situation in the space fixed by tolerance frame with
default rule provisions are crucial for designers and machine tool
operators, but are insufficient for quality inspectors.
Skilled metrology personnel should additionally be able to
recommend and execute appropriate methods of verification the
product conformity with the specifications. They should understand
general and individual specifications written on the drawing. More
over well trained CMM operators should be able to develop the
sampling strategy, select substitute element association criteria and
work out datum (datums system) establishment procedure, if
appropriate.
A very important advantage of computer visualization is the ability
to show significant geometric variations of particular geometrical
features of a workpiece that are not observable on real machine
components. Measurement of roundness deviation should be carried
out in the roundness plane i.e. always in a plane perpendicular to the
roundness axis within the full extent of the feature. The roundness axis
is the axis of a feature associated to an integral feature. It is
demonstrated in the application how an extracted (actual)
circumferential line for cylindrical feature is obtained on a CMM (Fig.
5) and on typical turntable roundness instrument. During explanation
of the measuring procedure in the application the stress is put to make
a user aware how many arbitrary decisions on the measurement
conditions must take the metrology personnel. These decision should
be based on the personnel familiarization with geometrical tolerancing
concepts, principles and rules as well as the personnel experience in
testing activities. Below some details of the roundness deviation
estimation on a CMM that are shown in the application Geometrical
Tolerancing will be shown and discussed.
The frame from the second scene in the Explanation window is
presented in Fig. 4. The actual shaft is measured on a coordinate
measuring machine. The Prompt line in the bottom of the window
indicates that the collected points will be used as input data for
calculation of substitute cylinder – the least square reference cylinder.
It is clearly show that for execution of such measurement a CMM
operator has to select diameter of the measuring tip, number of crosssections to be measured and number of points to be collected in each
cross-section.

Fig. 4. Explanation window of the roundness tolerance – the frame
from the second scene during animation – the actual shaft with
visualized greatly enlarged form deviations and the stylus tip during
probing are shown. The points that have been extracted are displayed,
next points will be collected. The Prompt line in the bottom of the
window indicates action that will be displayed in the next scene by
clicking the Forward button
In the fourth scene (Fig. 5) from the series of the Explanation
window scenes the least square reference cylinder is show. The
calculated axis of this cylinder determines orientation of the roundness
planes at which the points that represent searched circumferential lines
should be collected.
In the following, fifth scene (Fig. 6), it is shown how the
circumferential line is measured. A CMM operator should take into
account own experience and relevant literature recommendations. The
specification does not contain any indications that may be generally
suitable for measuring staff in various laboratories to fix measurement
strategy for the points extraction. The roundness deviation is
automatically calculated by a CMM software for actual measurement
configuration after collecting the all points. In the application, due to
its educational function, the additional scene is implemented to show
the tolerance zone for roundness tolerance (Fig. 7). It is illustrated that
according to the default rule [1] the tolerance zone for roundness is
defined by two coplanar concentric circles, with a difference in radii
equal to the tolerance value listed in the second compartment of the
tolerance frame.
The scenes in the Explanation window are animated, which is
obviously not possible to show by the screen shoots given in the paper
to demonstrate the application advantages for teaching and learning.
For example, it is visualized that there are any limits to the radii values
of the circles that establish the roundness tolerance zone – the
difference in radii (the ring width) is only determined by the tolerance.
The ring tolerance zone for the roundness my freely float on the
roundness plane – there are any limits to location of its center. The
ability to dynamically show the tolerance zones is an important
advantage of the application. This allows a user to understand better
the meaning of the restrictions placed by the particular tolerances.
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Fig. 5. Explanation window of the roundness tolerance – the fourth
scene from the series of the window scenes. The concept of the
roundness planes determination is shown. The hand cursor is dragged
and held over the Forward button in the bottom right to inform of
action that will be animated in the next scene

Fig. 6. Explanation window of the roundness tolerance – the frame
from fifth scene during animation. Measurement of the circumferential
line in the first cross-section is shown. The points that are shown on the
plane on the right side are the first four points of the eight that will be
used to determine the roundness deviation
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Fig 8. Explanation window of the roundness tolerance – the seventh
scene from the series of the window scenes. The roundness deviation
is determined in the first cross-section by the minimum zone circles
In the next, seventh scene (Fig. 8), the visualization of the
roundness deviation estimation is given. Two concentric circles, with
minimum difference in radii, that encompass all extracted points in the
examined cross-section are determined. The ring width values the
roundness deviation. Similar visualizations implemented in many
Explanation windows help a user to better understand the meaning of
the restrictions imposed by particular tolerances.
According to the speciation the roundness tolerance is applied to
an extracted (actual) circumferential line, in any cross-section of a shaft
[1]. Actually – to check whether a shaft fulfill the requirement – a
CMM operator should select the number of cross-section to be
examined. In the application an operator arbitrary decided to test three
cross-sections. Measurements in the three cross-sections are animated
sequentially in the application. The table in the window top (Fig. 9)
contains results of the roundness deviation measurements in the three
examined cross-sections.

Fig. 9. Explanation window of the roundness tolerance – the last scene.
The highlighted highest value should be given in measurement report.
The Test Po-pup window is displayed because the arrow cursor is
dragged and held over the Question mark button in the bottom left
Fig 7. Explanation window of the roundness tolerance – the sixth scene
from the series of the window scenes. The floating tolerance zone and
eight extracted points are shown

The last scene in the Explanation window of the roundness
tolerance (Fig. 9) is focused on summarizing the specification meaning
as well as verification whether the application user understands the
restriction imposed by the roundness tolerance. It is highlighted that for
assessment of the conformity with the roundness tolerance
specification the highest deviation found in the examined cross-section
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planes should be used. Such short recapitulations with brief tests are
applied in the final scenes of many Explanation windows. The text in
the Pop-up window displayed on the Explanation window left side is
employed to help a user to test her/his knowledge absorption on the
roundness tolerance. There are four Test box buttons that cover right
answers – /circumferential line/; /two concentric circles/; /expanded
measurement uncertainty/; /least possible/ – a user shall compare them
with own answers proposed in advance.

4. Werner, T., Weckenmann, A., “Sustainable quality assurance by
assuring competence of employees,” Measurement vol. 45, i. 6,
pp. 1534-1539, 2012.

4. Conclusions

6. ISO 8015:2011 Geometrical product specifications (GPS) –
Fundamentals – Concepts, principles and rules.

The Geometrical Product Specifications (GPS) is inherently
inscribed in design of mechanical parts and plays important role in the
competitiveness of a company. Engineers working in automotive and
aviation industry must have good knowledge on the GPS and
verification methodology which ought to be given during studies or
refresh and supplemented by vocational training courses.
The application Geometrical Tolerancing is an innovative
educational tool. The application is the visually powerful software that
makes the compound issues of the geometrical tolerancing easy to
understand. Currently the application is successfully used during
lectures at universities and seminars in industry. The authors plan to
make it available for individuals via internet.
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Abstract:
The current paper presents the creation of a methodological basis (procedure, used forms, the DAMIC model and the risk matrix) for
performing a FMEA analysis for a coordinate measuring process. Using participative methods (i.e. brainstorming), information was
gathered regarding the errors that can occur in the measuring process, their causes and effects as well as detection and prevention
measures. Prescribed improvement measures are presented, their implementation, risk index reevaluation and result communication.

1. The methodological basis form for the FMEA
The quality control and assurance process is very complex due to
a multitude of influencing factors. Noncompliance with control
conditions can lead to situations where correctly manufactured parts
are marked as non-compliant or vice versa (Fig. 1). The causes of
these situations are the control operations and can be avoided by
using quality instruments (e.g. FMEA) for part of, or the whole
process.

Fig. 1. Possible outcomes resulting from the measurement process
In most cases production consists of a sequence of manufacturing
and control operations (Fig. 2.a). Quality assurance in production
focuses more on the manufacturing rather than on the control
operations outlining the errors that can occur, their causes and the
detection and prevention measures that can be taken.

The control of the manufacturing process can be regarded as a
single process, its operations occurring sequentially (Fig. 2.b). This
helps outline the errors that can occur, their causes, the detection and
prevention measures that can be taken. Error causes can be common
or specific to the measurement and monitoring equipment used.
Consequently, FMEA can be applied to the whole control process
or to specific important control equipment, such as the coordinate
measuring machines.
To be able to develop a FMEA analysis for the measuring
process, a selection of parts must be made, namely parts which:

have presented complaints from clients regarding measurements;

have had identified measuring errors for the manufacturing
processes;

have known issues, are new, or have a new measurement
strategy.
By using a selection matrix, one can determine the parts for
which the measurement processes will be analyzed with the FMEA
method. The usage criteria are:

development of a new measurement program;

critical component from a safety point of view;

functional component;

modification of the measuring strategy;

change of measurement conditions;

influences on manufacturing process adjustment;

customer complaints.

1.1.
The procedure for the FMEA analysis of the
measurement process

Fig. 2. Manufacturing and the control process

The FMEA analysis is performed in accordance with the DAMIC
model: Definition – Analysis – Measures – Implementation –
Communication (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. The DAMIC model
The Analysis stage, which is the most important, is done in the
succession presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Steps in the analysis phase of the DAMIC model
Fig. 5 presents the FMEA analysis form which contains two
states: the initial state and the state after improvement. The form in
Figure 5 was created for the FMEA analysis on the MMC control
process. Fig. 7 presents the algorithm of completing the form. The
initial state is documented in columns 0 to 10. The first column
includes the measurement operation sequence, column 4 - the
potential errors and their causes (col. 5) followed by the potential
error effects (col. 2). For each error, preventive and detection
measures are assigned in columns 6 and 8, respectively. The
preventive measures are part of quality assurance and the detection
measures are part of quality control.

Fig. 5. The MMC control process FMEA form

Next, the importance (B), occurrence (A) and detection (E)
indexes are evaluated in accordance with Tables 1-3 and written in
columns 3, 7 and 9, respectively. Lastly, the RPZ risk (Fig. 6) index is
evaluated (col. 10). The risk evaluation is performed by:

drawing the risk diagram in descending order with the RPZ
value on the X axis;

using a risk matrix in accordance with VDA4.
The risk matrix has the following areas (Fig. 6):

Red – action mandatory, the risk must be reduced;

Yellow – action is optional, the risk should be reduced;

Green – no action needed.
Depending on the value of the RPZ index (RPZ>125) and/or the
cumulated value of the A and B indexes, a corrective action is taken.
The Measure Tracking Form is used, which contains the needed
actions and the responsible/deadlines. The moderator monitors the
progress of the implementation and notes them in the form. A new
risk assessment is made with the B index being kept the same. When
the RPZ cannot be lowered anymore, the end date is entered in the
form.

Fig. 6. The RPZ diagram and the risk matrix (VDA4)
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Table 1 presents the application criteria and evaluation ranking
(high, medium, low) of the selected parts for the CMM measurement
analysis.
From Table 1, it can be seen that the Sprocket part is the best
candidate for the analysis.
A team was assembled for the analysis and it consisted of (Fig.
8):
 The process responsible (M) – the measurement program and
strategy designer;
 A moderator (V) – member of the Quality Department;
 A project coordinator (F) – Quality Department head who
approves the FMEA analysis;
 Experts (E) – the Planning/Production Department technician
(control plan designer), inspectors from the Quality Assurance
Department, a metrologist from the Metrology Department,
maintenance staff from the Maintenance Department etc.
Fig. 7. The FMEA process

2. Research regarding the application of the FMEA
analysis to a CMM measurement process
The research was carried out and applied in the Quality Assurance
Department at StarTransmision (part of the Daimler AG group) in
Cugir, Romania. The DAMIC principle was used in the process.

2.1.
Definition – System definition and
acknowledgement
The subject to be analyzed was identified by using
participatory methods and the situations in which the FMEA method
would be applied have been determined.
Fig. 8. The FMEA team

Gear

Idler gear

Situations in which the FMEA
analysis would be applied
When creating a new
1
measurement plan
If the product is critical from
2
a safety point of view
The part is functionally
3
important
The measurement strategy
4
changed
The measuring conditions
5
changed
It has influences on the
6
manufacturing process
When complaints from the
7
customer were received
Absolute FMEA priority
Relative FMEA priority
FMEA analysis
Matrix
Symbol
high

medium

low


Crankshaft

Parts

The moderator was responsible for filling in the meeting
documentation which consisted of:

the control plan for the measurement process;

the measurement plan and strategy;

instructions regarding the use of additional devices;

tables with styli used for each part and operation;

records with CMM preventive maintenance data;

records of the customers’ complaint.

Sprocket

Table 1 The selection matrix
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The control process of the part was broken down in processes and
phases (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. Control plan for the measurement process
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Fig. 10. The flow diagram of the CMM measurement process
Every process was analyzed and the measurement errors and
effects were identified from the operator, equipment, part,
environment and strategy point of view.
Consequent to this process, the decision was taken to perform the
analysis on the coordinate measuring operation (Fig. 10).

Fig. 11. The drawings for the measurement with the CMM and a
picture of the sprocket

The measurement process subjected to the FMEA analysis was
run on a Zeiss Contura G2 Coordinate Measuring Machine.
The periodic inspection of the CMM was done by qualified
personnel from the service provider, Inmmacro SRL from Brașov.
In the first step, an analysis was done on the drawing (Figure 11),
the manufacturing technology and the measurement for the following:

drilling (ø5.1 mm, D9);

milling of a keyway (8,6 mm ±0.05);

frontal milling;

drilling (3 x ø7.45 +0.15).
By analyzing the drawing, the critical characteristics were
identified and the coordinate system with the bases A, B and C was
established. Also:

the configuration of the stylus system was determined;

the part positioning and mounting possibilities were established;

the positioning of the part was checked by inserting a pin in the
ø5.1 mm hole.
The measurement strategy consists of:

establishing the measurement points;

setting the measurement speed;

determining the stylus approach direction;

applying data filters for obtaining better results;

establishing the order in which the features are measured.
Potential errors, their causes and effects were identified by the
experts of the FMEA team through brainstorming. A database
containing error determination data in similar situations was
consulted.
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POSSIBLE ERROR AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS
( FMEA -measurement process )

FMEA No. :

Equipment name :

Zeiss 3D Contura G2

Stock number :

STC - 3D - 02 (5000447)

Part Name :

Kettenrad

Responsible Dept. :

Moderator :

Equipment state :

new ___, revision ___, repaired ___

Part No. :

XXX XX XX

Program Design (No./Date) : xxx gaurire/12.11.09
Date :

Meas. product type: sample __, pre-series __, series _x_ Revision

1

2

B
3

4

Ludwig Friedrich
11.10.2013

Planned date: 18.10.13

08.11.2013

5

6

A
7

8

RPZ

Improvement
measures

Responsible /
Date

E
9

10

11

12
Quality
Assurance
Dept.
/ 01.11.2013
Quality
Assurance
Dept.
/ 01.11.2013

incorrect selection of Database with styli
Measurement
styli combination and used for a particular 7 operator
configuration
operation and feature
versatility

4

280

Operator training
in measuring

Database with styli
Measurement
used for a particular 7 operator
operation and feature
versatility

4

280

Operator training
in measuring

Cross2
measurements

40

no measures
need

Repeat
Measurement plan
6 measurements 3
with more/less points
for outliers

180

Operator training in
measurement
operations

2

Fig. 12. The filled in FMEA form
The resulting information was filled in the FMEA form in
columns 2, 4 and 5. For each potential cause, preventive and detection
measures are foreseen and are written in columns 6 and 8. The A, B
and E indexes were evaluated on a scale from 1 to 10. The moderator
also fills in columns 3, 7 and 9 of the FMEA form. By calculating the
risk index RPZ (col. 10) the form is filled in completely (Fig. 12).

Conclusions

The paper presents a new way of using the FMEA method, by
applying it to the coordinate measurement process. By doing so the
quality management is improved by evaluating the risk of control
operations. The results obtained from the analysis are communicated
to the team and to the firm’s management. The information found is
recorded in a database which will be used for other analyses of
similar measurement processes. By applying this method, future
errors that can occur in the measurement process can be avoided.
Problems of coordinate measurements are strictly connected with
geometrical product specification [5]. Important issue which was not
considered by this publication is coordinate measurement uncertainty
[6-9]. The nowadays engineers working in machine design industry
shall continuously extend their knowledge and skills by specialized
courses e.g. offered in blended learning concept over the internet [1012].
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Abstract:
The paper analyzes the effect of filter size on roughness indicators of the surface geometrical structure obtained on the basis of
measurements on profilometer New Form Talysurf 2D/3D 120 Taylor Hobson and using software TalyMap Platinum 5.1.1. A
separation of long-term components made in square format, causing symmetric separation (XY) of the selected components of analyzed
surface was conducted. A full statistical analysis of the impact of filter size on the roughness parameters was performed.

1. Introduction
The ever-increasing performance requirements for modern
machinery parts and equipment are forcing technologists to utilize
machining techniques aimed at increasing strength and durability of
these parts. This trend is also requiring use of increasingly
sophisticated measurement techniques during part verification [3, 4].
It is known that within all areas of geometrical metrology,
measurement of surface roughness parameters (roughness)
characterizing topography is considered to be the most complicated.
Therefore, it is the most difficult to conduct and requires complex
specialized equipment.
The development of computer technology, in the late twentieth
century, helped improve measurement techniques and computational
processing of the wide range of indicators characterizing the
geometric structure of a surface in spatial layout and in digital
filtering of waviness errors [1, 2, 5]. Most of the leading measurement
equipment manufacturers currently offer devices which allow for socalled bandpass filtration thus enabling separation of the long-term
component from the profile (waviness and shape) while at the same
time filtering out the very high frequency and short wavelength
component - λs so-called "microroughness." Microroughness is most
often the result of imperfections in measurement systems and the
associated high self noise level generated by the equipment’s
electrical as well as mechanical elements. A profile filtered by the
short wave lengths λs filter, is called, according to the ISO 11562
standard, the Primary Profile and is the basis for further filtering and
analysis of SGS parameters such as shape and waviness [7, 8, 9].
The use of λs filtration provides greater comparability of results
obtained using different measurement systems (eliminates the
influence of noise, sampling step, radius and shape of the mapper
blade). Pawlus [8 to check whether the mean x1 and x2, can come
from the same population or from populations with the same average]

points out a problem that certain profile deformation occurs after use
of the short-λs filter, such as an increase in the spacing parameters, tilt
drop, curvature reduction of the rounding vertices, etc.
According to the definitions of certain 3D parameters, their
calculations are performed over the entire measurement field, and not
over the length of the elementary section as in the roughness profile
in a 2D system. By changing the size of the filter an automatic
decrease or increase occurs of the area on which the differentiators of
the surface geometric structure are calculated. Taking this into
account the authors have evaluated, along with statistical estimation
of the effect of filter size on the results of calculations [3]

2. Measurement methodology
The surface profile consists of components with different nature
of formation resulting from the interaction of the forming tool.
Therefore, for its full description one should undertake a proper
identification and separation of such components. To provide a full
statistical analysis of the impact of filter size on the roughness
parameters a roller burnished sample was selected. It was made with
parameters ensuring high efficiency of the burnishing process (feed
f = 0.28 mm / rev). In addition, the resulting roughness of Sa = 0.392
µm was contained within acceptable limits found in industrial
environments.
To perform the measurements using the contact method, one of
the most widespread industrial equipment was selected - laboratory
profilometer New Form Talysurf 2D/3D 120 by Taylor Hobson and
software TalyMap Platinum 5.1.1. Such devices can be found
wherever surface roughness is measured, within the workshop
environment, in measuring boxes, in laboratories, research and
development institutions, and at universities.
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3. Measurement results and their analysis
The area was measured with a five-fold repetition and roughness
indicators were calculated using the square filter 0.25 × 0.25, 0.8 ×
0.8 and 2.5 × 2.5 mm. In addition to the mean value and standard
deviation σ, the measurement error Δx̅ and the relative measurement
error were also calculated. This data was used for statistical analysis
of significance of differences of the obtained results. Selected and
grouped results are illustrated in Figures 1 – 4. Figure 1 ilustrates
examples of changes in the height parameters depending on the size
of the applied square filter, and Figure 2 shows function parameters
depending on the size of the used filter.
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indicators of material Vm or empty space Vv - they grow with
increasing dimension of the filter separating waviness. An example of
a graphical analysis of the volumetric characteristics is shown in
Figure 4. For all the analyzed surface geometric structure parameters
with an increase in dimension of the filter, all of them increase their
value from a few percent to about 100%. Therefore, statistical
analysis was performed to assess whether the differences are
significant. A null hypothesis at the significance level of α = 0.05 was
assumed. Analysis was performed for comparison of the data from the
calculation for filters 08 × 0.8 and 2.5 × 2.5 mm which are the most
commonly recommended and used under industrial conditions.

Height Parameters

Filter Size [mm]
Fig. 1 The effect of filter size on height parameters of surface
roughness after rolling burnishing

Fig. 3 Changes in functional parameters (Sk) depending on the size
of the applied filter

We can observe an increase in mean arithmetic deviation Sa with
increase in filter size, by nearly 100% for the 2.5 × 2.5 mm as
compared to 0.25 × 0.25 mm. This may be due to the fact that the
separation of 0.25 × 0.25 mm has a smaller dimension than the feed
rate value. We can therefore suppose that in this case we are able to
calculate the roughness only on the track of burnishing ball.

Fig. 4 Graphical analysis of volumetric parameters
Variables method - the difference between the two averages refers to
checking whether the mean x1 and x2, can come from the same
population or from populations with the same average:
We hypothesize that:
x1 = x2
or
x1 – x2 = 0
We perform the calculation of the test tobl according to the formula:
Fig. 2 Changing function parameters of the sample depending on the
size of the applied filter
With increase filter size the indicators Smr, SMC and SXP grow,
which represents an increase of material surface field and reverse
field material relationship. This is due to the inclusion of more
irregularities in the calculation. Whereas Figure 3 shows the effect of
changes in the filter size on the volume parameters (functional)
calculated on the basis of a 3D material ratio curve. The increase of
the value of the separation results in an increase of all volume

𝑢=

|𝑥1 −𝑥2 |
𝑆(𝑥)√

1
1
+
𝑛1 𝑛2

(1)

where: n1 and n2 – number of samples, x1 and x 2 – two separate
averages, S(x) – means the total estimated standard deviation of a
single measurement from both sets of measurement data, calculated
from:
∑ 𝑥12 +∑ 𝑥22

𝑆(𝑥) = √

𝑛1 +𝑛2 −2

(2)
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If as a result of calculations we obtain that uobl > uα;f where
f = n1 + n2 – 2, we can conclude that hypothesis u1 – u2 = 0 is false
and the x1 is significantly different from x2 with significance level of
α. Unless we obtain uobl < uα;f then it should be assumed that the
hypothesis is true and there aren`t significant differences on the
significance level of α. It should be noted that the number of data
points in both samples does not have to be equal, but it is necessary
that x1 ≠ x2. Thus, by comparing the statistics u with table critical
value uwe can decide to accept or reject the null hypothesis in favor
of an alternative [3]. Using the test of comparison of mean values,
calculations have been carried out and the results are listed in table 1:
Table 1 Comparison of mean values test results

4. Conclusions
The presented research results clearly confirm the influence of the
waviness components separating square filter on the indicator values
of the surface geometrical structure. In the absence of regulations and
recommendations for the selection of the filter size, there is a need for
research that could designate such norms. At the same time for
industrial conditions, to facilitate the comparison of measured values,
filtration parameters should be administered with a calculated surface
parameter.
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Abstract:
Standards still do not encompass calibration of terrestrial laser scanners (TLS), so many different methods are applied. Almost all
methods are based on scanning points with known, standard coordinate values. The points used for calibrating the scanners can be
distributed in many ways, while their coordinates can be determined by different methods. Those methods can satisfy previously given
accuracy criteria. This paper presents a way of standard coordinates determination in laboratory conditions, from a-priori accuracy
estimation, to measurements and adjustment. After that, we will present calibration of TLS based on these data.

1. Introduction
Terrestrial laser scanners are used in surveys that provide quick
and direct description of 3D geometry of objects, renouncing the need
for manual collection of data. Terrestrial laser scanning is a sensor
technology that brings a new approach to collecting space
information. 3D laser scanners enable the registration of thousand
different data per second. The result of scanning using the laser
scanner is a set of three-dimensional YXZ points - point cloud.
Through subsequent processing, using relevant software applications,
point clouds are connected and if needed they are geo-referenced, and
as a result, the 3D scan of the surveyed object is created.
Terrestrial laser scanners (Fig. 1) can be divided based on the
length measuring method, which conditions the scope and
measurement uncertainty.
• Principle of time measuring - this method is used to measure the
lengths of up to several hundred meters, even those exceeding a
kilometer. The larger scope of length measurement also means
reduced uncertainty - about 1 cm. This type of scanner uses laser
impulses for measurement, and therefore these scanners are called
impulse scanners. When applying this method it is of extreme
importance to measure the time (in order to achieve the length
measurement uncertainty of 1 mm the time measurement uncertainty
should be 3,33 ps). The advantage of the impulse laser scanners is in
the high concentration of laser energy transmitted. This enables the
achievement of the required signal/noise ratio - SNR which is
required for measuring greater lengths.
• Principle of measuring phase difference - this is a method
suitable for measuring lengths up to 100 m reaching uncertainty of
several mm. With this principle, the phase difference between the
transmitted and received beam is measured, as well as the time
between the moment of transmission and moment of reception. One
characteristic of the phase laser scanners is that the signals are

modulated using the sinus curve based on the amplitude (AM) and
frequency (FM).

Fig. 1. Riegl, Leica, Trimble and Faro scanners
The first scanners produced were not designed to be used in the
field of geodesy and therefore most of those from that time kept the
characteristic of not allowing the centering above the given point and
enabling orientation according to the second point.
In the area of calibration of laser scanners the analogy with
photogrammetric methods is used, with calibration being the
determination of external orientation parameters and systematic errors
of all scans in a given project. This definition was later expanded with
one-time determination of all system parameters, namely the
systematic errors of the terrestrial laser scanner, external orientation
and coordinates of unknown points [2]. This procedure was called
self-calibration.
Over the past several years, numerous papers have been published
presenting the results of accuracy testing and various models of
calibration of laser scanners. The authors used test field of signaled
points for calibration or matching of spatial characteristics of cloud
points for development of a model in terrain conditions. At the same
time it is emphasized that the first approach requires large scale
measurements using total stations (TS) and processing of results for
realization of test fields, but on the other hand no testing equipment is
required. To the contrary, the second approach enables calibration of
laser scanner and elements of external orientation of objects in the
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terrain conditions, simultaneously with the realization of terrain task,
using the spatial characteristics of points cloud [3]. However,
majority of published papers used the signaled points test field for
calibration of laser scanners.
For scanner calibration, determination of systematic errors of
instruments, etalon values of coordinates of signaled points test field
need to be determined. Defining these coordinates is done using a
total station, by measuring angles and lengths. Prior assessment of
accuracy of measured values is required for achieving the relevant
accuracy of coordinates.

f (X, l )  0

(1)

X  x, y...t  being the vector of true required values, and
l  a , b ...n being the veccor of true measured values. In geodetic
networks true values of vectors l and X are not known, but rather
the vector of results of measuring l is available, which are burdened
by the accidental measuring results  . That is why instead of true
values of l and X the estimated values are determined for l and
X as follows:





l̂ = l + v

(2)

ˆ  X0  x
X

(3)

v - vector of residuals,

2. A-priori testing the geometry of the network
Scanner calibration is done in laboratory where calibration signals
are set in different space settings and at limited lengths. Signals for
the scanner are not made of reflecting material and lengths need to be
measured using a laser distance meter without the use of prism. All
distance meters at total stations have lower measuring uncertainty of
distance measuring without the prism and approximately it is 5 mm
which is insufficient uncertainty for the needs of scanner calibration.
The method of trigonometric leveling should be used for determining
height values of signaled points (staff can not be placed on the
signal). All this leads to conclusion that determination of coordinates
of the signaled points test field has to be divided into two parts determining the 2D position (coordinates in plane) separately and 1D
position (height) separately.
In almost all scanners the length measuring uncertainty is 2-4
mm, so using the principle of insignificance, it is concluded that the
required measuring uncertainty of calibration values is at least 0,67
mm. Considering the measuring uncertainty of the distance meter
without a prism, this means that for the achievement of the required
measuring uncertainty of calibration values the points should be
determined by cross-section of directions. On the other side, there is a
limitation in the sense of achieving appropriate direction sections
towards the signals. The method of trigonometric leveling has the
accuracy limitation for external conditions, but it is convenient for
laboratory conditions (no refraction). Therefore a-priori testing of
accuracy needs to be done which can be achieved at a specific
geometry of the network.
When measuring the directions in laboratory conditions, with
short sights, the largest influence is inflicted by the instrument
centering errors. For centering error of 0,2 mm, using the equipment
for forcible centering on a pillar, at 2 m length, the resulting direction
error is around 20", while for 9 m it is around 4,6". As a result, for
measuring scanner angle errors, that according to manufacturing
specifications range from 12" to 25", sight lengths of above 9 m have
to be used, but in such a way that either the angle uncertainty in the
network is improved by a larger number of measurements and that the
scanner centering error is included in the mathematical model as the
unknown.
A-priori testing of the geometry of the network is done using the
least squares method (LSM). Namely, the application of this method
requires only the approximate coordinates, surveying plan and the
weight of measured values.
The method of indirect adjustment establishes the connections
functions of required values (coordinates) with measured values
(directions and lengths). The general form of these equations is:

X  x , y ...t
0

0

0

0

 - vector of approximate required values,

x  x, y...t - vector of increment.
By establishing the connections for all the measured values with

the required ones the correction equations are acquired that form the
equation correction matrix A, or the network configuration matrix.
Each equation, measured values, has a specific weight p that form the
diagonal weight matrix P. Due to linearity, the link functions are
developed into Taylor order in an environment of approximate values
of the unknowns, X0 , and so based on these approximate values and
measured values the deviation vector is formed:

F  f  X0  l 

(4)

Then the normal equation matrix is formed:

N  AT PA

(5)

as well as the misclosure vectors:

n  AT PF

(6)

Unknown vector of increment is obtained through:

x  N1n

(7)

while the vector of estimated values of the unknowns, X̂ , is obtained
through (3).
Vector of residuals of measured values is:

v  AT Px  F`

(8)

Overall indicator of accuracy, assessment of weight unit standard,
is:

ˆ 02 

vT Pv
`
nu

(9)

with n-u representing the number excessive measurements.
The assessment of accuracy of adjusted values (coordinates) is
done through assessed values of positioning errors:

ˆ X2  ˆ 02 Ni1
i

(10)

with Ni1 being the diagonal element of inverse matrix of normal
equations pertaining to the assessed value.
Estimation of accuracy of adjusted values of measured
coordinates is obtained through function error:

ˆ l2  ˆ 02  gT Nl1g 
i

i

(11)

with gT   fi  xi ,  fi  yi ... fi  ti representing the vector of
partial derivative of the function connections measured and required
values per individual required values, and Nli 1 is a part of an inverse
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matrix of normal equations comprised of elements pertaining to
requested values included in the f i function.

2.1. Accuracy calculations for determining the individual
values
A test field of 24 points was set up at the laboratory of the
Institute of Geodesy and Geoinformatics of the Faculty of Civil
Engineering for the purpose of scanner calibration (Fig. 2). The points
were marked by standard signals that are registered by all types of
scanners (Fig. 3).
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For application of the method of least square, approximate
coordinates of signal points in coordinate system of the laboratory
(LCS) were calculated based on the existing coordinates of the five
pillars. The plan of observation entailed the observation of directions
from the 3 pillars (the remaining two had unfavorable positions, i.e.
the observation would be under very sharp angles) towards all signal
points. The weights of all measurements were calculated as follows:
(12)

Fig. 2. Disposition of test fields of signal points
with  i being the mean measuring error (for angles in seconds for
lengths in cm). For direction measurement uncertainty 10" value was
adopted - 9" due to centering error (0,2 mm to the average length
between the pillars to the signaling points of 4,5 m) and 1" for
measuring errors. The lengths between the pillars in the laboratory
were measured using the laser interferometer (uncertainty 0,005 mm)
but for calculation of weights value of 0,2 mm was adopted, which is
the instrument centering error.

Fig. 3. Black&White target

The evaluation of accuracy of signal points coordinates and
distances to them was done applying the method of least square.
Using the formula (10) errors of 2D coordinates of signal points were
calculated and shown in table 1, together with coordinate errors of the
pillars (S1-S5).
Lengths errors to signal points and angle errors were calculated
using the formula (11). Table 2 shows the values of direction and
distance errors from pillar S1 in relation to which the prime values of
mean errors are obtained and from which the calibration of scanner
will be done.
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Table 1 Coordinates errors
Point
No.
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
90
81
72
91
82
73
92
83
74
93



y

mm
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2



Point
No.
84
94
85
95
86
96
87
78
88
75
76
89
97
98

x

mm
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4



y

mm
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.3
1.1
1.4
1.4



equation (14) and after arranging, equation for mean error of height
differences should be as follows:

x

mm
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.7
1.6
0.9

2

h

Sight
point
90
81
72
91
82
73
92
83
74
93
85

D
mm
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5

d "
7.58
7.58
7.57
7.52
7.52
7.33
6.88
6.85
5.82
4.82
4.14

Point
No.
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1

Sight
point
95
86
96
87
78
88
75
76
89
97
98

D
mm
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.3
0.5
1.3
2.2
1.8

d
"
3.91
3.92
5.14
5.13
6.02
6.77
7.23
7.27
6.07
6.45
6.95

Before commenting the obtained accuracy it is necessary to
discuss the manner of determining the slope distances. More
specifically, from the 2D network using the LSM the horizontal
distances are determined, while the necessary slope distances can be
determined from the measured, or calculated, distances and zenith
distances using the equation:

DS  DH / sin z

(13)

Through the application of the law on error transfer,
differentiating the equation (13), adjusting and using the most
unfavorable case (DH = 9,5 m and z = 63o) and measuring uncertainty
of determining the zenith distance of 4", it is concluded that for
achieving the accuracy of the slope distance of 2 mm it is necessary to
know the horizontal distance with measuring uncertainty of 1,78 mm.
Table 2 shows that for scanner calibration all points except the
last three can be used (due to proximity to pillar S5 so the sighting
from it is under very sharp angle).
Heights of the pillars were determined by a geometric leveling,
digital level with fiber glass barcode leveling staff, with accuracy
higher than 0,2 mm. The formula for calculating the height difference,
without the influence of refraction and curvature of the Earth (due to
short lengths of sights) in case of known horizontal length, is:

h  D  cot z  i  l

(15)

Following numeric values are used in equation (15):
z = 63°, most unfavorable case,
 D = 0.9 mm, most unfavorable case (table 2),
 z = 4" (applying the principle of insignificance to the declared
measurement uncertainty of z),
 D = 9.5 m, largest distance from the pillar to the signal points,
  i = 0,2 mm (can be achieved using the ruler, measuring 3
times).
With these numerical values for mean error of height difference,
in the most unfavorable case, the result is 0,55 mm. When the mean
error of height determination of pillars is added to this number, it
results in signaling point's determination accuracy of 0,59 mm or
better. Considering that the best declared uncertainty of the position
that can be obtained using the scanner is 2 mm, it can be concluded
that the coordinates of the test fields of signal points can be
considered calibrated.
According to the calculation, the influence of uncertainty of the
observed direction in the total measured uncertainty should be 1". In
order to achieve that it is necessary to observe the direction with the
measuring uncertainty of 3". That means that it would be enough to
observe them in one set instrument with said declared measuring
uncertainty. The same goes for measuring the zenith distance - it
would be enough to measure them in one set instrument that has the
declared measuring uncertainty better than 4".




Table 2 Length and direction errors
Point
No.
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1
S1

 D 
2
2
  z  i
2
 sin z 

 2  cot 2 z   D2  

(14)

with l being the height of the signal, in this case equal to zero.
Formula with horizontal lengths was used for calculation because
they can be obtained with higher accuracy (from adjustment of 2D
network). According to the error transfer law, by differentiating the

2.2. Determining the coordinates of signaling points
Based on the done calculations, the measurements of directions
and zenith distances towards the test field of the signaling points, was
done. The measurements were done using the total station Topcon
GTS311, declared measuring uncertainty for angles of which is 1,5",
which is in accordance with the previous calculations. The
measurements were done according to repetition method in two sets
for control purposes, although one set was enough. Before the
measurement a detailed elaboration of the measuring method was
done from which the criteria for monitoring and control of the
measurements were determined. The most important criteria were the
allowed difference between the sets for reduced directions, and for
that the obtained value was 4",2.
After the measurements conducted, according to formulas (1-11)
the adjustment was done as well as the assessment of accuracy of test
field of the signal points together with the network points in the local
laboratory system. The obtained results are in accordance with the
previous assessment of accuracy, i.e. errors of coordinates, lengths
and directions are in accordance with the values shown in tables 1 and
2.

3. Calibration of the Terrestrial Laser Scanner
Calibration of scanner Leica ScanStation2 was done in the
laboratory based on the specific coordinates of signaling points. The
scanner was placed onto the pillar no 1 followed by the measuring
procedure - first it was made approximately horizontal using the
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centric level, than it was put into operation for self-horizoning after
which the measuring, scanning of test fields of signal points was
done. The scanning was done in the precise mode, i.e. in the mode of
recognition of signal points which according to the specification is
two times more accurate than the normal mode.
The mathematical model was developed on the principle of selfcalibration. The mathematical model of conditional equations
includes the vector of measured values and vector of unknown
parameters. The transformation of coordinate system of scanner, SCS,
into the coordinate system of the laboratory, LCS, can be implicitly
expressed in the following way:

ˆ, X
ˆ )=0
f (L
with:

(16)

L̂ - being the vector of adjusted measured values,
X̂ - being the vector of assessed unknown parameters.

Conditional equation for the j scanned point from the scanning
station is:





ˆ  ΔX  R  ,  ,   X SCS  X LCS  0, j  1, 2,..., n (17)
f j Lˆ j , X
j
j
j

n being the total number of points within the calibration field, ΔX vector of translation parameters for the scanning station:

ΔX  X

Y Z 

T

(18)

R ,  ,   - matrix of rotation between two coordinate systems:
 r11
R  ,  ,    R   r21
 r31
 cos 
   sin 
 0

sin 
cos 
0

r13 
r23   R 3   R 2   R1   
r33 

r12
r22
r32

0 cos 
0  0
1   sin 

0  sin   1
0
0 
1
0  0 cos  sin  
0 cos   0  sin  cos  

Yj

Z j 

T

(19)

(20)

- vector of coordinates of j scanned points in the scanner
XSCS
j
coordinate system corrected for the influence of Scanner calibration
parameters CPs, that are also called additional parameters APs.

X

SCS
j



 x j   rj  r  cos  j    cos  j    
  
  y j    rj  r  sin  j    cos  j     , j  1, 2,..., n


zj  

 
 rj  r  sin  j   



(21)
with r, φ and  signifying length, horizontal direction and vertical
angle that were calculated from approximate coordinates in the
scanner coordinate system SCS (x, y, z) as follows:
y
rj  x 2j  y 2j  z 2j ,  j  arctan  j
 xj




zj
 ,  j  arctan  2
2


 xj  yj

 

b1
 b2 tan  j
cos j

(23)

with b1 and b2 collimation and error of non-horizontality of the axes,
Δθ=c0, c0 being the error of vertical index (notation adopted from
[4]).
As the vector of measured values and vector of estimated
unknown parameters are implicitly related through a mathematical
model, the linear combined model of adjustment is used, namely the
Gauss-Helmert model (for details see [2]). The mean errors of
parameters r, φ and  are calculated from the adjustment which
indicates the extent of the measuring uncertainty of the relevant
dimensions.
Apart from these parameters as the indicators of the quality of the
scanner, it is necessary to determine the numeric values of a0, b2 and
c0 which practically define the deviation of the signal transmission
center from the coordinate start point of the scanner. For these values
the measuring results should be corrected, but that is not done for
practical reasons - due to large number of scanned points. Only a year
ago a scanner was put into use that allows the users to enter these
parameters alone.
After the completion of measurements and processing according
to the above described procedure, following results were obtained for
the tested scanner Leica ScanStation2:  r 1,3 mm,   =10",   =8",
a0=-1,1 mm, b2=1" and c0=-6".

4. Conclusion

- vector of coordinates of j scanned point in the laboratory
XLCS
j
coordinate system:
X LCS
  X j
j
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 (22)



At the start of self-calibration error Δr, Δφ and Δ are modeled as:
Δ r=a0, with a0 being the error of laser distance meter zero (additional
constant). The model doesn’t include the scale error because the selfcalibration is done in a relatively small space and this parameter
doesn’t have its full effect. Further on:

The professional community has not yet come to a consensus
with regards to the standardized procedure for testing the accuracy
and calibration of terrestrial laser scanners. The standardized
procedure, as a contribution to the future ISO standard in this area,
was proposed by Gottwald R. in 2008; the procedure is simple and
comprehensive and can be followed by users. Apart from determining
the overall accuracy of the measuring results using a terrestrial laser
scanner, another important aspect of ensuring the quality of 3D
information is the geometric calibration of the instruments. If the
measuring results are not corrected for the influence of systematic
errors, this fact can reduce the accuracy of the point cloud [1]. It is
therefore necessary to identify and model the systematic errors of the
laser scanner - it is understood that determination of these errors has
to be reliable with minimal utilization of resources for their
determination.
The calibration of terrestrial laser scanner in a laboratory with
spatial limitations can only be done if the coordinates of the test field
of signal points were determined with the required accuracy.
Therefore, it is necessary to perform a-priori evaluation of accuracy
of determination of these coordinates.
Based on the measurements conducted for determination of
coordinates and calibration of the scanner, it can be concluded that the
above described procedure of determination of test field coordinates
of signal points gives good results. This procedure can be successfully
applied in any laboratory with the observance of space limitations, i.e.
a-priori calculation of accuracy has to be done for a concrete situation
in order to calculate the measuring uncertainty of lengths and
directions. A similar procedure, calculation of accuracy, can be done
for any other type of scanner as well
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Abstract:
Two axes stage (XY-stage) is used as the metrology frame in precise machining and precise measurement. So, it is important to measure
and evaluate the shape of the axis of stage. However, the measurement system to acquire the shape of the axis requires more accurate
straight axis. The more accurate system requires more accurate straight axis. In order to accomplish the requirement of the more accurate
straight axis, the technique to directly measure the shape of the axis is proposed. This technique is applied to the XY-stage system with
two-axis encoder. The data from encoder includes the shape of axis and the profile of the reference plate. In this paper, it is proposed how
the shape of axis is separated from the profile of the reference plate. This technique is proved in simulation and experiments.

1. Introduction
Two axes stage (XY-stage) is used as metrology frame in precise
machining and precise measurement [1]. The accuracy of size and
shape of the manufactured products are dependent on the accuracy and
preciseness of two axes stage. There are a lot of researches to measure
the precise shape of axis and compensate it.
One major method is multi-probe method. It is used in one
dimension to separate the displacement error from the profile error of
the metrological frame [2-5]. But in the multi-probe method, zero
adjustment error cannot be removed [6].
In this paper, two axes stage is dealt. The position of two axes stage
is measured by the internal sensor and the external sensor. The external
sensor data include the shape of the axis and the profile of the reference
plate.
It is proposed how the shape of axis is separated from the profile
of the reference plate. This technique is proved in simulation and
experiments.

Two axes stage is modeled as shown in Fig.1. The stage consists of
two linear stages. The Y-stage is stacked on the X-stage. The reference
plate is mounted on the stage surface to measure the position of the
stage. The external sensors measure the displacement to the reference
plate.
Here the positions of x-stage and y-stage are measured by the
internal sensors and the external sensors. The position measured by the
internal sensors are described as x and y, respectively. The positions
measured by the external sensors are described as Lx(x,y) and Ly(x,y).
As the positions measured by the external sensors are affected by
the shape of stage axis and the profile of the reference plate, the shape
of stage axis is described as fx(y) and fy(x), the profile of the reference
plate is described as gx(y) and gy(x). The position measured by the
external sensors are expressed as eq..
𝐿𝑥 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑥 + 𝑓𝑥 (𝑦) + 𝑔𝑥 (𝑦 + 𝑓𝑦 (𝑥))
𝐿𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑦 + 𝑓𝑦 (𝑥) + 𝑔𝑦 (𝑥 + 𝑓𝑥 (𝑦))

(1)

Both equations are partially derived by x and y and result in eq.(2).

2. Principle
𝜕𝐿𝑥
𝜕𝑥

=1+

𝜕𝐿𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝐿𝑦
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝐿𝑦
𝜕𝑦

=
=

𝜕𝑔𝑥 (𝑦+𝑓𝑦 (𝑥)) 𝜕𝑓𝑦 (𝑥)
𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑓𝑥 (𝑦)
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑓𝑦 (𝑥)

+

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑔𝑥(𝑦+𝑓𝑦 (𝑥))
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑔𝑥 (𝑥+𝑓𝑥 (𝑦))

+

𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑔𝑦 (𝑥+𝑓𝑥 (𝑦)) 𝜕𝑓𝑥 (𝑦)

=1+

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑦

(2)
Eq.(2) results in eq.(3).
𝜕𝐿𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝐿𝑦
𝜕𝑦

Fig. 1 The model of XY stage, the shape of axes and the profile of
reference mirror.

=1+(
=1+(

𝜕𝐿𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝐿𝑦
𝜕𝑥

−
−

𝜕𝑓𝑥 (𝑦) 𝜕𝑓𝑦 (𝑥)

)

𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑓𝑦 (𝑥) 𝜕𝑓𝑥 (𝑦)
𝜕𝑥

)

(3)

𝜕𝑦

Lx(x,y) and Ly(x,y) are measured by the external sensors and x and
y are measured by the internal sensors. Then they are known
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parameters. fx, fy , gx and gy are unknown parameters. These unknown
parameters are the shape of axes and the profile of the reference plates.

3. Simulation
3.1 Simulation Process
Eq.(3) is analogous equation, meanwhile the internal and external
sensor information are acquired discretely. In order to verify how the
unknown parameters are estimated by the least squares method, the
estimation process of the unknown parameters is simulated.
At first, the ideal shape of the axes and the profile of the reference
plate are defined as following function.
𝑓𝑥 (𝑦) = 0.2 sin (

4𝜋

𝑦 + 1)

100
6𝜋

𝑓𝑦 (𝑥) = 0.1 cos (

𝑥 + 1)

100
40𝜋

𝑔𝑥 (𝑦) = 0.02 sin (

(a) fx:sampling distance 0.4

100
22𝜋

𝑔𝑦 (𝑥) = 0.01 cos (

100

𝑦)

(4)

𝑥)

(b) fx:sampling distance 1.0

Three kinds of simulation are performed. The sampling distances
are set to 0.4, 1 and 10. The number of sampling points is 100x100 in
x-direction and y-direction in all simulations.

3.2 Simulation Result
The ideal shape of the axes with sampling distance 0.4, 1 and 10
are shown in Fig.2. The shapes of y-axis (fx) are shown in Fig.2 (a)-(c),
and those of x-axis (fy) are shown in Fig.2 (d)-(f). The external sensor
data in x-direction are shown in Fig.3 (a)-(c), and those in y-direction
are shown in Fig.3 (d)-(f).
The estimated shapes of the axes are shown in Fig.4.
As the sampling distances in three simulations are different, the
whole lengths of the axes are also different. Fig.2 (a)-(c) are compared
with Fig.4 (a)-(c), and Fig.2(d)-(f) are compared with Fig.4 (d)-(f).
In Fig.4 (a), (b), (d) and (e), as the sampling distances are smaller
than the wavelength of the shape of the axes, the reconstructed shapes
of axes agree with the ideal shapes.
In Fig.4 (c) and (f), as the sampling distance is relatively larger than
the wavelength of the shape of the axes, the shapes of the axes are lost.
It is proved that the shape of the axis could be derived from the
external sensor data in the case that the sampling distance is smaller
than the wavelength of the shape of axis.

(c) fx:sampling distance 10

(d) fy:sampling distance 0.4

(e) fy:sampling distance 1.0

(f) fy:sampling distance 10
Fig. 2 Ideal Shape of x-axis and y-axis
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(a) Lx:sampling distance 0.4

(a) fx:sampling distance 0.4

(b) Lx:sampling distance 1.0

(b) fx:sampling distance 1.0

(c) Lx:sampling distance 10

(c) fx:sampling distance 10

(d) Ly:sampling distance 0.4

(d) fy:sampling distance 0.4

(e) Ly:sampling distance 1.0

(e) fy:sampling distance 1.0

(f) Ly:sampling distance 10
Fig. 3 Distance to the reference plates in x-direction and y-direction

(f) fy:sampling distance 10
Fig. 4 Estimated Shape of x-axis and y-axis in Simulation
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4. Experimental instruments
The experimental instruments are shown in Fig.5. The y-stage is
stacked on the x-stage. The x-stage and y-stage have the internal sensor
to measure the position of the stage with 10nm resolution. The
reference mirrors are mounted on the y-stage as the reference plates in
x-direction and y-direction. The laser encoder is used as the external
sensor to measure the distance to the reference mirrors.
The major specification of instruments are shown in Table 1.

(a) fx:sampling distance 0.1μm

(b) fx:sampling distance 1.0μm

Fig. 5. Experimental Instruments
Table 1. Specification of the experimental instruments
Resolution of internal sensor

0.02m

Positioning Accuracy of stage

0.01m

Resolution of Laser Encoder

0.01m

(c) fx:sampling distance 100μm

5. Experiments
5.1 Experimental Condition
The x-stage and y-stage in the experimental instruments are driven
as shown in Fig. 6. The number of sampling points is 100x100 in xdirection and y-direction. The experiments are performed in two kind
of sampling distances which are 0.1μm, 1.0μm and 100.0μm.

(d) fy:sampling distance 0.1μm

(e) fy:sampling distance 1.0μm

Fig. 6. Order and Distribution of Measuring Points

5.2 Experimental Result
The estimated shapes of the axes are shown in Fig.7. Figure 7(a)
and (d) show the result with the sampling distance of 0.1μm, Figure
7(b) and (e) show the result with the sampling distance of 1.0μm and

(f) fy:sampling distance 100μm
Fig. 7 Estimated Shape of x-axis and y-axis in Actual Measurement
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Fig.7(c) and (f) show the result with the sampling distance of 100.0μm.
As the sampling distances in these experiments are different, the
whole lengths of the axes in Fig.7(a)-(c) are different. As a result, the
shapes of stage axes in Fig.7 look different each other.
In Fig.7(b), as the shape of the y-axis, fx(y), has higher space
frequency, it is proved that the sampling distance should be less than
1.0μm in this experimental device.

6. Conclusion
The Method that the shape of the axes in the xy-stage is separated
from the external sensor data, which include the shape of the axes and
the profile of the reference plate is proposed.
The proposed method is confirmed by the simulation and
experiment.
It is proved that the separated shape of the axes is affected by the
sampling distance in simulation and experiment.
In the experiment in this paper, as the shape of the axes looks
including the higher space frequency, it is necessary to apply the
sampling distance less than 1.0μm.
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Abstract:
Because of the lack of uniform methods for 3D printers accuracy evaluation, the "test by work" method was adapted and used for
developing the accuracy assessment method for printers. The "test by work" method is currently used for evaluation of machine tool
accuracy. According to this method, a workpiece should be produced by considered machine and then measured, for example using
coordinate measuring machine. Results of measurements should lay within specified form and orientation tolerances. If this condition is
fulfilled, the machine could be treated as working properly (regarding considered manufacturing process). The discussion of workpiece
shape and required tolerances regarding the accuracy assessment of Fused Deposition Method printers were presented in this paper.

1. Introduction
The beginnings of 3D technology dates back to the 80s of the
twentieth century when spatial printing technique SLA
(Stereolithography) was invented. Technological progress enabled the
development of new techniques for 3D printing. Today even objects
of complex shape can be printed with 3D printers, and range of their
applications rapidly grows. 3D printers are used not only in design
studios for prototypes preparation but also in medicine where they are
used for example in prosthesis manufacturing [1, 2]. In museums and
art studios the previously scanned works of art (mainly sculptures)
can be reproduced using this technology [3]. However still, the most
important application of 3D printing is rapid prototyping. It helps
engineers to put an idea into reality in very short time. Of course 3D
printing as a relatively new technique, still struggles with the
problems arising mainly from imperfections in geometry and
kinematics of printers and limitations of used materials. Some
limitations are also attributed to specificity of printing process itself.
In the SLA and Selective Laser Sintering methods printed element is
formed in an environment of used solid material, it is impossible to
create empty, closed spaces. In Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
method (Fig. 1), extrusion nozzle temperature has a crucial role as
well as cooling condition in which object congeals. Generally in all
cases positioning accuracy of control mechanism has a significant
role in the precision of model reproduction. Influence of the material
characteristics of filament should not be also ignored.

Fig. 1 Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) method
Laboratory of Coordinate Metrology in Cracow University of
Technology conducts researches on use of elements that were
generated using 3D printing technology as standards for coordinate
metrology. Research are also conducted in order to improve the print
quality of large 3D printers.

2. Concept of print quality assessment using "test by
work" method
This paper presents idea of checking the quality of printer by
using „test by work” method, which is well known for machine tools
[4,5]. In this method machine operation is not tested directly, but by
measuring geometry of workpiece (Fig. 2) manufactured on the
machine. During tests certain distances are measured as well as
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different geometric deviations, among others squareness, flatness and
cylindricity.
In this method, detailed study on the machine condition and its
kinematics can be omitted in favor of checking effects of its work.
Undoubtedly such approach has both advantages and disadvantages.
The main advantage is the simplicity of the procedure and the fact
that tests take rather short period of time. Moreover, the method
provides information on the resultant accuracy of the machine.
Methods in which individual units are tested separately does not
always give relevant results. With “test by work” method future
operation of the machine can be predicted with good precision. On
the other hand the main disadvantage of this method is impossibility
of finding units which generate the highest deviations from nominal
values. Thus, it is hard to improve the work of the machine without
performing some additional tests.
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Designed model (Fig. 3) was developed for printers with working
space of 100x100x50 mm. Printers with such working area are
currently most common. If the model would be used for printers with
a larger working volume it should be properly scaled. The main
dimensions of the model are shown in the following figure (Fig. 4).
Before printing process starts, appropriate model filling factor
should be set, which has an important impact on the printed object.
Factor takes values from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates no filling (it is not
used in practice) and 1 is the full filling. In practice values lower than
0,4 are rarely used because they can result in collapsing of the detail.

Fig. 4 Dimensions of control workpiece

Fig. 2 Example of control workpiece geometry in "test by work"
method used for machine tools (top view)
This paper proposes a new detail design for 3D printers
verification. The printed model gives information about errors
specific to 3D printers. Constructed printer uses a similar kinematics
as CMM models with moving bridge construction, therefore the
errors of 3D printer should be similar to the errors of coordinate
measuring machines including squareness errors and positioning
errors. Additionally the printed detail informs about errors resulting
from the nature of the printing process - too high head temperature,
too high or too low temperature of heating table [6,7].

Fig. 3 CAD model of control workpiece proposed for 3D printers

When the printed model is ready, the measurements can be done.
It is recommended to perform them on coordinate measuring
machines using software that allows measurements with CAD models
(the CAD model that was used for printer programming can be used).
Thanks to it, the fast and comfortable accuracy assessment of model
geometry can be performed.
In order to check the perpendicularity and parallelism deviations
the side planes of proposed workpiece were measured. Their length is
almost equal to maximum working range of the printer so the
deviations of printer geometry would be clearly visible. The next
geometry that was proposed to be measured is a cylinder placed in the
center of workpiece. After measurements of this shape, it would be
possible to determine the errors of size and form reproduction for
rotary geometries. After it, the measurements of cuboids printed in
"stairway pattern" took place. They were printed in order to check the
squareness errors between Z-X and Z-Y axes of the printer.

3. Performed tests
Proposed model was printed on a FDM 3D printer constructed for
research purposes in the Laboratory of Coordinate Metrology. Firstly
CAD model was prepared and saved in the appropriate,
comprehensible to the software format (stl). Then three-dimensional
model should be divided into horizontally oriented layers. Thickness
of layers corresponds to the diameter of the 3D printer nozzle. In the
described case the nozzle with diameter of 0.6 mm was used.
Program named Slic3r was used for CAD file conversion.
In the next step, prepared file is downloaded to the printer driver.
One of the most important parameters is the temperature of the
extruder head. Depending on the set temperature printouts may have
different dimensions. Equally important element is the temperature of
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the printer table. Too low temperature can cause loosening of the
model edges from the table which in turn produces inequalities, and
in the worst scenario could lead to the destruction of the model.
3D printer constructed in Laboratory of Coordinate Metrology
(Fig. 5) is slightly different to other commonly used FDM printers.
Because of laboratory special demands, it was constructed using
movable bridge construction. Thanks to it, the machine working
volume equals to 500 x 500 x 400 mm, which is one of the biggest
volumes met in 3D printers. Because the construction of the printer is
still in prototype phase, authors decided to print control workpiece
which is smaller than this described in section 2.

Fig. 7 MODUS software - measurement with CAD model
Table 1. Results of performed measurements (maximums of all
measured features were presented)
Measured feature
Perpendicularity deviation
Parallelism deviation
Cylindricity deviation
Flatness deviation

Result, mm
0,498
0,276
0,249
0,185

4. Conclusions

Fig. 5 "Aurora 3d" - printer constructed in Laboratory of Coordinate
Metrology
Once model was printed the measurements with usage of
Coordinate Measuring Machine could start. Zeiss WMM 850S
equipped with PH20 head was chosen for measurements. Additional
capabilities of this measuring head such as very low measuring force
and possibility of 5-axis measurements makes this type of head
perfect for plastic workpieces measurements. Printed element was
mounted on the machine table as it was shown at (Fig. 6). Machine
works together with MODUS software which has an dedicated option
for CAD measurements (Fig. 7). The summary of performed
measurements results were presented in Table 1.

Fig. 6. Measurements of printed workpiece

Analyzing the results obtained during presented measurements, it
can be noticed that the values of errors are relatively big, however
they cannot be compared to any other results yet. It would be useful
to perform this kind of tests on different types of printers available on
market. For this certain model of printer, that big errors may be
associated to many influences. Form errors can be surely connected
with layered construction of printed workpieces. As a result of uneven
melting of the material, it sometimes takes the form of a wave, which
in turn leads to a deformations. It can be avoided by stabilizing the
temperatures of extruder head at certain level but it cannot be totally
eliminated.
Planes perpendicularity deviation shows also that the printer axes
squareness errors requires readjustment. Most popular, cheap printers
are installed and adjusted without using sufficiently accurate tools.
Researches has shown that such approach can result in squareness
errors at the level of approx. 0.3 mm. 3D printer built in Laboratory
of Coordinate Metrology was constructed using ROMER Articulated
Arm CMM for squareness adjustments. The results shows that it was
not accurate enough and squareness errors should be minimized using
more accurate measuring system, such as Leica Laser Trecker.It is
also more difficult to correct these errors for printer as big as "Aurora
3d" described in this paper.
Regardless of obtained results, the main aim of this paper was to
propose a method that can be used for accuracy assessment of
different types of 3D printers. Authors think that this approach can
give a lot of information regarding the accuracy of considered printer
in relatively short time and small workload.
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Abstract:
Laser tracker devices are widely used in many branches of industry, especially when precise, large scale measurements need to be
performed, for example during the assembly of airplane components. In order to find point coordinates in measuring area of the device,
different types of retroreflectors are used. In case of the industrial measurements, these reflectors are usually operated manually by
measuring personnel, which makes the measurement accuracy dependent mainly on the operator. In this article, estimation of this
influence is described, using R&R methods. An attempt to estimate the influence of operator experience on the results of measurements
was also made.

1. Introduction
Classic, stationary coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) are
recognized as an excellent solution when extremely accurate and
automated measurements are required. However, CMMs have many
disadvantages, among others relatively high price and difficulties
associated with the transport of measured objects to the limited
working volume of the machine. These drawbacks force the
development of portable measuring machines. Main requirements for
such systems include high accuracy, even when measuring long
distances, ease of use and mobility. In the field of coordinate
measuring technique, there are few devices which meet these
requirements, like articulated arm coordinate measuring machines
(AACMM) or laser tracking devices.
Laser tracking devices are based on operation of laser
interferometers which are responsible for their high accuracy. Devices
that belong to this group are characterized by a very large measuring
range, which can reach up to 180 meters. Usage of laser tracking
systems for the CMM accuracy assessments [1, 2] and industrial
robot calibration, has shown how accurate these devices can be.
During CMM calibration, the device tracks the reflector mounted on
the machine. However, in industrial practice laser tracking systems
most often are operated manually. This article shows attempts to
estimate operator influence on the measurements performed with
laser tracking devices. The well recognized R&R method was used
for that purpose.

solutions proposed by different manufacturers may differ, but not
when it comes to the main units of the device and its working
principle. The basic component of any LT is a laser interferometer
which measures the distance L from the base point of the device to
the reflector. The usage of laser interferometer is crucial for ensuring
device’s high accuracy even when LT working over considerable
distances. It should be noted that when the interferometer remains in
one position the beam is emitted in a certain direction. In order to
enable measurements in a three-dimensional work space, it is
necessary to use the system which changes the direction of the laser
beam. Sometimes the interferometer itself rotates [3], however there
are also solutions that use mirror which rotates about mutually
perpendicular axes. The rotation angle for each axis (they are usually
named ϴ and φ) is measured using angular encoders. On the basis of
their indications, as well as readings taken from the laser
interferometer it is possible to unambiguously determine the position
of the reflector in the measuring volume of the machine (Fig. 1).

2. Laser trackers
The laser tracker (LT) is a device which measures points
coordinates in a spherical coordinate system. Currently three
companies have dominate the production of LTs: Leica Geosystems,
Automated Precision Inc. (API) and Faro Technologies Inc. The

Fig. 1 Spherical coordinate system of Laser Tracker
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Mirror and servo motors responsible for rotational movements are
part of the tracking system from which the device got its name. Its
operation relies on the use of a photosensor. The movement of the
reflector causes a change in the incidence of the laser on the sensor
[4], which in turn is a signal for the drive unit to rotate the mirror so
that the beam returns to its previous position.
Most of the currently manufactured LTs are also equipped with
Absolute Distance Meter (ADM). Again, this is related to the
specificity of the measurements made using the interferometer. It is
well known that interferometers are devices used for differential
measurements. Therefore, at the beginning of each measurement with
the LT, it is necessary to determine the initial base distance of the
reflector. Usually, manufacturers indicate a specific place on
instrument called a birdbath. The distance from the origin of the
machine coordinate system to thee birdbath is determined with very
high accuracy during construction phase. However, when it comes to
large scale measurements, which is a typical application of LT, it is
extremely hard to perform all these measurements without losing
connection between LT and reflector. Normally, in such situation it
would be necessary to once again place the reflector in the birdbath. A
typical ADM measures the time in which the emitted beam returns to
the device and on this basis calculates distance. This eliminates the
need for putting the reflector on the base point, and more importantly
it allows usage of a probe types other than the spherically mounted
reflectors.
As mentioned above, a reflector which reflects the laser beam
back to the instrument is an essential element in carrying out the
measurements with the LT. This type of reflector is called the
retroreflector. Currently used retroreflectors differ in construction and
size. Cat’s eye and cube corner reflectors are used most often.
Retroreflectors used in Laser Tracker measurements can be also
categorized as: spherically mounted reflectors (SMR) and stylus and
retroreflector combination (SRC). SMR can be hand held and used
directly as a probe. An example of the stylus and rertroreflctor
combination is the T-probe. In the T-probe, point coordinates are
collected with probe heads similar as in the case of classic CMMs.
Special marks are placed around a centrally mounted reflector. They
are used for finding the tip orientation in a measuring area on the
basis of the photogrammetry method (Fig. 2).
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also gives information about the influence of equipment and operators
on this process. The main terms related to this method are
repeatability and reproducibility, in fact from which the method takes
its name. Repeatability is [5] the degree of compatibility of results
obtained during measurements of the same item, by the same
operator, with the same equipment and under the same conditions.
Quantitatively, it can be expressed as a dispersion of results. When
repeatability is given as an extended uncertainty it is called E.V. [6]
(Equipment Variation). In turn reproducibility is [5] the degree of
compatibility of results obtained during measurements of the same
item, but measurements may be performed by different operators,
under different condition and with different devices. Reproducibility
can also be expressed quantitatively as dispersion of results. When it
is given as extended uncertainty it is called A.V. (appraiser variation)
[6]. The concept of reproducibility can also be used when only some
of the above conditions occur. Therefore, through appropriate
experiment planning it is possible to estimate the impact of each
component individually. An important term associated with the R&R
analysis is the accuracy of the measuring instrument. It can be defined
as the ability of measuring device to indicate the values close to the
actual value of the measured size.
R&R analysis can be divided into two types. The first method
allows rapid assessment of the measurement process capability by
estimating the measuring instrument’s repeatability, or repeatability
along with accuracy. For this test, standard of known length is
needed, and it is usually measured fifty times by one operator. This
method does not provide information on the impact of the operator on
the measurement. The second method can be divided into two
versions: simplified and full. The simplified version allows fast
determination of the repeatability and reproducibility together. This
method always involves more than one operator. It is based on a
single measurement of selected elements (usually it is five element
samples). Each element is measured by all the operators. The full
version allows determination of repeatability and reproducibility
separately [7]. In this version, a sample consisting of ten elements is
measured by different operators (most often three operators), but
there is no requirement that the test must be carried out at the same
time. This method was chosen to estimate the operator impact on
measurements performed using the laser tracking devices.

4. Experiment and results

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 2 Different probes solutions; a) spherically mounted reflector b)
stylus and retroreflector combination T-probe c) scanning probe Tscan

3. R&R method
The R&R method is used successfully by many manufacturers in
various industries, among others, the automotive industry. The R&R
method allows estimation variability of the measurement process. It

The device used in the researches was the Laser Tracker Leica
LTD 840. It has a maximum permissible error for spatial point to
point measurements which is given as 0,025 + 0,045 * L/1000 mm.
The Leica LTD 840 belongs to the group of Laser Trackers with a
rotating mirror which reflects a beam emitted by the laser
interferometer. The measured element was a three meter ball-bar
standard. There are special standards for laser tracker calibration with
a nest for the spherically mounted reflector [8]. However, because
human impact on the measurement is thereby minimized, such a
standard could not be applied during the tests. The calibrated
dimension in the ball-bar standard is the spatial distance between
centers of spheres evenly situated on the surface of standard. Since
the full version of the R & R method involves measuring the ten
elements sample, it was decided to measure the same length (about
1500 mm), however, in each case using other spheres (Fig. 3). The
measurements were performed using a T-probe, which allows to
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measure point coordinates directly by the operator. In the case of
SMR, when reflector is operated manually, a second person is needed
to operate the metrological software. This situation may result with
unintended measurements and hence it reduces measurement
accuracy.

minimum XavMIN values were selected. Then, the difference between
these values were calculated.
𝑅𝑋𝑎𝑣 = 𝑋𝑎𝑣𝑀𝐴𝑋 − 𝑋𝑎𝑣𝑀𝐼𝑁
(4)
Average range for all results was also determined by dividing the
sum of the average ranges for operators by the number of operators N.

𝑅𝑎𝑣 =

𝑅𝐴𝑎𝑣 + 𝑅𝐵𝑎𝑣 + 𝑅𝐶𝑎𝑣
𝑁

(5)

Repeatability E.V. was determined using equation (6).
𝐸. 𝑉. = 𝐾1 × 𝑅𝑎𝑣

Fig. 3 Measured distances; balls with the same number represent each
distance
Three operators, experienced in industrial measurements
involving the LT with the T-probe, attended in the first part of the
research. Each operator measured each of the ten selected distances
three times. The measurements was conducted on the same day, with
the same equipment, and in the same standard setting (Fig.4), in an
air-conditioned room at a temperature of 20 °C + 0.5 C°.

(6)

where: K1 – coefficient dependent on the number of repetitions for
each element in the sample. For three repetitions K1 = 3,05
Reproducibility A.V. is calculated with equation (7).
A. V. = √(R Xav × K 2 )2 − (E. V.2 ⁄(n × I))

(7)

where: K2 – coefficient dependent on the number of operators. For
three operators K2 = 2,70
Resultant repeatability and reproducibility (R&R) were
determined in next step.
R&𝑅 = √(𝐸. 𝑉. )2 + (𝐴. 𝑉. )2

(8)

In order to assess whether the measurement system is suitable for
a particular task, the tolerance T needs to be specified. This also
allows for calculation of the percentage repeatability and
reproducibility, and the percentage resultant repeatability and
reproducibility using the following equations:
𝐸. 𝑉. % = 100 × (𝐸. 𝑉.⁄𝑇 )
(9)
𝐴. 𝑉. % = 100 × (𝐴. 𝑉.⁄𝑇)

(10)

𝑅&𝑅% = √(𝐸. 𝑉. %)2 + (𝐴. 𝑉. %)2

(11)

In Table 1, average ranges and average measurement result for
each operator is presented.

Fig. 4 Measurement station; Leica Tracker and ball-bar standard
placed in air-conditioned room
The evaluation of the results begins with the determination of the
range Ri for each length for all operators, that is, the absolute value of
the difference between the maximum result Pg obtained by operator
and analogously minimum result Pd. The letters A, B, C refer to the
operators involved in the measurements.
𝑅𝑖𝐴 = |𝑃𝑔 − 𝑃𝑑 |

(1)

In the next step, the arithmetic mean from ranges value for each
operator was calculated. It was done by adding all range values for
certain operator and then dividing obtained sum Σ Ri by the number
of measured distances I.

𝑅𝐴𝑎𝑣 =

∑ 𝑅𝑖𝐴
𝐼

(2)

Next, all measurement results for each operator were added. It
was used for average measurement result calculation, by dividing it
by the quotient of the number of distances I and repetitions for each
distance n.
𝑋𝐴𝑎𝑣 =

∑ 𝑋𝐴
𝑛×𝐼

(3)

From the obtained three average values, maximum XavMAX and

Table 1 Average range and average measurement result for all
operators
Operator
Operator A
Operator B
Operator C
Riav
0,025
0,016
0,019
Xiav
1499,661
1499,669
1499,665
Width of tolerance area T was chosen according to rule that
accuracy of the measuring device should lie between 0,1*T and
0,2*T. Substituting the measured length of 1500 mm to the equation
for the Leica LTD 840 MPE, the maximum permissible error for such
a task is 0.093 mm. The width of the tolerance interval was assumed
as 0,7 mm which is the central value of the obtained range.
Percentage repeatability and reproducibility, and the percentage
resultant repeatability and reproducibility were:
E.V. % = 8,71%
A.V. % = 3,14%
R&R % = 9,26%
Three operators with experience in coordinate measurements, but
lacking work history with the LT with T-probe probe, participated in
the second part of the experiment. They were instructed on how to
perform the measurements and how to operate the T-probe. The table
below shows the average range and the average measurement result
for each inexperienced operator. Under the table percentage
repeatability and reproducibility, and the percentage resultant
repeatability and reproducibility, are presented. The width of the
tolerance is the same as in the previous case.
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Table 2. Average range and average measurement results for all
inexperienced operators
Operator
Operator D Operator E
Operator F
Riav
0,0242
0,028
0,025
Xiav
1499,670
1499,650
1499,662
E.V. % =11,26%
A.V. % = 7,26%
R&R % = 13,39%

5. Conclusions
Typically, the results are interpreted in accordance with the
criterion [9] stating that: 1) if percentage resultant repeatability and
reproducibility R&R% < 10% the measuring system is acceptable, 2)
if R&R% > 10% and R&R% < 30% the measuring process can be
accepted, but conditionally, 3) if R&R > 30% measuring process is
unacceptable. According to the results, it can be concluded that in
both presented cases (with experienced and inexperienced operators),
percentage repeatability EV% is greater than percentage
reproducibility AV%. This may indicate that the impact of device’s
accuracy on a measurement result is larger than the influence of the
person operating it. It is worth noticing that in first part of experiment,
when distances were measured by experienced operators EV% was
almost three times bigger than AV% and value of R&R% was
acceptable. In the second part, the difference between EV% and AV%
was smaller, but still significant. In that case, the measuring process
turned out to be unacceptable for assumed tolerance and it remained
unacceptable until the tolerance was changed to 1 mm. This shows
that measurement results may be dependent on the experience of the
measuring staff.
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Abstract:
ISO 15530-3:2013 is a revision of ISO/TS 15530-3:2004 and it covers a method for evaluation of uncertainty for coordinate
measurement with use of calibrated workpiece. One of the variants of this method concerns substitution measurement. This type of
measurements is used in calibration of simple standard workpieces. Substitution method gives possibility to achieve higher accuracy
comparing to regular measurement on CMM. Second variant of the method covers non-substitution measurements, which is typical use
of CMM. In authors’ opinion, a standard which considers evaluation of measurement uncertainty must not include guidelines for
performing the measurement itself. In other words, in current state the document does not deal with evaluating uncertainty of
measurement. It concerns possibility of correction of systematic errors or even use of the substitution method for all coordinate
measurements. The paper presents critical analysis of the standard and proposal for changes.

1. Introduction
Problems of evaluation of uncertainty of coordinate
measurements lies in the scope of interest of many scientific centres
[1-20]. One can hope that thanks to use of new tools the uncertainty
will be evaluated not only by the testing and calibrating laboratories
but also in industrial measuring laboratories. The most common
known evaluation procedures are the technique with use of calibrated
workpiece, which is the subject of ISO 15530-3:2011 [21] and the
simulation technique which is the subject of technical specification
ISO/TS 15530-4:2004 [22]. The technical specification [22] covers
not only simulation technique but all analytic techniques which use
computer aided calculation. Scientists dealing with the uncertainty
agree that the uncertainty of coordinate measurements must be
evaluated separately for particular characteristics (task specific
uncertainty).
The standard ISO 15530-3:2011 was established on the basis of
ISO/TS 15530-3:2004 [23] and it deals with an experimental method
of evaluation of uncertainty of coordinate measurement with use of
calibrated workpiece or measurement standard. One of the variants of
the method concerns substitution measurement. These kinds of
measurements are used in calibration of simple artefacts like
standards, plug gauges and ring gauges. The calibrated characteristic
is usually a size. The substitution measurement provides a possibility
to achieve higher accuracy comparing to typical use of a measuring
machine. The second variant of the method covers non-substitution
measurements i.e. the typical usage of a measuring machine. In
coordinate metrology the measured characteristics most of all are
geometrical deviations (form, orientation, location and run-out). One
has to keep in mind that on up-to-date technical drawings the
characteristics of size are used rarely and mainly for features of size –
tolerances of position or any profile/surface are increasingly used

instead of the toleranced dimensions [24, 25]. It’s an important fact
because in case of dimensions we are dealing with tolerancing in the
form of a numeric range, and in the case of position tolerance in the
form of a zone.

2. “Systematic error” problem
The significant change in the new version of the ISO 15530-3
comparing to the edition from 2004 is introducing the requirement of
correcting so called “systematic error”, whereby the systematic error
is understood in the standard as difference between arithmetic mean
of 20 results of repeated measurements of calibrated workpiece or
measurement standard and the calibrated value of the characteristic
stated on the calibration certificate.
First of all, the realization of this requirement is not possible. The
experimental part of the uncertainty evaluation procedure takes
significant amount of time (10 or more days) and its result, which is
achieved measurement uncertainty, is to relate to many measurements
made both before and after (the problem of frequency of repeating
uncertainty evaluation procedure is discussed in section 9 of the
standard “Interim check of the measurement uncertainty”). So, the
measurements performed prior the procedure cannot be corrected.
Hard to imagine is also correcting the coordinate measurements
carried out after the procedure, for which the measurement report is
generated automatically. Who should approve and make corrections
in the measuring programme? How can we be sure that the
determined value of the “systematic error” will remain constant for
longer period of time? It’s even opposite – repeated experiment for
sure will give different result. Additionally, the way of systematic
error correction described in the new version of the standard (by
simply adding correction value) can only be performed for some
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types of dimensions, and cannot be applied in case of form or other
geometrical deviations.
The requirement of “correcting systematic error” forced by the
standard is unacceptable also from the formal point of view: a
standard for the estimation of measurement uncertainty cannot
impose a measurement strategy – it should enable uncertainty
determination for the strategy used by the metrologist.
The introduction of the discussed change was caused due to overinterpretation of the recommendation of GUM [26] to correct
systematic errors. However, the GUM says only about errors “arising
from a recognized effect” and only if they are “significant in size
relative to the required accuracy of the measurement” (see [26], 3.2.3,
3.2.4 and 6.3.1): “If a systematic error arises from a recognized effect
of an influence quantity on a measurement result, hereafter termed a
systematic effect, the effect can be quantified and, if it is significant in
size relative to the required accuracy of the measurement, a
correction or correction factor can be applied to compensate for the
effect”.
The following statements of GUM:
 “It is assumed that the result of a measurement has been
corrected for all recognized significant systematic effects and that
every effort has been made to identify such effects.” (see [26],
3.2.4),
 “Occasionally, one may find that a known correction b for a
systematic effect has not been applied to the reported result of a
measurement, but instead an attempt is made to take the effect
into account by enlarging the “uncertainty” assigned to the
result. This should be avoided; only in very special circumstances
should corrections for known significant systematic effects not be
applied to the result of a measurement” (see [26] 6.3.1 NOTE).
shall be threated only as recommendations for persons carrying out
measurements – the uncertainty evaluation has to correspond to the
real conditions in which the measurements are performed. In the
coordinate measurements, and especially in direct measurements
called in the standard non-substitution usually “manual” correction of
the systematic errors is not performed. And even if the corrections
were done, the decision about that is made according to internal rules
of the measuring laboratory – a standard concerning uncertainty
evaluation cannot force the decision.
In the substitution method, correcting of the systematic error is
the principle of the method and it’s performed within the
measurement procedure. However, this method is applicable only to
the measurements of dimension (most often diameters of holes or
shafts). First, the reference object is “measured”. Due to the fact that
the gauge (reference object) is calibrated and its size is known the aim
of the measurement is to determine the value of the correction to be
applied in the measurement of the real workpiece or workpieces. The
results of these measurements are corrected with the correction value
determined by the single measurement of the gauge. If the person
carrying out the measurements would like to evaluate the correction
value basing on average from 20 repeated measurements he/she
would do so. The operator needs to know the uncertainty of
measurement carried out according to the applied procedure and the
standard must allow him to evaluate it.
The above arguments lead to the conclusion that the procedure
presented in the standard contains errors which make its application
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impossible therefore the procedure given in the 2004 edition of the
standard should be restored.

3. Possible modifications of the ISO 15530-3:2004 edition
procedure
As mentioned above, the reason of the change in the 2004 edition
of the ISO 15530-3 was “not very elegant" form of the formula for
expanded uncertainty
2
2 + |𝑏|
𝑈 = 𝑘 ∙ √𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑙
+ 𝑢𝑝2 + 𝑢𝑤

(1)

Usually, it’s expected that the formula for uncertainty has form of
e geometric sum. Including the systematic error in the formula is also
controversial. The first problem can be solved by applying type B
evaluation and assuming the binominal distribution for the
“systematic error” (the random variable takes the values of –b or b
with equal probability). This leads to formulae
2
2 + 𝑏2
𝑈 = 𝑘 ∙ √𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑙
+ 𝑢𝑝2 + 𝑢𝑤

(2)

By far the best solution is abandoning calculating the average and
standard deviation of the average, and to calculate standard deviation
in regard to calibrated value xcal.
2
∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑐𝑎𝑙 )

𝑢𝑝 = √

𝑛

(3)

This method of calculation applies in situations where the
expected value of random variable is known (see [26], C.3.2).
This way, the formula for the measurement uncertainty takes the
elegant and correct form
2
2
𝑈 = 𝑘 ∙ √𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑙
+ 𝑢𝑝2 + 𝑢𝑤

(4)

4. Problem of the uncertainty component from the
manufacturing process
In both editions of ISO 15530-3, the standard uncertainty uw is
included in the uncertainty budget. It’s calculated as geometrical sum
of the uncertainties uwt and uwp. The uncertainty uwp is to cover the
variation of form deviations and surface roughness caused by the
manufacturing process, and the uncertainty uwt is to cover the
variation in the material properties and especially coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE). Indeed, if the reference object is made with
smaller form deviations and the surface roughness or when it is made
of different material, the effect of these factors is not included in the
uncertainty up.
However, a problem of propagation mechanism or these factors
on particular characteristics arises. One has to keep in mind that
coordinate measurement is, in its nature, indirect measurement –
particular characteristics are calculated from the coordinates of the
probing points; each characteristic from a different one [27-30]. This
fact is ignored in both editions of ISO 15530-3 by assuming that the
sensitivity coefficient for the uncertainty uw is equal 1.
The form of the formula for calculation of uncertainty uwt
From the form of the specified in the standard formula for the
uncertainty uwt can be deduced that this component of uncertainty is
to take into account the dimensional variation resulting from the
thermal expansion. There is no remark that this phenomenon does not
affect the shape of the workpiece (angles and form deviations. There
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is also no remark that in the case of position deviation this influence
in the uncertainty budget has weight equal 2. The example given in
the Table 4 of the ISO 15530-3:2011 may suggest that the authors
took into account the fact that thermal expansion does not influence
the angle variation but they have not considered the fact that it
influences the position deviation with the weight equal 2. If uwt for the
dimension 150 mm equals 0,16 m (rounded to 0,2 m) than uwt for
the dimension 450 mm should equal 1 m (not 0,5 m).

5. Terminology remarks
1. ISO 15530-3:2011 lacks general term for „calibrated workpiece
or measurement standard” and therefore often the term „calibrated
workpiece” is used („measurement standard” is omitted). One time in
the Introduction the term „artefact” is used, which could serve as a
general term.
2. In ISO 15530-3:2011 there is a problem with distinguishing
gauges used in the substitution method and the additional gauge
(reference object) used in the uncertainty evaluation procedure. In the
chapters A.2.1 and A.2.2 [21] the first is called “working standard”.
Similar problem can be observed in the standards of the ISO 10360
series. The sphere used for qualification of the probing system is
called “reference sphere” ([31], p. 8.3) and the sphere used for the
calibration of the probing system is called “test sphere” ([31] p. 8.4).
3. The ISO 15530-3 reveals known problem in metrology
concerning classification of the measuring method. Numerous
possible classification criteria exist and not all are complete. In the
point 2.5 of VIM [32] one can find just statement: “Measurement
methods may be qualified in various ways such as:
 substitution measurement method,
 differential measurement method, and
 null measurement method;
or
 direct measurement method, and
 indirect measurement method.”
and there are no definitions of any of these methods.
In IEC 60050-301 [33], beside the direct and indirect methods,
there is a comparative measurement method mentioned without a
definition. The document distinguishes four types of the comparative
measurement method:
 substitution method of measurement,
 complementary method of measurement,
 differential method of measurement,
 resonance method of measurement,
and the differential method recognizes two cases:
 null method of measurement,
 beat method of measurement.
The measurement method called in ISO 15530-3 „substitution” is
differential method to be specific, because indeed a small difference
of dimensions (or form) of a workpiece in relation to a standard is
measured.
According to IEC 60050-301, the differential method is the
comparative measurement method consisting on comparing the
measurand with the quantity of the same type, for which the known
value differs slightly from the measured value, and measuring the
algebraic difference of values of both quantities.
The measurement method called in ISO 15530-3 “nonsubstitution” is simply direct method. According to IEC 60050-301

direct measurement method is a method in which the measured
quantity is obtained directly, without necessity of additional
calculation of functional dependency of the measured quantity and
the quantities actually measured.
Maybe instead of using the term “measurement method” it would
be better to use the term “black/transparent box model of uncertainty
evaluation” which is defined in ISO 14253-2 [34]. The “black box” is
a model in which the uncertainties corresponding to appropriate input
quantities are directly represented by their influence on the quantity
value assigned to the measurand (in the units of the measurand). The
“transparent box” is a model of uncertainty evaluation, in which the
dependence between input quantities and the quantity value assigned
to the measurand is expressed explicitly by means of equations or
algorithms.
4. In ISO 15530-3, for the characteristics, which are the aim of
the measurement, the terms „parameter” ([21], Tab. 1, 7.3.1, A.1.2)
and „measurand” ([21], Introduction, 7.1, 7.3.2) are used. Moreover,
in point 7.3.4 the concept of “dimension” is used. In A.1.2 [21] a
concept of „feature specified in the drawing” is used. In all mentioned
cases the term “characteristic” should be used.
5. The „normally” measured workpieces are occasionally called
in the standard [21] as „workpiece” or „uncalibrated workpiece”.
6. In chapter 7.1 of ISO 15530-3, in the sentence „The probe shall
be re-qualified for each calibration.” [21] instead of “calibration”
should be “measurement cycle”.
7. In chapter 9 of the standard [21], in sentence “The deviation
between the calibration value for the workpieces and the
corresponding measured value ...” instead “deviation” should be
“difference”.
8. In the title and caption of the first column of the Table 3 of the
standard [21], the term “Uncertainty components” is used while the
influences are listed there. The last column of the table should have
caption “Designation of component uncertainties”.

6. General remarks
1. In the chapter „Introduction” [21] one can find following text
which has no connection with the purpose of standard: “According to
the ISO 9000 series of standards, in a quality management system, the
relevant measuring equipment is required to be calibrated against
certified equipment having a known and valid relationship to
internationally or nationally recognized standards in order to
establish traceability. According to the International vocabulary of
basic and general terms in metrology (VIM) [JCGM 200], a
calibration comprises — besides the establishment of the relationship
between the measured and the correct values of a quantity — the
uncertainty evaluation in the final results (measurands) of the
measurement task.”
2. In the Table 3 [21] a list of factors influencing particular
uncertainty components. This list is fairly chaotic and in some parts
needs more detailed explanation. They should be grouped into four
groups [35]: influences of CMM (geometrical errors, drift,
repeatability, resolution of the length measuring systems, systematic
and random errors of the probing system), influences of the
environment (CMM temperature, temperature gradients), influences
of the operator (probing system/stylus change, workpiece mounting,
and dirt) and influences of measuring strategy.
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3. Differentiating of measurement methods (substitution and nonsubstitution) in the standard is not necessary. Uncertainty evaluation
by means of the described technique (with use of the calibrated
workpiece or artifact) is fully universal. It requires conducting of an
experiment, which consists on multiple repetition of the measurement
in accordance with its typical course.
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Abstract:
Touch trigger probes for the CNC machine tools are widely used for component set-up and on-machine measurement of produced part.
Accuracy of such measurement depends on two main components: the accuracy of the probe with its interface and the accuracy of the
machine tool. The accuracy of the probe can be described by its uni-directional repeatability and its triggering radius variation. In the
paper these parameters and detailed, spatial characteristics of triggering radius of various probes are presented. Also the influence of
set triggering force on the accuracy of the probe which triggering force can be changed is presented.

1. Introduction
In order to improve the process of machining on CNC machine
tools, numerous measurement systems and devices are in use [1 – 3].
Among these are touch trigger probes [1, 4] used to set up the
workpiece before machining as well as dimension control during or
after machining. These probes are mounted in the spindle of
machining centers, using a machine taper, and in turning centers – in
the revolver head. Communication between the probe and machine
tool controller is most often carried out by using an optical machine
interface working in the IR bandwidth or by a radio machine
interface.
A measurement with the use of a probe is a coordinate
measurement [5, 6], and its accuracy depends on both the probe itself
and on the accuracy of the machine tool it is used on [6, 7]. Most
research regarding the accuracy of probes done so far was based on
measuring a master artifact on the machine tool [8 – 12]. A similar
approach is suggested in the standard regarding the accuracy of
machine tool measurement systems [13]. This approach allows to
determine the accuracy of the complete measuring system consisting
of the probe and interface, as well as the machine tool. However, it
does not allow to separate the errors of the probe from the errors of
the machine tool. This is important, especially in the case of middle
class machine tools, which have comparable accuracy to that of the
probes themselves.
Testing the accuracy of only the probes and their interfaces is
possible thanks to purpose built test setups. These test setups can
realize various research methods, such as the reference axis method
[7, 14] or the moving master artifact method [15].
The accuracy of a touch trigger probe can be described using two
̅̅̅̅̅̅ as well as
parameters: the average uni-directional repeatability 𝑈𝐷𝑅
the triggering radius variation Vr [7, 15].

These parameters can be defined as the following: let index i
represent the tested direction of operation of the probe, index j – the
number of the measurement in the given direction, and point Pi,j – the
point where the probe was triggered during the j-th measurement in
the i-th direction. Additionally, let the measurement count be the same
for each direction, while the tested directions are distributed
uniformly. Then point OS will be the center of the element fitted to all
points Pi,j using the least square sums method, and the triggering
radius ri,j – the distance between point OS and point Pi,j. The unidirectional repeatability for each direction UDRi, is the spread of all
radii ri,j obtained for a given direction expressed as two standard
̅̅̅̅̅̅
deviations, and the average value of uni-directional repeatability 𝑈𝐷𝑅
is the arithmetic mean of the value of uni-directional repeatability for
all directions.
In order to determine the triggering radius variation, the average
triggering radius for each direction 𝑟̅ i must be determined. The value
of the triggering radius variation Vr is given by formula (1):
𝑉𝑟 = max{𝑟̅𝑖 } − min{𝑟̅𝑖 }

(1)

Fig. 1 displays the graphical interpretation of uni-directional
repeatability as well as the triggering radius variation. In order to
interpret the drawing easier, average triggering points for each
direction 𝑃̅i are marked. Other than the described two parameters, a
third one may be meaningful: the average triggering radius for all
directions 𝑟̿ .
In the article results of testing of exemplary touch trigger probes
of various types are presented, performed on a test setup which
implements the moving master artifact method. Detailed
characteristics of the triggering radius as a function of measurement
direction are also presented.
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Fig. 1 Graphical interpretation of uni-directional repeatability and triggering radius variation

2. Test method
The scheme showing the operation principle of the moving
master artifact method is shown on Fig. 2.

Tested
probe

2
5
1
Control unit

3
Z
4

Y

X

Fig. 2 Scheme showing the operation principle of the moving master
artifact method
The stylus tip (1) of the tested probe (2) is inserted into the master
artifact which has the shape of a ring or an inner hemisphere (3).
After an initial stylus tip setup, depending on the shape of the master
artifact in its axis or center, the master artifact performs movements in
various directions. This can be achieved for instance by the use of a
three-axis piezoelectric positioner (4) with strain-gauge or capacitive
displacement sensors. Signals from these sensors are registered by the

control system (5). Movement of the master artifact in a set direction
causes its surface to touch the surface of the stylus tip, and then the
triggering of the probe. The signal informing about the triggering is
also registered by the control system. Based on the values of the
signals from the displacement sensors at the point of triggering the
probe, the position of the master artifact is determined at the moment
the probe is triggered. Performing a series of measurements in one
direction it is possible to determine the uni-directional repeatability of
the probe, and measurements in various directions – its triggering
radius variation. Additionally, if the difference between the radius of
the master artifact and the measuring tip is known, it is possible to
determine the mean triggering radius.
The characteristics described in the article were obtained by the
modification of the test setup described in [15]. The same as in the
earlier test setup, the control system was based on the NI USB-6259
BNC data acquisition card and a PC computer, but instead of a threeaxis piezoelectric translator with a movement range of
100 x
100 x 100 µm equipped with strain-gauge sensors, a P-615.3CL
NanoCube three-axis piezoelectric translator with a movement range
of 350 x 350 x 250 µm and equipped with capacitive sensors was
used. Thanks to that, testing probes with larger triggering radius was
possible. The structure of the mechanical part of the test setup is
shown on Fig. 3.
The tested probe (1) is mounted on the rough vertical positioning
unit (2), and the three-axis piezoelectric translator (3) is mounted on
the rough horizontal positioning unit (4). Thanks to such a
construction of the setup, it is possible to initially place the stylus tip
inside the master artifact (5) attached to the positioner. Precise
centering is done by moving the master artifact.
The test setup allows the use of exchangeable master artifact
shaped as both a ring, as well as an inner hemisphere. To measure the
spatial characteristics of the triggering radius, the inner hemisphere
master artifact is used. This master artifact was manufactured by
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imprinting a precise ball in the araldite. To improve the accuracy of
the measurement, an algorithm of numerical master artifact error
correction was developed. The map of these errors was created with
the use of a TP200 strain-gauge CMM probe.

2

5
3
4
1

Fig. 3 Mechanical component of the test setup
In the configuration with the described master artifact and after
taking into account the numerical compensation of the master artifact
errors, the standard uncertainty of determining the triggering radius
variation using the described test stand is u(Vr) = 0.76 µm, the
standard uncertainty of determining uni-directional repeatability u(UDR) = 0.032 µm, and the standard uncertainty of determining the
average triggering radius for all directions - u(𝑟̿ ) = 0.42 µm.

a)
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3. Tested probes
Three probes have been tested: the Renishaw RMP60 working
with a RMI radio interface, the Renishaw OMP400 working with an
OMI-2 optical interface and the m&h IRP32.00-MINI probe working
with a 91.10-HDR optical interface. These probes differ not only by
the method of communication with the machine tool's control system,
but first of all by the type of transducer used. The RMP60 probe is a
3-point kinematic probe, the OMP400 probe is a strain-gauge probe,
and the IRP32.00-MINI is a 1-point kinematic probe. Fig. 4 displays
schemes of transducers used on these probes: 3-point kinematic (a),
strain-gauge (b) and 1-point kinematic (c).
In probes with a 3-point kinematic transducer, the stylus is
attached to a three arm mobile element which is spring-loaded against
three bearing points. Each of these points is an electrical contact.
Tilting or pushing in the stylus causes the disconnection of one to
three arms of the mobile element which interrupts the circuit and
generates the signal informing about the triggering of the probe.
Probes with 3-point kinematic transducers are characterized by a
triangular working characteristic.
Probes with a strain-gauge transducer have a strain-gauge sensor
between the stylus and the mobile element which detects pressure
applied to the stylus. In probes of this type the strain-gauge element
can be located between the stylus and the kinematic transducer. In this
case the signal from the strain-gauge sensor is used to determine the
contact of the stylus with the measured surface, and the signal from
the kinematic transducer is used to confirm the trigger. This allows to
eliminate false triggers.
In probes with a 1-point kinematic transducer the stylus is
mounted on a membrane and connected with a hemispherical
element, which supports a cylindrical element which is pressed by a
spring. The cylindrical element is connected to the electrical sensor's
ball which contacts with two cylinders and can move up and down.
Tilting or pressing the stylus causes the hemispherical element to
move, which pushes the cylindrical element. The movement of the
cylindrical element causes the electrical sensor's ball displacement,
which opens the circuit and generates the triggering signal.

c)

b)

SG

Fig. 4 Schematics of transducers used on the tested probes: a) 3-point kinematic, b) strain-gauge, c) 1-point kinematic
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repeatability for all directions
= 0.42 µm, while the value of
the average triggering radius for all directions
= 53.11 µm.
The obtained results show that the bigger the triggering force of
the 3-point kinematic probe is, the worse is the probe accuracy. While
the triggering force increases, all the parameters: the triggering radius
variation, the average uni-directional repeatability, and the average
triggering radius for all directions increase. For every set triggering
force characteristics of average triggering radius of the RMP60 3point kinematic probe are remarkably triangular, the more triangular,
the lower the β value is.
Fig. 6 shows the results of testing the Renishaw OMP400, a
strain-gauge, optical probe. The triggering radius variation of this
probe Vr = 3.49 µm, the average uni-directional repeatability for all
̅̅̅̅̅̅ = 0.10 µm, while the value of the average triggering
directions 𝑈𝐷𝑅
radius for all directions 𝑟̿ = 10.93 µm.
Fig. 7 shows the results of testing the m&h IRP32.00-MINI 1point kinematic, optical probe working with the m&h 91.10-HDR
interface. The triggering radius variation of this probe Vr = 31.65 µm,
̅̅̅̅̅̅ = 0.20
the average uni-directional repeatability for all directions 𝑈𝐷𝑅
µm, while the value of the average triggering radius for all directions
𝑟̿ = 101.42 µm.
For the 1-point kinematic probe the triggering radius variation is
generally associated with the β value variation. For each β value,
characteristic of average triggering radius is approximately circular.

4. Spatial characteristics of the probes
The probe's operating direction can be described by giving the
values of angles α and β, where α is the angle lying within the plane
that is perpendicular to the probe's axis, and defines the operating
direction's component on this plane, while β is the angle between the
operating direction and the plane perpendicular to the probe's axis.
For each of the probes, testing was done for α angle values of 0 to
350° β angle values of 0 to 90°, both angles had a 10° increment. 10
series of measurements were made on each tested direction per series.
Additionally, the RMP60 probe, which has an adjustable triggering
force, was tested with three different triggering force settings.
Fig. 5 shows the results of testing the Renishaw RMP60 3-point
kinematic, radio probe, set up for medium triggering force. In this
setting the triggering radius variation of this probe Vr = 16.44 µm, the
̅̅̅̅̅̅ = 0.38
average uni-directional repeatability for all directions 𝑈𝐷𝑅
µm, while the value of the average triggering radius for all directions
𝑟̿ = 35.68 µm.
When the probe is set to minimal triggering force, its triggering
radius variation Vr = 9.76 µm, the average uni-directional
repeatability for all directions
= 0.33 µm, while the value of
the average triggering radius for all directions = 23.83 µm.
When this probe is set to the maximum triggering force, its
triggering radius variation Vr = 28.35 µm, the average uni-directional
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Fig. 5 Characteristics of average triggering radius for each value of angle β for the RMP60 probe for medium triggering force
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Fig. 6 Characteristics of average triggering radius for each value of angle β for the OMP400 probe
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4. Conclusions

6. Sładek J., „Coordinate Measurement Accuracy (in Polish),”
Cracow University of Technology, Cracow, 2011.

Characteristics of average triggering radius were presented for
exemplary CNC machine probes. Depending on the transducer used
in the given probe, and set triggering force, the triggering radius
variation of the probe may vary from several µm to nearly 30 µm, and
the average triggering radius of the probe from 10 µm to nearly 100
µm. Regardless, however, of the type of transducer used and force set,
the average uni-directional repeatability of all probes did not exceed
0,5 µm.
The described studies show that, depending on the type of probe,
it may be favorable to either perform measurements with the use of
spindle orientation (for probes with large triggering radius variation),
or without its use (for probes with a small triggering radius variation,
which may be smaller than the runout of the machine tool's spindle).
3-point kinematic probes should use the smallest possible
adjustable triggering force whenever possible, because along with the
increase of this force, the values of triggering radius variation and
uni-directional repeatability of the probe also increase.

7. Jankowski M., Woźniak A., “Tactile Probes for CNC Machine
Tools. Part II. Accuracy Assessment and Its Testing Methods (in
Polish),” Mechanik, Vol. 84, No. 7, pp. 588-591, 2011.
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Abstract:
the article presents the comparative analysis of the calibration of coordinate measuring arms (CMA) according to three standards. The
first ISO 10360-2, has been adapted to inspecting coordinates measuring arms. The second is a ISO/CD 10360-12 is a project of the
standards regularize rules for calibration of the CMA. Third-ASME B 89.4.22-2004 is widely used by manufacturers of the CMA. In
each case study was explored in conditions of thermal stability. The obtained results are given in conjunction with the analysis of the
uncertainty of the calibration. The comparison checks the degree to which CMA fulfils the requirements of each of the standards.

1. Introduction
Coordinate measuring arms (CMA) are widely used in
manufacturing plants, which for various reasons, it is necessary to
carry out measurements details directly on the shop floor [1].
Mobility of the CMA allows to do measurements directly on the
production floor. This is, however, the risks associated with the
possibility of loss of accuracy due to working in difficult conditions
(exposure to: mechanical damage, temperature changes, dust).
CMA need frequent monitoring, especially when they are used
outside the measuring laboratory. Article is about testing the accuracy
of coordinate measuring systems. Provide VDI/VDE and ASME
recommendations, which until now were the basis in carrying out
calibration of coordinate measuring arms. The family of ISO
standards in this regard do not provide tools for supervise redundant
measurement systems, such as the coordinate measuring arms.
Taking advantage of the ISO standards enforced adaptation the
second part of the ISO 10360 standard. Draft standard ISO 10360-12
provides the solution to this problem, since it presents the calibration
methodology dedicated to calibration coordinate measuring arms. In
such a situation, it becomes necessary to compare this standard with
the previously used recommendations. In this regard, there are several
important factors. The first is the calibration procedure, including the
distribution of measurement standards in the area of supervised arm.
In addition, an important aspect is the data obtained for measurement,
and data handling in the context of the calibration result.
Indispensable at this point is the analysis of the uncertainty of the
calibration, which should appear together with the result. In the end, a
comparison of the degree of filling requirements of each standard
allows you to determine which of them is more restrictive.

2. Comparison of methodology of the calibration
2.1 VDI/VDE 2617 Part 9
In the VDI/VDE recommendations [3] there are two stages of
calibration. The first concerns the determination of the error of
measuring head. It is a five-time measurement of the reference sphere
by locating on its surface five measurement points. Sphere is
calculated using the least squares method. Measurements are made by
three positions of the master ball.
There are three parameters, that must by analized. Error for the
location of the ball (PL), counted as the largest distance between two
balls received in each of the fixings. PS parameter describes the
probing error for the size. To calculate this parameter we use all 25
points located on the surface of a sphere measured in one fixing. The
PS parameter is calculated as the biggest difference between the
diameter of the sphere obtained from measurements, and the diameter
is a standard. The last parameter (PF) is equal to the greatest shape
error calculated at each of the ball fixing.
Second stage of calibration concerns an error of indication for
size measurement. Measurement standards to be used are for example
stepped gauge, ball bar, ball strip. Measurements consist of measuring
three times five reference length in seven positions in the measuring
space of arm. Gauge distribution shows Fig. 1. The error of
measurement is calculated as difference between the measured value
and the calibrated value of length standard. The largest error
indications shall not exceed the limit value.
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Fig. 2 The distribution standards of the length during the test C in
compliance with the norm ASME B89.4.22-2004
Fig. 1 Distribution of length gauge according to standard VDI/VDE
2617 Part 9

2.2 ASME B89.4.22-2004
The ASME standard [4] have three tests of accuracy. First (And)
consists in the triple measurement master sphere. In this test we must
measure nine points on the surface of the sphere. The greatest error of
the diameter of the sphere is compared with limit value given by the
producer of the CMA.
In the test B we use the measuring-cone. We put the measuring
probe inside the measuring-cone , then gather ten measuring points.
Measurement should be repeated at three gauge fastenings in the
space of the arm. Are counted average coordinates and the distance
between each point and the point with average coordinates. To the
analysis is subject the parameter 2Sspat counted in compliance with
(2).
𝛿𝑖 = √(𝑋𝑖 −𝑋𝑎 )2 + (𝑌𝑖 −𝑌𝑎 )2 + (𝑍𝑖 −𝑍𝑎 )2

(1)

2.3 ISO 10360-2
For the purpose of calculation the error of the probing system P in
compliance with standard ISO 10360-2 [5], one should to measure 25
points situated on the surface of sphere. A least-squares sphere fit of
the 25 points. An error of the probing system is the range of the
variability of calculated radii for every from 25 measurement-formula
(4).
𝑃 = 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛
where: 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 – The shortest radius, 𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛 – The longest radius
The second part concerns delimitations of the error for the
measurement of the dimension. The norm foresees the realization of
measurement of five gauges, with different lengths. Measurement
should be made at seven fixings of the gauge. A parameter E (5)measuring error is calculated , as the difference between the indicated
value , and the calibrated value of gauge.
𝐸 = 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑐𝑎𝑙

2𝑆𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡 = 2√

∑ 𝛿𝑖2

(𝑛−1)

(2)

where: Xa, Ya, Za-average coordinates of measuring points, Xi, Yi,
Zi-coordinates of each measuring point, n-the number of
measurements,-the distance between measured point, and with the
point with average coordinates.
The test C concerns the measurement of two lengths gauge fixed
in twenty different positions represented on the after-mentioned
drawing (Fig.2). The difference between the length measured, and the
calibrated value of the standard of size is counted in this case. A
parameter 2RMS set against requirements of the producer is counted,
calculated according to the formula (3).

2𝑅𝑀𝑆 = 2 ∙ √

∑ 𝐷𝑖2
𝑛

Where: Di – length deviation, n – number of measurements

(3)

(4)

(5)

where: 𝐸𝑖 – indicated value, 𝐸𝑐𝑎𝑙 – calibrated value of the gauge

2.4 ISO/CD 10360-12 [6]
Within the range markings of the error of the probing system the
manner realizing the first part of measurement is identical, as in the
second part of standard ISO 10360 (chapter 2.3). The data analysis of
measuring were widened here for the calculation of the difference
among measured diameter of the measuring sphere, and the correct
diameter. After the test of the probing system we receive two
parameters: the error of the shape calculated similarly as in the
equation (4) and marked, as 𝑃𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚.𝑆𝑝ℎ.1𝑥25:𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 , and the error of the
diameter of the sphere marked, as 𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒.𝑆𝑝ℎ.1𝑥25:𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 .
A following stage is the delimitation of the error of the probing
system for the position. Measurement are performed at two fixings of
the standard-sphere. In every from fastenings carries out the fivefold
measurement of the sphere by localizing five points on its surface. We
obtain five spheres witch are calculated with the Gaussian method
together with coordinates of their centers. Also the sphere is marked
with the Gaussian method with the coordinates of the measured
spheres centers. The greatest diameter obtained at both fixings
standard is marked , as 𝐿𝐷𝑖𝑎.5𝑥5:𝐴𝑟𝑡:𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 .
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The last test is the measuring of five lengths of the standard
mounted in seven different positions, which are presented on the Figs.
3. Every measurement should be make three times, what gives 105
single measurements. Test procedure have three horizontal settings
gauge, three positions at an angle of 45 ̊ and one horizontal position.
The greatest measuring deviation is calculated on the basis of
obtained results by the equation (6).
𝐸𝐵𝑖 𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑈𝑛𝑖 = 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑐𝑎𝑙

(6)

where: EBi, EUni – measuring error at unidirectional or bidirectional
measurements, Ei – measured length, Ecal – calibrated length
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Table 1 The analysis of the measurement uncertainty of the standardsphere
Calibrated diameter
The uncertainty of calculation the error of
shape
The uncertainty of the calibration read
from the certificate

24,99018 mm

Coverage factor

k=2

The standard uncertainty of the
calculation of probing system error u(P)

0.000501597 mm

The extended uncertainty of the error of
the shape for the sphere

0.00100319 mm

0.001 mm
0.00008 mm

Table 2 The uncertainty analysis for KOBA-step
L, mm

u(εcal), μm

u(εα), μm

u(E), μm

U(E), μm

39.936
239.936

0.12
0.22

0.0002
0.0009

0.120
0.220

0.240
0.440

439.923
719.929

0.32
0.46

0.0017
0.0027

0.320
0.460

0.640
0.920

999.868

0.60

0.0038

0.600

1.200

Table 3 The uncertainty analysis for Ballbar
L mm
Fig. 3 The distribution standards of the length in accordance with the
project of the norm ISO/CD 10360 – 12

3. Research results
The examination of the utilization of the coordinate measuringarm Romer Omega 2025 was done on the basis of norms ASME
B89.4.22-2004, ISO 10360-2 and the project of the norm ISO/CD
10360-12. For the purpose of the assurance of comparable
circumstances in progress of measuring according to each standards,
CMA was fixed on the table of the coordinate measuring machine
Leitz PMM 12106 with threaded seats. Length standard during
measurement was also fixed to the table of the measuring-machine
with screws.
Measurement took place in the air-conditioned room, what
assured stable thermal circumstances. Noted temperature fluctuated
within 20,09 ̊ C to 20,33 ̊ C.
Three types of gauges were used during measurements: the
standard-sphere, KOBA -STEP and Ballbar. The uncertainty analysis
was done to every gauge with the standard ISO/TS 23165 [7]
recruitments. Tables 1, 2 and 3 presents the results of the analysis.

3.1 Results obtained according to ASME B89.4.22-2004
Tables 4 and 5 represent values calculate during the test C. Figure
4 represents distribution of indication errors for every from 20 gauge
positions. Limit values defined by the arm producer are included in
the graph. Additionally the 2RMS was calculated and the value is
0.104 µm. became appointed. All obtained values have been
increased by the uncertainty of measurement.

u(εcal) μm

u(εα) μm

u(E) μm

U(E) μm

99.886

0.66

0.00003

0.660

1.320

2.998.674
499.673

0.78
0.9

0.00008
0.00014

0.780
0.900

1.560
1.800

599.659
799.705

0.96
1.08

0.00017
0.00022

0.960
1.080

1.920
2.160

9.996.059

1.2

0.00028

1.200

2.400

Table 4 Results of the test A according to ASME
Di

DCAL

Di-DCAL

U(P)

Di-DCAL+ U(P)

24.98 24.99018 0.01018
24.983 24.99018 0.00718 0.01018 0.001

0.001118

24.98 24.99018 0.01018
Table 5 Results of the test B according to ASME
𝜹𝑴𝑨𝑿

𝟐𝑺𝒔𝒑𝒂𝒕

U(P)

0.025

0.020461

0.001

𝟐𝑺𝒔𝒑𝒂𝒕 +
U(P)
0.021461

2RMS
0.104312991

3.3 Results obtained according to ISO 10360-2
There is an error of the probing system appointed in compliance
with the norm ISO 10360-2, but in fig. 5 there are represented
indicating errors of the measurement of the length. Graph lines shows
the
range
of
permissible
values,
calculated,
as
MPE=16+L/2.8<=0.068 µm. Results were corrected for the
uncertainty of measurement value.
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Fig. 4 The graph of errors of the indication obtained in compliance
with the test C of the ASME standard

Fig. 6 The graph of errors of the indication obtained in accordance
with ISO/CD 10360-12

3.3 The comparison of coefficients calculated according to
three norms

Table 6 Results of the probing system test according to
ISO 10360-2

Table 7 represents an error of the probing system for the shape
and dimension. Table 8 presents an error of the probing system for the
position. Fig. 6 shows errors of the indication for all length
measurements realized at the basing on ISO/CD 10360-12. Results
are corrected for the uncertainty of measurement value.

The results obtained after the analysis of the measurement data
from CMA calibrating are included in the Table 9. On the basis of
results we can notice that the biggest errors of the probing system
appear at measurement consistent with the project of the ISO/CD
10360-12 norm. The worst results are at the parameter
𝐿𝐷𝑖𝑎.5𝑥5:𝐴𝑟𝑡:𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 , which is realied by locating measurement points
onto surface of the sphere (the measuring stylus is locating into five
different direction during the process).
In the case of calculating the error of the measurement length
indication in compliance in both of the considered parts of the norm
ISO 10360 we notice greater errors of the indication in relation to
ASME. It has to be mentioned that in the part 12 norms ISO was
used, as gauge KOBA-step, and in the second part-Ballbar. In spite
the difference in the gauge type, measurement errors are comparable.
On the basis of research we can find that the significant influence
on results calibrating has the significant influence of the calibrating
results has the orientation of the gauge in the space of the coordinate
measuring arm orientation the gauges in the space of the coordination
measuring arm. Comparison of the norms shows that the best tool for
inspecting CMA is the norm ISO/CD 10360-12, because of the widest
range of identified errors during probing system test and the size of
identified errors of the length measurements.

Table 7 Results of error of the probing system test for the shape and
the dimension according to ISO 10360 -12

Table 9 The comparison of calculated parameters on the basis of three
standards

RMAX

RMIN

0.01664

-0.00913

P

U(P)

0.02577

P + U(P)

0.001

0.02677

Fig. 5 The graph of errors of the indication obtained in compliance
with ISO 10360-2

3.3 Results obtained according to ISO/CD 10360-12

Nr. DMEAS

DDEF

𝑷𝑺𝒊𝒛𝒆.𝑺𝒑𝒉.𝟏𝒙𝟐𝟓:𝑻𝒂𝒄𝒕

RMAX

RMIN

0.057

-0.046

0.067

-0.042

1

24.973

24.99018

0.01718

2

24.933

24.99018

0.05718

0.05718

Probing system error

Error in
indication at the
measurement of
the length

ASME
B89.4.22-2004

max[Di-Dcal] = 0.001
2𝑆𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡 =0.021

Emax=0.092
2RMS=0.104

ISO/CD
10360-12

𝑃𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒.𝑆𝑝ℎ.1𝑥25:𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 =0.058
𝑃𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚.𝑆𝑝ℎ.1𝑥25:𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 =0.12
𝐿𝐷𝑖𝑎.5𝑥5:𝐴𝑟𝑡:𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 =0.209

Emax=0.144
EUNI(EBI)<MPE

Table 8 Results of error of the probing system test for location
according to ISO 10360 -12

ISO10360 – 2

P = 0.027

Nr.

L + U(P)

REFERENCES

0.209

1. Sładek J. The accuracy of a coordinate measurements
Wydawnictwo PK, Kraków 2011 (in Polish).

Nr. RMAX

RMIN

P+U(P) 0.05818
𝑷𝑭𝒐𝒓𝒎.𝑺𝒑𝒉.𝟏𝒙𝟐𝟓:𝑻𝒂𝒄𝒕

1

0.057

-0.046

0.103

2

0.067

-0.042

0.109

0.109

U(P)
0.001

P+U(P) 0.12

D

1

0.208

2

0.114

𝑳𝑫𝒊𝒂.𝟓𝒙𝟓:𝑨𝒓𝒕:𝑻𝒂𝒄𝒕
0.208

U(P)
0.001

Emax=0.14
E<MPE
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Abstract:
The state of the art in CMM based form measurement was investigated. For this purpose a selection of calibrated form embodiments
with simple (e.g. sphere) and complex profile geometries (e.g. multi wave standard) were measured on a current 3D CMM by three and
four axis scanning. Influences like probing force, probe diameter, probe geometry, probe material, and scanning speed were investigated
and the results were compared to data measured by form measurement instruments. The results show that with a CMM form
measurement results with high reproducibility and even reasonable low uncertainties can be achieved in special cases. The current
advantages and limitations of this technique are discussed. The probe material was found to be a major influence.

1. Introduction
Coordinate measuring machines (CMM) are utilized in numerous
quality control applications in industry. They are applied for
measuring various dimensional measurands like size / diameter,
position, and angle (e.g. squareness). In many applications there is
also the need for the measurement of form measurands like
roundness, straightness, cylindricity, and flatness. Therefore, many
industrial and academic users began to try to apply CMMs also for
these tasks. An important motivation was to prevent time consuming
multi setups and measurements with other specialized measurement
equipment like form measurement machines (FMM). The
development of scanning technologies by the CMM manufacturers
enabled noteworthy efficiency for form measurements. However,
early applications of CMM form scanning which were conducted
approx. 15 years ago achieved only mediocre results and/or applied
strong filtering to the profiles to deal with vibration and noise [1, 2].
Even a few years ago, there were still publications with noisy low
quality form profiles [3] which were not of comparable quality with
respect to noise and other instrumental influences as profiles which
were acquired by FMM technology. Recently, CMM manufacturers
improved many metrological relevant parameters of the scanning
properties of their instruments to comply with the needs of the
customers. These improvements cover the three Cartesian axes based
scanning (“3A” scanning mode) and advanced multi axis scan modes
like roundness or helical scanning utilizing further axes like a rotary
table (“4A” scanning mode). However, still there were many doubts
about the achievable accuracy of CMM form scans. An example of a
four axis scanning measurement is shown in Fig. 1.
A further obstacle for the wider acceptance of CMM form
scanning is caused by the different historical development of CMM
[4-6] and FMM [7-10] standardization, which developed in parallel

and was not harmonized. In particular, the 4A scanning mode is not
reflected by the current standardization.
Therefore, it was decided to conduct an analysis of the state of the
art in CMM form scanning for measurement tasks which overlap with
the typical application fields of FMM with an emphasis on 4A
circular scanning, which is the most FMM alike scanning mode for
roundness measurements. Typical FMM applications cover roundness
and straightness (and parallelism) measurements at simple profile
geometry artefacts likes (hemi-)spheres, rings, plugs, and cylinders as
well more complex profile standards like flicks and multi-wave
standards (MWS) [11]. The outcome shall deal as input for
prospective enhancement of the CMM standardization.

Fig. 1 Roundness measurement of a hemisphere via CMM four axis
scanning

2. Measurement equipment
2.1 Form measurement machines
The measured workpieces were selected high quality form
standards, to prevent influences from the workpieces as far as
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possible. The calibration of the standards was conducted with the
same FMM which are used to realize PTB’s form measurands CMCs
(calibration and measurement capabilities) [12]. These were a
Talyrond 73 [13] a MarForm MFU 110WP [14] and a modified
MarForm MFU 8/800 [15]. For the calibration the typical parameters
of the FMMs were used for scanning. These differ significantly with
respect to the scanning speed, because their different bearing
constructions (Talyrond: oil hydrostatic bearing, MFU8: air bearing,
MFU110: ball bearing) have different optimal angular speeds up to 6
min-1.

2.2 Coordinate measurement machine
The CMM measurements were performed with a prototype of a
Zeiss PRISMO 7 ultra with the probe system “VAST Gold” and an
additional fourth axis realized by a rotary table ”RT-AB 300” with air
bearing. The RT-AB 300 is specified for a load with a mass up to 600
kg. For these measurements no loads higher than approximately 20 kg
including clamping unit were applied. The 3A scanning specification
of the PRISMO is MPERONt = 0.5 µm. The 4A scanning is not
explicitly specified.
When comparing FMM and CMM technology, one should note
that nearly all FMM are equipped with rotary tables which can
mechanically eliminate eccentricities and tilts. Therefore, FMM only
need to move the rotary axis during scan. CMM rotary tables like RTAB 300 are not equipped with such a device. CMMs therefore have to
move all axes simultaneously during scan.

3. Measurements and Results
For the analysis of the CMM performance many parameters and
technical settings were tested. Among these were scanning speed,
contacting force, clamping, probe material, probe geometry, initial
rotary angle of measurement, workpiece, number of repeats, and 3A
and 4A scanning. If the parameter space should be tested in all
combinations this would result in 3.3 million combinations.
Therefore, some variations were only applied to measurements at a
few or a single workpiece and experience gained was used to
preselect the parameters for the other measurements. This procedure
could reduce the number of acquired profiles to approx. 11,000.
All RONt-values were evaluated with LSCI reference (least
squares circle).

3.1 Probe material, wear, probing force, and Diameter
It is well-known in form metrology that there may be heavy wear
or building up during scanning of some probe - workpiece material
combinations. This might by obvious for the material combination
ruby probe / aluminum workpiece, where the chemical similarity is
the reason for strong instability effects. Another well-known example
is the wear of ruby at steel surfaces with diamond based grinding
component relicts. However, wear also takes place in many other less
expected situations. In form metrology, the problem sometimes is
solved by replacing the probing element regularly. Some FMM also
were used for measuring size measurands like two-point diameter
[15]. In these cases the diameter stability is of major importance for
the measurement uncertainty, because wear is a direct uncertainty
contribution. However, during calibration of customer parts it was
noticed that there could be wear in the order of 0.1 µm probe diameter
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change per scanned meter, although the applied probing force
amounted to only 25 mN [16]. In CMM metrology wear often is
regarded as long-term effect occurring at higher probing forces like
400 mN – 1000 mN. But this opinion often is only based on 3A
scanning experience. In that mode all positions around the
circumference of the probing ball are contacted. Therefore, the wear
effect is much smaller than for the 4A scanning mode or for FMMs,
where only a single or some few positions at the probe sphere are
contacted.
As the roundness (RONt) measurement result for 3A scanning
depends on the roundness of the probing sphere, interleaved 3A and
4A scanning may lead to erroneous results. A result of such an
experiment is shown in Fig. 2a. It contains repeated circular scanning
measurements at the equator of a Si3N4 sphere (Ø = 25 mm) and the
resulting RONt values. The roundness scans were conducted with
alternating 3A and 4A scanning mode. The contacting element was a
ruby ball and contacting force amounted to 400 mN. This high value
was chosen to emphasize the wear effect. The acquired profiles were
filtered by a Gaussian filter with 500 UPR [17]. Each 4A scan cut a
little material from the ruby ball, but all subsequent 4A scans stayed
stable and led to similar results. However, the 3A results were
strongly affected. The wear of the probing sphere can be seen in the
micrograph in Fig. 2b. Within the series of ten repeated measurement
pairs the 3A mode RONt values increased from approximately 0.4
µm to 0.8 µm.
To display measurement parameters as a breakdown, a tabular
description as in Table 1 will be used below. The scanning speed is
given both in angular and linear speed to respect the different
conventions in typical FMM and CMM control software.
Table 1 Scanning parameters for alternating 3A / 4A scanning test at a
Si3N4 sphere
Probe
Probe Probing Shaft Probing Scanning Data
Diameter Material Force Direc. Direc.
Speed
points
mm
mN
min-1 mm/s
3.0
ruby
400
-Z
-X
1.0 1.3 4200
Recently, it was shown that the use of probing spheres made from
crystalline diamond (DP) or diamond coated probes (DCP [18]) can
solve the problem [19]. Diamond will not be affected by scanning and
such these probes ensure reproducible scanning measurement results.
It was therefore decided to prefer to use probes like these for the
further measurements.
A possible advantage of DCP probes is, that they can be
manufactured with very low roundness deviations, whereas
crystalline diamonds after polishing still show form deviations which
reflect their crystal lattice.
The experiment above was repeated by using a DCP probing
sphere. No wear effect was observed anymore.
Typical contacting forces of FMM are lower than in CMM
metrology. To examine the dependency on this parameter and the
technical limits of the utilized probing system and CMM control,
probing forces were varied between 20 mN and 400 mN. As probing
forces of 50 mN - 100 mN led to the most stable results for all
measurements, they were applied for most measurements below.
However, only little dependency of the results on the contacting force
was found.
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All measurements were conducted with probe sphere diameters
which are typical for form measurement instruments i.e. 1 mm to 3
mm.
a)
0,8
0,7

Table 2 Scanning parameters for Si3N4 sphere filter test
Probe
Probe Probing Shaft Probing Scanning Data
Diameter Material Force Direc. Direc.
Speed
points
mm
mN
min-1 mm/s
3.0
DCP
50
-Z
-X
1.0 1.3 4200
0,40

3A
4A

0,35

0,5

500 UPR
150 UPR
50 UPR

0,30

0,4

RONt / µm

RONt / µm

0,6

0,3
0,2
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

0,25

0,20

0,15

# of repeat
0,10

b)

0

2

4

6

8

10

# of repeat

Fig. 3 Influence of filter selection to RONt results as measured at the
Si3N4 sphere.
Table 3 Statistical analysis of RONt values (in µm) for the filter test at
the Si3N4 sphere. (Scanning speed: 1.0 min-1)

Fig. 2. a) Alternating 3A and 4A scans at a Si3N4 sphere led to strong
wear of ruby probing sphere and such affected the 3A RONt results
(see Table 1 for further parameters); b) Micrograph of worn probing
sphere.

3.2 Bandwidth of the signal transmission chain
Spherical standards are of great importance for tactile and optical
FMM and CMM. Therefore, spheres of different material and surface
texture have to be measured in many applications. Therefore, it was
decided to select also a sphere for this CMM measurement campaign.
The selected sphere is made of Si3N4. The calibrated roundness
deviation of the sphere amounted to RONt = 0.009 µm @ 500 UPR,
U = 0.010 µm. Because of this low value, the sphere was chosen to
test several scanning parameters. One of these is the usable
bandwidth of the signal transmission chain i.e. how weak the filter
may to be chosen without achieving too noisy profiles.
In section 3.1 already measurement data of the sphere for 400 mN
probing force were presented. In Table 2 the measurement parameters
for the filter test with the Si3N4 sphere can be found. A probing force
of F = 50 mN was chosen. Fig. 3 shows the RONt results of 9
repeated 4A scans after filtering with the three different filters 500
UPR, 150 UPR, and 50 UPR. First of all, the 50 mN probing force
was found to be sufficient for reproducible scanning. The 500 UPR
results are less reproducible than those of the other filter settings. In
Table 3 these results are analyzed statistically. Again it can be
deduced that the 50 UPR and 150 UPR results have sufficiently low
standard deviations (σ = 0.010 µm), where the 500 UPR results have
a much higher standard deviation. This result is valid for all
workpieces and independently from the 3A or 4A scanning mode. It is
therefore recommended to filter at least with 150 UPR for CMM form
scanning, when high accurate results shall be achieved.

Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. dev.

500 UPR
0.163
0.249
0.185
0.027

Gaussian filter setting
150 UPR
0.114
0.142
0.130
0.010

50 UPR
0.088
0.118
0.104
0.009

3.3 Influence of angular scanning speed
The above experiment was repeated with the four different
angular scanning speeds 0.5 min-1, 1.0 min-1, 2.0 min-1, and 3.0 min-1.
RONt varied between 0.119 µm and 0.145 µm, but no significant
influence of the scanning speed could be observed. Higher scanning
speeds were not tested, because the comparability to FMM and their
typical usable scanning speeds had priority.

3.4 Lowest achievable form deviation via 3A and 4A
scanning
In order to check the performance of FMM spindles and rotary
tables often high precision hemispheres are utilized. Therefore, it was
decided to select a glass hemisphere also for scanning tests of the
CMM. The selected hemisphere was calibrated with RONt = 0.010
µm @ 50 UPR, U = 0.006 µm.
At most hemispheres there is no accessible equator. Therefore,
measurement planes unequal to the equatorial plane have to be
contacted causing additional axial probing forces and rotary table
guidance error components, which have to be considered. Their
influence could be eliminated by activating the so-called “conecorrection” in the Calypso control software of the CMM. The
improvement of the RONt value amounts to approximately 0.15 µm.
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0,45
0,40

RONt / µm

0,35
0,30

3A - 50 UPR
3A - 15 UPR
4A - 50 UPR
4A - 15 UPR

0,25
0,20
0,15
0,10
1

2

3

4
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for probing systems of FMM and CMM [21]. A MWS (“MWS-1”)
was selected for CMM scanning, which earlier was circulated within
an international intercomparison [22]. Therefore, calibration data
existed from several NMIs. PTB’s calibration certificate states U =
0.050 µm for the spectral amplitudes. Table 6 shows the
corresponding scanning parameters and Fig. 5 a typical roundness
profile as scanned by the CMM. In contrast to earlier work [23,24],
no spectral artefacts like ghost peaks were observed. The deviation of
the amplitude heights was found to be less than 0.020 µm @ 5 UPR –
150 UPR.

5

# of repeat

10 µm

Fig. 4 Comparison of 3A and 4A scanning at a hemisphere (filtered
15 UPR and 50 UPR)
In Fig. 4 repeated 3A and 4A scanning results of the hemisphere
after applying the cone-correction are presented. Table 4 shows the
corresponding scanning parameters. It is obvious, that 4A scanning
improved the RONt results by more than 0.2 µm in comparison to 3A
scanning. This is mainly caused by a residual CAA distortion between
X- and Y-axes of the utilized CMM which influences the 3A scan
traces.
The lowest achieved RONt values via 4A scanning were 0.089
µm @ 50 UPR and 0.077 µm @ 15 UPR, respectively. These
numbers are very similar to FMM results.
Table 4 Scanning parameters for 3A / 4A scanning comparison at
hemisphere
Probe
Probe Probing Shaft Probing Scanning Data
Diameter Material Force Direc. Direc.
Speed
points
mm
mN
min-1 mm/s
3.0
ruby
100
-Z
-X
0.66 1.7 3600

Fig. 5 CMM scanned roundness profile of MWS-1
Table 6 Scanning parameters MWS-1 scanning
Probe
Probe Probing Shaft Probing Scanning Data
Diameter Material Force Direc. Direc.
Speed
points
mm
mN
min-1 mm/s
3.0

DP

100

3.5 Magnification standards
3.5.1 Flicks
The FMM probe calibration is mostly conducted by measuring
flicks (cylinders with a flat). These measurements and the calibration
of flicks are demanding measurement tasks for FMM [20]. This is
especially valid for flicks with larger roundness deviations. Therefore,
it was interesting to check the CMM flick scanning performance.
A flick with two flats, one of them being approx. 260 µm, was
selected. The calibration value was RONt = 261.3 µm at 500 UPR, U
= 1.4 µm. The flick was scanned with 3A and 4A scanning with the
parameters from Table 5. The measured deviation from the calibrated
value was < 0.2 µm for 3A and < 0.1 µm for 4A scanning, which is
far within the calibration uncertainty.
Table 5 Scanning parameters flick scanning
Probe
Probe Probing Shaft Probing Scanning Data
Diameter Material Force Direc. Direc.
Speed
points
mm
mN
min-1 mm/s
3.0
DP
100
-Z
-X
1.2 3.1 9000

3.5.2 Multi wave-standards (MWS)
MWS may be the most interesting form profile embodiments.
Many different parameters about the signal transmission chain can be
deduced from MWS roundness scans. Such they are a valuable test

+X (4A)
-Z (3A)

-X

0.5

2.1

9000

4. Summary and outlook
The results prove that a modern CMM can be able to measure
roundness measurands at challenging workpieces via multi-axis
scanning with accuracies of the order of some 10 nm with standard
deviations of the order of some single nm, when limiting the signal
transmission to 150 UPR. Thereby, the use of a precision rotary table
can lead to strong improvements. Furthermore, it was shown that the
use of diamond probes was crucial for some measurement tasks.
Future challenges will be to analyze other FMM related measurands
like straightness and parallelism at cylindrical artefacts, the
calculation of the measurement uncertainty, and the establishment of
multi-axis form scanning in both FMM and CMM related written
standards. Low uncertainty values of the CMM results can be
expected, because of the low deviations from the calibrated roundness
values.
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Abstract:
The participation of Industrial Measurement Laboratory of Length and Angle Department in Central Office of Measures (GUM) in
international comparisons concerning ball plate and step gauge calibrations was presented in this paper. The own results was given and
analysed. They were presented in relation to other laboratories and the way of keeping measurements performed using coordinate
measuring machines on the satisfactory level was indicated.

1. Introduction
On October 14, 1999 the mutual recognition of national
measurement standards and of calibration and measurement
certificates issued by national metrology institutes Mutual
Recognition Arrangement (MRA) was signed in Paris. It was
elaborated by International Committee of Weights and Measures
CIPM (Comité International des Poids et MESURES). There is a Key
Comparison Data Base KCDB on the website [1] of International
Bureaus of Weights and Measures which contains specifications of
metrological services
CMCs (Calibration and Measurement
Capabilities) performed by National Metrological Institutes together
with declared measurement uncertainties. In order to keep any service

in this base it is necessary to obtain positive results in comparisons
organized by international organizations for example European
Association of National Metrology Institutes EURAMET. Industrial
Measurement Laboratory of Length and Angle Department performs
eight services CMCs using coordinate measuring technique entered to
KCDB data base. These services are the following: step gauges
calibration, ball/hole plate calibration, 90° cylinder square calibration,
90° steel, granite square calibration, external cylinder (plug)
calibration, internal cylinder (ring gauges) calibration, cone gauge
calibration and spheres calibration. Assuring an accuracy of
measurement results on the satisfactory level will be described on the
base of laboratory participation in international comparisons
concerning step gauge calibration EURAMET.L-K5 [2] and ball plate
calibration EUROMET.L-K6 [3].

measuring line

Fig. 1 Step gauge with line joining measuring points.
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2. Participation of the laboratory in international
comparisons concerning step gauges EURAMET.LK-5

Gauge block
central length
measured against
20,00006
100,00013 300,00110 400,00030
more accurate
method with
comparator in mm
Gauge block
central length
20,0002
99,9999
300,0012
400,0003
measured with
CMM5 in mm
Difference
between central
length values
0,00023
0,00010
0,00000
obtained from two 0,00014
measuring
methods in mm
From the fig. 3 emerges that reproducibility of step gauge
measuring plates lengths measured with CMM5 for the some length
values exceeds even 2 µm. However in the table 1 we can see that
maximal difference between obtained results of applied gauge blocks
length values measured with CMM5 and their length values measured
with more accurate method is 0,23 µm. It is the difference for gauge
block 100 mm in length. For other gauge blocks these differences are
even less. We can notice that the most accurate measurements are at
the end of measuring range of the machine.

Nominal length [mm]

International comparisons EURAMET.LK-5 took place in 2004
– 2007. CEM (Centro Espanol de Metrologia) [4] from Spain was the
pilot laboratory. 14 metrological institutions belonging to EURAMET
organization and 3 institution apart from EURAMET such as SIM
(Sistema Interamericano de Metrologia), APMP (Asia Pacific
Metrology Programme) and COOMET Euro-Asian Cooperation of
National Metrological Instututions) participated in these comparisons.
Step gauge [5] 420 mm in length made by Kolb&Bauman [6]
presented on fig. 1 was applied in these comparisons. Distances
between central points of individual measuring plates and central
point lying on the first measuring plate were measured quantities.
Industrial Measuring Laboratory of Length and Angle Department in
Central Office of Measures started measurements in February 2007.
Measurements were performed using CMM5 coordinate measuring
machine (fig. 2) [7].

Table 1 Set of measuring results of the applied gauge block lengths

420
400
380
360
340
320
300
280
260
240
220
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0,0000

0,0005

0,0010

0,0015

0,0020

0,0025

0,0030

Reproducibility [mm]

Fig. 3. Reproducibility of step gauge measuring plate lengths
measured with CMM5 in GUM.
Fig. 2 Coordinate measuring machine CMM5.
Gauges blocks 20 mm, 100 mm, 300 mm and 400 mm were
used as reference gauges. 12 measuring series of the step gauge were
done both in X and in Y directions. Gauge blocks placed parallel to
the step gauge were measured every time during measurements.
Mean values of the step gauge lengths and mean values of the gauge
block lengths measured as distances between central points of the
individual measuring plates were calculated from all series. Then the
linear correction of the respective length of the step gauge was done
in the way that means that the successive step gauge lengths were
multiplied by the corrective factor obtained from the division of
central gauge block length measured against more accurate method
for example on the comparator by its value measured using CMM5
[7].
Reproducibility of the individual step gauge lengths obtained
from 12 measuring series is presented on fig. 3 and set of gauge
blocks measuring results measured parallel to the respective lengths
of step gauge measuring plates is given in table 1.

On the basis of measurements results sent by all participants of the
comparisons the pilot laboratory after analyses and consultations with
participants stated a lack of stability of four blocks - that means eight
measuring plates of the step gauge (160 mm, 180 mm, 240 mm, 260
mm, 280 mm, 300 mm, 360 mm, 380 mm) and because of this they
were eliminated from the analyses.
For each measuring plate the pilot laboratory determined
weighted mean value from the results sending by all participants of
the comparisons according to the following formulas:
(1)
where xi is the result of i laboratory and weight, wi , for the result xi is
given by:
(2)
u(xi) is measurement uncertainty declared by the participant of
comparisons.
Then En value was calculated for each participant which is defined as
the ratio of the deviation from the weighted mean divided by the
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uncertainty of this deviation taken for a coverage factor of k=2. The
result is approved as a positive if En value is less than 1.
Table 2 En values obtained by GUM
Nominal length in mm
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
200
220
320
340
400
420

En values
0,13
0,2
0,1
0,42
0,66
0,45
0,29
0,85
0,79
0,97
0,82
0,62
0,01
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measuring surface of the first surface and because of it was necessary
to remove the whole measuring line. Besides, it can result from
surface nonparallelism of some measuring surfaces and perhaps from
shaken stability of some measuring plates being component parts of
step gauge. Due to observed differences in the results of measuring
series GUM laboratory decided to increase first contribution to
measurement uncertainty of step gauge of 0,16 µm and declared
measurement uncertainty: u = Q[0.41 ; 0.53 L/m] μm, where L is in
m.
Graphical representation of En values for the respective lengths
for all participants was presented on fig. 5. Values received by
laboratory of GUM were marked by thicker line.
2

BEV

1,5

NML
OMH
1

SP
CEM2
CGM

0,5

CMI

En

LNE

En values obtained by GUM for considered measuring plates are
given in table 2 and their graphical representation on the fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. Graphical representation of En values for the respective
lengths for all participants.
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From the fig. 5 emerges that most of the laboratories, apart from two,
obtained positive result of the comparisons, that means |En| ≤ 1.
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3. Participation of the laboratory in international
comparisons concerning ball plate EURAMET.LK-6

-1,5

Nominal length [mm]

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of En value for the respective lengths.
From the table 2 and fig. 4 emerges that four from thirteen En
values are close to 1. It can result from imperfection of step gauge
because after visual observation a slot was noticed in the middle of

International comparisons EURAMET.LK-5 took place in 2004 –
2006. PTB (Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt) from Germany
was a pilot laboratory. 12 metrological institutions belonging to
EURAMET organization participated in them. Ball plate (420 x 420)
mm presented on fig. 6 was applied in these comparisons.

Fig. .6. Ball plate and the scheme of measurement
Coordinate values of 25 spheres were measuring quantities in the
X, Y measuring plate [8]. Industrial Measurement Laboratory of
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reaching 0,5 µm although measurement of gauge block indicated
opposite direction (table 3). These differences were in the limits of
declared combined standard uncertainty equal u = Q[0.4. 0.8 x 10-6 x
l] so we were decided to send results to the pilot laboratory without
any
additional corrections emerging from our ball plate
measurement.
Pilot laboratory calculated reference sphere centre coordinates of ball
plate applied in the comparisons from all sent by participants results
using best fit algorithm together with their uncertainties and the value
of En. Graphical representation of En values for all participants were
presented on fig. 8. Values received by laboratory of GUM were
marked by thicker line.

Length and Angle Department of Central Office of Measures
performed measurement on December 2005. Measurements were
performed using CMM5 coordinate measuring machine. Ball plate
was measured in four positions on the measuring plate of the machine
according to method proposed by the pilot laboratory. Gauge block
300 mm in length and ball plate (420 x 420) mm in which Length and
Angle Division of GUM is equipped (calibrated at PTB) were applied
as reference gauges (maximal distance between two extreme balls is
332 mm). 3 measuring series of ball plate being object of comparison
were performed 2 times. Every time during measurement gauge block
300 mm in length was measured parallel to the line linking two
extreme spheres both in X and Y directions to estimate linear
correction in measurements of spheres coordinates in both directions
of the machine measuring axes. Mean values of individual sphere
coordinates were calculated from all measurements considering linear
correction determined from gauge block measurements. Results of
gauge block 300 mm in length measured in X and Y direction of the
machine coordinates are given in table 3.

1,2

1
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Table 3 Caption of a table
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the
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Fig. 8. Graphical representation of En values for individual spheres of
the ball plate for all participants
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Then a ball plate in which Length and Angle Department is equipped
was measured using the same measuring method as during
measurement of the ball plate applied in comparisons. Differences
between X and Y coordinates and their values in calibration
certificate are given on the fig. 7.
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2

25

On the fig. 8 we can see that all En values calculated for GUM
laboratory are less than 1. Yet for several spheres extremely remote
from each other En value reaches about 0,7 µm. It was suggested that
some error have been made by transfer of length unit from reference
gauge block to measured ball plate used in the comparisons. Gauge
block length is determined as the distance between two centre points
lying opposite each other on the measuring plates. As regards ball
plate the distances between individual spheres are calculated as a
distances between spheres centres determined from all picked up
points from their surfaces using square least method. This difference
in the way of length determination can introduce an additional error
which influence on the measurement. To avoid errors emerging from
gauge blocks wringing the gauge block 300 mm in length was applied
during measurements which is insignificantly shorter than the
distance between extremely remote spheres which was 332 mm. This
fact can lead to the next error of measurement. Moreover just before
comparisons the probe head was damaged. It was repaired by us
using not original materials. Just after comparisons we had found
Swiss company which undertook to repair the probe head.

-0,0002

4. Conclusions

-0,0004

-0,0006

Ball [#]

X coordinates
Y coordinates

Fig. 7. Graphical representation of differences of X and Y coordinate
values obtained from measurement of ball plate belonged to Central
Office of Measures and their values in PTB calibration certificate

From fig. 7 emerges that bigger differences are obtained in Y
coordinates which values reach up till 0,7 µm than in X coordinates

International interlaboratory comparisons serve confirmation of
competence of technical national metrological institutions - NMI and
maintenance of their measuring stations on proper accuracy level
through:

reviewing and preparation of measuring stations before
comparisons,

analyses of obtained measurement results and verification of
elements influencing on their accuracy,

accustoming of improving actions,
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verification of measuring method,
modernization of measuring stations,
verification of reference gauges.
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Abstract:
Coordinate measuring methods play a crucial role in the geometrical measurements of elastic specimens, as they assure a sufficient
accuracy, while low or no measurement force is being applied. Squash balls, that are small, rubber and hollow, are a good example of
the measured object made of mild material. The conducted research was performed to evaluate squash balls’ conformity with
geometrical product specifications, compare the properties of products offered by various manufacturers and investigate the process of
wear. In order to do this, various coordinate measuring techniques were used, i.e. computed tomography, microscopy and stylus
profilometry.

1. Introduction
Coordinate measuring techniques are widely used in industry
branches where objects with highly complex and precise geometry
have to be measured. Engine block, crankshaft, aeroplane wing or
thread are the examples of objects in case of which using these
methods can lead to highest accuracy and shortest measuring time, or
even to making these measurements possible.
However, present research reveals that the usage of coordinate
techniques is not limited to those sophisticated shapes. In this case,
the measured object – squash ball – was of one of the simplest shapes
to be imagined – a sphere. It has 40 mm of diameter and weighs 24 g
[1].

limited lifetime. It definitely has to be changed, when a hole in its
seam appears and a ball cracks, however some signs of wear can be
seen much earlier, such as decreased stiffness and rebound resilience
or smoothened surface.
This short description includes all important properties, that are
officially specified by World Squash Federation, global governing
body of squash. Their values for standard double yellow dot ball are
listed in Table 1. This type of ball is used in all official tournaments
and for this reason it was the only one considered in the experiment.
Table 1 Specification of double yellow dot squash ball [1]
Diameter
Mass
Stiffness
Seam strength
Rebound resilience

Fig. 1 Squash ball with type code (left) and manufacturer's sign
(right)
It is made of rubber compound, including polymers, fillers,
vulcanising agents and reinforcing materials [2]. In room temperature
it has a very low bounce which makes it really hard to play with, as
one of the game rules is to hit the ball before it bounces twice. This is
why it needs to be warmed up to around 50 °C to increase its
resilience and playability, which takes around 80 strong hits against
the wall [3]. As almost all sport equipment, a squash ball has also

(40 ± 0,5) mm
(24 ± 1) g
(3,2 ± 0,4) N/mm @ 23 °C
> 6,0 N/mm
>12% @ 23 °C
25% - 30% @ 45 °C

So in this case, the shape alone was not a challenge. Neither was
its precision, e.g. diameter of 40 mm has a wide tolerance of ±0,5
mm. What caused main difficulties was the ball’s deformability, as it
is hollow and made of rubber. For this reason, minimal measurement
force became a primary criterion in selection of methods. It favoured
contactless techniques, however low contact force was also
acceptable. Another challenge was to comply with the way the ball is
used and make the results meaningful for the squash players as well
as for the scientists.
Presented aspects are a part of broader research, which resulted in
bachelor’s thesis [3]. To date, there are only a few works dealing with
squash balls [4, 5], however most of them describes only one chosen
property. In the thesis, a variety of measuring techniques was
presented to create a comprehensive description of physical properties
of squash ball, including as many significant quantities as possible.
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Another aim was to investigate and measure the process of wear,
including differences between products from different manufacturers.
Finally, conformity with specification and a relation between
measurable quantities and player’s subjective opinions were also
examined.
A major role in achieving these multiple goals was played by
coordinate measuring techniques. In following points, results
obtained with each of them are presented.
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They were both quite firmly blocked by the wedges, while Tecnifibre
ball, lying at the top, required minimal handling. However, real
ranges in measured cross sections are not known and, in addition, too
few measurements were conducted to define and evaluate the impact
of mounting on the results. For this reason, these values were treated
qualitatively, while other coordinate technique was chosen for precise
diameter measurements.
Table 2 Results of diameter measurements with computer tomograph

2. Results

Dunlop
worn out
[mm]

2.1 Computed tomography
This technique was used in preliminary measurements on a trial
probe of three balls. Although in final experiment it was abandoned
due to long measuring time (considering relatively large target probe)
and certain inaccuracies, it provided very interesting and unique
insights.
Basic objective of using computed tomography was to measure
thickness of ball’s wall and evaluate quality of the seam. To achieve
this, Carl Zeiss Metrotom 800 with VGStudio MAX software was
used. To assure relatively short measuring time and make images
comparable, three balls were put in one frame made of styrofoam and
measured simultaneously. However, this approach caused significant
deformation, as styrofoam wedges had to be used to prevent balls
from moving during measurement and separate them from each other.
For this reason, volume analysis (Fig. 2, 3) was preferred than surface
analysis which uses tools and methods similar to CMM. Measuring
three balls at one time also required to use full measuring space with
minimal resolution of 20 µm (which equals to voxel size). It was
found thoroughly sufficient considering tolerances given.

Dunlop
new
[mm]

Tecnifibre
new
[mm]

1.

40,594

40,343

40,136

2.

40,740

39,858

40,113

3.

40,438

39,893

40,098

4.

40,120

40,148

40,181

5.

40,333

40,466

40,060

Mean

40,445

40,142

40,117

Range

0,620

0,608

0,121

Even if the results in Table 2 are of very limited credibility, the
difference between new and worn out ball’s mean diameters were
quite suspicious. It was supposed that in the process of wear a surface
of a ball is attrited which causes a decrease of diameter. Results were
opposite to this thesis, but due to inaccuracies described previously,
they had to be verified.

Fig. 3 Measuring ball's diameter with the use of computer tomograph

Fig. 2 Tomograph‘s cross section of three different squash balls. From
the bottom: worn out Dunlop, new Dunlop, new Tecnifibre
Result of diameter measurements are presented in Table 2. For
each ball, 5 diameters located in the same cross section were
measured. Values that exceed tolerances are underlined. Significant
deformations, that can be seen in Fig. 2, are reflected in relatively
large ranges of diameters. Dunlop balls have clearly higher range of
diameters, which probably stems from their position in the frame.

Computed tomography with volume analysis offered two
possibilities that were unique among all techniques used in the
research. One of them was to measure thickness of ball’s wall. It
turned out to be close to 4,5 mm for all three balls. This measurement
was much less affected by deformation of the surface, so it can be
considered as reliable. Again, worn out Dunlop had the thickest wall,
which was opposite to predictions.
Second opportunity created by this technique was to have a closer
look at the rubber material of the balls. As shown in Fig. 2, two
Dunlop balls have materials of roughly the same density, as their
brightness is the same. However, Tecnifibre ball is much darker
which indicates its material is less dense. It was reflected in mass
measurements, which revealed that Tecnifibre ball is lighter then both
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Dunlop products, despite having thicker wall (so larger volume of
material) than one of them.

2.2 Microscopy
Another technique chosen to measure ball’s diameter was
microscopy with the use of OGP ZIP Lite 250 multisensory machine
and MeasureMind 3D software. It offered high accuracy, described by
maximum permissible error:
𝑀𝑃𝐸𝐸 = (2,0 + 6𝐿⁄1000) µ𝑚

(1)

where: L – measured length, mm.

Fig. 4 Measuring set in microscopy technique

Diameter [mm]

This technique had numerous advantages over computer
tomography. First, it was truly contactless, as neither mounting nor
measuring forces were applied. Second, single measurement time was
very short which allowed the whole target probe (36 balls) to be
measured. Third, measurement procedure was very simple and
repeatable which helped to avoid operator’s errors and increased
credibility of the results. For these reasons, microscopy technique was
chosen to conduct final experiment.

specification or guide on how to understand the term “diameter” in
case of squash ball. In other words, it is not specified which of the
infinite number of diameters should be chosen to determine e.g.
conformity with technical requirements. It was decided to adapt an
approach of quality control in Dunlop factory, where diameter is
measured perpendicular to the seam [2]. In given circumstances it
was also difficult to carry through precise and repeatable angular
positioning of the ball that would have been required to measure
multiple diameters in the same cross section. Finally, the diameter of
each ball was measured twice, perpendicularly to each other, in one
cross section. It is statistically absolutely not enough to evaluate
dispersion of local diameters nor to estimate mean value of ball
diameter. However, this approach has its advantages. Apart from
being effective and giving basic knowledge about possible range of
values (predicted dominant character of form deviations was ovality),
it turned out to be entirely sufficient to enable comparison between
new and worn out balls (yellow dots helped with repeatable
positioning) and verification of conformity with specification.
Sample results are presented in Fig. 6. Balls number 2 and 4 exceeded
lower tolerance limit and should have been rejected in quality control.
However, due to surprising effect of increasing diameters of worn out
balls, discovered previously in tomography technique and confirmed
here, they started to conform with the specification after several hits
were performed on them (4000 and 2000 respectively). It can be
explained by stretching of ball’s material and relaxation of initial
stresses in its structure. However, this theory should be verified on the
ground of materials science.
As this technique is used to obtain final results of diameter
measurements, its uncertainty has to be concerned. It can be
determined by using both method A and method B. To use method A,
same diameter of the same ball was measured 10 times.
𝜎 = 𝑢𝐴 (𝐷) = 0,010 𝑚𝑚
(2)
As given in (1), uncertainty calculated with method B depends on
dimension measured. However, dependant part of (1) was changing
insignificantly in given range of diameters, so constant value was
assumed:
𝑢𝐵 (𝐷) = 0,0022 𝑚𝑚
(3)
These two components were summed up according to the law of
propagation of uncertainties:
𝑢𝐶 (𝐷) = √0,012 + 0,00222 = 0,01024 𝑚𝑚 = 0,010 𝑚𝑚 (4)
The estimated expanded uncertainty is:
𝑈𝐶 (𝐷) = 0,020 𝑚𝑚
(5)
Such uncertainty is not only satisfactory in terms of tolerance
field, but it also enables to formulate more precise conclusions.

Fig. 5 Measuring screen in MeasureMind 3D software
Diameter measurement with OGP machine was performed by
finding coordinates of two opposite extreme points lying on the
perimeter of chosen cross section (Fig. 5). Actually there is no official

Fig. 6 Diameters of new Dunlop balls (blue) compared to worn out
ones (orange). Red lines are tolerance limits.
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In first part of experiment each ball was measured twice, as
described previously. This part’s main goal was to investigate
conformity with specifications. It was revealed that 53% of the probe
exceeded tolerance limits. Especially disadvantageous were results of
Karakal balls, in case of which 11 out of 12 appeared to be
noncompliant. This implies a strong need to increase manufacturer’s
quality control level.
Fig. 6 presents results of measurements conducted after the balls
were worn down. Their main objective was to compare these results
to initial values, evaluate differences and look for any regularities and
relations between diameter changes and number of hits performed.
This kind of relation did not come out.
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Differences appeared in each contrast – these were mainly
spacing and hybrid parameters.
Differences appeared in Dunlop-Karakal and Prince-Karakal
contrasts (Karakal balls are statistically different than Dunlop and
Prince, while difference between the least two is not statistically
significant) – these were mainly amplitude parameters.
Differences appeared in Dunlop-Karakal and Dunlop-Prince
contrasts – only one parameter Rlq.

2.3 Stylus profilometry
Although none of the ball’s surface profile parameters is
specified, microgeometry was considered as key feature from the
beginning of the research. Reason for that derives from practice of
using the ball, that one of the authors has as an active squash player.
The ball is struck against concrete walls, bounces off the rough
wooden floor and is cut with racket strings thousands of times in its
lifetime. These circumstances affect not only ball’s elasticity and
resilience, but also its surface. Subjectively, it looks smoothened and
polished, while the balls tends to slip off the walls and floor which is
unwanted by the players.

Fig. 7 Surface profile measurement with stylus profilometer
Firstly, full probe of 36 new balls were measured to find reference
values and investigate differences between three manufacturers:
Dunlop (strongly positioned market leader), Karakal and Prince.
Every ball was measured in three chosen profiles which were
positioned roughly in the same locations for entire probe. In addition,
balls number 3, 7 and 10 from each manufacturer were measured in
the profile crossing the seam. For each profile many roughness
parameters were calculated [Fig. 8].
Then, the ANOVA analysis and Scheffe test were applied to each
of the 20 selected parameters using Statgraphics Centurion software.
The goal was to decide, whether differences in values grouped by
manufacturers are statistically significant. It came out that 18 out of
20 parameters proved significant difference.
They can be divided into three groups:

Fig. 8 Sample surface profile of Dunlop ball
Box-and-whisker plot was considered the best way to show
relations between groups. In Fig. 9 distribution of Ra parameter can
be observed. It is clearly visible, that Karakal balls has significantly
higher Ra values, which was the case for most of amplitude
parameters. This can cause different reaction to contact with other
surfaces, as well as quicker attrition of ball’s surface.
After selected balls were hit certain number of times, they were
measured again to compare the results with initial values and decide,
whether any of profile’s parameters can be used to determine the
ball’s wear. On this stage, 14 balls were measured, 5 of each
manufacturer except one Karakal, which cracked in the course of
experiment. Same three profiles of each ball and cross-seam profile
for balls numbered ‘3’ were measured.
Although several observations and conclusions were made basing
on these results, the most important aim was to look for parameters
that change monotonically with the number of hits performed.
Neither of parameters proved to fulfil this requirement. However, it
was conjectured that differences in the number of hits between
consecutive balls are too small for differences to appear. Another
check was performed, including only balls number 1, 3 and 5 (2, 3
and 5 for Karakal). It revealed that Rz(JIS) and Rq parameters are
decreasing monotonically while the number of hits increases. They
can be used to estimate which of two given balls is more worn out.

Fig. 9 Box-and-whisker plot of Ra parameter distribution for new
balls
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Conclusions
Coordinate measuring techniques helped considerably in
investigating a subject such rarely approached by metrologists as
squash ball’s properties. Apart from enhancing general knowledge
about the sport that gains significant popularity all over the world,
present research resulted in numerous practical conclusions. They can
be utilized either by players (e.g. actual or possible parameters
indicating wear of the ball) or by manufacturers (e.g. parameters that
are most likely to exceed tolerance limits). Authors hope that this
paper will encourage other scientists to take up squash-related
subjects more often, as well as to help in developing metrology in
sports.
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Abstract:
The paper presents the analysis of accuracy of simulation concerning coordinate measurements of a turbine blade. The simulation was
done using the measurement software Calypso. That software is dedicated, among other things, to coordinate measurements of free-form
surfaces of products. In the paper there were determined the influence of the number of measured points registered during simulation
and the type of measurement element on the computed form deviations of a turbine blade. The results of investigations may be used for
determining the minimum number of measured points during real measurements.

1. Introduction
The measurements during which contact coordinate
measuring systems are used require, among other things, the
application of various probe radius correction methods. Their aim
consists in computing the coordinates of corrected measured points
based on the coordinates of indicated measured points. The surfaces
of real objects made on computer numerically controlled (CNC)
machine tools differ from the ideal virtual counterparts which are
defined at the stage of product design and modelling of its
manufacturing process [1]. Therefore, special attention should be paid
to the methods of probe radius correction based on the results of
approximation of real normal vectors which are perpendicular to real
surfaces manufactured on CNC machine tools.
Corrected measured points should be the real contact points
of the stylus tip of measurement probe and the measured surface of
investigated object. Therefore, the directions of probe radius
correction should correspond to the real normal vectors at considered
measured points of that surface. The analysis of measurement errors
resulting from the application of nominal correction vectors is
described in work [2].
There can be distinguished several methods of probe radius
correction. For example, in papers [3–5] there are presented the
results of numerical and experimental investigations done with the
use of the Bézier curves of 2nd and 4th degrees. Those curves
interpolate indicated measured points. In order to verify the accuracy
of manufacturing of considered object the coordinates of points
computed using those methods must be compared with the nominal
model of that object.
The disadvantage of the above mentioned methods of
computing coordinates of corrected measured points, using the Bézier
curves, follows the algorithm for the calculation of form deviations
concerning free-form surfaces of measured products. Those

deviations are calculated according to only the distances between the
corrected measured points and the nominal points of measured freeform profile of investigated object. Unfortunately, in the case of probe
radius correction methods which are based on the Bézier curves the
form deviation is, in general case, not calculated in direction normal
to the measured free-form surface. Therefore, if no good commercial
software for making coordinate measurements is available, those
methods should be complemented with some additional algorithms
for computing the form deviations of investigated objects. Those
algorithms may apply, for example, a similar approach as it is used in
the Calypso software made by Carl Zeiss.
In the case of the above mentioned software there could be
distinguished, among other things, two methods for the assessment,
on selected profiles, of manufacturing accuracy of measured freeform surfaces of investigated objects. Such evaluation of the
manufacturing accuracy of each investigated free-form surface may
be done both at the nominal points (Fig. 1) and at the measured ones.
The computations of the form deviations of free-form surfaces take
into account, in both cases, the directions perpendicular to free-form
profiles of that surfaces. Both the above mentioned methods for
calculating the form deviations are included in the procedures
associated with two measurement elements used in the Calypso
software: the 2D curve and the 3D curve. They were developed for
making coordinate measurements of the free-form surfaces of
products.
On one hand, from the recommendations of the manufacturer of
the Calypso software it follows, that in many cases of measured
objects it is necessary to apply the evaluation of the manufacturing
accuracy of free-form surfaces using their nominal points. On the
other, in the case of free-form surfaces of products with shapes
significantly different from their nominal forms the accuracy of
computing the form deviations substantially depends on the number
of measured points [6]. Therefore, in computations both the above
mentioned factors should be considered with suitable weights.
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2. Investigations involving simulation
Numerical investigations were made using the Calypso software
equipped with the package Calypso Planner (Fig. 3). That package
was developed for making the virtual simulations of coordinate
measurements of products, which should be measured on a coordinate
measuring machine (CMM). The package Calypso Planner enables to
verify whether there exists any possibility of collision between the
measurement probe and measured object. Moreover, that package
makes possible the simulation of the results of coordinate
measurements by introducing, among other things, some suitable
value representing the range of scattering of investigated points.
The simulation of coordinate measurements of the turbine blade
was done in six cross-sections (A‒A ÷ F‒F) (Fig. 2). The
investigations applied simulation. They were performed with both
active and inactive scattering of the sequence of corrected measured
points. In the case of an active scattering there were used the
following ranges of scattering: 0.001 mm and 0.002 mm. In each case
of the applied range of scattering all measured points were generated
at both sides of profiles representing the nominal free-form surfaces
of considered object.
The applied ranges of scattering of the corrected measured points
represent some measure of the accuracy of both product
manufacturing and applied measuring system. In the case of inactive
scattering of points there was not considered e.g. any influence of
CMM accuracy on the results of coordinate measurements of the
turbine blade. The form deviations of the turbine blade, measured in
successive blade's cross-sections, should equal the ranges defined at
the beginning of measurement simulation.

Fig. 1 The local form deviations of a turbine blade, measured at the
nominal points in the case of simulated error of measured points
equal e.g. ± 0.001 mm (the range equal 0.002 mm) [7]
In the paper there are presented the selected results of simulation
investigations focused on coordinate measurements of a turbine blade
(Fig. 2). The purpose of performed simulations was the analysis of
accuracy of calculating the form deviations of free-form curves,
which represented the cross-sections of selected product, using the
measurement software Calypso and applying, among other things,
some various numbers of measured points.

Fig. 2 The general view of the turbine blade used for the
investigations applying simulation

Fig. 3 The simulation of coordinate measurement of the turbine blade
in the Calypso Planner package
The first stage of numerical investigations was focused on
determining the influence of assumed ranges of scattering and the
number of measured points on the results of coordinate measurements
concerning the turbine blade. That stage was done using the
measurement element 2D curve and the uniform distribution of
measured points along the successive cross-sections of the turbine
blade.
The selected measurement element 2D curve enables computing
the coordinates of corrected measured points using vectors for radius
correction lying only in a single cross-section surface, while the
measurement element 3D curve not. This is the main distinction
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between the measurement elements 2D curve and 3D curve. The
selection of the measurement element 2D curve followed the small
curvature of considered turbine blade along its longitudinal axis.
The simulation investigations were made for the various numbers
of measured points: 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, and 550. In the case of
positive ranges of points' scattering the simulation of coordinate
measurements of the turbine blade was done three times for each
declared number of measured points. The number of nominal points
used for computations was 300 for all considered cross-sections of
that turbine blade.
The figure 4 presents the results of coordinate measurements of
the turbine blade in the case without scattering of points around its
selected, successive, nominal cross-sections. The figures 5 and 6
show the results of coordinate measurements of investigated turbine
blade in the cases of ranges of points' scattering equal 0.001 mm and
0.002 mm, respectively.
The second stage of simulation investigations was done in order
to determine the influence of accepted type of measurement element
in the Calypso software, the 2D curve and the 3D curve, on the results
of coordinate measurements of considered turbine blade. The table 1
contains the selected results of those numerical investigations. The
results are grouped according to each cross-section of measured
turbine blade (A‒A ÷ F‒F). The investigations were done with
inactive scattering of corrected measured points and with 300
measured points. The measured points were distributed uniformly.
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defined values of ranges. Such case takes place when the accuracy of
manufactured product is determined at its nominal points.

Fig. 6 The results of simulation investigations in the case of scattering
of measured points with the range 0.002 mm

The results of numerical investigations may be used as an
important basic input information for determining the minimum
number of measured points during real coordinate measurements. In
the case of results shown in Figs 4–6 the minimum number of
measured points should equal at least 550. The approximate average
values of the maximum length and the maximum thickness of
analyzed cross-sections of turbine blade were equal 62 mm and 11
mm, respectively. The successive stage of simulations should consider
some constant shift of coordinates of measured points along the
selected axes of the coordinate system of measured product.
Table 1 The comparison of the form deviations obtained for the
measurement elements 2D curve and 3D curve
Crosssection
A‒A

Fig. 4 The results of simulation investigations in the case of inactive
scattering of measured points

Form deviation Form deviation
Δ2D
Δ3D
(2D curve), mm (3D curve), mm
0,0017
0,0013

Absolute
difference
|Δ2D – Δ3D|, mm
0,0004

B‒B
C‒C

0,0024
0,0026

0,0011
0,0010

0,0013
0,0016

D‒D
E‒E

0,0018
0,0016

0,0019
0,0018

0,0001
0,0002

F‒F

0,0026

0,0021

0,0005

The results of investigations also showed significant influence of
the kind of accepted measurement element on the results of
measurements of product's free-form surface. The selection of
measurement element for coordinate measurements should depend on
the shape of measured object.
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Abstract:
Before starting any measurement task with a coordinate measuring machine it is necessary to establish a work piece datum system. Since
all further results depend on it, it is very important to have a reliably and reproducible method to construct this datum system. In this
paper we concentrate on planes as datum features. Different possibilities of assigning a reference plane to a datum feature are stated
and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. In principle these methods require to completely cover the surface with high
density of measuring points. However, in order to reduce measuring time a new strategy using an iterative measuring process is roughly
proposed. The uncertainty of the reference plane is estimated with the help of the software ‘Virtual Coordinate Measuring Machine’
(VCMM).

1. Introduction
A datum system for a workpiece mainly serves two purposes. One
is simply to fix a coordinate system which is suitable for the
measurement task. However, a datum system also assigns theoretical
exact geometrical elements to the imperfectly manufactured datum
features on the workpiece, which then serve as reference for the
further measurements. The choice of the datum system hence directly
affects measurands like positions of features of the workpiece with
respect to the datum. Therefore it is crucial to have a reliably and
reproducible method to construct the datum system. This includes
mainly the following three steps:
 Collecting measuring points on the datum feature on the
workpiece.
 Processing the data using filters and removing outliers.
 Calculating the associated geometrical feature.
Since the applicable standards do not specify clearly and
unambiguously a procedure for these steps, it is mainly left to the
CMM operator how he chooses the measuring points on the
workpiece, which filter he applies, and which method he uses for
calculating the associated geometrical element. In practice, often only
a very few points are collected on the workpiece surface, no filters are
used at all, and the associated geometrical feature is calculated using a
least-square fit (Gaussian best fit). This leads to non-reproducible
results, i.e. if the same workpiece is measured again independently by
another operator, this will most likely lead to different results.
Moreover, from a functional point of view, the Gaussian best fit is in
general not suitable for establishing datums. It is therefore necessary
to have a standardized approach for establishing datum systems,
which assures comparability of measurement results across
manufacturer borders.

We concentrate in this paper on planes as primary datum features
and address the problem of assigning a plane to a set of measuring
points. A strategy how measuring time can be reduced by using an
iterative measuring process to locate the points or regions of interest,
which are relevant for calculating the associated reference plane, is
proposed. Finally, a method to estimate the uncertainty of the
reference plane with the help of the ‘Virtual Coordinate Measuring
Machine’ is introduced. The use of filters and the problem with
outliers are not discussed here.

2. Datum reference planes
The result of a measurement with a coordinate measuring
machine (CMM) is initially a list of coordinates of points in a three
dimensional space. In order to get relevant, interpretable results which
can be compared with the specifications of the workpiece, one needs
to process these points with the help of software applications. If one
measures for example the face of a cuboid, in general, only a limited
number of measuring points on this surface are collected. The
associated geometrical element (in this case a plane) is then
calculated using this in principle incomplete data. If the surface is a
perfect plane, this won’t be a problem since for the mathematical
calculation of a plane three arbitrary non-collinear points of this plane
are already sufficient to regain the plane. In practice, though, the
surface might be concave, convex, or somehow twisted. There may
be periodic waves on it, roughness, and so on. In principle this makes
it necessary to completely cover the surface with highly dense
measuring points, leading to unreasonable and non-acceptable
measurement times and costs. Moreover, it is not a priori clear, how
the plane to the measured data has to be calculated. For setting up a
reference plane there occur mainly two questions:
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What is an appropriate method for associating a plane to the
measured feature?
 What kind of measurement strategy should be used in order to get
an ideal compromise between accuracy and cost effectiveness?
To discuss the first question we suppose in the following that the
surface is covered with measuring points of high density, so that a
theoretical reconstruction of the surface would be possible with
sufficient accuracy. The standard ISO 5459 [1] suggests as the
associated plane for the primary datum the outer plane of the
Chebyshev best fit planes. This means the reference plane is a plane
outside the material, such that the maximum distance of the
measuring points to the plane is minimal (see Definition 2). The
construction of the reference plane in this way has two main
disadvantages:
 For the calculation of the reference plane it is necessary to detect
not only the outer, but also the inner extreme points. This leads to
higher measurement costs compared to methods where only the
outer extreme points are relevant for the calculation of the
associated reference plane. Moreover, the detection of the inner
extreme points with a tactile CMM is always problematic, since
due to its finite radius, the ball-tip might not be able to penetrate
smaller roughness valleys of the workpiece surface. For the latter,
employing morphological filters in a standardized way could
reduce this problem, see for example [2]. However, from a
functional point of view it is not apparent why the inner extreme
points should have influence on the reference plane at all.
 The outer Chebyshev plane may have only one or two common
points with the measured point cloud. This is counterintuitive to
the idea that the reference should be a ’stable‘ mounted adjacent
plane, i.e. a plane with at least three non-collinear (not all lying
on a line) contact points with the workpiece surface.
In the following we will give the formal definitions for reference
planes for a flat datum feature. All proposed methods should simulate
the attaching of a physical plane to the datum feature. To describe on
which side of the measured point cloud the material is, a normalized
vector
𝑢 ∈ 𝑆 2 = {𝑥 ∈ ℝ3 | ‖𝑥‖ = 1} which is approximately
orthogonal to the expected reference plane and which points outside
the material of the workpiece is used. One can determine this vector
e.g. from the nominal geometry defined by the CAD model. It should
be mentioned here that the in the following defined planes are in
general not unique. However, if the point set 𝑃 results from a real
measurement, one can always assume that the solution is unique. It is
further supposed that point clouds 𝑃 always consist of at least four
points, that any three points in 𝑃 are non-collinear, and that any
subset of more than three points is non-coplanar.
As the first step it should be given a formal definition of a contact
element.
Definition 1. (Contact element) Let 𝑃 = {𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , … , 𝑝𝑁 } ⊂ ℝ3 be a
set of points and 𝑢 ∈ 𝑆 2 a normalized vector. A contact element to
(𝑃, 𝑢) is a plane 𝐸, such that the following conditions are fulfilled:
 At least one point of 𝑃 is contained in the plane 𝐸.
 If 𝑛 ∈ 𝑆 2 is a normal vector to 𝐸, then 〈𝑛, 𝑢〉 ≠ 0 and
〈𝑒 ′ −𝑝,𝑛〉
〈𝑛,𝑢〉

≥0

(1)

for all 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 and 𝑒′ ∈ 𝐸.
A contact element is hence a plane 𝐸, which has one or more points in
common with 𝑃, while all other points are in direction of – 𝑢 of the

plane. The latter can be seen by the second condition, which implies
that for all points 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 there is a point 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 with 𝑝 = 𝑒 − 𝛼𝑢 for
𝛼 ≥ 0. In fact, 𝛼 is given by
𝛼=

〈𝑒′−𝑝,𝑛〉
〈𝑛,𝑢〉

≥0

(2)

for an arbitrary point 𝑒′ ∈ 𝐸. In the following the points 𝐸 ∩ 𝑃 are
called contact points.
Next recall the definition of the outer Chebyshev plane.
Definition 2. (Outer Chebyshev Plane) Let 𝑃 ⊂ ℝ3 be a set of points
and 𝑢 ∈ 𝑆 2 a normalized vector. The outer Chebyshev plane to (𝑃, 𝑢)
is a contact plane 𝐸 to (𝑃, 𝑢), such that the maximum orthogonal
distance
max{𝑑(𝐸, 𝑝) | 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃}

(3)

of the points in 𝑃 to the plane 𝐸 is minimal.
It is known that the outer Chebyshev plane can have between one
and three contact points. If we think of constructing a reference plane
by physically attaching a plane to the datum feature, one rather would
like to have a ‘stable’ mounting of this plane, meaning that there
should be always three contact points. One might now think of
choosing the reference plane such that these contact points enclose a
maximum area. This should ensure to give the reference plane the
best possible mount on the datum feature.
Definition 3. (Maximal-area tangential element) Let 𝑃 ⊂ ℝ3 be a set
of points and 𝑢 ∈ 𝑆 2 a normalized vector. A maximal-area tangential
element to (𝑃, 𝑢) is a contact plane 𝐸 to (𝑃, 𝑢), such that the
following conditions hold:
 The plane 𝐸 has three contact points.
 The area of the triangle spanned by the contact points is
maximal.
While the just defined tangent element leads to acceptable
solutions for concave surfaces, it is unfortunately not well suited for
convex surfaces. In the latter the contact points can be concentrated
on a small peripheral region of the surface. Moreover, it is possible,
that just by adding a single point to 𝑃, the contact points move to a
diametrically opposed position. To overcome this problem, we
propose a second definition for the tangential element, where the
contact points are located around a reference point 𝑎 ∈ ℝ3 , which is
chosen somewhere central on the surface. This point has to fulfill the
following condition:
Definition 4. Let 𝑃 ⊂ ℝ3 be a point cloud. A point 𝑎 ∈ ℝ3 is an
admissible reference point for 𝑃, if and only if 𝑎 is contained in the
convex hull of 𝑃.
Possible choices for 𝑎 are for example the centroid of the point
set 𝑃, or the centroid of the nominal geometry of the considered
surface, projected onto the Gaussian best fit plane of 𝑃. The
projection is necessary to ensure that 𝑎 is contained in the convex hull
of 𝑃.
Definition 5. (Tangential element) Let 𝑃 ⊂ ℝ3 be a set of points, 𝑢 ∈
𝑆 2 a normalized vector and 𝑎 ∈ ℝ3 an admissible reference point. A
tangential element to (𝑃, 𝑢, 𝑎) is a contact element 𝐸 to (𝑃, 𝑢), such
that:
 The plane 𝐸 has three contact points.
 The orthogonal distance 𝑑(𝐸, 𝑎) of the plane 𝐸 to the reference
point 𝑎 is minimal.
By this definition is achieved that the projection of the reference
point onto the plane 𝐸 is inside the triangle spanned by the contact
points 𝐸 ∩ 𝑃. If we choose a reference point central in the surface, the
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triangle of the contact points is also forced to move to the center.
Therefore this definition is suitable for both concave and convex
surfaces. In the following, the just defined tangential element is hence
used as the reference plane for a flat datum feature.

3. Relevant Regions
While in case of the least-square best fit plane all measuring
points are used for the calculation of the position and orientation of
the plane, the tangential element as defined above only depends on
the highest points, i.e. the three or more contact points of the plane.
For a precise determination of the tangential element it is hence
necessary to precisely locate these points on the surface. In principle,
this would require to cover the surface completely with high density
measuring points. Since in practice this is not acceptable for
economical reasons, it is necessary to have a strategy to determine the
tangential element with both reasonable effort and sufficient accuracy.
Let 𝑃 be a point cloud, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑆 2 a normalized vector, 𝑎 ∈ ℝ3 a
reference point, and let 𝐸 be the tangential element to (𝑃, 𝑢, 𝑎).
Denote by 𝑓 = max{𝑑(𝑝, 𝐸) | 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃} the form deviation of the
surface with respect to the plane 𝐸. Let further 𝑥𝐸 = 𝑝𝑟𝐸 (𝑥) denote
the orthogonal projection of a point 𝑥 ∈ ℝ3 onto the plane 𝐸, i.e.
𝑝𝑟𝐸 (𝑥) = 𝑥 − 〈𝑥 − 𝑒, 𝑛〉 ⋅ 𝑛 for a point 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 and a vector 𝑛 ∈ 𝑆 2
normal to 𝐸. Then define for 0 ≤ 𝜅 ≤ 1 the set
𝑟𝜅 (𝑃) = 𝑝𝑟𝐸 ({𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 | 𝑑(𝑝, 𝐸) ≤ 𝜅𝑓}),

(4)

i.e. 𝑟𝜅 (𝑃) consists of the projections of all points in 𝑃, such that their
orthogonal distance to the plane 𝐸 does not exceed 𝜅𝑓. For 𝜅 = 0
these are just the contact points of 𝐸, 𝑟0 (𝑃) = 𝐸 ∩ 𝑃. By slightly
increasing 𝜅 one gets additional points which are, compared to the
form deviation 𝑓, near the tangential plane. In 𝑟𝜅 (𝑃) are most likely
points around the contact points, but maybe also some points located
on other regions on the surface. In the following 𝑟𝜅 (𝑃) is called
relevant points. The intention is that with the help of the relevant
points 𝑟𝜅 (𝑃) one could detect regions on the workpiece surface,
where the ’real‘ contact points, i.e. the contact points of the measured
surface with a physically adjacent reference plane, are expected. In a
further step more measuring points in these regions should be
collected in order to improve the determination of the tangential
element. Reasonable values for 𝜅 turned out to be between 2% – 5%,
depending on how dense the surface is already covered with
measuring points and on how large the form deviation 𝑓 is.
In order to get information which is better interpretable than just a
list of points 𝑟𝜅 (𝑃), we first split the set of relevant points 𝑟𝜅 (𝑃) into
different subsets. For this purpose, we choose a length ℓ > 0, which
will be the minimal distance that different subsets should have from
each other. Suitable choices for ℓ are between 5% – 20% of the
maximal dimension of the surface. More precisely, write 𝑟𝜅 (𝑃) as a
disjoint union
𝑟𝜅 (𝑃) = ⋃𝐾
𝑖=1 𝑅𝑖

(5)

of uniquely defined (up to order), non-empty sets 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐾,
such that for all 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 the following conditions hold:
 𝑑(𝑅𝑖 , 𝑅𝑗 ): = min{‖𝑥 − 𝑦‖| 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑦 ∈ 𝑅𝑗 } > ℓ


For all 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 , there exists 𝑥0 , 𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑠 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑠 ≥ 0, such that
𝑥0 = 𝑥, 𝑥𝑠 = 𝑦 and ‖𝑥𝑞 − 𝑥𝑞+1 ‖ ≤ ℓ for all 0 ≤ 𝑞 ≤ 𝑠 − 1.

From these point sets 𝑅𝑖 we would like to deduce areas on the
measured surface. For the following fix some 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝐾. Roughly
speaking, the idea is to construct a hull around the points 𝑅𝑖 which
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defines the border of our region. One possibility is to use the 𝛼-shape
𝑆𝛼 (𝑅𝑖 ) of the point set 𝑅𝑖 , where we set 𝛼 = ℓ. 𝛼-shapes can be seen
as a generalization of the convex hull. But different to the latter, the
border of an 𝛼-shape must not be convex. Roughly speaking, the
parameter 𝛼 can be considered as an indicator of the minimal radius
of a concave part of the border of 𝑆𝛼 . Moreover, 𝛼-shapes may also
have holes, namely if it is possible to place a ball of radius 𝛼 inside
the point cloud without intersection. Furthermore, splitting the points
𝑟𝜅 (𝑃) into subsets 𝑅𝑖 was not necessary, as constructing the 𝛼-shape
of 𝑟𝜅 (𝑃) with 𝛼 = ℓ automatically includes this splitting. However, to
make things a bit clearer this additional step was introduced. For
more information on 𝛼-shapes see for example [3,5].
Finally, the areas 𝑆𝛼 (𝑅𝑖 ) should be slightly increased, reflecting
our lack of knowledge of the surface due to sub-sampling. Let
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐵ℓ⁄2 (𝑝) = {𝑥 ∈ ℝ3 | ‖𝑥 − 𝑝‖ ≤ ℓ⁄2}
(6)
be the closed ball around 𝑝 with radius ℓ⁄2, then define
𝑈𝑖 = ⋃𝑥∈𝑆ℓ(𝑅𝑖 ) ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐵ℓ⁄2 (𝑥) ∩ 𝐸 .

(7)

In other words, 𝑈𝑖 is the result of the morphological operation dilation
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
of the set 𝑆ℓ (𝑅𝑖 ) with the structuring element 𝐵
ℓ⁄2 (𝑥) ∩ 𝐸. These
regions 𝑈𝑖 are in the following referred as relevant regions.
Note that the presented construction of relevant regions can also be
employed in the case that the outer Chebyshev plane serves as
reference plane. However, then also the lowest points contribute to
the relevant regions. More precisely, the point set 𝑟𝜅 (𝑃) must be
extended to 𝑟𝜅 (𝑃) ∪ (𝑃 ∖ 𝑟1−𝜅 (𝑃)).

4. Measuring Strategy
In the following a measuring strategy for a plane datum feature
should be proposed. For simplicity, since it should only be pointed out
how the strategy works in principle, it is supposed that the considered
datum feature is rectangular. Note that the precise elaboration of all
details of this strategy is still work in progress.
1. In a first step a regular lattice of 7 plus 7 lines as measuring areas
is defined. This should give a good impression of the basic
structure of the surface.
2. One collects measuring points on the defined lines (in scanning
mode).
3. In the first iteration an admissible reference point 𝑎 ∈ ℝ3 (e.g. the
centroid of the surface) and a normal vector 𝑢 ∈ 𝑆 2 pointing
outside the material are fixed. For all later iteration these values
remain unaltered.
4. Calculation of the tangential element using all points measured so
far.
5. It is tested if a certain termination condition is fulfilled. (See the
next section for more details.)
(a) If the termination condition is not fulfilled, one calculates the
relevant regions 𝑈𝑖 for appropriate parameters 𝜅 and ℓ. New
measurement lines on the relevant regions are defined. One
returns to step 2 to collect more measuring points in these areas.
(b) If the termination condition is fulfilled, the iteration is
finished.
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6. Optionally: Calculation of the uncertainty of the tangential
element using the software tool ‘Virtual Coordinate Measuring
Machine’ (VCMM).
A reasonable choice for the parameter ℓ in the first iteration is
about the spacing of the initial scan-lines. For the following steps it
can normally be decreased by about one half. For the parameter 𝜅 we
suggest 5% in the first step, and then about 2.5% for the following
steps. However, the choice of these parameters is still subject of
ongoing research.



𝑑𝑛 (𝑛𝑘−1 , 𝑛𝑘 ) is the smaller angle between the lines ℝ ⋅ 𝑛𝑘−1 and
ℝ ⋅ 𝑛𝑘 , i.e
𝑑𝑛 (𝑛𝑘−1 , 𝑛𝑘 ) = arcsin‖𝑛𝑘−1 × 𝑛𝑘 ‖,

(9)

3



where × denotes the usual cross product in ℝ .
Let 𝑝𝑟𝑖 denote the orthogonal projection onto the plane 𝐸𝑖 for 𝑖 =
𝑘 − 1, 𝑘. We define the Minimum-Zone-distance 𝑑𝑀𝑍 (𝐸𝑘−1 , 𝐸𝑘 )
of the two planes as the width of the Minimum-Zone of the point
set 𝑝𝑟𝑘−1 (𝑃𝑘 ) ∪ 𝑝𝑟𝑘 (𝑃𝑘 ):
𝑑𝑀𝑍 (𝐸𝑘−1 , 𝐸𝑘 ) = max{𝑑(𝐸 ′ , 𝑝)| 𝑝 ∈ 𝑝𝑟𝑘−1 (𝑃𝑘 ) ∪ 𝑝𝑟𝑘 (𝑃𝑘 )}
(10)
𝐸′

with the outer Chebyshev plane to (𝑝𝑟𝑘−1 (𝑃𝑘 ) ∪ 𝑝𝑟𝑘 (𝑃𝑘 ), 𝑢).
These distances are now used to define the termination criterion
for the measuring process:
Definition 7. (Termination criterion) Let 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 be the
minimum and maximum number of iterations we want to operate, and
let 𝑘 ≤ 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 be the number of the current iteration. Let further
𝜖𝑝𝑜𝑠 ≥ 0 and 𝜖𝜙 ≥ 0 be specified tolerances. The termination
criterion is fulfilled, if one of the following two conditions applies:
1. One has
(a) 𝑘 ≥ 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 , and
(b) the distance 𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝐸𝑘−1 , 𝐸𝑘 ) in the reference point of the
planes of the iterations 𝑘 − 1 and 𝑘 is smaller that 𝜖𝑝𝑜𝑠 , and
(c) the angle 𝑑𝑛 (𝑛𝑘−1 , 𝑛𝑘 ) is smaller than 𝜖𝜙 .
2. 𝑘 = 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 , i.e. the maximum number of iterations is reached.

Fig. 1 Iterative measuring strategy
For the iterative process it is essential that the reference point is
kept fix throughout the whole cycle. If the reference point would be
changed after each step, say because we take always the centroid of
the actual measured point cloud, it might happen that this shift of the
reference point has a strong influence on the tangential element. The
tangential element could possibly change its orientation after a step,
even if all new points measured in this step are in principle not
relevant for the calculation of the tangential element (e.g. if they are
contained in the convex hull of points of the previous steps).

5. Termination Criterion
In order to decide whether the just described measuring process
can be stopped, it is necessary to have an appropriate termination
criterion. One possibility is to compare the planes of the last two
steps. The iteration can be stopped, if the two planes differ not too
much from each other. To make this precise, a method the compare
two planes is needed:
Definition 6. Let 𝑃𝑘−1 ⊂ 𝑃𝑘 be measured point clouds, 𝑎 ∈ ℝ3 an
admissible reference point for 𝑃𝑘−1 , and 𝑢 ∈ 𝑆 2 a normalized vector.
Let 𝐸𝑘−1 and 𝐸𝑘 be associated tangential elements to (𝑃𝑖 , 𝑢, 𝑎), 𝑖 =
𝑘 − 1, 𝑘.
 The distance 𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝐸𝑘−1 , 𝐸𝑘 ) between the two planes is defined as
the distance between the projections of the reference point onto
these planes. This distance is calculated by
𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝐸𝑘−1 , 𝐸𝑘 ) = ‖〈𝑎 − 𝑝𝑘−1 , 𝑛𝑘−1 〉𝑛𝑘−1 − 〈𝑎 − 𝑝𝑘 , 𝑛𝑘 〉𝑛𝑘 ‖.
(8)

To specify the values for 𝜖𝑝𝑜𝑠 and 𝜖𝜙 is still subject of ongoing
research. A reasonable choice is to use values in the range of the
expected uncertainty for position and orientation of the tangent plane.
For the number of iterations in most cases 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 2 and 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 4
(or even 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 3) is sufficient. Furthermore, instead using the
distance with respect to the reference point, one also might use the
Minimum-Zone-distance 𝑑𝑀𝑍 .

6. Uncertainty Estimation
To estimate the uncertainty of the reference plane the software
tool ‘Virtual Coordinate Measuring Machine’ (VCMM) [4,6] is used.
The measuring points 𝑃 = 𝑃0 are slightly distorted according to
certain algorithms simulating typical errors of CMMs. In this manner
the VCMM creates point clouds 𝑃1 , 𝑃2 , … , 𝑃𝐾 for 𝐾 ≥ 200. For all
these point clouds the tangential element 𝐸𝑖 to (𝑃𝑖 , 𝑢, 𝑎), where 𝑎 ∈
ℝ3 is the reference point and 𝑢 ∈ 𝑆 2 a suitable normalized vector, is
calculated. Note that 𝑎 and 𝑢 are fixed throughout the simulation.
Suppose that for 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝐾 the plane 𝐸𝑖 is described by a point 𝑝𝑖 ∈
𝐸𝑖 and a normal vector 𝑛𝑖 ∈ 𝑆 2 to 𝐸𝑖 . The plane 𝐸 = 𝐸0 calculated
using the (undistorted) measured points 𝑃 is then defined by 𝑝0 and
𝑛0 . To specify the uncertainty for 𝐸 one first needs to define suitable
features related to 𝐸, for which the uncertainty can be estimated. Note
that the coordinates of 𝑝0 and 𝑛0 are not suitable since these values
are highly correlated. Furthermore, any point in 𝐸 is a possible choice
for 𝑝0 , and the normal vector is determined only up to a sign. It is
hence suggested using the same values as for the termination
criterion. More precisely for 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐾 the following values are
used:
 The sine sin(𝛼𝑖 ) = ‖𝑛0 × 𝑛𝑖 ‖ of the smaller angle between the
lines with orientation 𝑛0 and 𝑛𝑖 . Note that for small angles 𝛼, as
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they are expected here, sin(𝛼) ≈ 𝛼 holds in very good
approximation.
The distance of the planes in the reference point
(𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) = 𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝐸𝑖 , 𝐸0 ).
𝑖



(11)
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The Minimum-Zone-distance of the two planes
(𝑑𝑀𝑍 )𝑖 = 𝑑𝑀𝑍 (𝐸𝑖 , 𝐸0 ).

(12)

In the following let 𝑥 be one of the above considered values, i.e.
𝑥𝑖 = sin(𝛼𝑖 ) , or 𝑥𝑖 = (𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) , or 𝑥𝑖 = (𝑑𝑀𝑍 )𝑖 ,
𝑖

respectively. Since 𝑥0 = 0 and 𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0 for all 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝐾, the
uncertainty for this quantity is given by the smallest number 𝑈𝑥 ≥ 0,
such that the interval [0, 𝑈𝑥 ] contains at least 95% of all simulated
values 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝐾 .

7. Conclusions
Since the datum systems has influence on all the following
measurements, it is crucial to have a standardized and reproducible
strategy for its construction. In this paper, some of the problems
arising at this task were addressed. In the case of a plane datum
feature a mathematical definition for the assigned theoretical element,
as well as a suitable measuring strategy was proposed. This method
can easily be adapted to other geometrical elements, like maximum
inscribed or minimum circumscribed cylinders.
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Abstract:
This paper contains a description of the measuring arm. The principle of an accuracy testing according to ASME B89.4.22-2004
standards and VDI/VDE 2617-9:2009 guidelines was characterized. The aim of this study was to conduct comparative studies of
influence of the mounting of the measuring arm on the accuracy of the results obtained in accordance with standards. Two types of
mounting systems were checked: using magnetic base (a measuring arm associated with the base of a measuring element) and a
dedicated tripod. Statistical comparison of methods was carried out using tests available in Statgraphics software.

1. Introduction

2. Measuring arm Metris-Nikon Metrology MCAII

Measuring arms are important groups of universal measurement
tools [1-4]. In contrast to the coordinate measuring machines arms are
portable devices that may operate in a production environment, and
further which is also a characteristic of arms, they may take
measurements inside the large-size objects. The mobility of the arms
can be increased through the use of rechargeable battery and wireless
communications Wi-Fi. Arm’s construction is extremely durable and
lightweight through the use of materials such as carbon fiber and
aluminum.
Coordinate measuring arms are precise and comfortable portable
measuring systems. Measuring arms are the ideal solution for 3D
measurements directly in production halls, laboratories and in the
outdoor. They were adapted to the measurements in the aerospace,
automotive and machine industry. They are used to test the accuracy
of fabrication of individual parts, verification of elements in the
production, validation of assembly. By using appropriate software
they enable the creation of CAD models of elements for the so-called
reverse engineering, testing the geometry of individual elements and
comparison of individual components or assemblies from CAD
models as well.
In contrast to the most of coordinate measuring devices, the
reading of the coordinates x, y, z does not come directly from the
rulers. In the portables CMMs the coordinates are calculated based on
data read from angular encoders, located in each joint and the known
values of the distances between the encoders.

Studies were performed using coordinate measuring arm Metris
Nikon Metrology Series MCA II [5]. Arm during the measurement
was magnetically mounted using a magnetic base and a tripod (Fig.
1). In order to minimize the effect of the temperature on the
measuring arm, the arm was placed together with the gauges in a
laboratory for twenty-four hours before starting the measurements.

Fig. 1. Coordinate measuring arm Metris-Nikon Metrology Series
MCAII. On the left mounting on the magnetic base, on the right on
the tripod.
According to the manufacturer of the coordinate measuring arm,
it is characterized by a range of measurement of 2,4 m. Accuracy of
the arm expressed as a permissible error specified by the
manufacturer is for the Single-Point Articulation Performance Test
0,028 mm and for the Volumetric Performance Test 0,040 mm. The
stated values are calculated on the basis of the American standard
ASME B89.4.22-2004 [6].
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measuring ranges: to 30%, from 30% to 70% and over 70% of the
useful length of the measuring arm. In addition, the reference
sphere should be fixed relative to the measuring arm on the three
heights: -20%, 0% and 50% of the useful length of the measuring
arm. For each position of the reference sphere five points should
be collected. One at the pole and four equally spaced on the
equator, the measurements must be performed five times. The
direction of the movement of the measuring probe should be in a
line with a normal vector. Assessment of the accuracy of test
results boils down to determining: an error associated with the
position of center points of spheres calculated from five directions
of measurements; an error associated with the difference between
dimension of the reference sphere from its certificate and
dimension obtained from measurements at three positions
(spheres calculated with 25 points from five directions). The last
one is the error associated with the shape of the reference sphere.
As a shape error the greatest difference between the radius of the
three measuring ranges is assumed.

3. Accuracy tests of the measuring arms
Currently an applicable standard defining the rules of testing the
accuracy of coordinate measuring arms is the American standard
ASME B89.4.22-2004 - Methods for performance evaluation of
articulated arm coordinate measuring machines [6]. Additionally,
there is the possibility of checking the accuracy of the arms on the
basis of the guidelines of the German Association VDI/VDE 26179:2009 [7]. While ISO standards were not yet developed.
ASME standards provides three types of tests to determine the
accuracy of measuring arms:
 The first test performed on a reference sphere (Effective Diameter
Test), Diameter of the sphere should be within the range between
10 - 50 mm, while the deviation of the shape may not exceed 0.5
µm. The test consists of collecting nine points on a reference
sphere. One point collected on the pole of the sphere, another four
points equally distributed on the parallel tilted to the equator of
the ball by the angle of 45°. The next four points equally
distributed on the equator rotated relative to the previous points
by 45°. The measurement is performed three times. As the error
the largest of the values of obtained difference between the
diameter of the sphere on the basis of collected points and the
diameter given in the calibration certificate of reference sphere is
assumed.
 The second test is the test of a single point - the test of the point
repeatability (Single-Point Articulation Performance Test). This
test is performed inside a standard cone, or between three spheres
clearly defining the position of the center of ball of a reference
probe. The test consists of examining the range of point
coordinates in space during ten measurements at consecutive
angular settings of joints. During the measurements the whole
operating range of all angular encoders should be used. The test is
repeated three times for three distances from the arm: up to 20%,
from 20 to 80% and above 80% of the measuring range.
 The third test is Volumetric Performance Test. It is the most
reliable test that gives the best mapping of arm error values which
occur during actual measurements. The test consists of the
measurement of two certified lengths ranging of 50-75% and 120150% of the length of the arm. Certified lengths are determined
mostly by internal cones arranged in a standard ruler or rod ball,
in which certified distance was defined by centers of the
measuring balls. Standards of length, during the measurements,
should be set in 20 different positions. In the space of a calibrated
measuring arm the following positions of the standard can be
distinguished: four vertical, six horizontal and ten at the angle of
45°. The result of the test is the maximum deviation between the
value obtained from the measurement and the value from the
certificate of calibration of the standard.
VDI/VDE 2617-9:2009 guidelines assume that measuring arms
should be similarly tested as coordinate measuring machines according to standard ISO 10360-2 [8]. VDI/VDE guidelines define
the rules for carrying out two tests of accuracy:
 The first test is performed on a reference sphere. The diameter of
the reference sphere should be in the range from 10 to 50 mm,
and the error of the shape must be less than 20% of the error of
the measuring head. The guidelines recommend mounting the
reference ball in three positions spaced at 120° and in three
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The second test is a volumetric test. To carry out the test
VDI/VDE guidelines authorize a several types of standards. They
must have minimally five reference distances located in one
measurement line, such as: set of gauge block, step gauge, gauge
with referenced holes or ball gauge. The maximum measured
reference length should be at least of 66% of a usable
measurement range, and the gauge should be measured at least in
seven positions in the specified direction. The guidelines
recommend the following location of the standard: the end point
of the standard should be in the range of 70 to 100%
measurement range of the arm. The standard should be positioned
in three sectors located at 120°. In one of the sectors the standard
should be placed in a horizontal position and two angular
positions such that each intersect. In other sectors, the standard
should be set in one horizontal position and one angular position.
At each setting of the standard, five lengths of the standard should
be measured in three measurement series. In assessing the
accuracy all results of measuring length with reference values of
the calibration certificate should be checked. The error is the
maximum difference between the value obtained from the
measurement and from the calibration certificate. The error value
cannot exceed the error value given by the manufacturer of the
measuring arm.

4. Proceedings of the measurement with results
During the multiple measurements using the measuring arm,
differences in the results depending on the mounting method of the
arm were observed. Therefore, it was decided to perform tests in
order to detect the influence of mounting system. Two different types
were used. The first one was with a magnetic base fixed to a table
with metal surface, on which standards were placed. The second
mounting system was on the tripod located next to the measuring
table. Since the manufacturer of the arm in the technical
specifications gave accuracy determined on the basis of ASME, to
conduct tests a gauge with two certified length was used - according
to the requirements of the standard. Twenty-five measurements for
two certified lengths in five different positions were made. Twentyfive times measurement of each distance was chosen to check the
ranged of results when enforcing the maximum range of work of all
seven pairs of angular encoders.
Example of collection of
measurement points is shown in fig.2.
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Fig. 2 Example of collection of measurement points.
In addition, the standard was mounted in five positions
corresponding to the entire measuring range of the arm. Three
perpendicular positions to the axis of the arm in 20, 50 and 80% of
the measuring range, one parallel position, and one position an angle
of 45° were selected. A total of 250 measurements for each of the
mounting methods were performed. The temperature recorded during
the measurement was 21.6°C. The standard is made of nickel-plated
steel for which the coefficient of thermal expansion is 11.5*10-6/°C.
Because the temperature during the measurement was 1.6°C higher
than the reference value the correction according to the formula (1)
were introduced.
𝑙𝑐 = 𝑙 ∗ (1 − 20 − 𝑡) ∗ 𝛼

(1)

where: l - determined length, t - measured temperature during the
measurements, α - coefficient of thermal expansion for material of
reference element [3].
The nominal values of the standard lengths after the
introduction of temperature corrections value amounted 361.935 mm
for the short distance and 711.139 mm for the long distance.
According to the technical specifications and the current calibration
certificate of the measuring arm for Volumetric Performance Test the
value of error is ± 0.040 mm. Summary of the results of
measurements for short reference distances for both methods of
mounting is shown in table 1.
Table 1 Summary of the measurement results for the distance of the
nominal value of 361.935 mm
Mounting on magnetic base.
Parameter Perpendic Perpendic Perpendic Parallel Angle 45°
All
ular 20% ular 50% ular 80%
Mean
361,926 361,924 361,921 361,947 361,937 361,931
value
Median 361,928 361,920 361,924 361,949 361,934 361,931
2*σ
0,024
0,043
0,024
0,022
0,033
0,036
Min.
361,899 361,895 361,895 361,920 361,909 361,895
Max.
361,952 361,972 361,935 361,963 361,964 361,972
Range
0,053
0,077
0,040
0,043
0,055
0,077
Out of
0
0
0
0
0
0
tolerance
Mounting on the tripod
Parameter Perpendic Perpendic Perpendic Parallel Angle 45°
All
ular 20% ular 50% ular 80%
Mean
361,921 361,915 361,941 361,949 361,915 361,928
value
Median 361,919 361,909 361,941 361,950 361,911 361,926
2*σ
0,055
0,048
0,055
0,038
0,045
0,056
Min.
361,878 361,879 361,894 361,899 361,882 361,878
Max.
361,979 361,969 361,978 361,977 361,962 361,979
Range
0,101
0,090
0,084
0,078
0,080
0,101
Out of
5
4
3
1
5
18
tolerance

For mounting using a magnetic base all 125 measurements of the
shorter distances were in the range of the permissible error of the arm.
Calculated mean value differs from the nominal value by -4μm. The
obtained value of double the standard deviation and range value
correspond to the data from the calibration certificate of the arm.
For mounting on the tripod 18 measurements exceeded the limits
of tolerance which represents 14.4% of the results. Calculated mean
value differs from the nominal value by -7μm. The obtained value of
double the standard deviation and range value exceed the specified
tolerance limit of the calibration certificate of the arm by 14 and 21
microns (by 40 and 26.25%). The best results were obtained with
parallel mounting of the standard relative to the arm. In this setting,
one measurement slightly exceeded the limits of the tolerance by the
value of 2μm. The worst results were obtained with perpendicular
position of the standard in a distance of 20% of the length of the arm.
The obtained values exceeded both the minimum and maximum
value of the tolerance. The maximum error was 17μm.
For measurements in three settings the upper tolerance value was
exceeded. For measurements in four settings the value of the lower
tolerance was exceeded.
Summary of the results of measurements for long reference
distances of the nominal value of 711,139 mm for both methods of
mounting is shown in table 2.
Table 2 Summary of the measurement results for the distance of the
nominal value of 711,139 mm
Parameter Perpendic
ular 20%
Mean
711,154
value
Median 711,158
2*σ
0,034
Min.
711,120
Max.
711,181
Range
0,061
Out of
1
tolerance
Parameter Perpendic
ular 20%
Mean
711,148
value
Median 711,146
2*σ
0,65
Min.
711,099
Max.
711,212
Range
0,113
Out of
6
tolerance

Mounting on magnetic base.
Perpendic Perpendic Parallel Angle 45°
ular 50% ular 80%

All

711,130

711,134

711,153

711,111

711,136

711,125
0,048
711,098
711,173
0,075
2

711,134
0,026
711,103
711,154
0,051
0

711,153
0,040
711,115
711,181
0,066
2

711,107
0,023
711,090
711,130
0,040
1

711,137
0,047
711,090
711,181
0,091
6

Mounting on the tripod
Perpendic Perpendic Parallel Angle 45°
ular 50% ular 80%

All

711,160

711,176

711,145

711,149

711,159

711,154
0,056
711,121
711,215
0,094
6

711,185
0,65
711,109
711,218
0,109
13

711,147
0,053
711,100
711,189
0,089
2

711,149
0,060
711,098
711,191
0,093
6

711,151
0,063
711,098
711,218
0,120
33

For mounting using a magnetic base 6 out of 125 long-distance
measurements exceeded the tolerance limits of the arm (which is
4.8%). Calculated mean value differs from the nominal value by 3μm. The obtained value of double the standard deviation and range
value exceed by 7 and 11 microns (by 17,5 and 13,75%) of the
specified tolerance limit of the calibration certificate of the arm. The
maximum error value of all the measurements was 9μm and it is a
single such significant error, another error value was 2μm. In the case
of treating the maximum error as a gross error and removing it from
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the analysis, the range value would exceed the tolerance value from
the calibration certificate only by 3 microns.
For mounting on the tripod 33 measurements exceeded limits of
the tolerance which represents 26,4% of the results. Calculated mean
value differs from the nominal value by 23μm. The obtained value of
double the standard deviation and range value exceed by 23 and 40
microns (by 57,5 and 50%) the specified tolerance limit of the
calibration certificate of the arm. The best results, similarly to the
results from the short distance, were obtained for the mounting of the
standard parallel to the arm. In this setting, two measurements
exceeded limits of the tolerance, and the maximum error was 10µm.
The worst results at perpendicular setting of the standard in a distance
of 80% of the length of the arm was obtained. The difference between
the mean value and the nominal value was of 37 microns. In addition,
more than half of the results exceeded the upper limit of the tolerance
which is due to the fact that during the measurement the arm was
tilted from the center of gravity of the tripod maximally. This could
cause a slight detachment, which could cause the increase in the
value. The maximum value of the error was 39 μm with the declared
accuracy of the arm at the level of 40 µm.
For measurements in all settings the upper tolerance value was
exceeded. For measurements at the angle of 45° the value of the
lower tolerance was exceeded.

5. Statistical analysis
In order to confirm the differences in measurement results
obtained with the different methods of mounting an additional
statistical analysis in the software Statgraphics was performed. For
the analysis, four comparative tests was selected: comparison of mean
values, comparison of standard deviations, comparison of medians
and Kolomogorov-Smirnov test [9].
Analysis of measurements for shorter calibration length for the
two tests (compare the mean value and median) showed no
significant statistical differences at a confidence level of 95%. What is
confirmed by the statistical parameters - the difference in mean values
was 3μm while in the median it was 5μm. Minor differences of these
values are also visible on the graphs shown in fig. 3. Other tests
showed significant statistical differences at a confidence level of 95%.
Which results in obtaining the large differences between the results of
ranges.
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Differences confirming the test results are demonstrated in graphs in
fig. 4.

Fig. 4 On the left graph "Box and Whisker Plot", on the right
frequency graph of results obtained during measurements of longer
reference distances. The top for mounting on a magnetic base, the
bottom for mounting on a tripod.
The graphs shows a significant shift of the mean values, medians
and differences between the calculated values of ranges. The
differences of the mean value were of 23μm, median of 14μm and
ranges of 37μm.

6. Summary - Conclusions
Studies have shown significant differences in the results of
measurements between different methods of mounting systems of the
coordinate measuring arm. During the test the standard of length was
set in the positions enabling to verify the results with a maximum
measuring range of angular encoders.
The study, as it was expected, showed higher values of error in
the analysis of measurements of a long-distance. Measurements,
where the measuring arm was associated with a base of the measuring
element - magnetic mounting proved to be more accurate. During the
measurements of the shorter measuring distance all results fitted
within the tolerance limits. Analysis of the results for the long
measurement distance showed that 6 measurements including one
gross error go beyond limits of the tolerance which represents over
95% of correct results. After removing the result of the gross error the
maximum error was only of 2μm.
The mounting with a dedicated tripod showed deterioration of
results of about 50% - increase in the value of ranges and doubled the
value of the standard deviation relative to the measuring arm
calibration certificate. Furthermore, in the case of measuring of the
longer reference distance more than 25% of the results were outside
the tolerance.
Differences between the method of mounting were confirmed by
performing statistical tests. On the basis of the eight tests for both the
lengths and types of mountings, six of them showed significant
statistical differences in the results for a confidence level of 95%.
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Abstract:
The paper proposes a method for the analysis of the temperature distribution inside the chamber of the tomograph during the
measurements. The study was consisted of a calibration of five temperature loggers MicroLite 5032P using a set of Fluke 1504 and
thermistor 5610-6. Loggers were distributed at five checkpoints inside the computer tomograph METROTOM 800. In the article both the
influence of the heat emitted by the X-ray lamp and the radiant power to a temperature change of the measured object were checked.
Radiation was focused on the sensor of one of the loggers. Temperature stability was checked at each checkpoint. Temperature
distribution during the measurements was analysed.

1. Introduction
The development of techniques of production of precision devices
requires the use of more and more accurate devices for geometric
measurements of the final products. In addition to more restrictive
requirements for the external dimensions, it is required to focus on the
analysis of the internal structure of the measured elements. In the
increasing requirements for measuring devices industrial computed
tomography, classified as a coordinate measuring techniques, fits
perfectly [1]. It owes its origins to the transfer from medical
applications to industry. An industrial computer tomography allows
carrying out measurement tasks unobtainable by other metrological
equipment.
Tomographs were used primarily in non-destructive testing of
objects made of different materials. It is possible to analyze materials
such as metals, ceramics and plastics. Since tomography is a noncontact measurement method, it allows the measurement of elements
flaccid, elastic and soft susceptible to measurement pressure [2, 3].
Software, based on the analysis of the reconstructed point clouds
obtained from the measurement, enables: performance of a standard
geometric analysis, comparing the results with the CAD model and
the creation of CAD models in the process of reverse engineering. An
additional advantage of tomography is the ability to analyze complex
components. Based on the three-dimensional reconstruction
consisting of Voxels it is possible to separate individual components
and materials of each component in the measured set. Study of cross
sections allows to analyze the correctness of assembly [4,5]. Industrial
CT enables detection of internal defects such as delaminations or
cracks. It is possible to analyze the internal structure, to find the
inclusions of other materials and porosity [6, 7].
Due to the modernity and continuous development of the
tomography and lack of knowledge about its precise metrological

characteristics as well it is necessary to examine the influence of
individual components of a measurement on accuracy [8]. Accuracy
of tomographic measurement is influenced by several factors which
includes: the type of material of which the measured component is
made, the amount of materials, measurement parameters (X-ray tube
and detector settings) or environmental conditions. From the
environmental conditions the highest impact has temperature stability.
A lot of research that describe the influence of temperature stability
on the dimensional change during measurements on coordinate
measuring machines can be found in the literature. However, this
results cannot be directly transferred to the tomographic technique
[9].

2. Proceedings of the measurement with results
Study on temperature distribution inside the chamber of the
tomograph was performed in two stages. The first stage was the
calibration of five loggers type MicroLite 5032P using a set of Fluke
1504 and thermistor 5610-6. Loggers were programmed to start
registration at the same time with the step 10s. To determine the
stabilization time after which the analysis of data should be started,
loggers were adequately deployed. Two loggers were placed in an
environment with a lower temperature, one in the optimal one and
two loggers at a temperature higher than the calibration temperature.
Then the loggers are placed in a closed insulated case around the
thermistor 5610-6 as shown in fig. 1.
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Analysis of the graph (fig. 3) shows offset of individual
indications of loggers for a certain value. From the comparison of
7200 temperature readings an average value of offsets for individual
loggers indicated relatively to the reference temperature was
calculated. In tab. 1 mean values, minimum and maximum values and
range are summarized.
Table 1 Summary of differences between the indications of the
reference temperature and the temperatures of individual loggers.
Parameter

Fig. 1 Loggers distribution during calibration.
Data recorded by the loggers were compared with measurements
made using a reference set of Fluke 1504 and thermistor 5610-6.
Accuracy of reference set is ± 0.01°C, and checked loggers type
MicroLite 5032P ± 0.3°C. Figure 2 shows a graph that allows to
specify the time of stabilization, after which the calibration process
should be performed. The selected value temp. R1 refers to the results
obtained from the logger R1, value temp. R2 refers to the results
obtained from the logger R2, etc.

Mean
value
Min.
Max.
Range

temp.
R1[°C]
- 0,66

temp.
R2[°C]
- 0,24

temp.
R3[°C]
- 0,03

temp.
R4[°C]
- 0,28

temp.
R5[°C]
- 0,23

- 0,68
- 0,64
0,04

- 0,26
- 0,22
0,04

- 0,05
- 0,02
0,03

- 0,30
- 0,26
0,04

- 0,25
- 0,21
0,04

The second stage of the study was to examine the temperature
distribution inside the CT scanner. In the experiment the influence of
a set distance between the measured element and the X-ray tube, the
height at which the measured element is and the effect of the settings
of lamp power to temperature stability were tested. Studies were
performed using computer tomograph METROTOM 800 by Carl
Zeiss company which is in the equipment of the laboratory of
Advanced Techniques of Geometric Measurement of the Institute of
Metrology and Biomedical Engineering of Faculty of Mechatronics at
Warsaw University of Technology. A method of arranging individual
loggers is shown in fig. 4, whereas juxtaposition of distances is
presented in tab. 2.

Fig. 2 Graph illustrating the juxtaposition of temperatures during the
calibration process.
From the analysis of the above graph the stabilization time of
loggers was defined, at 4 hours (time after which loggers, initially
located at temperatures ranging from 17 to 28°C, began to record the
ambient temperature properly). In order to determine the corrections
to be assigned to the individual loggers, graph for a period of 20
hours between 20.00 (8p.m.) to 16.00 (4p.m.) were subjected to a
detailed analysis. The period of time analyzed in detail is shown in
fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Graph illustrating the juxtaposition of temperatures taken into
account for the calibration process.

Fig. 4 Loggers distribution in the chamber of tomograph.
Table 2 Summary of loggers distribution during measurements.
Parameter
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
The distance 100 [mm] 100 [mm] 200 [mm] 500 [mm] 500 [mm]
from the Xray Tube
The height - 75 [mm]
+ 75
0 [mm] - 75 [mm]
+ 75
relative to the
[mm]
[mm]
radiation line
In order to stabilize the temperature, the loggers were placed
inside the chamber of the tomograph four hours before the start of the
measurement. X-ray beam was focused on the R3 logger. During the
study three times measurements of R3 logger at three values of X-ray
tube power: 5, 20 and 39 W were performed, what corresponds to all
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ranges of the work of lamp. For each measurement, the X-ray beam
was focused on the sensor of logger R3. The same number of
projections per rotation of 800 (the higher number of projection give
as the more accurate reconstruction of the measured object) [10] and
identical integration time of 1 s. 30 minutes before the start of the
measurements enabled warming up of X-ray tube were set.
Corrections to the obtained data were added. They were
corresponding to the average differences of readings recorded in tab.
1. On the basis of the updated data a graph was plotted and presented
in fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Graph illustrating the juxtaposition of temperatures inside the
chamber of tomograph during the measurements.
The analysis of the graph showed irregular temperature changes
inside the chamber of tomograph during the measurements. In the
first stage (first 10 minutes) decrease of temperature inside the
chamber of tomograph is noticeable. This is due to the necessity of
warming up of the X-ray tube before the measurement. Worming up
time of X-ray tube is approximately 25 minutes. During warming
power of X-ray tube is increased gradually up to a maximum value
(when generating X-rays up to 99% of the energy is converted into
heat). In the immediate vicinity of X-ray tube higher temperatures
occur. It was registered by loggers R2 (a decrease of 0,05°C) and R3
(a decrease of 0,09°C). After the termination of radiation the
temperature decreased. At this time, the measurement parameters
have been set. Larger decrease of temperature was recorded in logger
R3. This is due to the effect of radiation directly on the sensor of the
logger. The temperature in the area around the logger, due to the
greater distance from the X-ray tube, is lower. This results in a faster
decrease of temperature of logger R3.
For the next forty minutes of the measurement a power was set as
5W. Since the X-ray tub at lower power generated less heat a slight
decrease of 0,02°C is observed (R2 and R3 loggers). In the case of
logger R3 a considerable decrease of temperature at the end of the
first measurement is seen. After finishing the measurement the
reconstruction of the measured item was started. During the
reconstruction the radiation is not generated which results in lowering
the temperature of logger R3. Which is consistent with previous
survey [11].
During measurements with the power setting of 20 and 39 W a
continuous increase in temperature at the loggers R1 (an increase of
0,28°C) and R2 (an increase of 0,42°C) is shown. In the case of R3
logger temperature increase until the end of measurement at the
power of 20W is visible. Then decrease during the reconstruction and
further increase of temperature during the measurement at the power
of 39W appears. R4 and R5 loggers being 600 mm away from the
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X-ray tube after an initial registration of the continuous decrease of
temperature (up to 5.10 hours a decrease of 0,13°C) a slight increase
of temperature (0,03°C) and then its stabilization are showed. After
the last measurement of 6.20 hours all loggers showed a decrease of
temperature inside the chamber of the tomograph.
During the study loggers R1 and R2 which are closer to X-ray
tube (100mm) registered higher values of temperature than loggers
R4 and R5 which are located at a distance of 600mm from the X-ray
tube. Due to the heat generated by X-ray tube in its immediate
neighborhood higher temperature is recorded. The greater the distance
from the X-ray tube to the measured element, the lower temperature
in its vicinity is recorded.
R1 and R4 loggers during the measurements were at height of 75
mm above the line of radiation, and R2 and R5 loggers were at height
- 75 mm below the line. In the case of R1 and R2 loggers differences
of temperature recorded during the measurements were in the range
from 0,31 to 0,47°C. The resulting differences in the results are due to
two factors: the phenomenon of convection (hot air rises to the top)
and by the fact that the cooling system is installed. In tomograph air
cooling is applied. The outputs of ventilators are located over the Xray tube and pull the heat out of the chamber of CT scanner causing
the movement of warm air upwards. Temperature differences can
cause irregular heating of the measured object. This may cause a
dimensional change which are dependent on the temperature
expansion of materials. In the case of R4 and R5 loggers distant by
600mm from X-ray tube differences recorded during the
measurements temperature values ranged from 0 to 0,03°C. Such
differences are not significant and do not affect extensively the
thermal expansion.

3. Summary - Conclusions
The study showed uneven distribution of temperature inside the
chamber of the tomograph. Two factors have the influence on a
change of temperature of the measured object. The first is the direct
interaction of X-rays on the measured component. The second is the
heat emitted by the X-ray tube during the generation of X-ray
radiation.
The direct impact of radiation on the measured component caused
a change in temperature of sensor of 0,15°C.
The influence of heat emitted by the X-ray tube is dependent on
two factors. The first factor is the distance from the X-ray tube. For
smaller distance from the X-ray tube higher values of temperature of
the measured element are recorded. At full power, the biggest
difference between indications of loggers (distant 100 and 600 mm
from the X-ray tube) amounted 0,79°C.
At close distances from the X-ray tube the relative position of the
radiation line has significant influence. The maximum temperature
difference between heights - 75 and + 75 mm amounted 0,47°C.
The resulting differences between the values of temperature at the
individual measurement points evoke a discussion on issues of
measurement accuracy. It should be noted that the rapid development
of tomographic techniques and increase the accuracy of CT scanners
occur. In the reconstruction algorithms the influence of temperature
changes of the measured elements during measurement should be
taken into consideration.
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Abstract:
In the article represented the basic characterization of microstereometry of face milled surfaces of materials about the diverse chemical
constitution and the structure. On the basis of analyses height, areal and volumetric parameters of the microstereometry of the surface .
We can conclude about applicability of formed microstereometry application-specific and the function of the surface.

1. Introduction
Microstereometical attributes of the surface perform the essential
part in the formation utilizable quality of products. In the machining
processes the feature of microstereometry of the surface they result
from stereometric and kinematic image of the motion path of the
blade. The influence has also range of other factors: geometrical,
kinematic and dynamic features of elements component of system
OUPN and from phenomena and processes happening in different
scales in the zone of the machine cutting, to the top-layer and on the
point of junction the blade with surfaces of the object and the shaving.
In the modern technology we observes trend to increasing
efficiency of production processes not only by the automation but
also by the intensification of these processes. The development of tool
systems and manufacturing machine systems lets on the formation of
objects at high speeds of working moves (High Speed Machining HSM). Increase density of power of the stream of energy can cause
essential differences (quantitative and qualitative) in process and
results of the process of the formation microstereometry of the
surface and the top-layer - in comparison to till now used parameters
of the machine cutting.
Present measuring techniques and connected with them the
software let on the multiparameter, spatial estimation of the
microstereometry. An essential step in this range is worked out by the
Prof. Jan Kaczmarek the method JK_SCGC (Symmetrical Curve of
Geometrical Contact). This method applies to the valuation attributes
of microstereometry shaped with different techniques. The essence of
the method JK_SCGC we can explain using fig. 1 a, b.
Fig. 1a shows a 3D image of the face milled surface. Material
integrating („squeezing”) along the height of the space of the
roughness as on the fig. 1b. The space of the roughness on the length
of the measuring-section and the width of scanning is contracted

between two parallel surfaces. The first one pass through the highest
elevation point and the second pass through the lowest depression.

a)

b)

Fig. 1 a) The 3D image of the face milled surface , b)
the
symmetrical volume block of material in the space of the roughness.
Signatures on Figs. 1 represent:

SMP - the position of the average surface of space of
the roughness,

St - the distance between the point of the lowest
depression and with the point of the highest elevation,

q - the height of the quasi- nominal zone ,

w - the height of the working area ,

t - the height of the vertexes zone ,

x - the length of the measuring section( the length of
scanning) ,

y - the width of scanning,

SMP - Sa, SMP+Sa - the position and the height „of the
core” of the roughness.
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The section of the symmetrical volume block of material any
surface lets on the quantitative definition of the size of the
geometrical point of junction on this height. We can receive the flat
curve SCGC by averaging height coordinates along the width of
scanning y.

2.The method of research
The face milled surfaces on the numerally controlled milling
canter Arrow 500 was intended to research, using the high speed
spindle TDM with the stepless regulation of speed - nmax = of 40000
min-1. Milling was passed at use solid carbide sintered mills with
the diamond coating (the symbol HUMPH 175 DIN 6527L f - my
SILMAX) with the following characterization: the number of
cutting edges = 2; the diameter d= 10 mm; angles of the blade: γ =
150, λ = 350; corner radius rε = 0.5 mm.
Findings refer alloy PA9, bronze B50 and steel st45 and the
cast iron Żl300. Parameters of the machine cutting: vc = 380 m/min.
fz = 0.05 mm/blade; ap = 1 mm. Additionally; the influence of feed
on parameters of the space of the roughness for the alloy PA6 are
shown over a wide range of variability. Measurement of the
microstereometry of the surface are made on the profilometer
TALYSCAN 150. Results of measurement are worked out using the
program MOUNTAINS MAP UNIVERSAL VERSION 3.1.8 f-my
Digital Surf. To the analysis of the microstereometry of the surface
measured in the 3D system, was worked out by the Prof. Jan
Kaczmarek's method JK_SCGC (Symmetrical Curve of Geometrical
Contact) and connected with this method computer programs JK_C
and POLA-bis [L1, L2,].

Fig. 4 The axonometry of the face milled surface, material BA 1032,
vc = 360 m/min, fz = 0,05 mm/ tooth.

Fig.5 The axonometry of the face milled surface, material St45, vc =
360 m/min, fz = 0,05 mm/ tooth..

3. Research results and data analysis
The spatial image is a base of analysis of the worked surface
microstereometry; examples of such images show Figs. 2- 6.

Fig. 2 The axonometry of the face milled surface, material PA9, vc =
1256 m/min, fz = 0,05 mm/ tooth.

Fig. 3 The axonometry of the face milled surface, material PA9, vc =
1256 m/min, fz = 0,0125 mm/ tooth.

Fig. 6 The axonometry of the face milled surface, material ŻL300;
vc = 360 m/min, fz = 0,05 mm/tooth..
The visualization of measurement results of machined surfaces,
gives the possibility of their initial interpreting.
This elaboration shows research results of the influence type of
machined material on chosen height, surface and volumetric
parameters of the roughness space of face milled surfaces .
Additionally; research results shows the influence of the feed per
tooth to the characterization of the microstereometry of the surface
for the alloy PA9.
In Fig. 7 we can see dependence of the value of the arithmetical
average deviation Sa and positions of the average surface SMP in the
function of feed per tooth fz. We can notice that the greater sensibility
in the feed relays shows the position SMP (excepting of the point for
fz = 0.075 mms). When the feed grows the relative increases of SMP
are greater than Sa. Worthy is emphases that appears The minimum
value in both Sa and SMP courses is for the feed fz = 0.00625 mm.
The increase of the value of the surface microstereometry height
parameters for very small feeds is connected with properties of
machined material, thermal and dynamic circumstances in the zone
of the cutting and radius of the cutting edge rn. These factors decide
about the value of the minimum depth of cut, below which removal of
the machining allowance follows as the result of abrasion within the
range of elastic or plastic deformations. With the height of the feed now then thicknesses of the depth of cut, the physical influence of the
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friction lowers and simultaneously increases the influence
geometrical and kinematic image of the shape of the blade in material
(Figs. 8).

Fig. 7 The graph of parameters Sa and SMP depending on the feed on
tooth.
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the normal as well as of the parallel to the axis. Measurements of
mills, showed the radial run - out of the cutting edges within the range
0,01 - 0,04 mm. The theoretical profile was drown for the radial run out equal to 0,02 mm and the difference of the cutting edges outreach
consequential from the difference of the height and depressions of the
real profile shaped by each blades. The comparison shows cyclic
changes of the height of both profiles. The differences between the
real and to theoretical profile get out of the influences of physical
processes connected with the separation of the machining allowance
in certain thermal and dynamic conditions of cutting tool and the
OUPN system.
The position of areas of the roughness space have essential
meaning for characteristics of usability. The Fig. 9 show the position
tool corner zone t (with the lower limit the geometrical contact value
equal to C = 8 %), the position of the machining area (the value of the
geometrical contact within the range C = 8 % to 92 % ) and the
quasi--nominal zone position q ( the geometrical contact C >92 %).

The comparison profilograms consequential from the theoretical
image of the blade corner and the measured cross section is a
confirmation of above notices[L5]. Figs. 8a show measured surface
cross section obtained after milling with the feed on tooth fz =
0,00625 mm. In fig. there are no theoretical profile because its height
is too small with relation to of the scale of the drawing.
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 8 The comparison of the theoretical and real profile of the
roughness: a) fz = 0.00625; b) fz = 0.05; c) fz = 0.13 mm/ostrze.
[ L6]
Fig. 8b show the comparison of the theoretical profile for the feed
on tooth fz = 0,05 mm, with the real profile of the surface. In this case
the theoretical height is 0,31 m, but the maximum height of real
roughness is 1,75 m. We can notice also the occurrence of a kind
profile waviness .
In the Fig. 8c. we can see the comparison of the theoretical and
real profile for the feed on tooth fz = 0,13 mm. After the analysis of
the real profile we can say that the surface is shaped with cutting
edges with differential position (the outreach). These differences can
happen when there are different tool point outreach in the surface of

Fig. 9 The position
(vc =1200 m/min.).

of

the

roughness

space

zones

Additionally, the Fig. 9 shows the zone position, limited by
surfaces height [ SMP - Sa] and [SMP + Sa]. The position of this zone
is reliable indicator (though with the underflow) of the sizes and
volumes of the machining zone estimation. The analysis shows the
course of height parameters of the roughness spaces in the function
of the feed on tooth fz. It can do the estimation of the height of each
zones of the roughness space , and forecasting of characteristic of
surface usability. The tool corner zone t possesses the essential
meaning because the height of this zone considerably determine the
contact-stiffness and the tribological processes.
The surface parameters are qualified by the value of the
geometrical contact C (%) and the development of the real surface
Sdr [%].
In Fig. 10 we can see findings of the influence between feed
on tooth and the value of the geometrical contact on level of the
surface SMP and on surfaces SMP - Sa and SMP + Sa. These surfaces
describe the position „of the core of the roughness”. Analyzing these
influences we can infer that the change of the feed changes the
geometrical contact at the level of surfaces [SMP - Sa] and [SMP +
Sa] into comparatively not large limits. Grater changes are observed
on the surface SMP, where the geometrical contact is within (58.1 to
43,7 %). We can infer that these changes result from the specific
distribution hills and depressions of the roughness for different values
of the feed on tooth. A confirmation is profiles of the roughness on
Fig. 8, and particularly on Figs. 8c - for the feed on tooth fz = 0.13
mm.
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Fig. 10 The relationship between geometrical contact C and the feed
on tooth fz. (vc = 1200 m/min.)
The Fig. 10 shows different milling effects with machining
different materials with the variable speed of the machine cutting.
On the picture 11 we can see the summary comparison
comparison of parameters characterizing the roughness space of the
surface for considered materials. Research results show surface
measurement machined with the cutting speed equal to vc = 360
m/min. And with the feed on tooth fz = 0,05 mm.
The comparison contains height parameters(St, SMP, Sa) , the
position of the space roughness zones limits for the given value of the
geometrical contact C (t/w20%, t/w80% and St), the volume of
material Vm and empty spaces Vp and the value of the geometrical
contact C at the position of the surface SMP, SMP + Sa, SMP-Sa.

volume of material Vm and empty spaces Vp and the value of the
geometrical contact C of the surface SMP, SMP + Sa, SMP-Sa
position.
The values of these parameters in the all volume of the space of the
roughness make the definite influence on machined surface
exploitative values.
In Fig. 11 we can see the comparison of influence of machined
material on basic parameters of the surface microstereometry at
settled parameters of the machine cutting. Mikrostereometry
attributes of machined surface are relative to chemical constitutions
and the tension and deformation characterization (with variable
stream of the energy provided to the zone of the machine cutting).
From these consideration image will changes.

4. Conclusions






The presented research results shows the diverse influence of
machined material on each parameters of the space of the
roughness.
For the full characterization of the microstereometry of the
surface and the possibility of prognosing of her useful
proprieties , is necessary to research the influence of parameters
of the machine cutting and the state of the cutting edge.
The analysis of parameters of all zones of the space of the
roughness can be used to the diagnostics of the OUPN system in
the geometrical, kinematic and dynamic aspect.
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Abstract:
The technological development of production forces the need for continuous development of measurement systems. Greater and greater
accuracy and comprehensiveness is desirable. The selection of an appropriate method of measurement is influenced by many factors:
required accuracy, type of the object being measured (size, material, surface) and place of measurement. Multisensory CCMs use a
combination of different types of measurement sensors such as: tactile sensors, tactile-optical sensors, laser sensors, cameras processing
the image, and optical sensors. Complex measurement tasks often require the use of several types of sensors to measure the same object.

1. Introduction

2. Measurement sensors of CCM

The constant development of production technology brings the
need to constantly develop industrial metrology. The increase of
requirements for performance, class and quality of manufactured
components necessitate improvement and development of
measurement engineering. The main developmental factor here is the
demand for smaller and smaller and more precise elements both
because of their size and their geometry. Coordinate metrology as a
multipurpose and efficient technology is especially important for new
needs of the market.
Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM) collect information about
the tested object using sensors. CMMs can be equipped with a tactile
or optical trigger probes or measurement sensors. The task of the
trigger probes is to call the trigger signal in the moment of the contact
with the measured surface. It makes it necessary to read the data with
respect to all the axes of the machine to determine the coordinates of
the iterface in space. Movement against the axis is needed to determine
the coordinates of the iterface. The measurement sensors have an
internal measuring range of up to a few millimeters. The iterface is
determined by overwriting the value read by the sensor over the
coordinate values read by the measuring machine.
Standard CCMs are equipped with tactile measuring tip with the
possibility of the selection of its diameter and length of the probe where
the measuring tip is situated. Although such measurements are the most
accurate at the moment, they involve certain limitations. The first
limitation are the dimensions of the measuring tips, the minimum
diameter is about 0.3 mm. Another limitation is related to the physical
contact of the measuring tip with the surface of the measured element;
too much pressure on the element may damage its surface or cause the
movement against the table.

In recent years, there is a strong emphasis on the development
connected with multisensory coordinate measuring technology in order
to meet the needs of the production market. There are many elements
that require the use of multisensory devices, i.e.: micro gears, implants,
delicate elements made of glass or fabric, and more. Measurements of
components with dimensions of a few millimeters to a few
micrometers or the measurements of macroscopic elements of very low
uncertainty require new measurement techniques based on current
machines but with improved stiffness and thermal stability.
Multisensory coordinate measuring machines use a combination of
different types of measurement sensors such as: tactile measurement
tips, tactile-optical tips, laser sensors, cameras processing the image,
optical sensor using autofocus, sensors scanning 3D tracks. Complex
measurement tasks often require the use of several types of sensors in
one measurement cycle. Figure 1 presents the different types of sensors
along with an indication of their application.

2.1. Tactile-optical measurement systems.
Conventional tactile measurement sensors are characterized in that
the signal is transmitted from the tactile element (probe tip) by a rigid
connector to the actual sensor, e.g. a piezoelectrical sensor. Even a
slight bending affects the results of the measurement, which causes the
pursuit of achievement of maximum stiffness of the connector which
affects the size of the sensor. A modern solution is to connect the
conventional tactile measurement method with an optical method. This
solution has been designed by the German company Werth
Messtechnik (Fig. 2).
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and determination of the roughness in the irregular and spherical areas.
In order to assess the potential of this system, measurement of the same
item in a strictly defined working conditions with observing the
guidelines for control laboratories was carried out. It was carried out in
such a way in order to maintain the greatest possible consistency
between the results. The reference point were the measurement results
recorded with the use of a conventional profilometer (Fig. 4). [2]

Fig. 1. Measurement sensors and their application [1]: a-tactile sensor;
b- tactile-optical sensor; c- laser; d- sensor processing the image; eautofocus; f- sensors scanning 3D tracks

Fig. 4. The scheme of the measured contour [2]

Fig. 2. Tactile-optical sensor of the Werth Messtechnik company [1]
This sensor is equipped with a glass ball with a diameter of 0.02 mm
attached to the end of the optical fiber. The iterface is recorded by a
CCD camera and the integrated system processing the image describes
the actual location of the tip of the measurement probe. In this method,
bending of the probe is therefore unnecessary, which excludes the
demand for rigidity of the probe. This allows for the use of very thin
fibers and the thrust does not exceed a few μN. The principle of
operation of such a method is shown in Figure 3. [1]

The scheme presented below shows the relative error and the
standard deviation of a measurement (Fig. 5). The value of the relative
error for measurement of the Z coordinate of the position of control
points is within the range of ± 0.0003 mm. The biggest error was
recorded in the X coordinate of the point number 4. The average
standard deviation, despite the advantage of the conventional
measurement, in both cases can be considered satisfactory (optical
sensor 0.42 μm; profiler 0.24 μm). The reason for the lower accuracy
of the laser sensor is probably due to the dynamics of the machine
connected with its significantly greater weight than the weight of a
profilometer and the difference in scanning tracks.
The tactile-optical sensors developed by the Werth Messtechnik
company can operate in two modes. When an optical fiber provides
light to the tip the measurements can be made in the auto lighting mode
which is used with non-transparent elements. The sensor can also
operate in transmitted light mode with the use of an optical system of
CMM which provides lighting of a workplane from underneath. The
probe based on the optical fiber produces very small measure force.
Thanks to that you can measure the contact sensitive elements, e.g. the
elements made of rubber or polymers. The formation of adhesive
forces between the measuring tip and elements made of aluminum
were noted. [2] [3]

2.2. Optical measurement systems.

Fig. 3. The principle of operation of a tactile-optical sensor of the Werth
Messtechnik company [1]; a- 2D measurement; b- 3D elements
measurement (after equipment in an additional camera).

Linear tactile-optical sensor.
These sensors are used to roughness and contour measuring; they
allow for the evaluation of linear, angular and spherical shape functions

In coordinate metrology, the use of optical techniques based on
high-resolution digital cameras are more and more applicable. They
can be used as the primary measurement tool or as a support to the
conventional measurement. Optical method allows to reduce the
measurement time as compared to the conventional method of
measurement. Their greatest advantage is the ability to measure easily
deformable materials and the materials which are susceptible to
damage by contact with a measurement probe.
Optical measurement systems can be divided into two main
groups: active and passive methods. Passive measurement methods are
used with ambient light, using the record of the image seen through the
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lens with the use of CCDs matrices. The passive methods can be used
to measure the size of elements which can be illuminated from
underneath e.g., the outer edges, through holes, etc. In case of passive
methods there is often additional lighting used in order to increase the
contrast, thereby improving the edge detection. The active methods are
based on the projection of an additional light source in the form of
various textures such as lines, stripes, grids and encoded images.

Fig. 6. Processing of an analogue image into a digital image [1]

Fig. 5 The scheme of the relative error and the average standard
deviation for both methods. [2]

2.2.1. Visual measurement systems
Analogue image of the object is directed to a digital matrix of CCD
camera with the use of the optical unit. On the matrix, the analogue
image is converted into a digital image (Fig. 6). Then it is subjected to
processing with the use of an image processing system. The quality of
the processed image depends on several elements of the optical unit
such as illumination, lens system, CCD matrices, sensors and image
processing algorithms. The image processing is significantly affected
by two factors. The first factor is related to edge detection and the
second one is related to processing of the contours of the image. Visual
systems recognize the boundary points of predefined areas on the basis
of visible contours of the measured object. The area of searching of
the boundary points which can then be set in automatic mode is
predefined manually. The individual measured points are grouped.
Each separate point is subjected to a one-dimensional evaluation, thus
the two-dimensional information contained in the image are not taken
into account. The main point of a successful optical measurement is
correctly selected lighting in order to obtain maximum contrast on the
measured object. The best contrast is obtained on the outer edges of the
object which is illuminated by transmitted light. The best results are
obtained with flat objects in which the side walls do not introduce
distortion in the lighting and do not cause reflections. Many elements,
however, require the use of reflective light (falling on the upper plane
of the object). Today's systems provide a variety of opportunities
connected with the control of the lighting. The Werth company equips
their CMM machines with a system called "MutliRing". The light
source are LED diodes arranged on the circumference with the
possibility to change the pitch of the falling light (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Lighting system used in CCM of the Werth company [1]
Using this software, the operator can adjust the lighting according to
his needs. Other interesting solution is the lighting system used by the
Zeiss company (Fig. 8). The LED diodes are located here on the ring
as well but the operator can change the color of the light from blue to
red which allows for better contrast depending on the illuminated
product. Power of the lighting is also adjustable and the choice of the
individual LED lighting is possible.

Fig. 8. Lighting system used in CCM of the Zeiss company [12]
Contrast is used as a parameter which allows to determine the
sharpness of the image. The focus point at a given place informs us that
the highest contrast in the plane is reached. Sensor moving in the
optical axis focuses the object being measured only in one position, in
the other positions the images are blurred. Location of focus point on
the measured plane can therefore be determined based on the position
of the sensor. The accuracy and sensitivity of this system depends on
the size of the interval in which there are the points of the same degree
of contrast (equally sharpened). In optics, this parameter is called
"depth of focus". It depends on the focal length of the lens, the size of
the matrix, and the size of the diaphragm. The larger the focal length,
the less depth of focus, which allows for determination the distance
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between the sharpening point and the sensor more precisely and thus
more accurate determination of the location of the measured point.
The above-described optical measurement method is much faster
than the conventional tactile CMM measurement, nevertheless, it is
less precise. There are many factors which influence the measurement,
e.g.: optical system, quality of the surface of the measured object,
reflectivity of the measured surface, background, measuring sensor and
lighting. If of all these parameters are controlled an accuracy of 1-2 µm
can be achieved, but while the unfavorable factors, this error can be up
to ten times higher. [4]
In order to present the high accuracy of this method, for optical
methods, the comparison of accuracy of measurement with the use of
the method and the tactile method on O-Inspect CCM using
Calypso5.2 software was conducted. The diametral stencil of the value
equal 49.9865 mm specified by the Central Office of Measures was
used as the object of the measurement. This stencil was measured with
a ULM600 linear gage and its value was set to 49.9867 mm; it was
accepted in further measurements as the nominal value. Both methods
have been carried out in automatic mode with a fixed scan rate of 5m/s
and 360 measurement points were collected. In both methods, software
filtering and deleting of abnormal values were used . The measurement
for each of the methods was carried out ten times. After calculations,
the standard deviation obtained for the optical method was 0.0046 mm
and 0.0024 mm for the tactile method. Deviation of the optical method
is almost twice as large as the deviation of the tactile method,
nevertheless, it is still satisfactory.

Fig. 9. The principle of measurement with the use of laser beam [5]

2.2.2. Triangulation measurement systems.

Measurement systems connected with the projection of a
raster image.

Laser measurement method.
This method involves the projection of light (spot or a linear)
emitted by the laser on the measured object through an optical system.
An image in the form of a point or a line, depending on the light source
used, is formed on its surface (Fig. 9). This image is recorded by a
camera placed at a known distance from the light source. The light spot
is observed at an angle which varies depending on the distance between
the measured point and the light source. Once all parameters of the
optical system are known i.e. the focal length, angle of projection, the
camera angle and base distance, it is possible to determine the
coordinates of the point using a mathematical algorithm based on the
principle of triangulation. This method is one of the most accurate
optical measuring methods, however, the methods are also strongly
dependent on the shape and the quality of the surface of measured part.
Too reflective surfaces or the surfaces of high roughness will distort the
spot causing incorrect designation of its centre and incorrect
measurement. The accuracy of the measurement is also affected by
inclination of the measured surface because the value of the error
increases with increasing tilt angle. The biggest problem with this
method is called "shadow effect" which is linked to the fact that the
scanned point cannot be captured by the camera as it is covered by
other elements of the measured object.
According to the literature, the main factor influencing the
accuracy of the image registration using this method is the intensity of
the scattered laser light focused on the photodetector. Any scanning
process parameters that change the characteristics of the laser image on
the CCD matrix such as intensity of the image and area of
concentration could potentially affect the accuracy of the scan.

If the position of the scanned surface changes in the scan window, the
intensity and the area of the laser light spot on the scanned surface is
changed. Reflection of the scanned point passing through
a convergent lens falling on the CCD detector also changes depending
on the distance between the scanned surface and the convergent lens.
These two effects together cause differences in the intensity and the
area of the laser image on the CCD matrix. Similarly, changes in the
orientation of the scanned surfaces against the falling laser radiation
differ in the intensity and the area of the CCD image. This means that
the position and orientation of the scanned surface in the scan window
area affects the accuracy of digitization [5] [6].

This method involves the projection of a raster image with
specified parameters on the measured object. The projected image,
depending on the shape of the measured surface, is deformed and it is
recorded by the sensor and then analyzed by the computer (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. The schema of the measurement with the use of moiré
projection. [13]
The most common method of encoding the strips texture is the
method of Gray codes. This method involves the projection of
predefined patterns, in which the encoded space-time information is
contained. The advantage of using the measuring methods with the use
of structured light is that there is no need for additional moving
mechanisms for the scanning which excludes errors connected with the
movement. [7]
The use of incoherent light eliminates the effect of spot noise
present in scanning system using a laser. The accuracy of this scanning
technique is, however, smaller than the accuracy of the laser
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techniques, and on average it is within the range from 0.01 to 0.1 mm,
depending on the measuring range.
The accuracy of measurement is highly influenced by the surface
reflectivity of the scanned object, its texture, and the fact whether the
surface is uniform in terms of color. These factors affect the quality of
the projected image by increasing or decreasing its contrast. The higher
is the contrast the more accurate is the process of decoding of the
projected raster. The accurate determination of the geometric
parameters of the projector-detector system and the properties of the
parameters such as resolution, brightness, contrast is very important.
The value of error in this method also depends on the distance between
the projector and the detector. The longer is the distance the more
visible are the raster distortions on the detector. However, the common
part seen by both devices decreases, which makes it necessary to make
more measurements [8].
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surface (Fig. 12). Modern scanning sensors, i.e.: VAST Gold of the
Zeiss company, have advanced inductive transducers providing
accuracy of to 0.05 µm. Passive heads are not equipped with motor
drive and they do not have locking and tare mechanism. This
simplification significantly affects their lower mass as compared to the
active heads. Nevertheless, while scanning with the use of these heads
thrust is caused by the springs and the thrust is changing as a result of
declension of a measurement probe.

2.3. Tactile measurement methods.
All tactile measurement systems are based on the physical contact
of the sensor with the measured object. During the contact the signal is
produced, which is then processed and it is used to determine the
location of the iterface of the measured object . The coordinates of the
point are read from the measurement systems mounted on all axis of
the machine.
Tactile heads of CCM are divided into two groups: pulse heads
(switching) and scanning sensors (measuring). The most popular
among the pulse heads are electro-tactile heads (Fig. 11). Modern
tactile heads are composed of two modules, the base subassembly and
replacable measurement probe equipped with electro-tactile
transducer. The probe module is attached to the base head with the use
of a magnetic connector, which enables the rapid replacement of the
measurement probes. The replacement can be done manually or
automatically, and the measurement probes are stored in accumulators.
The accuracy of pulse heads is enhanced by the application of a twostep pulse transducer. Standard electro-tactile transducer acts as a
validating transducer while the main measurement transducer is a
strain gauge or piezoelectrical transducer.

Fig. 12. The schema of the structure of the scanning sensor; passive
head on the left, active head on the right [14]
Scanning sensors greatly increase accuracy of a measurement and
they allow to speed up the measurement process. In contrast to the
measurement with the use of pulse heads, the tip of the scanning sensor
does not lose contact with the surface of the measured object. This
allows for a significant reduction of the measurement time, and
consequently for taking more measurement points. Declension of the
tip causes switching of the drive of the machine and the shift of its pinol
in such a way that the indication of the head is near zero. These heads,
save for determining of the interface, are designed to determine the
values of the coordinates with the use of measurement transducers
present in each of the axes. Thanks to that it constitutes a coordinate
micromachine identifying the position of the measuring tip with a
resolution of 0.1 µm. The measurement value obtained from the heads
after processing is added to the value of the coordinates of the heads
position read by the driver. The use of scanning sensors allow to get a
lot more measurement points in less time than the standard
measurement. This allows the evaluation of deviations of form and
position. [1] [9] [10] [11]

2.4. Multisensensory measurements in modern production
techniques.

Fig. 11. Pulse electro-tactile head [9]
In the modern and advanced CCM machines scanning sensors are
mainly used. We can divide them into two groups, active and passive
scanning sensors. This division results from the method of exerting
measurement thrust on the measured object. Passive heads are
equipped with a unit of flat-parallel springs and in active heads
electronic thrust generators are used. Active heads exert measurement
thrust which compensates bending of the measurement probe, thus that
guarantees a constant thrust of the tip of the probe on the measured

Multisensory coordinate measuring technique is particularly useful
for the evaluation of the models produced with the use of rapid
prototyping technologies (RP), colloquially called "3D printing". There
are many different RP technologies which differ in accuracy and the
principle of the prototype production. The general principle of
production of these objects involves creating layered models. The most
popular technologies are connected with the selective laser melting
(SLM) and selective laser sintering (SLS). In these technologies, the
model is created in a special chamber which is heated to a temperature
close to the temperature of melting of the material used. The right
shape is constructed using a laser beam which with the use of a control
software travels through the layer of powdered material and sinters the
individual layers together. Other RP technologies use photo-hardenable
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materials or powders of materials based on gypsum for the
construction. RP technologies allow for the creation of very complex
models which are not possible to be created with the use of
conventional processing. Complex models require a modern approach
to assess their correct production. Multisensory CMM machines such
as O-Inspect of Zeiss company allow for a comprehensive evaluation
of complex models (Fig. 15).

diameter of rounding of repeating slotted holes, due to the very small
size, was determined by optical image processing method, and the
shape of the channel was determined by the white light optical sensor
as its dimensions did not allow for the evaluation by the tactile method.
Too low contrast of the image prevented an assessment of the channel
with the use of an optical image processing method. The above
example illustrates well the issues and complex measurement tasks
posed to us by production technology by Rapid Prototyping. At this
point, multisensory measurements are necessary for the correct
evaluation of a prototype.
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Fig. 16. Multisensory measurement of a prototype.
In order to determine three characteristics marked on the above
prototype three different sensors were used. The evaluation of the
flatness of the side wall was performed with the use of a tactile tip. The
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Abstract:
This paper describes a calibration method of a laser tracker system according to ISO 10360-2:2009 and ISO 10360-5:2010. This paper
presents how to calibrate the laser tracker system using material standards of size and a test sphere. This paper referred also to a draft
standard ISO 10360-10.2 which also relates to the calibration of laser trackers. The paper shows the basic information about laser
trackers, the calibration method, measurement results and the conclusion of the study.

1. Introduction
The problem of laser trackers calibration is very important
because there is not an international standard for the laser trackers
calibration now. The international standard ISO 10360 part 10 is
under development now. What is more the laser trackers
manufactures test their trackers according his own procedures,
different standards or recommendations. Currently laser trackers can
be also tested in accordance with ASME B89.4.19-2006 standard or
VDI 2617-10:2011 technical rule. The use of different calibration
guidelines leads to ambiguity in assessing the accuracy of the laser
trackers. This misleading the potential buyers and users of laser
trackers. In such situations an accredited calibration laboratory may
be helpful for a reliable accuracy assessment of the laser tracker
system.
To solve the problem with different method of the accuracy
assessment of the laser trackers, it is possible to adapt the well-known
and widely used standard ISO 10360-2 and ISO 10360-5 for the
calibration of laser trackers. This paper describes how to calibrate the
laser tracker system using such material standards as a 3 m long ball
bar and a test sphere. This allows for a comparison of the laser
trackers not only between different models and types but also with
other coordiante measuring systems.

the measured element. Then these points are used for creation of such
geometrical element as lines, planes, circles, cylinders and so on.
Those geometrical elements are called associated elements. Then, the
associated elements are being evaluated to dimension an elements for
example: evaluate the diameter of cylinder or evaluate the flatness of
a plane. The last step is to compare calculated elements with technical
documentation. This is made possible by the introduction of the
nominal values and tolerances to measuring software.
Currently on the market there are several manufacturers of laser
tracker systems, such as: Leica, Faro, API and Nikon. What is new is
the Etalon LaserTracer. They differ in terms of construction,
application and also the accuracy of the system.

a)

b)

c)

2. Principle of Laser Trackers

Fig. 1 a) stylus and retroreflector combination (SRC), b) spherically
mounted retroleflector (SMR), c) Cateye Reflector (CER)

Laser trackers (LT) belong to the group of a coordinate measuring
systems (CMS). CMS are currently the most technologically
advanced engineering solutions applied in production engineering.
These are measuring devices, which are characterized by the fact that
the direct measurement is the measurement of coordinates of the
measuring point [1].
CMS are working in accordance with the idea of the Coordinate
Metrology Technique. CMS allow for the measurement of points on

LT is a portable coordinate measuring system. It can work with
stylus and retroreflector combination (SRC), spherically mounted
retroreflector (SMR) or Cateye Reflector (CER) (fig. 1). LT is
automatically follow the movement of the retroreflector. Coordinates
of the center of the reflector are determined by measuring a distance
(from the LT to the reflector center) and two angles (vertical angle
and horizontal angle). The LT transforms coordinates of measured
point from spherical to Cartesian coordinate system (fig.2)[2].
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The calibration procedure should take into account the
appropriate orientation of the test lengths. The measurement position
and orientation of the Ball Bar (fig. 4) is consistent with the
specification described in ISO 10360-2. The procedure for length
measurement errors of the LT shall be conducted using a ram axis
stylus tip offset of zero (E0) and the SMR. Five different calibrated
test lengths shell be measured in each of seven different positions and
each length shall be measured three times. Three positions shall be
placed along three main directions X, Y, Z and four positions shall be
angular positions. This procedure should be repeated as many times
as required at different distances from the LT by using overlapping
method or this procedure shall be repeated in defined distances from
the LT.

Fig. 2 Measuring principle of laser tracker system
Laser trackers are used in aerospace, automotive, power
generation, shipbuilding and other industries fields. There is many
examples of the LT application for example: large scale
measurements, assembly of large parts, precision alignment,
inspection of complex structures such as assembly tools, inspection of
production lines and calibration of industrial robots.

3. Calibration method of the Laser Tracker
In this method the LT is treated as a black box without attempting
to isolate all error sources in different tracker constructions. The aim
of this method was to adapt a well-known and widely used parts of
ISO 10360-2 and ISO 10360-5 for calibration purpose of the LT.
Calibration the LT system consists of two main parts: testing
errors of the probing system and testing errors of indication of the
calibrated test length [3,4].
Tests of the probing system errors must be completed before tests
of length measurement errors. The SMR or the SRC can be used as a
probing system. This test shall be consisted of measurement of 25
points on a test sphere (fig. 3). All points shall be evenly distributed
over the hemisphere of the test sphere and then a least-squares sphere
fit shall be calculated. After this, a diameter and a form error of the
test sphere shall be calculated.

Fig. 4 Ball Bar 3 m

4. Calibration results of the Laser Tracker
In research API Laser Tracker equipped with SMR: 0.5'' was
used. This laser tracker has built-in interferometer (HeNe Laser) and
Absolute Distance Meter (IR laser) on-board. It works with
SpatialAnalyzer software. The novelty is equipped the LT with a part
temperature sensor, not only an air temperature sensor. This LT has a
self-diagnostics feature including excessive vibration, elevated
temperature, laser beam deviation, detecting a bad SMR, and laser
intensity. Important from the management system point of view is a
calibration certification reminder.
During calibration of the LT system two standards with valid
calibration certificate have been used. All results has a direct
traceability to the unit of length – the meter. For length measurement
errors the three meter long Ball Bar was used. For probing errors the
test sphere with diameter of 25 mm was used. A equation (1) below
shows the Ball Bar uncertainty of calibration with a coverage factor
k=2 (L is in mm.):
U=(0.001+0.001  L/1000) mm

(1)

The form error of the calibration sphere was 0.00009 mm and
uncertainty of calibration was 0.0001 mm with coverage the factor
k=2. The diameter of calibration sphere was 24.99018 mm and the
uncertainty of diameter calibration was 0.0002 mm with the coverage
factor k=2.
Results of the LT calibration using the SMR 0.5'' is presented on
fig 5. The maximum permissible error of length measurement for the
SMR 0.5” is shown below (Eq. 2), where: L is in mm.:
MPE(E0)=(0.037+0.005  L/1000) mm

Fig. 3 Test sphere with diameter of 25 mm

(2)

Results of the LT calibration using the SMR 0.5'' only for in line
position is presented on fig 6. The maximum permissible error of
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length measurement for one axis only is shown below (Eq. 3), where:
L is in mm.:
MPE(E0Y)=(0.019+0.005  L/1000) mm

(3)
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other hand, as shown in this paper, the LT may be treated (during the
calibration) as a black box without attempting to isolate all error
sources in a LT construction.
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Fig. 6 MPE(E0Y) for the SMR 0.5” (only in-line measurements)
The laser tracker is more accurate in the in-line position (radial
position) than other positions as we can see on fig. 5 and fig. 6.
Research for the reflector 0.5'' showed that the in-line position is two
times more accurate than other positions. That is why it is significant
to calculate the MPE also for in-line positions.
SMR 0.5'' it is called ‘small reflector’ because is smaller than a
typical reflector 1.5''. It is more difficult to use than reflector 1.5'' Use
of special magnet holder is recommended during measurements.
Full results of calibration includes information about the
uncertainty. For all measurements the evaluation of uncertainty was
calculated according to ISO TS 23165:2006 [5].

5. Conclusions
Calibration using material standards is a substitute for real
measurements. This can be achieved by adapting the well-known and
widely used standards ISO 10360-2 and ISO 10360-5 for calibration
purpose of the LT using material standards.
Calibration methods described in ISO 10360 are becoming
increasingly complex and walk towards the detection of ever-larger
number of errors sources affecting the accuracy of the CMS. On the
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Abstract:
A data fusion technique is proposed to generate coherent 3D data sets from independently acquired form profiles and optionally the
results of diameter measurements with low uncertainty. The form profiles were acquired in bird-cage strategy, the diameter data were
achieved from two-point length measurements. The method minimizes the fit contradictions at junctions of the bird-cage (where
roundness and straightness profiles cross) by a special registration process for the form profiles. The method can also be used for
calculating cylindricity, even if no diameter data is available. The cylindricity calculation can be utilized as an analyzing tool for
examining the quality of the fusion process. The current advantages and limitations of this technique and other possible analyzers are
discussed.

1. Introduction
The precise measurement of three dimensional (3D) form
deviations of cylindrical machine parts is applied in wide areas for
quality control. For major applications, the measurands roundness,
straightness, cylindricity, and flatness are of major importance. An
important application is the high-precision 3D measurement of
piston-cylinder assemblies for piston manometers. These data deal as
input for the calculation of the effective area of pressure balances [1].
However, the required uncertainty for the 3D coordinates of the
assemblies is lower than 0.1 μm, which cannot be realized by
application of coordinate measuring machines (CMM) [2]. Therefore,
the best solution to fulfill this task is to utilize specialized form
measuring machines (FMM) which can achieve low form
uncertainties and to combine their data optionally with two-point
diameter data [3, 4].
Several FMMs at PTB are qualified for this task, such as the
modified MarForm MFU8PTB [3] for combined roundness,
straightness, parallelism, and diameter measurement with
interferometer; Mahr MFU110WP [5] for tactile and optical form and
size measurement; the roundness measuring instrument Talyrond73
and the length comparator KOMF [6]. The measurement uncertainty
in Table 1 shows the capabilities of these instruments.
Since form deviations are measured separately by FMMs and
diameter is achieved by two-point length measurement, a process is
needed to generate coherent 3D coordinates. According to the
scientific description [7], data fusion is a strategy that enables to
exploit the full information content of the raw data. Therefore, a data

fusion strategy is proposed for the specific purpose of generating
coherent 3D point clouds.
For the measurement of cylindrical parts, in most cases the birdcage model is utilized and the data is acquired e.g. in C-X-Y-Z format,
where C represents the polar angle of the rotary axis. The main task
of data fusion is to minimize the differences at junction points of the
bird-cage [8], where roundness and straightness profiles intersect. To
realize data fusion, 3D form nets are generated by matching all
modified data sets, which is technically named as registration.
Transforming point clouds to a common coordinate system is a
procedure always associated with registration.
Table 1 The measurement uncertainty of FMMs in PTB
Machines
MFU8PTB
MFU110WP
Talyrond73

Roundness
(μm)
U < 0.1

Straightness
(μm)
U < 0.1

Two-point
Diameter (μm)
U > 0.05

U < 0.1
0.006~0.010a

U < 0.1
-

U < 0.2
-

-

-

KOMF
a With

0.025
(Outer)

0.050
(Inner)

error separation

Several other fusion procedures were proposed already, but nearly
no analytical measures were described which could help to optimize
the strategy [4, 9]. Therefore, some possible and reliable analyzing
methods are proposed. These methods are also expected to
additionally verify the feasibility of the proposed fusion method.
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2. Data fusion
From the characterization of measurement objects, the data fusion
in this paper can be described as a multi-instrument, multi-probe and
multi-orientation based process. It only deals with the raw data, thus it
only works on the fundamental level. Generally speaking, the data
fusion is based on analytical techniques [9, 10], e.g. the Bayesian
approach, expressed as a probabilistic fusion procedure by Eq. (1).
p( A B) 

p( B A) p( A)
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If e << r0, a = e·cos(α), b = e·sin(α) and φ = θ + sin-1[e/r0 · sin(θ α)], thus, rR(z)(φ) can be expressed by Eq. (4).

rR ( z ) ( )  a  cos( )  b  sin( )  p  R( )

where a and b are adjustments of center in x and y direction, p is an
adjustment in radius and R(φ) is the roundness deviation.
y
P

(1)

 p( B Ai ) p( Ai )

(4)

i

r

where p(B|A) is the conditional probability of occurrence of B on
condition that the event A has already occurred.
The data fusion procedure collects and improves the data sets to
achieve an optimized result, sometimes optionally adopting new or
more precise additional knowledge (e.g. two-point diameter), which
makes the measurement more feasible and may obtain new or more
precise knowledge.

φ θ

e O2
α

x

O1

r0

2.1 Pre-fusion process
Fig. 1 Typical roundness measurement model
A series of pre-fusion processes were utilized in advance to make
preparations before data fusion. Data acquisition is the first step.
Since the data sets were obtained by different FMMs and length
comparators independently, different strategies were used for form
deviation and diameter measurement.
Then based on ISO standard [11], the specification operation,
including physical partition, physical extraction, filtration [12],
association, collection and construction, were used for data from all
recourses. They were organized step by step for form deviations, but
filtration was excluded for two-point diameter data. After these
operations, a verification operation which takes the uncertainty into
account was implemented and applied.

2.2 Fusion strategy
In the first approach, only the form deviations (roundness and
straightness) were accounted for 3D form net construction, without
two-point diameter data. Since all data sets were expressed in C-X-YZ, the junction points of roundness and straightness profiles on birdcage in φ (polar) direction and z (vertical) direction can be
represented by (φ, z). Obviously, the difference δ at junction point (φ,
z) can be expressed by rS(φ)(z) – rR(z)(φ), where rS(φ)(z) and rR(z)(φ) are
the radius of straightness and roundness profile, respectively. The
least squares method (LSM) was utilized to minimize the sum of
squares of δ at each junction, as shown in Eq. (2).
s 2    i , j 2  min

(2)

i, j

A typical limacon-circle [13] roundness measurement model was
introduced [14] to calculate rR(z)(φ), as shown in Fig. 1. For point P on
the roundness profile, the fitted LS center moved from O1 to O2; r0 is
the radius of LS mean circle, r is the radius after fusion; e is
eccentricity produced in fusion process, α is eccentric angle; θ and φ
are the rotation angles in accordance with O1 and O2.
Based on the geometric relationship, Eq. (3) can be achieved.
r  e cos( -  )  r0 -  e sin  -   

2

(3)

When the straightness profiles were measured (e.g. by
MFU8PTB), the obtained data was modified by an additional planemirror interferometer [3], whose data was used to eliminate the
parallelism errors. The rS(φ)(z) can be expressed by Eq. (5).

rS ( ) ( z)  S ( z)  q

(5)

where S(z) is the straightness deviation, q is an adjustment in radius.
Eq. (4) fits the roundness profile by moving the center and
adjusting the radius, while Eq. (5) adds systematic bias to each
straightness profile.

2.3 Registration
The registration procedure is the most important process of data
fusion. Multiple point clouds have to be transformed from their
individually defined Cartesian coordinate systems to a common
coordinate system, either by precision positioning, or by matching of
overlapping areas [9]. Since the FMM (e.g. MFU8PTB) measures
data in C-X-Y-Z format, the precision positions acts as the unique and
solid connection of each data resource, while matching of overlapping
areas might be more suitable for the optical scanning based
measurements (e.g. measured by MFU110WP).
A point to point matching was required and the minimum of the
sum of squares of distances (i.e. LSM) was used as criterion. In
accordance with Eq. (2), all unknown parameters could be carried out
by a group of linear equations obeying the matrix (6).

Ax  b
where, x  [q1

qm a1

n




0
A
1

cos 
1

 sin 1

an b1

bn p1

(6)
T

pn ] .

0

 cos 1

 sin 1

n

 cos m

 sin m

B1
B4
B7

B2
B5
B8

1
cos m
sin m

1


1

B3 
B6 

B9 



m


n
n
n

(7)
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Matrix A can be written as Eq. (7), and the diagonal matrices
B1…B9 have the same form of Bp shown by Eq. (8); the values of Cj
for {B1…B9} are expressed as {cosφj, sinφj, 4, cos2φj, cosφj·sinφj,
cosφj, cosφj·sinφj, sin2φj and sinφj }; b can be written as Eq. (9),
where m is the number of generatrices and n is the number of planes
used for the data fusion registration procedure.
m

m

j 1

j 1

B p  diag ( C j , ,  C j ),

p  1,2, ,9

n
n


Ri ( j )   S j ( zi )



i 1
i 1


m
m


Ri ( j )   S j ( zi )



j 1
j 1


b m
m

  Ri ( j )cos( j )   S j ( zi )cos( j ) 

j 1
 j 1

 m
m
  Ri ( j )sin( j )   S j ( zi )sin( j ) 

 j 1
j 1

(8)

m
n
n

all junctions to minimize the FCs, accompanied with small
adjustments to the center of the roundness profiles.
Table 2 Fit contradictions before registration
z (mm)

0º

90 º

180 º

270 º

Average

20
84

16.819
17.099

16.981
17.258

16.865
17.161

17.057
17.190

16.930
17.177

148
212

17.213
17.311

17.405
17.543

17.182
17.275

17.165
17.313

17.241
17.360

276
340

17.624
17.934

17.866
18.250

17.624
18.055

17.540
17.824

17.663
18.016

Average

17.333

17.551

17.360

17.348

17.398

(9)

n

However, there are many possible relations between Rank of
matrix A and Rank of joint matrix [A b], due to the actual values of
matrix b. Therefore, a LS based approximation algorithm is used to
solve Eq. (6). By achieving all parameters of a, b, p, and q, the
transformation process can be fulfilled to accomplish the data fusion.

3. Experiments and analysis
The proposed algorithm was applied to test the data fusion on a
large steel cylindrical standard with a diameter of 100 mm and an
axial length of 360 mm. The bird-cage method was applied to acquire
data. Six circular scans were measured at equally spaced positions,
equally sampled at the 3600 data points per revolution. The generatrix
measurements were conducted at the four polar angles 0°, 90°, 180°,
and 270°. The sampling interval was 0.1 mm. Thus, the total number
of unknown parameters qj, ai, bi and pi was m + 3 × n = 22, among
which m = 4 was the number of qj, and n = 6 was the number of
triples (ai, bi, pi). The measurement resulted in a point cloud with a
number of 36000 matching-donor points to represent the form of
cylinder. Furthermore, the influence coming from the measurement
itself or external factors affected each point on the roundness
measurement planes and generatrices equally, because all points were
measured by the same instrument. Equal weights were applied for the
data during fusion (unweighted fusion).

The matching procedure only focuses on junction points of the
bird-cage. Therefore, the input of a higher number of junction points
will create more averaging effect and robustness in the results. The
FCs shown in Table 3 is reduced by three orders of magnitude to
several tens of nanometer. This proves that the fusion strategy was
successful.
Table 3 Fit contradictions after registration
z (mm)
20

0º
-37.2

90 º
37.2

180 º
-37.2

270 º
37.2

84
148

4.4
7.4

-4.4
-7.4

4.4
7.4

-4.4
-7.4

212
276

-16.2
11.5

16.2
-11.5

-16.2
11.5

16.2
-11.5

340

30.1

-30.1

30.1

-30.1

However, there is an unexpected symmetry of FCs at opposite
locations on the cylinder (e. g. -37.2 nm @ 20 mm & 0 º and @ 20
mm & 180 º). It was partly induced by the usage of the LS method for
solving the linear equations. A further reason might be the lack of a
tilt degree of freedom for the straightness profiles.

3.1 Fit contradiction
The difference of the radii rR - rS at junction point (φ, z) is defined
as fit contradiction (FC). It is the result of a non-perfect measurement
and fusion process. In Table 2 the relative large order of magnitude of
FCs before fusion with an average of 17.398 μm mainly results from
different operations (e.g. movement path of probe or probing force)
used for roundness and straightness deviation measurement.
After application of the algorithm, the parameters amounted to (in
µm): q = {10.377, 10.566, 10.398, 10.414}; a = {0.013, 0.021, -0.026,
-0.028, -0.010, 0.051}; b = {0.114, 0.042, -0.044, -0.039, -0.087, 0.014}; p = {-6.492, -6.738, -6.803, -6.922, -7.224, -7.577}. These
parameters show that large radial adjustments were implemented on

Fig. 2 Profiles after registration
Fig.2 shows a satisfactory matching result of form profiles with
highlighted deviations. The form deviations were made visible by
expanding them with a proper relative reference radius of 5 μm. The
typical strong local form deviations near the cylinder front faces were
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discarded during the evaluation. After matching the FCs were
optimally minimized at junction points as shown in Fig.3, which were
aligned in accordance with the coordinates (φ, z) and the absolute
radii after registration.

51684.35

radius (μm)

51684.15
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reduction has been found in the results calculated with roundness
deviations, which was caused by the correction of the radius of each
plane. The most satisfying results given by calculating all deviations
on cylinder form showed that large cylindricity error caused by large
FCs can be greatly minimized in the fusion process. Moreover, an
expected homogeneity of all results after fusion can be seen.
Additionally, both the root-mean-square and the arithmetic mean
of difference of radii (rR - rS) can be taken as tools to check the fusion
process as well. They changed from 17.402 μm to 0.021 μm and from
17.398 μm to 0 μm respectively, showing an optimal averaging effect.

4. Conclusions
51683.95

51683.75

51683.55
270

180

90

0

0

320
192256
64 128
height (mm)

angle (°)

Fig. 3 FCs at junction points after registration. The roundness data
points are shown as red triangles and the straightness data points as
black dots

3.2 Analyzing tools
The fusion process induces changes to the profiles. To examine
this effect, the calculation of cylindricity of form deviations is
proposed as a measure. Based on ISO standard [15], the root-meansquare cylindricity deviation is defined as Eq. (10).
Crms 

1
C12 dA
A A

(10)

where ΔCrms is the root-mean-square cylindricity deviation;
ΔC1 is the local cylindricity deviation;
A is the surface area of the cylindrical feature.

Cylinder form
(all deviations)

The authors wish to thank the China Scholarship Council (CSC)
for the financial support, and the Braunschweig International
Graduate School of Metrology (IGSM) for the training of
metrological knowledge.
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Abstract:
The paper concerns two filtering methods of data obtained in surface topography measurements. Measurements were performed
on the samples with grinded and milled surfaces and also on control roughness standard with sinusoidal profile by contact device TOPO
01P. The registered data were subjected to filtration with Gaussian and morphological methods. Measuring section and Gaussian filter
parameters were selected in accordance with ISO standard. Morphological filter parameters were selected according
to the recommended values series from ISO standard for this type of filtration. The Gaussian and morphological filter operation
are based on completely different algorithms, therefore in paper there are shown differences in selection of presented below filters.

1. Introduction
Surface topography measurement analysis is closely related
to the concept of filtration. From used filtration method, algorithm
and parameters depends division on waviness and roughness profile,
and also values of parameters calculated on their basis. Filtration
can overestimate or understate the parameters results, therefore
it is important that the person performing the measurements
understands and correctly interprets working of each filters.
It is important to know advantages and disadvantages of operation
algorithms, and also what differences exist between them. As a basis
for the every type of comparisons, the most preferably is to choose
Gaussian filter, which is known long ago, very well characterized
and commonly used. In this paper the focus was on determining
the differences between morphological and Gaussian filter
in filtration parameters selection. It is known, that those filters have
completely different operation algorithms. How will it influence
on comparison of method of filtration parameters selection?
Is it possible to find some similarities or maybe those filters,
their operation and output signals does not have similarities?
This will be partly presented in this paper. In measurements were
used benchmarks with surface after grinding and milling,
and also control roughness standard with sinusoidal profile.

2. Gaussian Filter
Gaussian filter is based on Fourier transform and defined
by wavelength cut-off value. Nowadays is commonly used in surface
geometry structure researches and in the industry. The cut-off value
decides about which frequency components will be transmitted,
and which blocked. Depending on the roughness interval and profile
character (periodicity) ISO standard for the Gaussian filters [4]

determines suitable cut-off value. Parameters: Ra, Rz and Sm should
be checked. Details presented in tables below.
In specific cases, e.g. when sample have very small dimensions
and distance measurement of suitable length is not possible,
it is allowed to derogation from those recommendations.
Table 1 Cut-off wavelength selection and measuring distance
depending on the Ra parameter value for non-periodic profiles [4]
Ra [m]
(0,006) < Ra  0,02
0,02 < Ra  0,1
0,1 < Ra  2
2 < Ra  10
10 < Ra  80

Roughness
elementary distance
lc (cut-off) [mm]

Roughness
measuring
distance lc [mm]

0,08
0,25

0,4
1,25

0,8
2,5

4
12,5

8

40

Table 2 Cut-off wavelength selection and measuring distance
depending on the Rz parameter value for non-periodic profiles [4]
Roughness
elementary distance
lc (cut-off) [mm]
0,08

Roughness
measuring
distance lc [mm]
0,4

0,1 < Rz  0,5
0,5 < Rz 10

0,25
0,8

1,25
4

10 < Rz  50
50 < Rz  200

2,5
8

12,5
40

Rz [m]
(0,025) < Rz  0,1
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Table 3 Cut-off wavelength selection and measuring distance
depending on the Sm parameter value for periodic profiles [4]

0,013 < Sm  0,04

Roughness
elementary distance
lc (cut-off) [mm]
0,08

Roughness
measuring
distance lc [mm]
0,4

0,04 < Sm  0,13
0,13 < Sm  0,4

0,25
0,8

1,25
4

0,4 < Sm  1,3
1,3 < Sm  4

2,5
8

12,5
40

Sm [mm]

Measurements were performed on selected benchmarks surface
areas: grinded – shown in the Figure 1, milled – presented
in the Figure 2, and on the roughness control standard surface –
shown in the Figure 3. Surfaces presented in the Figures are the effect
of Gaussian filtration with the cut-off value equal 0,8 mm.
Measured grinded surface have similar number of significant hills
and dales (triangular areas in the Figure) arranged symmetrically.

3. Disk Morphological Filter
Disk morphological filter is based on enveloping measured
profile by structuring element – disk. Filtration is based on four
primary morphological operations, that rely on Minkowski sums.
These are: dilation, erosion, opening, closing. Morphological filter
generally compose from few morphological operations performed
in correct order [1, 2, 3]. In the draft standard concerning
morphological filtration [5] presents series of recommended values
of disk radius which envelope primary profile: … 1 μm, 2 μm, 5 μm,
10 μm, 20 μm, 50 μm, 100 μm, 200 μm, 500 μm, 1 mm, 2 mm,
5 mm, 10 mm, … An additional recommendation is selection of disk
radius greater than or equal to measurement tip radius.

4. The research
The research were performed on samples with similar height
parameters values obtained with the different surface machining
methods. In research used contact profilometer TOPO 01P
constructed by Institute of Advanced Manufacturing Technology
equipped with probe without slider with 2 µm radius, diamond stylus
tip.

Fig. 1 Grinded surface: stereometric graph of an measured area
and material ratio curve with marked roughness core: Sk = 3,53 μm;
Spk = 1,76 μm; Svk = 1,45 μm; Mr1 = 14,65 %; Mr2 = 88,54 %

Fig. 2 Milled surface: stereometric graph of an measured area
and material ratio curve with marked roughness core: Sk = 5,79 μm;
Spk = 0,521 μm; Svk = 0,38 μm; Mr1 = 11,18 %; Mr2 = 99,78 %

Fig. 3 Control roughness standard: stereometric graph of an measured
area and material ratio curve
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Measured milled surface have quite a few significant hills.
Roughness measuring distance with length 4 mm were selected.
In order to obtain roughness profile Gaussian filtration and disk
morphological filtration were kkused. Roughness parameters were
calculated: Ra, Rz, Rt, Rq, Sm and Rmr(c) on level 0 µm.

5. The results
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average values of calculated roughness parameters after application
chosen filtration parameters for grinded sample. Table 5 presents
average values of calculated roughness parameters after application
chosen filtration parameters for milled sample. Table 6 presents
average values of calculated roughness parameters after application
chosen filtration parameters for control roughness standard
with sinusoidal profile.

Measured surfaces converted into 2D profiles sets. Statistical
analysis of calculated parameters were performed. Table 4 presents
Table 4 Grinded sample: average values of calculated roughness parameters after application chosen filtration parameters
Parameter
Ra [µm]
Rz [µm]
Rt [µm]
Rq [µm]
Sm [µm]
Rmr(c)

Gaussian filter
(cut-off) 0,8 mm
1,186
8,201
9,339
1,507
69,40
0,487

2,0 mm
0,973
5,11
6,323
1,214
232,24
0,479

Disk morphological filter (r)
0,8 mm
0,5 mm
0,2 mm
1,096
1,156
1,257
6,051
6,433
7,377
7,277
7,630
8,664
1,370
1,439
1,567
189,23
166,38
120,59
0,491
0,491
0,496

0,02 mm
1,395
8,896
10,245
1,746
80,18
0,493

Table 5 Milled sample: average values of calculated roughness parameters after application chosen filtration parameters
Parameter
Ra [µm]
Rz [µm]
Rt [µm]
Rq [µm]
Sm [µm]
Rmr(c)

Gaussian filter
(cut-off) 0,8 mm
1,622
6,372
6,972
1,874
173,79
0,444

2,0 mm
0,913
3,727
4,192
1,054
176,08
0,521

Disk morphological filter (r)
0,8 mm
0,5 mm
0,2 mm
1,449
1,574
1,626
5,506
6,069
6,449
5,973
6,567
6,987
1,654
1,808
1,886
176,41
176,43
174,28
0,468
0,464
0,471

0,02 mm
1,638
6,531
7,153
1,898
171,81
0,459

Table 6 Control roughness standard with sinusoidal profile: average values of calculated roughness parameters after application chosen
filtration parameters
Parameter
Ra [µm]
Rz [µm]
Rt [µm]
Rq [µm]
Sm [µm]
Rmr(c)

Gaussian filter
(cut-off) 0,8 mm
3,299
11,235
11,490
3,722
238,37
0,518

2,0 mm
1,709
6,117
6,320
1,952
238,46
0,505

We can notice, that disk radius length of morphological filter
significantly influence on Sm parameter values, in case
of non-periodic profiles (grinded surface), whereas for periodic
and partly periodic profiles Sm parameter values differ insignificantly
or are equal regardless of disk radius value.

Fig. 4 Primary profile (blue) and profiles: roughness (green)
and waviness (red) of grinded sample subjected to the Gaussian
filtration

Disk morphological filter (r)
0,8 mm
0,5 mm
0,2 mm
3,069
3,258
3,287
9,988
10,859
11,219
10,076
10,946
11,362
3,422
3,662
3,715
238,38
238,38
238,38
0,516
0,515
0,517

0,02 mm
3,301
11,188
11,257
3,724
238,38
0,516

Similar dependence is visible during comparing height
parameters calculated on the basis of roughness profiles after use both
filtration methods. For period and partly period profiles it is easy
to select filtration parameters, for which obtained results
are convergent. For examined milled and sinusoidal surfaces
it are: Gaussian filter with cut-off = 0,8 mm and morphological filter
with r = 0,2 mm.
Figures 4, 7, 10 presents primary, roughness and waviness
profiles of samples (respectively: grinded, milled, sinusoidal)
subjected to the Gaussian filtration with cut off value equal 0,8 mm.
Figures 5, 8, 11 presents profiles after use morphological filtration
with different disk radius values, respectively for grinded, milled,
sinusoidal samples, whereas Figures 6, 9, 12 presents difference
between roughness profile and primary profile with use different disk
radius values of morphological filter for those surfaces.
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Fig. 5 Roughness profile of grinded sample subjected
to the morphological filtration with use different values of disk radius
length (right side of the figure)

Fig. 9 The difference between roughness and primary profile
of milled sample subjected to the morphological filtration with use
different values of disk radius length

Fig. 10 Primary profile and profiles: roughness and waviness
of sinusoidal profile sample subjected to the Gaussian filtration

Fig. 6 The difference between roughness and primary profile
of grinded sample subjected to the morphological filtration with use
different values of disk radius length

Fig. 11 Roughness profile of sinusoidal profile sample subjected
to the morphological filtration with use different values of disk radius
length (right side of the figure)
Fig. 7 Primary profile and profiles: roughness and waviness of milled
sample subjected to the Gaussian filtration

Fig. 8 Roughness profile of milled sample subjected
to the morphological filtration with use different values of disk radius
length (right side of the figure)

Fig. 12 The difference between roughness and primary profile
of sinusoidal profile sample subjected to the morphological filtration
with use different values of disk radius length
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4. Conclusions
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The advantage of Gaussian filter is sampling in accordance
with Nyquist theorem enabling filtered profile reconstruction.
Inconveniences are associated with necessity of deleting form
deviations and end effects occurrence – measurement have
to be additionally converted to eliminate them. Those effects
are absent during using morphological filtration.
The
most
important
difference
between
Gaussian
and morphological filtration is selection of parameter responsible
for frequency components transmitting. In case of Gaussian filter,
the higher cut-off value – the more details has roughness profile
and the bigger are roughness parameters, whereas the bigger disk
radius of morphological filter – the more information is filtered
and roughness parameters are understated.
Disk radius selection of morphological filter for non-periodic
profiles and roughness parameters after use Gaussian
and morphological filtration comparing is not unequivocal and may
be associated with problems in the results interpretation. In case
of periodic or partly periodic profiles parameters values
are comparable and suitable disk radius of the morphological filter
selection is relatively simple.
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Abstract:
This paper presents a method for determining the initial surface of a hip joint with no “pre wear” data. Since there is no standardized
method for this operation, there are a number of approaches that propose different methods for determining the nominal diameter of the
femoral head. This one is used to determine the wear of the joint by comparing the actual surface with the CAD model. This paper
presents a MATLAB processing of a scanned point cloud with a CMM in order to determine the deviation of each point from the nominal
value. If the point is within the tolerance set by the manufacturer then this will be used to determine the initial diameter otherwise the
point will be removed from the point cloud used to determine the initial diameter of the femoral head.

1. Introduction
It is a visible trend, that in the past years engineers are
contributing to the development of the medical sector through a range
of innovative devices [1-6]. In this context, our analysis starts from
the fact that every year, about one million patients worldwide undergo
total hip arthroplasty (THA) surgery [7]. THA is a medical
intervention which aims to restore functionality of the hip joint and to
regain pain-free mobility for patients suffering from severe joint
disease or trauma. According to Joint Research Centre - Institute for
Health and Consumer Protection the number of people undergoing
primary THA and revision surgery is expected to increase further due
to an ageing population, decreasing average age at the first operation
and the limited life span of prostheses [7]. According to [8], THA is
“the operation of the century” one of the most frequently performed
procedures in orthopedic surgery [9, 10] for remove degenerative
bone and joint diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis or osteoarthritis.
An artificial joint assumes all the functions of the damaged human
joint and its components are presented in figure 1: cup, femoral stem
and prosthetic head and an insert (which usual is from polyethylene,
metal or ceramic).
The prosthetic head of the artificial hip joint moves inside the
hemispherical socket of insert and cup – acetabulum component of
the hip joint so that the patient can perform all the normal
movements: flexion-extension, adduction-adduction, internal-external
rotation and the circumduction movement obtained by combining the
previous without feeling any pain. This movement at a rate of
typically 1–2 million cycles per year leads to wear within the
articulation [11].

Fig. 1 Artificial hip joint versus normal hip joint [12] and artificial hip
joint component [9]
As shown in [13], the most common reasons for revision surgery
include implant loosening, periprosthetic osteolysis, infection,
malalignment, stiffness, implant failure or fracture and wear.
ISO 14242-2:2000 Implants for surgery wear of total hip joint
prostheses - Part 2: Methods of measurement is the standard that
establishes the wear measurement method for the hip joint. In [14]
there are two methods of measuring the wear established: measuring
the lost volume of the joint due to wear using the gravimetric method
and measuring the wear using Coordinate Measuring Machines
(CMM).
Using the gravimetric method which is the most common and
standardized method to evaluate wear volume in hip joints specimen
weight is measured before and after wear test and the difference of
the two measurement values are calculated [15].
The second measuring method established by the standard
involves scanning or measuring the joint’s wear using CMM, the
most important condition imposed by the standard is that the
maximum distance between two points in the horizontal plane or
along any arc is no greater than 1 mm [14]. Both methods are used
successfully by researchers, parallel measurement of the joints using
both methods has shown that there are no significant differences [1618] between the results obtained using the two methods.
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Except the studies that aim to determine the wear using
simulators where the components of the joints are measured before
and after a certain amount of movement cycles are performed, there
are also studies which aim to determine the wear volume of a hip
joint with no “pre-wear” data [18-21]. These studies try to determine
the wear in case of the joints removed from patients, which were
worn in real working conditions. Using varied measurement methods
the way the joint was worn can be determined (which varies for every
patient) for the femoral head and acetabulum cup as shown in [18, 22,
23]. For all these methods for determining the wear with no “prewear” data an important step is establishing the initial diameter of the
joint in comparison to which the wear will be determined.
This paper presents a method to determine the nominal diameter
of a hip joint using scanning with a CMM and processing the data in
MATLAB.

2. Review of existing methods
As shown in [21] the components of a hip joint (femoral head and
acetabulum cup) have roundness deviation of less than 5 μm. Starting
from this premise and from the standards that establish the dimension
and the deviations of the joints various authors use different methods
to determine the initial diameter.
One of the approaches [19] proposes taking points in the unworn
zones of the bearing surface, i.e. the non-contacting area of the
bearing using a grid of 0.5mm×0.5mm. Based on these points and
using Non-Uniform Rational B-splines (NURBS) the initial surface
of the sphere is reconstructed.
In [19] the authors propose to determine the initial surface of the
joint through acquisition of points only in the unworn zones of the
bearing surface. After scanning these areas they use Non-Uniform
Rational B-splines (NURBS) to fit a surface through the unworn zone
surface data points. The resulting surface is assumed to be a pre-worn
surface and it will be used as a reference element in determining the
wear after scanning the whole hip joint. In the same paper the authors
propose a second method which involves scanning an identical hip
joint (same manufacturing batch), but not used for determining the
initial shape of the hip joint. Visual inspection using white light for
identifying the worn area made by two independent observers is
presented in [18]. After identifying the worn areas they are removed
from the pattern used for scanning, the acquired points represent the
starting point into generating the sphere which represents the initial
surface.
A more complex procedure is presented in [20] where the authors
propose to determine the diameter of the femoral head in two steps.
First, the center of the sphere is determined and it is used as the origin
of the coordinate system. For determining the diameter there are used
seven points probed after the following rule (Fig. 2): four points
tacked at 90˚ intervals around the full 360˚ of the equator in the XY
plane and three points were taken in the ZX plane at 25˚. If the
generated sphere meets the diameter and sphericity conditions
imposed by the manufacturer, then we move to the next step,
otherwise the measurement is repeated using a different set of seven
points. In the case in which after a certain amount of measurements it
is established that there is no sphere that is in the initial parameters of
the hip joint, the next step is to reduce the angle between the four
points measured in the XY plane with 150 so the measurement is
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done on a circumference of 3600, as shown in the figure below at
position b.
In the second step a hundred points are scanned in the YZ plane
using the equator to equator strategy, then the reference system is
rotated with 22.5 ˚ and the scanning procedure of the 100 points is
repeated. The procedure described above is repeated 8 times so that at
the end the total number of points used to determine the unworn
surface will be 800 minus the number of points whose deviations
from the initial sphere is over 4 µm (these are removed
automatically).

Fig. 2 Procedure for sphericity evaluation in case of 360° (left) and
300° (right) according to [20]
In [24] the authors propose measuring the wear patch with a
contacting roundness machine and using a numerical model to
calculate the wear volume. They use the roundness diagram to
determine the wear. After identifying the wear stain in parallel
sections the wear volume is determined analytically.

3. Methodology for determining the initial surface for
worn hip joint
The methodology proposed by the authors is based on verifying
the point cloud point by point. This point cloud is the result of
scanning using a CMM of a worn hip joint. The methodology
involves the following steps:
 Determining a temporary reference system to create the CMM
scanning program;
 Scanning the hip joint and generating the point cloud;
 Filtering the point cloud so that it keeps only the points that are
positioned on the theoretical sphere whose diameter is equal with
the nominal diameter of the hip joints;
 Determining the final reference system and the center of the
sphere;
 Determining a set of initial variables;
 Verifying and classifying the point cloud point by point;
 Generating the nominal surface assumed to be initial;
 Determining the deviations for each point that is not in the
tolerances imposed in the initial set of variables;
 Calculating the volume lost by the hip joint and the wear stain;
 Graphical representation of the wear stain.
In the first step of the methodology presented in figure 4, a CMM
is used to scan the worn hip joint. The scanning of the surface of the
femoral head is done using a set of parameters that are according to
ISO 14242-2:2000, which establishes the maximum distance between
two points in the horizontal plane or along any arc is no greater than 1
mm. In Table 1 there are presented the minimum number of scan
lines necessary to meet the requirement of ISO 14242-2:2000 and the
angle between two consecutive trajectories in case of using the
meridian scanning strategy.
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Fig. 4 Meridian strategy

Fig. 3 Methodology for determining the initial surface for worn hip
joint
Table 1 The number of scan lines for femoral head scanning
Diameter

Angle

Scan lines

28
32
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60

4.096
3.583
3.185
3.017
2.866
2.729
2.605
2.492
2.388
2.292
2.204
2.123
2.047
1.976
1.91

88
101
114
120
126
132
139
145
151
158
164
170
176
183
189

Determining a temporary reference system is necessary to create
the scanning program. In case of the femoral head the vast majority of
authors propose that the origin of the system to be the center of the
sphere. This is normal also due to the shape of the hip joint, which is
the same as the spheres used to calibrate these pieces of equipment or
used at probe qualification. The orientation of the axes of the
temporary reference system is along the axes of the CMM so that the
influence of the orientation of the measured object on the
measurement results is as low as possible.

Usually the distance between two points probed on a scan line is a
value that can be programmed in the equipment’s software, the
second parameter which varies depending on the scanning strategy is
the distance or the angle between two scan lines.
In order to process the point cloud for establishing the final
reference system the authors have implemented in MATLAB a filter
based on the equation of the sphere, which verifies the point cloud
point by point and determines the points that are situated on a sphere
with a radius equal to the femoral head.
After determining these points the origin of the final reference
system is situated in the center of the sphere.
The initial variable set that will be used in the calculus contains
the nominal radius of the femoral head, tolerances and the coordinates
of the center of the femoral head. The initial values can be
dynamically modified so that the tolerance field can be reduced or
increased. The number of points taken into consideration when
generating the initial surface is proportional with the hip joint’s
tolerance field (normally ± 5µm).
Using the value for the radius and the tolerance given by the
manufacturer are determined the biggest and the smallest spheres that
validate the initial conditions (Fig. 5). The rest of the points that are
not situated in the space defined by these two spheres represent the
wear in case the points are inside the small sphere or the deposits if
the points are in the exterior of the big sphere.

Fig. 5 Points classification using nominal diameter and tolerance
given by manufacturer
With the points that are situated in the space between the two
spheres another sphere will be generated using one of the known
methods such as Delaunay’s or Voronoi’s [25]. After determining the
diameter and the surface initially considered it is calculated, for each
point that is not situated on the sphere, the deviation which will
represent the wear stain in case of negative values and the deposits in
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case of positive ones. After determining the deviations the volume
can be calculated and the wear stain can be graphically represented.

4. Results
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wear volume is determined by creating a 3D mesh. As shown in [26,
27] generating the mesh can introduce a series of errors in estimating
the wear volume due to the approximations on the point cloud
contour.

In order to validate the methodology a multisensory CMM was
used for scanning the hip joints and MATLAB for processing the
data. The CMM used for femoral head scanning is equipped with a
state of the art contact scanning probe which is capable to acquire a
large number of points with high accuracy. Incremental linear scales
of CMM have 0.1 μm resolutions and maximum permissible error
(MPE) according with ISO 10360: E1= (1.2+L/500) μm. Maximum
permissible probing uncertainty according to ISO 10360 for point to
point probing is 0.75 μm and for scanning strategy is 1.9 μm. All
measurements were conducted in a clean room with temperature and
humidity under strict control.
In Fig. 6 are shown two hip joints used to validate the
methodology and an X-ray with one of them before the removal.
Fig. 7 Deviation analysis in CATIA V5 and MATLAB

Fig. 6 Femoral heads used in the study and X-ray with one of them in
a patient
To generate the point cloud various scanning strategies were used,
so that the mathematical apparatus that determines the radius, on
which a certain point is situated, can be determined.
The file that resulted after the scanning process is exported using
the .asc format and then imported into MATLAB under the guise of a
type 3 x N matrix, where N is the number of points (lines) of the .asc
type file. Each line is indexed and then the x, y and z coordinate
vectors are extracted.
For each index and coordinates set a calculus is made which
determines using the sphere equation the radius of the sphere that
contains that specific point. This radius is compared with the
minimum (r) and maximum radius sphere (R), which correspond to
the minimum and maximum values of the tolerance field. Depending
on the result, the point is put into a matrix C that represents the points
that are situated in the tolerance field or another matrix that represents
the wear, as shown in the MATLAB sequences presented below:
for i=1:count/3
if
((((E(i)-xc)^2+(F(i)-yc)^2)+(G(i)-zc)^2)<=R^2)&&
(((((E(i)-xc)^2+(F(i)-yc)^2)+(G(i)-zc)^2))> =r^2)
C(i)=1;
end

where: E, F, G represent the vectors that contain the x, y and z
coordinates.
After separating the matrix in two they can be exported and used
again in MATLAB for various calculi such as the wear volume. To
determine the wear volume the deviation from the nominal surface is
calculated (or it can be calculated the sphere with the nominal
diameter ± the tolerance field) for each point in the wear matrix. The

The validation of the mathematical apparatus was made in the
first step on three calibrated spheres (R16, R20 and R25) scanned in
the same conditions and the same settings as the hip joints. The
identical shape of the hip joints and the CMM’s calibration spheres
enables that the measuring strategies of the spheres used during
calibration can be used when measuring the hip joints. The figure
below shows two comparisons of a deviation analysis with the same
input data. The one on the right was done using MATLAB and the
one on the left using Catia V5.
As it can be observed from the Fig. 7 the wear stain is identical.
This confirms that the algorithm and mathematic model used is
correct.
The advantage of calculating the deviation and the wear in
MATLAB is that it allows the user to modify the parameters used for
calculating the points that will be used to generate the surface that is
considered to be unworn.

5. Conclusions
This paper presents a methodology for determining the initial
diameter of worn and removed hip joints with no pre wear data. To
process the point cloud scanned with a CMM the authors propose the
usage of a mathematic calculus based on the sphere equation that was
implemented in MATLAB. The results obtained are similar to the
ones from a top CAD solution.
When using the algorithm in MATLAB the users have a higher
freedom when it comes to modifying the parameters used to
determine the wear stain. The CMM scanning strategies usually
generate an ordered point cloud, its structure does not influence the
algorithm implemented in MATLAB because the calculus is done for
each and every point separately. As future research directions, the
authors will try to implement an optimized algorithm to generate the
3D mesh particularly in case of spheres based on the Voronoi and
Delunay algorithms.
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Abstract:
The growth of requirements for coordinate metrology in the field of accuracy, measurement time and automation, results in creation of
new and more advanced measuring systems. This article presents the theme of more and more commonly used optical systems based on
structured light. The assessment of the influence of factors generating measurement errors is shown. There are analyzed not only
measurement errors, but it is also presented the significance of the operator and used software in the process of developing measurement
results especially when forming the object image from it various scans.

1. Introduction
The coordinate metrology contribution in issues of rapid
prototyping, reconstructive engineering, industrial design, biomedical
technology and in monuments protection is very important in recent
years. Together with the development of coordinate metrology they are
created new calibration technologies and methods for measurement
accuracy assessment. Coordinate measurement technique of geometric
quantities is dynamically developing because of the possibility of
automation of measurements, integration with CAD/CAM systems and
application of optical systems. In the field of optical technology there
are among others such systems as: operating on the basis of structured
light, photogrammetry, realizing laser triangulation, on measuring of
the time for the beam detection return (TOF-Time of Flight) and
computed tomography systems (CT) or magnetic resonance (MR). At
Cracow University of Technology in the Laboratory of Coordinate
Metrology are actually taken up works aiming in improvement the
accuracy of optical systems. They resulted in co-operation with the
Institute of Mechatronics at Warsaw University of Technology and in
project no. T10C 010 29 titled "Opto-numerical system for the
measurement of geometric elements integrated with Coordinate
Measuring Machine" [1] and also in co-operation with SMARTTECH
company which produces measuring devices operating base on
structured light (FO – Fringe of optics) [2-10].

Fig. 1 Optical system SMARTTECH 3D – SCAN3D qualify 10 Mpix
[11]
This article presents an issue of the impact of factors which
generate largest errors affecting the measurement uncertainty obtained
from optical devices operating on base on structured light FO (Fig. 1).
There is touched an issue of the uncertainty of geometric elements
measurements or those that can be compared to geometric elements
such as: sphere, plane, cylinder etc. During the development of a
procedure for determination of various components, some elements of
multi-position method and methods known in metrology as R&R had
been used.
Researches for this work are done by SMARTTECH company
with the use of offered by them optical system – SCAN3D qualify 10
Mpix [11].

2. Impact of various elements on measurement result done
using optical coordinate system FO
From metrological point of view each measurement is affected by
a number of errors that may have a huge impact on the measurement
result (Fig. 2).
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The coordinate measurement inaccuracy can results from for
example: not including the impact of environmental factors, errors of
readings from measuring tools, inaccuracy of used standards, wrongly
selected measuring tool, imperfections of technical characteristics of
the tool or inadequate points cloud filtration. However, in optical
systems the most important is experience and operator reliability. The
operator decides on eliminating both environmental influences (e.g.
lighting), and also influences derived from the measured object (e.g.
reflectivity). He also develops measurement results so called "point
clouds".

2.1 Determination of length measurement error
Measurement object has to be measured in three settings in
accordance to Fig. 3, and then the mean value from obtained
dimensions has to be determined in accordance to the formula (2).
𝑝̅ =

𝑛

1
𝑛𝑝 ∙ 𝑚𝑝

𝑚

𝑝
𝑝
∑𝑖=1
∑𝑗=1
𝑝𝑖𝑗

(2)

where: np – number of measurements repetitions in one orientation,
mp – number of various orientations, pij – measurement result of
determined dimension in i-th repetition, in j-th orientation, mm.
To obtain this parameter it should be used the length standard
designed for the calibration of optical systems, suitable to the measured
object regarding its dimensions and shape. Depending on the shape it
can be used the Ball-Bar type standard or gauge blocks.
Determination of EL in case of length measurements is presented
in formula (3).
(3)

𝐸𝐿 = 𝑝̅ ∙ 𝐸𝐿𝑝

where: ELp – relative error, mm, is determined accordingly to following
formula (4).
𝐸𝐿𝑝 =

Fig. 2 Diagram of errors generated by optical coordinate systems [12]
In accordance to mentioned above to get the uncertainty of
measurement done with use of optical systems, following factors
should be taken into account (1), [13].
𝑈 = |𝐸𝐿 | + |𝐸𝐷 | + |𝐸𝑃𝑅 | + |𝐸𝑆 |
+ 𝑘√(𝑢𝐴𝑉 )2 + (𝑢𝐸𝑉 )2 + (𝑢𝐶𝐴𝐿 )2 + (𝑢𝐶𝑇𝐸 )2
(1)
where: EL – component of error of length measurement, mm, EDext –
component of average error for external diameter measurement, mm,
EDint – component of average error for internal diameter measurement,
mm, EDfla – component of average error for flat surface, mm, EPR –
component of used software, mm, ES – component of matching of
„points clouds”, mm, uAV – uncertainty component depended on
machine operator, mm, uEV – uncertainty component depended on
gauge, mm, uCAL – uncertainty component depended on calibration
value, mm, uCTE – uncertainty component depended on calibration
temperature, mm.
In order to perform the assessment of the object measurement
accuracy, it should be measured in three positions (Fig. 3). Each
measured feature should be measured six times in given position. In
the same way the standard should be treated.

Fig. 3 Positions of measured object during measurement done using
optical systems with stable construction (orthogonal to measuring
volume) [13]

1
𝑛𝑤 ∙ 𝑚𝑤

𝑤
∑𝑚
∑𝑛𝑤
𝑗=1 𝑖=1

𝑞𝑖𝑗 − 𝑞𝑤
𝑞𝑤

(4)

where: nw – number of measurements repetitions in one orientation,
mw – number of various orientations of length standard, qw – reference
value of used standard written in its calibration certificate, mm, qij –
result of measurement of standard in i-th orientation and in j-th
repetition, mm.
EL is then measured as the distance from the center of the sphere to
the center of the sphere on the Ball-Bar type standard or the length of
the end standard e.g. on the gauge block from plane to plane.

2.2 Determination of average error for internal diameter,
external diameter and for flat surface
The determination of ED consists of performing measurements
accordingly to measured object shape on three or on one from
following standards: standard sphere (external) EDext, concave
hemisphere (internal) EDint and flatness standard EDfla and making
calculations accordingly to formulas (5), (6) and (7).
𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑡 =
𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑡 =
𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑡 =

1
𝑛𝑤 ∙ 𝑚𝑤
1
𝑛𝑤 ∙ 𝑚𝑤

𝑤
∑𝑚
∑𝑛𝑤
𝑗=1 𝑖=1(𝐷𝑖𝑗 − 𝐷𝑤 )

(5)

𝑤
∑𝑚
∑𝑛𝑤
𝑗=1 𝑖=1(𝑑𝑖𝑗 − 𝑑𝑤 )

(6)

𝑤
∑𝑚
∑𝑛𝑤
𝑗=1 𝑖=1(𝑓𝑖𝑗 − 𝑓𝑤 )

(7)

1
𝑛𝑤 ∙ 𝑚𝑤

where: nw – number of measurements repetitions in one orientation, mw
– number of various orientations of standard, dw – nominal value of
diameter of used concave hemisphere, mm, dij –result of measurement
of diameter of reference internal sphere, mm, Dw – nominal value of
diameter of used reference sphere, mm, Dij –result of measurement of
diameter of measuring sphere, mm, fw – nominal value of flatness of
standard, mm, fij – result of measurement of flatness of standard, mm.
ED error is taken as the biggest one of three errors EDext, EDint or EDfla It
should be chosen appropriately to the measured surface form (the main
shape).

2.3 Determination of used software error
In order to determine this parameter the spherical standard should
be used. It is measured three times in two settings (they might be used
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measurements results obtained during ED determination). Next are
determined diameters of spheres in the same number of metrological
softwares as were used during results evaluation in accordance to
formula (8).
𝐸𝑃𝑅 =

1

∑𝑚𝑤 ∑𝑛𝑤 (𝑂𝑃𝑖𝑗
𝑛𝑤 ∙ 𝑚𝑤 𝑗=1 𝑖=1

− 𝑂𝑃𝑤 )

And their mean value have to be calculated as in formula (16).
𝑋𝐴ś𝑟 =

𝑥 = 𝑥𝑀𝐴𝑋 − 𝑥𝑀𝐼𝑁

(9)

𝑦 = 𝑦𝑀𝐴𝑋 − 𝑦𝑀𝐼𝑁

(10)

𝑥 = 𝑧𝑀𝐴𝑋 − 𝑧𝑀𝐼𝑁

(11)

2.5 Determination of uncertainty component depended on
machine operator and on gauge
The uncertainty of operator uAV or gauge uEV can be determined
using the method known in the metrology as R&R method
(Repeatability and Reproducibility). This method is based on the
calculation of repeatability and reproducibility of measurements.
Reproducibility (A.V.) depends on the adopted set of variable
conditions (in this case the operator is treated as a variable condition),
while repeatability (E.V.) is derived from the gauge [12].
To determine operator and gauge components shall be carried out
measurements of given feature repeated six times in three settings (the
first three are treated as an operator A and the second three as an
operator B).
After that, for operator A and B shall be calculated range values (R)
separately, for each settings, as absolute values from difference
between maximum and minimum value from measurement results of
given object (12).
(12)

Then each ranges have to be summed (ΣRA, ΣRB), and after that
the mean value from sums of ranges for each measurements in one
setting, done by one operator has to be calculated (13).
𝐿

, 𝑅𝐵ś𝑟 =

∑ 𝑅𝐵
𝐿

(13)

where: L – number of settings.
The next step is the calculation of Rśr as a sum (RAśr, RBśr) divided
by their number (14).
𝑅ś𝑟 =

𝑅𝐴ś𝑟 +𝑅𝐵ś𝑟
𝐿

, 𝑋𝐵ś𝑟 =

∑ 𝑋𝐵

(14)

After that the sum for each results in every setting has to be
calculated (ΣA1, ΣA2, ΣA3 and ΣB1, ΣB2, ΣB3), and then they have to
be summed appropriately (15).
∑ 𝑋𝐴 = ∑ 𝐴1 + ∑ 𝐴2 + ∑ 𝐴3 , ∑ 𝑋𝐵 = ∑ 𝐵1 + ∑ 𝐵2 + ∑ 𝐵3 (15)

(16)

3

(17)

The uncertainty component of the gauge uEV (repeatability) is
calculated as in formula (18).
(18)

𝑢𝐸𝑉 = 𝑅ś𝑟 ∙ 𝐾1

K2 and K1 for two repetitions are equal K2=0.00365 , K1=0.00456
and for three K2= 0.00270, K1=0.00305.
The uncertainty component of the operator uAV (reproducibility) is
calculated as (19).
𝑢

To determine ES it has to be created the scan of a sphere from four
sides (sphere is set on a rotary table, in table axis) from each scan the
sphere is constructed and coordinates of its center are taken. Then the
range for each coordinate value of the center separately in each zone,
using formulas (9), (10) and (11) and after that the highest value is
selected.

∑ 𝑅𝐴

3

𝑅𝑋ś𝑟 = |𝑋𝐴ś𝑟 −𝑋𝐵ś𝑟 |

2.4 Determination of matching of „points clouds” error

𝑅𝐴ś𝑟 =

∑ 𝑋𝐴

Finally their range is calculated accordingly to formula (17):

(8)

where: nw – number of measurements repetitions in all orientations (2
settings x 3 measurements), mw – number of softwares used for
obtaining results, OPij – measurement result of sphere diameter, mm,
OPw – nominal value of sphere diameter, mm.
This parameter is used only when measurements results are
prepared in more than one software. In other case, it is equal to zero.

𝑅 = |𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 |
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(19)

𝐸𝑉
𝑢𝐴𝑉 = √(𝑅𝑋ś𝑟 ∙ 𝐾2 )2 − (𝑛∙𝑟)

where: n – number of elements, r – number of repetitions.

2.6 Determination of uncertainty component depended on
calibration value
𝑢𝐶𝐴𝐿 =

𝐿
𝐿𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑑

2

√(𝑈𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑑 ) +
2

(𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑑)2

(20)

𝑚𝑤 ∙𝑛𝑤

where: L – determined length, mm, Lcalstd – calibrated length of
standard, mm, Ucalstd – uncertainty of calibrated length, taken from
calibration certificate, mm, m – number of different positions, n –
number of repetitions in one position.
𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑑 = √

1
𝑚𝑤

𝑤 2
∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑠𝑞(𝑗)

(21)

𝑆𝑞(𝑗) =
1

𝑛𝑤
(𝑞𝑖𝑗
√𝑛 −1 ∑𝑖=1
𝑤

− 𝑞𝑗 )

2

(22)
𝑞𝑗 =

1
𝑛𝑤

𝑛𝑤
∑𝑖=1
𝑞𝑖𝑗

(23)

2.7 Determination of uncertainty component depended on
temperature
2
2
𝑢𝐶𝑇𝐸 = √𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑁
+ 𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑊
2
𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑁 = 𝐿 ∙ √(𝑢2𝑇𝑁𝑐𝑎𝑙 )𝛼𝑁
+ (𝑢𝛼𝑁 (𝑇𝑁 − 20°𝐶))

(24)
2

2
𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑊 = 𝐿 ∙ √(𝑢2𝑇𝑊𝑐𝑎𝑙 )𝛼𝑊
+ (𝑢𝛼𝑊 (𝑇𝑊 − 20°𝐶))

2

(25)
(26)

where: utempW – standard uncertainty resulting from an uncertainty of
the correction of temperature impact on thermal expansion of measured
object causes from the measurement uncertainty of object temperature
(or from not doing the correction) as well from uncertainty of adopted
coefficients of thermal expansion for given material, these causes are
arbitrarily taken, mm, utempN – standard uncertainty resulting from an
uncertainty of the correction of temperature impact on thermal
expansion of length standard causes from the measurement uncertainty
of object temperature (or from not doing the correction) as well from
uncertainty of adopted coefficients of thermal expansion for given
material, these causes are arbitrarily taken, mm, L – length, position or
size of measured feature, mm, uTWcal – standard uncertainty of a sensor
measuring the object temperature (taken as 0.5 of expanded uncertainty
from calibration certificate), mm, uTNcal – standard uncertainty of a
sensor measuring the length standard temperature (taken as 0.5 of
expanded uncertainty from calibration certificate), mm, αW – thermal
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expansion coefficient of measured object given by the client, αN –
thermal expansion coefficient of used geometric quantity standard, uαW
– standard uncertainty of thermal expansion coefficient of measured
object given by the client, mm, uαN – standard uncertainty of thermal
expansion coefficient of geometric quantity standard, mm, TW –
average temperature of measured object during measurements, °C, TN
– average temperature of geometric quantity standard during
measurement, °C.

2.8 Result correction
When measurement strategy applied to measured object and to
used standard is identical and when the standard meets the similarity
conditions then the result correction is done in accordance to (27).
𝑤 = 𝑝̅ − 𝐸𝐿 − 𝐸𝐷 − 𝐸𝑃𝑅 − 𝐸𝑆

(27)

If some errors are not determined then their value during correction
is taken as zero.

3. Determination of measurement uncertainty done with
the use of real tool

4. Determination of measurement result of measured
object
Measurement of the Ball-Bar type object (Fig. 4 b) was done with
the use of real optical measuring machine in three settings accordingly
to Fig. 3. The measurement was repeated six times in each position. In
the same positions was carried out measurement of both the standard
of Ball-Bar type (three times in each position) – compatible with
measured length and also of the reference sphere because of the object
specificity.
Uncertainty of measurement done with the use of real optical
system was determined according to formula (1). Since the
measurement result was corrected that is why values EL, ED, EPR and
ES are not taken into account during calculation of expanded
uncertainty. Finally the formula for measurement uncertainty took the
following form:
𝑈 = 𝑘√(𝑢𝐴𝑉 )2 + (𝑢𝐸𝑉 )2 + (𝑢𝐶𝐴𝐿 )2 + (𝑢𝐶𝑇𝐸 )2
(28)
Table 1 Value of parameters

To present how the method operates in practice the measuring
element of Ball-Bar type with two balls was measured. The calibration
object was the distance between sphere centers. The measurement was
done with the use of optical system SMARTTECH 3D – SCAN3D
qualify 10 Mpix [11].

Parameter
p
ELp

value , mm
250.366
0.00009

EL
EDext

0.02
0.02

EPR
ES

0
0.005

w
uEV

250.321
≈0

uAV
uCAL

0.004
0.0017

uCTE

0.0007

Fig. 4 a) Measured standard, b) measured object [11]
The measured object was set in three positions in the measuring
volume (Fig. 3). In each position the measurement was repeated six
times. In total 18 repetitions were performed.
The measurement result was "points clouds" obtained in Mesh 3D
program which had to be appropriately processed, what eliminated EPR
component. The work with "points clouds" consisted of removing
„noises“ that could have a negative impact on the result. These points
could come from ray reflection or from scanning tested object
mounting elements or from the background.
Next the distance between centers of spheres was determined.
To perform the whole procedure, standards, in this case of Ball-Bar
type (Fig. 5a) and reference sphere (Fig. 5b) have to be measured (in
each setting).

Fig 5. a) Ball-Bar type standard b) Reference sphere

𝑈 = 𝑘√(𝑢𝐴𝑉 )2 + (𝑢𝐸𝑉 )2 + (𝑢𝐶𝐴𝐿 )2 + (𝑢𝐶𝑇𝐸 )2
= 2√(0.004)2 + (0)2 + (0.0017)2 + (0.0007)2 = 0.0088
≈ 0.009
𝑌 = 250.321 ± 0.009 𝑚𝑚
The value of measured object from 250.366 mm changed after the
correction to 250.321 mm, for comparison, the reference value of
measured object from measurements carried out on the reference
machine PMM 12106 in the Laboratory of Coordinate Metrology is
250.326 mm. The total uncertainty of the measurement result is 0.009
mm.

4. Conclusions
The advantage of optical systems operating based on structured
light is a significant reduction of measurement time with
simultaneously non-contact measurement performance and imaging
elements in the form of points cloud allowing the determination of
CAD for a given part (reverse engineering). The specificity of
presented systems results with a very wide range of their applications,
among others in industry, medicine and archeology.
This paper presents the procedure for determining both the value
of measured element and also the uncertainty of measurement done
with the use of optical system. The procedure is constantly tested and
developed by the LCM team. The wide series of studies on the optical
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measurement with its validation have been planned. Realized and
presented measurements with the use of real optical coordinate system
(FO) confirmed the possibility of its application in measurements using
structured light. However the method is presented on the example of
the system operating base on structured light, it is possible to be applied
to the system of coordinate measuring arm equipped with optical
systems – laser triangulation probes.
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Abstract:
Surface topography measurements obtained with stylus method, white light interferometer and confocal profilometer of the same
samples were compared. Few machined surfaces of isotropic and anisotropic structures, symmetric and asymmetric ordinate distribution
were measured. Relocation method was used in order to analyse the result of surface topography measurement in the same places of
samples. Forms were removed using polynomials. No digital filtration was used. Sampling intervals during parameters computations
were the same. Discrepancies between the results obtained with various method were observed and discussed.

Notation
Sq - root mean square height, µm
Ssk - skewness
Sku - kurtosis
Sp - maximum peak height, µm
Sv - maximum pit height, µm
Sz - maximum height of the surface, µm
Sa - arithmetic mean height, µm
Smr - areal material ratio, %
Smc - inverse areal material ratio, µm
Sxp - peak extreme height, µm
Sal - autocorrelation length, mm
Str - texture aspect ratio
Std - texture direction, o
Sdq - root mean square gradient
Sdr - developed interfacial area ratio, %
Vm - material volume, mm3/mm2
Vv - void volume, mm3/mm2
Vmc - core material volume, mm3/mm2
Vvc - core void volume, mm3/mm2
Vvv - dales void volume, mm3/mm2
Spd - peak density, 1/mm2
Spc - arithmetic mean peak curvature, 1/mm
S10z - ten point height, µm
S5p - five point peak height, µm
S5v - five point pit height, µm
Sk – core roughness depth, µm
Spk – reduced peak height, µm
Svk – reduced valley depth, µm
Sr1 – upper bearing area, %
Sr2 – lower bearing area, %

1. Introduction
The initial assessment of surface topography was made simply
by running a fingernail across the surface. This technique survives
to this day as tactile comparison. The subject of surface roughness
measurement began when a profilometer was developed. The
measurement process was achieved by drawing a stylus across a
surface and recording vertical deviations of the surface. From the
late 1970s analogue instruments were replaces by those supported
by computers. There are a lot of factors affecting uncertainty in
surface geometry measurement using stylus technique. They are
caused by environment, measuring equipment, measured object,
software and stylus. The measurement using stylus equipment
stylus caused a lot of measurement errors. From the errors typical
for stylus instruments the following factors can be considered: the
shape and size of stylus tip, skid application and stylus flight [1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6]. The measurements using stylus instruments are
complicated. The effects of some types of errors on values of
surface parameters were not yet systematised.
Despite a great development of optical and other techniques
a stylus profilometer is still the most common roughness measuring
device in mechanical industry. Surface irregularities can be easily
measured over as much as 200 mm length and 100 mm width, with
drive unit errors less than a micrometer decreased by further
computer aided accuracy [7, 8].
Surface topography is three-dimensional in nature. 3D surface
parameters are more reliable than 2D profile parameters. So the 3D
measurement became popular. In the early 1980s many researchers
in the academic community experimented with the characterization
of surfaces in 3 dimensions. Somicronic, a small company near
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Lyon in France, delivered a prototype 3D stylus system to the
Ecole Centrale de Lyon in 1990. Somicronic was also the first
manufacturer which introduced a comprehensive range of
parameters to its software in 1994 [9].
Stylus technique has several significant disadvantages. The
minimum size of the radius tips (around 2.5 µm) which hinders the
exploration of the bottom of small holes is the first of them. This
limitation acts as a badly defined filter, but only for morphological
pits since peaks and prominent positions seem to be well fitted.
Time required to collect real data for areal (3D) measurements can
appear excessively long compared to the analogue working time of
the optical light techniques. This could now become the most
important disadvantage of the stylus methods. Generally the
disadvantages of stylus instrument are: bulk, complexity, relative
fragility, high cost, limitation to a section of a surface [6, 10].
During the period of development of traditional stylus type
instrumentation for areal (3D) measurement huge progress was
made (mainly in the USA) with regard to development of optical
systems. Contrary to stylus methods which are robust but slow
optical methods are fast but more sensitive to extraneous effects.
Optical methods are non contacting and have many options for
improvement. Confocal methods and white light interferometry are
the most popular. Optical methods like stylus technique need
isolation of devices from the external environment [11]. Both
thermal and vibrations changes influence reliability of the result.
Very careful cleaning of the measured surface is necessary from the
point of view of the industrial application [7]. Optical measurement
suffers from the same intrinsic constrains as the stylus technique
but also has additional problem that the scattered light from the
surface does not entirely react normally to the surface which
restricts optical use in some application [12]. Potential surface
damage by stylus tip due to contact forces can be anticipated and
removed, when necessary.
Surfaces with varying optical
properties can cause errors in optical topography measurements.
Topography measurements with optical methods are limited to
moderate slopes. Sharp edges, inclusions, defects and other
peculiarities of the surface can cause outliers and dropouts of data
pints in the topographic images measured with optical methods,
more so that with stylus techniques. Nonlinearity in the measured z
position is also a possible source of errors for optical sensing
techniques [13].
A confocal system is one which has a pinhole positioned near
to the specimen under tests that it restrict the light from hitting the
detector and increases the signal to noise ratio of the system.
Confocal methods are widely used in biology and engineering
because of the very high clarity of the image produced by as the
range is increased the resolution tends to decrease, a factor which
does not occur when using interferometric methods [12]. Scanning
white interferometer is the most useful optical instrument at present
in use for measuring surfaces, films and coatings [14]. This type of
instrument has grown a popularity due to the fact that it can be used
as an absolute measure of length.
In this paper we compare areal (3D) surface topography
measurements obtained with several techniques. This topic is
important for every user of optical and tactile surface metrology.
The techniques include stylus profiling, white light interferometer
and confocal profilometer.
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2. Materials and methods
Isotropic and anisotropic surfaces of symmetric and
asymmetric ordinate distributions were measured in the same
places using various equipment. Many surfaces were studied,
however the results of measurements of four surfaces were
subjected to detailed analysis. The stylus profilometer HommelEtamic T8000 was used as reference instrument. The radius of tip
was 2 µm, measuring speed was 0.5 mm/s, sampling interval was 5
µm, the measuring area was 4 mm x 5 mm. These surfaces were
measured also by Talusurf CCI Lite white light interferometer. The
measuring area was 3.29 mm x 3.29 mm (1024 points x 1024
points). Altisurf 520 profilometer with confocal measuring head
was also used. Measuring speed was 5 mm/s, sampling interval
was 5 µm, the measuring area was 4 mm x 5 mm. In order to
compare the results, similar areas were analysed using relocation
method. Sampling interval affects substantially the results of
surface topography measurement [15, 16]. Therefore, surfaces
measured by interferometer were resampled (sampling interval was
5 µm). The same procedure of form removal was applied in three
measuring cases. No digital filtration was used. Parameters from
ISO 25178 standard were analysed using TalyMap software.

3. Results and discussion
Four surfaces were subjected to detailed analysis. Surface 1
after grinding is anisotropic texture of ordinate distribution similar
to Gaussian. Table 1 presents the results of its measurement using
various equipment, Figure 1 isometric views but Figure 2 material
ratio curves.
Similar values of the Sq parameter were obtained using
3 methods, the maximum difference was about 5%. Deviations
between parameters describing maximum surface height were
larger. Higher values of the Sp parameter (and smaller of the Smr
parameter) were probably caused by spikes presence on the results
of measurement obtained with optical methods, which is evident on
material ratio curve graphs - see Figure 2. The Sxp parameter was
stable, contrary to the Smc parameter. Spatial parameters were
similar – deviations were up to 10%. Higher values of rms. slope
Sdq as well as the Sdr, the Spc and probably the Spd parameters
after measurement by white light interferometer suggest presence
of high frequency noise. Functional volumetric parameters as well
as parameters from the Sk family were similar for measurements
made by three methods.
Table 1. The results of measurements of surface 1
Method
Height
Parameters
Sq, µm

stylus

1.65

1.70

1.56

Ssk
Sku

-0.332
3.92

-0.224
4.07

-0.424
4.21

Sp, µm
Sv, µm

7.5
7.40

10.9
8.95

13.4
6.83

Sz, µm
Sa, µm

14.9
1.30

19.9
1.29

20.2
1.21

Functional
Parameters

interferometer

confocal
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c)

Smr, %
Smc, µm

0.00957
5.49

0.000560
8.86

0.000563
11.50

Sxp, µm
Spatial
Parameters

3.49

3.67

3.42

Sal, mm
Str

0.0195
0.0230

0.0169
0.0215

0.0214
0.0249

Std, °
Hybrid
Parameters
Sdq

90.1

90

89.8

0.153

0.212

0.140

Sdr, %
Functional
Parameters
(Volume)
Vm, mm3/mm2

1.15

2.16

0.97

0.0000747

0.0000825

0.0000671

Vv, mm3/mm2
Vmc, mm3/mm2

0.00207
0.00143

0.00213
0.00140

0.00191
0.00134

Vvc, mm3/mm2
Vvv, mm3/mm2

0.00187
0.000206

0.00189
0.00024

0.00170
0.000204

Spd, 1/mm2
Spc, 1/mm

40.5
0.0363

100
0.0764

36.4
0.0576

S10z, µm
S5p, µm

8.66
5.04

13.3
8

10.6
6.43

S5v, µm

3.62

5.33

4.17

Sk parameters, unfiltered.

Spk =
1.32µm

Sk =
3.94µm
Svk =
2.14µm

0

40

60

80

100 %

Sr2 = 90 %
Sa2 = 107 µm3/mm2

Fig. 2. Material ratio curves of surface 1 measured by stylus
method (a), white light interferometer (b) and confocal head (c)
Surface 2 after vapour blasting is isotropic texture of ordinate
distribution similar to Gaussian. Table 2 shows the results of its
measurement using various equipment, Figure 3 isometric views
and Figure 4 material ratio curves. It seems that accuracy of surface
measurement by white light interferometer should be the lowest
because of high (about 12%) ratio of non-measured points caused
by low reflectivity of surface (in the other cases this ratio was
smaller than 5%). This suggestion was confirmed. Discrepancies
between the results obtained by stylus profilometer and white light
interferometer were large. Surface heights measured by optical
methods were bigger than those after measurement by stylus
method; differences between the Sq and Sa parameters were up to
15%, but deviations of the other parameters were sometimes larger.
The spatial parameter Sal was smaller after using optical methods,
mainly white light interferometer, compared to the results of stylus
measurement. Higher values of the parameters Sdq, Sdr, Spc and
probably Spd suggest the presence of high-frequency noise on the
results of surface topography measurements by optical methods.

Feature
Parameters

a)

20

Sr1 = 7 %
Sa1 = 46.3 µm3/mm2

b)

Table 2. The results of measurements of surface 2

c)

Method

stylus

interferometer

confocal

Height
Parameters
Sq, µm

3.74

4.26

4.35

Ssk
Sku

-0.0509
3.95

-0.0374
3.75

-0.1320
4.03

Sp, µm
Sv, µm

23.6
22.3

25.3
23.9

32.5
31.5

Sz, µm
Sa, µm

45.9
2.92

49.2
3.29

66.5
3.32

Smr, %
Smc, µm

0.005460
19

0.001600
20

0.000802
17.3

Sxp, µm
Spatial
Parameters
Sal, mm

7.38

8.63

9.58

0.0308

0.0262

0.0195

Str
Std, °

0.807
0.254

0.765
153

0.783
0.339

Hybrid
Parameters
Sdq

0.440

0.627

0.706

Sdr, %

9.18

17.6

21.9

Functional
Parameters
Fig. 1. Isometric views of surface 1 measured by stylus method (a),
white light interferometer (b) and confocal head (c)
a)

b)

Sk parameters, unfiltered.

Sk parameters, unfiltered.

Spk =
1.48µm

Sk =
4.29µm

Spk =
1.63µm

Sk =
3.83µm
Svk =
2.01µm

0

20

Sr1 = 7.47 %
Sa1 = 55.2 µm3/mm2

40

60

80

100 %

Sr2 = 90.5 %
Sa2 = 95.5 µm3/mm2

Svk =
2.41µm

0

20

Sr1 = 10.5 %
Sa1 = 85.1 µm3/mm2

40

60

80

100 %

Sr2 = 87.8 %
Sa2 = 147 µm3/mm2
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Functional
Parameters
(Volume)
Vm, mm3/mm2

0.000196

0.000224

0.000209

Vv, mm3/mm2
Vmc, mm3/mm2

0.00480
0.00324

0.00560
0.00360

0.00542
0.00372

Vvc, mm3/mm2
Vvv, mm3/mm2

0.00436
0.000440

0.00508
0.000525

0.00483
0.000593

Spd, 1/mm2
Spc, 1/mm

143
0.0557

207
0.1540

230
0.2880

S10z, µm
S5p, µm

27.5
15.3

33.9
13.8

45.2
20

S5v, µm

12.2

20.2

25.2

Surface 3 with large dimples was created by precise turning
followed by burnishing (Table 3, Figures 5 and 6). Differences
between amplitude parameters after using various methods were
small (discrepancies of the Sq parameter were about 1%).
Functional parameters Smc and Sxp were also similar, contrary to
the Smr parameter, unstable as the result of its definition [17].
Discrepancies between spatial parameters Sal and Str were also
small (up to 1%). Higher values of the parameters Sdq, Sdr and Spc
after measurement by optical methods compared to stylus suggest
presence of high frequency noise; maximum overestimation of the
Sdr parameter was about 30%. Functional volumetric parameters as
well as the parameters from Sk family were similar; the biggest
differences between the results of optical and tactile methods were
found for the Vm parameter (about 30%). Discrepancies between
peak density Spd were up to 20%. Generally application of
various method gave very similar results of measurement of
surface 3.

Feature
Parameters

a)

Table 3. The results of measurements of surface 3

b)

Method
Height
Parameters

c)

Fig. 3. Isometric views of surface 2 measured by stylus method (a),
white light interferometer (b) and confocal head (c)

a)

b)
Spk =
4.53µm

Spk =
3.82µm

Sk =
9.18µm

Sk =
10.1µm

Svk =
4.18µm

0

20

Sr1 = 9.92 %
Sa1 = 189 µm3/mm2

40

60

80

Svk =
5.01µm

0

100 %

20

40

Sr1 = 11.1 %
Sa1 = 252 µm3/mm2

Sr2 = 89.7 %
Sa2 = 215 µm3/mm2

60

80

100 %

Sr2 = 89.2 %
Sa2 = 270 µm3/mm2

c)
Sk parameters, unfiltered.

Spk =
4.47µm

Sk =
10.5µm
Svk =
5.54µm

0

20

Sr1 = 9.13 %
Sa1 = 204 µm3/mm2

40

60

80

stylus

interferometer

confocal

Sq, µm
Ssk

32.6
-1.06

32.8
-1

33
-1

Sku
Sp, µm

2.81
37.7

2.62
36.7

2.62
37

Sv, µm
Sz, µm

90.2
128

87.1
124

89.1
126

Sa, µm
Functional
Parameters
Smr, %

27.7

28.2

28.3

0.00433

0.0487

0.0148

Smc, µm
Sxp, µm

10.7
94.5

9.37
93.6

9.8
94.4

Sal, mm
Str

0.476
0.345

0.476
0.344

0.469
0.342

Std, °
Hybrid
Parameters

2.49

1.70

1.92

Sdq
Sdr, %

0.219
2.37

0.228
2.54

0.250
3.03

Functional
Parameters
(Volume)
Vm, mm3/mm2

0.000213

0.000277

0.000286

Vv,
Vmc, mm3/mm2

0.0272
0.0369

0.0276
0.0384

0.0275
0.0388

Vvc, mm3/mm2
Vvv, mm3/mm2

0.0224
0.0048

0.0232
0.00444

0.0231
0.00437

Spatial
Parameters

Sk parameters, unfiltered.

Sk parameters, unfiltered.

127

100 %

Sr2 = 88.3 %
Sa2 = 325 µm3/mm2

Fig. 4. Material ratio curves of surface 2 measured by stylus
method (a), white light interferometer (b) and confocal head (c)

mm3/mm2
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Feature
Parameters
Spd, 1/mm2

1.06

1.24

0.895

Spc, 1/mm
S10z, µm

0.058
32.6

0.074
32.8

0.069
33

S5p, µm
S5v, µm

-1.06
2.81

-1
2.62

-1
2.62

a)

worst results. It this case the Sq parameter was overestimated by
about 60%. Not only parameters characterizing peak surface
portion were too large after optical method use but also depth of the
valleys were overestimated. Perhaps the problem exists in
measuring narrow deep valleys by optical method; similar results
were obtained for other measured surfaces, see also [18]. However
the spatial Sal parameter was constant independently of
measurement method. Larger values of the parameters Sdq, Sdr,
Spc and Spd suggest existence of high-frequency noise on the
result of measurement by optical methods, similar to other
measured surfaces. Generally different results were obtained with
optical and tactile methods, although surface details look similar
(see Figure 7).

b)

Table 4. The results of measurements of surface 4
Method
Height
Parameters

c)

Fig. 5. Contour plots of surface 3 measured by stylus method (a),
white light interferometer (b) and confocal head (c)

a)

b)

Sk parameters, unfiltered.

Sk parameters, unfiltered.
4.98µm

3.28µm
Sk =
17.6µm

Sk =
18.4µm

Svk =
86.2µm

0

20

Sr1 = 4.79 %
Sa1 = 78.6 µm3/mm2

40

60

80

Svk =
87.6µm

100 %

0

Sr2 = 58.4 %
Sa2 = 17926 µm3/mm2

20

40

Sr1 = 6.42 %
Sa1 = 160 µm3/mm2

60

80

100 %

Sr2 = 57.7 %
Sa2 = 18540 µm3/mm2

c)
Sk parameters, unfiltered.
5.18µm
Sk =
16.2µm

Svk =
90.2µm

0

20

Sr1 = 6.53 %
Sa1 = 169 µm3/mm2

40

60

80

100 %

Sr2 = 57.6 %
Sa2 = 19097 µm3/mm2

Fig. 6. Material ratio curves of surface 3 measured by stylus
method (a), white light interferometer (b) and confocal head (c)
Surface 4 from cylinder liner after plateau honing is twoprocess anisotropic texture (Table 4, Figures 7 and 8). Application
of optical methods caused overestimation of amplitude parameters.
It seems that application of confocal measuring head gave the

stylus

interferometer

confocal

Sq, µm
Ssk

0.523
-4.42

0.840
-2.16

0.728
-3.22

Sku
Sp, µm

36.2
6.50

13.3
9.69

19.7
7.01

Sv, µm
Sz, µm

7.6
14.1

12.6
22.3

8.51
15.5

Sa, µm
Functional
Parameters

0.279

0.567

0.457

Smr, %
Smc, µm

0.00554
6.19

0.000553
8.91

0.0011
6.43

Sxp, µm
Spatial
Parameters
Sal, mm

1.40

2.35

2.17

0.0277

0.0294

0.0278

Str
Std, °

0.0271
117

0.0537
118

0.0384
115

0.0618
0.189

0.1820
1.620

0.1020
0.511

Vm, mm3/mm2
Vv, mm3/mm2

0.0000149
0.000314

0.0000260
0.000807

0.0000151
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a)

b)

parameters tended to increase for optical measurements. It seems
that the Smr parameter is very sensitive on measurement errors.
Discrepancies between the results of measurement by optical
an tactile techniques are probably caused by spikes presence which
is connected with increasing the Sp and decreasing the Smr
parameters.
Larger values of hybrid parameters Sdq, Sdr as well Sdc were
found after measurement by optical methods compared to stylus
technique. This was probably caused by high-frequency noise,
which badly affected these parameters.
Both spikes and high-frequency noise can be eliminated.
However improper procedure of their removal may cause distortion
of measurement results.
From optical methods, white light interferometry seems to be
better than confocal technique.
However more in-depth
investigations should be done further in this field.

c)

Fig. 7. Contour plots of surface 4 measured by stylus method (a),
white light interferometer (b) and confocal head (c)

a)
Sk parameters, unfiltered.
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Abstract:
The ISO standards for the Geometrical Product Specification and Verification (GPS) define an internationally uniform description
language, that allows expressing unambiguously and completely all requirements for the geometry of a product with the corresponding
requirements for the inspection process in technical drawings, taking into account current possibilities of measurement and testing
technology. The practice shows that the university curricula of the mechanical engineering faculties often include only limited classes on
the GPS, mostly as part of curriculum of subjects like Metrology or Fundamentals of Machine Design. This does not allow students to
gain enough knowledge on the subject. Currently there is no coherent EU-wide provision for vocational training (VET) in this area.
Consortium, members of which are the authors of this paper, is preparing a proposal of an EU project aiming to develop appropriate
course.

1. Introduction
The ISO standards for the Geometrical Product Specification and
Verification (GPS) define an internationally uniform description
language, that allows expressing unambiguously and completely all
requirements for the micro and macro geometry of a product with the
corresponding requirements for the inspection process in technical
drawings, taking into account current possibilities of measurement
and testing technology. This avoids ambiguities and inconsistencies
during the planning of manufacturing and inspection processes and in
addition costs through time-consuming arrangements between the
client and suppliers. GPS is a subject that is relevant to a growing
number of sectors of industry throughout the EU. The standardization
works are very intensive in the scope of GPS. Currently there are 60
standards under development, for which the total number of pages is
ca. 2500.
Well trained staff in this subject is necessary for effective and
wide implementation of new GPS tools. Currently there is no
coherent EU-wide provision for vocational training (VET) in this
area. A consortium of partners, members of which are the authors of
this paper, prepares a proposal of an EU project aiming to develop
appropriate course. It is of vital importance that this dearth of
knowledge at a vocational level is addressed to ensure EU industry
competitive advantage in a global marketplace. Due to accessibility of
the course though the internet it's easy to use in any place and suitable
time. Duration of the learning is controlled by the user. Learner can

also control the level of the gained knowledge through the
comprehension tests provided. A significant number of real life
examples and illustrations makes the understanding of the material
much easier. The final version of the prepared didactic material and
curriculum can be a base for an EU wide course in the proposed
subject that leads to skills that are relevant and timely for industry.

2. Importance of the subject
Engineering drawings without geometrical tolerances and datums or
datum systems are in most cases incomplete and ambiguous and
therefore not unambiguously interpretable. The incomplete,
ambiguous tolerancing of components in engineering drawings causes
not only increased production and inspection costs but also makes
impossible reasoned complaints of shortcomings and ultimately lead
to an incalculable liability risk in the case of legal disputes. Therefore
the designers and metrology engineers must have good knowledge on
the Geometrical Product Specifications (GPS) and verification
methodology which ought to be given during studies or refreshed and
supplemented by specialized training courses on the new standards.
The practice shows that the university curricula of the mechanical
engineering faculties often include only limited classes on the GPS,
mostly as part of curriculum of subjects like Metrology or
Fundamentals of Machine Design. This does not allow students to
gain enough knowledge on the subject.
The problem of ambiguous specification of product geometry
requirements relates primarily to distances. Examples can be the
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distance between two integral features facing opposite directions (Fig.
1a), linear step dimensions (Fig. 1b) and distance between an integral
and a derived feature (Fig. 1c) which are specified on the drawing as
toleranced dimensions. This problem is raised in ISO 14405-2 [1].

The term “type of dimension” is directly connected with the possible
way of performing the measurement.

Fig. 1. Example of ambiguous specification of manufacturing
accuracy by means of linear distance: a) distance between two
integral features facing opposite directions, b) linear step dimension,
c) distance between axis and plane [1]
Another example of ambiguous geometry specification is
dimensioning of radii (Fig. 2) and chamfers (Fig. 3) [1].

Fig. 4. Three examples of possible unambiguous specification using
position tolerance (a) and associated ways of measurement (b)

Fig. 2. Example of ambiguous specification of radius [1]

Fig. 5. Three examples of possible unambiguous specification of
distance between hole axis and a plane using position tolerance: a)
datum is plane, b) datum is axis of the hole, c) the hole position is
defined in respect to 2 datum system
Fig. 3. Example of ambiguous specification of chamfer [1]

3. Most important GPS standards concerning macrogeometry of products
The most important GPS standards concerning macro-geometry
of products are definitely ISO 1101 [2], ISO 5459 [3], ISO 14405-1
[4], ISO 14405-2, ISO 2768-1 [5], ISO 2768-2 [6], ISO 5458 [7], ISO
13715 [8], ISO 10579 [9] and ISO 2692 [10]. The standards include
many tools for proper (unambiguous) requirements’ specification –
one just needs to use them. Geometrical tolerances, and especially
tolerance of position [1, 2], give possibility of unambiguous definition
of requirements. Fig. 4a presents three examples for replacing
toleranced linear dimension from Fig. 1 with position tolerance. It’s
worth to mention that the ways of specification are directly connected
with the possible measurement strategies (Fig. 4b).
Fig. 5 presents three examples for replacing linear dimension
used on Fig. 1c. In this case position tolerance with single datum can
be used (Fig. 5a and b) or datum system (Fig. 5c) [2, 3].
Possible way of requirement specification for radius using profile
any line/surface and chamfer is depicted on Fig. 6 (a – for radius, b –
for chamfer).
In order to connect geometrical product specification with
appropriate measurement procedures, the standard ISO 14405-1 [4]
introduces possibility of specification of type of dimension (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6. Examples of unambiguous specification of: a) radius, b)
chamfer, c) interpretation of chamfer tolerance
Some types of dimensions received their designation:
two-point size – LP,
local size defined by a sphere (ball size, spherical size) – LS,
least-squares association criterion (least-squares size) – GG,
maximum inscribed association criterion (maximum inscribed
size) – GX,
 minimum circumscribed association criterion (minimum
circumscribed size) – GN,
 circumference diameter – CC,
 area diameter – CA,
 volume diameter – CV.
Further types of dimensions like section size and portion size are
pointed out on the drawing by other tools like e.g. symbol “ACS”
which stands for “any cross section”.
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Introduction of modifier CZ (common zone) enables specification
of requirements for common axis (Fig. 8) or common plane.
Additionally, in ISO 5459 new tools for datum specification are
included. Of particular note is the possibility of specifying moveable
datum target (Fig. 9).

Fig. 7. Classification of dimensions taking into account different
measurement techniques [4]
Moreover, for local two-point size it’s possible to specify so
called rank-order sizes including 5 types of dimensions:
 maximum size (maximum measured value) - SX,
 minimum size (minimum measured value) - SN,
 average size (average of measured values) - SA,
 median size (median of measured values) - SM,
 mid-range size (mean of maximum and minimum measured
values) - SD
and 1 characteristic describing dispersion of dimension:
 size range (difference between maximum and minimum value) –
SR.
Examples of use of the designation of dimension type are
depicted on Fig. 7.

Fig. 8. Symbol CZ used for specification of requirement of
coaxiality of common axis of two holes (in regards to common
datum)

Fig. 9. Example of use of moveable datum target frame (the motion of
moveable datum target which is given by the direction of the modifier
„moveable” is parallel to a line going through the datum targets A1
and A2)











Fig. 7. Examples of use of different types of dimensions: a)
dimension of 150 mm understood as diameter of Gaussian associated
circle; b) difference in wall thickness in any cross section
perpendicular to the axis must not exceed 4 m, and in any axial
section 6 m

ISO 5459 [3] introduces also other new modifiers, e.g.:
[CF] - contacting feature,
[DV] - variable distance (for common datum),
[PT] - situation feature of type point,
[SL] - situation feature of type straight line,
[PL] - situation feature of type plane,
>< – modifier „for orientation constraint only” (Fig. 10),
direction feature (Fig. 11),
collection plane (Fig. 12),
intersection plane (Fig. 13),
orientation plane (Fig. 14),

Fig. 10. Example of use of modifier „for orientation constraint only”
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Fig. 11. Direction feature indicator

Fig. 12. Collection plane indicator

partition, extraction, filtration, association, collection, construction,
reconstruction, reduction, evaluation, transformation. There is term
characteristic (single property defined from one or more geometrical
feature(s)) of different type like intrinsic or situation (Fig. 16).

Fig. 13. Intersection plane indicators

Fig.14. Orientation plane indicators
Significant financial savings are achievable through the use of
maximum material requirement, least material requirement and
reciprocity requirement [10]. This is due to the fact that the "savings"
resulting in incomplete use of the tolerance of dimension can be used
to expand the geometrical tolerance zone, and in some cases the
"savings" resulting in incomplete use of the geometrical tolerance
zone can be used to expand the tolerance of size dimension.

4. Standards concerning surface roughness
The most important standards for surface roughness include:
for 2D measurements: ISO 1302 [11], ISO 4287 [12], ISO 4288
[13], ISO 13565-1 [14], -2 [15] and -3 [16], ISO 16610-21 [17],
ISO 16610-71 [18], ISO 16610-85 [19],
 for 3D measurements: ISO 25178 (a few parts) [20-25].
It may be noticed that the attention is brought to the precise
requirements specification – standard surface structure designation
may include many important details (Fig. 15), especially information
on filtering parameters.


Fig. 15. Example surface roughness designation: 1 – upper (U) or/and
lower (L) specification limit, 2 – filter type: default filter is Gaussian,
3 – transmission band s – s, , 4 — roughness (R), waviness (W) or
profile (P) parameter, 4’ – parameter type, 5 – number of sampling
lengths, 6 – comparison rule (16% or max), 7 – value limit in m, 8 –
material removal, 9 – surface lay and orientation, 10 – manufacturing
method. 11 – machining allowance in mm

5. Standards concerning coordinate measuring technique
Coordinate measurements are commonly used measuring
technique. Together with its introduction a new philosophy of
measurements and terminology are introduced. Many aspects of this
technique are presented in standards ISO 14660-2 [26], ISO 17450-1
[27], ISO 17450-2 [28], ISO 22432 [29], ISO 25378 [30], ISO 121801 [31], ISO 12180-2 [32], ISO 12181-1 [33], ISO 12181-2 [34], ISO
12780-1 [35], ISO 12780-2 [36], ISO 12781-1 [37], ISO 12781-2
[38].
The standards dealing with coordinate measurements include
such new terms as skin model, geometrical feature, situation feature,
integral feature, derived feature, feature of size, etc. There are
concepts associated with operations on geometric elements such as

Fig. 16. Concept of GPS characteristic [27]
It’s important to underline close connection between the
requirements in the range of manufacturing accuracy (geometrical
product specification) and possibilities of coordinate metrology in the
range of geometrical product verification.

6. ISO 14638
The standard ISO 14638 [39] systematizes the work in the range
of GPS by introducing classification of the GPS standards into 3
groups (fundamental, general, complementary), and its scope includes
nine types of geometrical property (size, distance, form, orientation,
location, run-out, profile surface texture, areal surface texture, surface
imperfections). The former edition of the standard distinguished
fourth group (global) and more types of geometrical property (size,
distance, radius, Angle, form of a line independent of datum, form of
a line dependent on datum, form of a surface independent of datum,
form of a surface dependent on datum, orientation, location, circular
run-out, total run-out, datums, roughness profile, waviness profile,
primary profile, surface imperfections and edges).
Particular standards are assigned to so called chain links,
designated with letters A to G (previously with numbers 1 to 6):
A. Symbols and indications (this consists of ISO GPS
standards defining the form and proportions of symbols, indications
and modifiers and the rules governing their use).
B. Tolerance characteristics and specification limits (this
consists of ISO GPS standards defining tolerance characteristics,
tolerance zones, constraints and parameters; this would include
standards defining geometrical characteristics, size properties, surface
texture parameters, the shape, size, orientation and location of
tolerance zones, and the definitions of parameters).
C. Feature properties (this consists of ISO GPS standards
defining the characteristics and conditions of features on a workpiece;
this would include standards defining operations of partitioning,
extraction, filtration, association, collection and construction).
D. Conformance and non-conformance (this consists of ISO
GPS standards defining the requirements for comparison between
specification requirements and verification results; this includes
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standards defining default values, rules for conformance and nonconformance and standards dealing with uncertainty).
E.
Measurement (this consists of ISO GPS standards defining
the requirements for measuring feature characteristics and
conditions).
F.
Measurement equipment (this consists of ISO GPS
standards defining the requirements for equipment used for
measurement).
G. Calibration (this consists of ISO GPS standards defining the
requirements for calibration and calibration procedures for
measurement equipment).

7. ISO 8015
The standard ISO 8015 [40] is of key importance. Many years
ago it introduced concept of independency principle – currently it sets
out general principles binding in GPS, namely:
 invocation principle,
 principle of GPS standard hierarchy,
 definitive drawing principle,
 feature principle,
 independency principle,
 decimal principle,
 default principle,
 reference condition principle,
 rigid workpiece principle,
 duality principle,
 functional control principle,
 general specification principle,
 responsibility principle.
With this standard, there is, among others, legal basis for
resolving conflicts between supplier and customer.

8. Standards concerning measurement uncertainty
The problems of measurement uncertainty in GPS are considered
in: ISO 14253-2 [41], ISO 16015 [42] in relation to conventional
measurements and in ISO 15530-3 [43] and ISO 15530-4 [44] in
relation to coordinate measurements. ISO 14253-2 provides a
classification and detailed list of error sources. It references the parent
documents concerned with uncertainty evaluation, namely JCGM 100
[45] and JCGM 101 [46], distinguishes black and transparent box
model of uncertainty estimation and provides comprehensive
examples of uncertainty evaluation. ISO 16015 is completely devoted
to the temperature errors evaluation.
ISO 15530-3 [43] deals with uncertainty evaluation of coordinate
measurements according to the procedure using calibrated workpiece.
This method can be easily implemented in automotive industry (Fig.
17).
The technical specification ISO/TS 15530-4 [44] deals with
evaluation of uncertainty of coordinate measurements by analytical
methods, and especially with use of Monte Carlo simulation. These
methods are now-a-days used mainly by calibration laboratories.

9. Standards concerning calibration of measuring
equipment
Following standards concern requirements and calibration of
conventional measuring equipment:

Fig. 17. Black box model for uncertainty evaluation according to ISO
15530-3 [78]








general issues – ISO 14978:2006 [47],
dial indicators – ISO 463:2006 [48], ISO 13102:2012 [49],
gauges – ISO/DIS 1938-1 [50],
micrometres – ISO 3611:2010 [51],
gauge blocks – ISO 3650:1998 [52],
height gauges – ISO 13225:2012 [53],
callipers – ISO 13385-1:2011 [54], ISO 13385-2:2011 [55].
The standard ISO 10360 [56-64] is especially large and deals with
coordinate measuring machines CMM. It includes 10 parts (additional
are under development), in which the acceptance, verification and
reverification tests are described for different types of CMM:
 ISO 10360-2 [57] – classical CMMs,
 ISO 10360-3 [58] – CMMs with the axis of a rotary table as the
fourth axis,
 ISO 10360-4 [59] – CMMs used in scanning measuring mode,
 ISO 10360-5 [60] – CMMs using single and multiple stylus
contacting probing systems,
 ISO 10360-6 [61] – Estimation of errors in computing Gaussian
associated features,
 ISO 10360-7 [62] – CMMs equipped with imaging probing
systems,
 ISO 10360-8 [63] –CMMs with optical distance sensors,
 ISO 10360-9 [64] – CMMs with multiple probing systems.
Moreover, a lot of valuable information can be found in technical
specification ISO/TS 23165 [65].

10. Standards concerning specific machine parts
Rules for specification requirements as well as verification of
products geometry for specific machine parts like threads, gears,
splines, cones, etc. can be found in following standards:
 threads – ISO 965-2 [66], ISO 1502 [67],
 gears – ISO 1328-1 [68], ISO 1328-2 [69] and ISO 1340 [70],
 splines – ISO 4156-3 [71],
 cones – ISO 3040 [72],
 wedges – ISO 2538-2 [73].

11. Proposal of EU project
In 1999-2001 some of the consortium members participated in the
project carried out under Leonardo da Vinci programme, which
output was the book "Geometrical Product Specification - course for
Technical Universities" which was published in English [74], German
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[75], Polish [76]. In Poland, because of strong demand from the
engineers this book got 2nd edition in 2004 [77]. Nevertheless, due to
huge innovation in the GPS standards area since that time, those
books are outdated. Current project aims to develop interactive
electronic resources, use of which is very convenient since the
material can be accesses at any place and time over the Internet.
The importance of the GPS as well as e-learning with use of the
Internet is underlined in many publications [78-90].
The authors propose to develop and implement a coherent
learning system for higher-level vocational training concerning the
GPS, which can also be a supplement for existing curricula of
engineering studies bridging a gap in the education of engineers. The
courses are delivered by means of basic and specialized continuing etraining systems offering on-demand e-learning modules, as well as
assistance systems that incorporate permanent participation in a
ubiquitous e-learning community of experts. Necessity of
transnational cooperation for the realization of the project justifies the
fact that relationships for delivering parts and products in
manufacturing industry are involving nowadays very often customers
and suppliers from different countries. Large and even medium-sized
companies have production sites in several European countries, using
the advantages of a united Europe. As especially customer-clientrelationships depend strongly on the quality and reliability of
performed measurements, employees and employers would profit
from a unique and innovative European training standard in the area
of manufacturing metrology. Therefore, in a European perspective it
is very valuable to provide a training offer that can be used in many
countries and is accredited and accepted there on a comparable and
commonly acknowledged level. Nevertheless, integration into
national systems for vocational education has to be considered in
order to allow for a high impact of the training offer. With the
intended consortium and learning platform learning offer on
Geometrical Product Specification and Verification by means of
manufacturing metrology will be provided, which is adaptable to the
diversity of learning and teaching constraints in different countries as
well as to the equipment of specific training providers.
The intended approach combines eLearning materials defining a
uniform standard of generally available information with individually
designed presence-based offers. The teaching material will be
implemented by an international cooperation of universities and
metrological institutes and assessed in a pilot implementation in all
participating countries, thus assuring the European dimension of the
training offer and taking provisions for the later on transfer to further
countries. During the further use, it will be possible to enhance the
cooperation and communication of learners from different countries,
unified by a basic standard learning offer, but still profiting from the
diversity and individual strength of each specific learning
environment.
The learning resources of the project will also be accessible at the
workplace. It will include attractive links, small training tasks and
self-assessment questions that should encourage users to broaden
their learning, to go into greater depth and to take a more systematic
learning path that, originating from a problem of practical relevance will automatically retain its orientation towards application.
As those e-learning resources are constantly available, and as
users are always able and encouraged to customize the direction and
profoundness of their competence acquisition process, also those who

were less active in a continuous process of work-related retraining in
the past may be motivated towards entering a real lifelong learning
path. These aims - towards application orientation and lifelong
learning - require all learning resources, including instructional
media, access to source material, all elements of the learner support
and tutoring system, and the peer-learner virtual learning community
have to be strictly available over the Internet and configurable for
intranets, utilizing standard browser functionalities. Consortium also
plans to enable offline use of the material, however in this case some
interactive functionality may be lost, but still useful and required by
some users.
Although, the university students are not the target group of this
project they also can benefit from the outputs as the partners from
different European Universities plan to use the developed material
also in their lectures where GPS subject is included.
This course aims to bridge the gap in understanding that exists in
the area of GPS, a vital component of manufacturing and quality
management, such that knowledge in this area is accessible and
immediate at the front line of industry. The contents of the course will
be high quality product covering the up-to-date state of knowledge in
the area of GPS. Transfer and implementation of this knowledge by
the learners in the industry should lead to increasing the quality their
products and rising the competitiveness of the enterprises.
The draft curriculum content is divided among partners according
to their competences in particular field and necessary resources for
preparation of the learning material. It’s planned to develop following
modules of the course:
1 Geometrical characteristics and ISO system of limits and fits
2 Tolerances of form
3 Datums
4 Tolerances of orientation
5 Tolerances of location
6 Tolerances of any line/surface
7 Tolerances of runout
8 Principle of independency and other requirements
9 General tolerances
10 Complex geometrical features
11 Roughness, waviness, primary profile 2D/3D
12 Measurements with use of conventional measuring devices
13 Measurements with use of measuring machines
14 Measurements with use of coordinate measuring systems
15 Measurements of form deviations
16. Measurements in micro- and nanoscale
17 Measurements of surface roughness
18 Inspection by gauges and decision rules for proving
conformance or non-conformance with specifications
19 Measurement uncertainty
20 Tolerancing of assemblies, dimensional chains
21 Calibration of measuring equipment

12. Conclusions
Globalization and the ensuing dissipation of the production of
machine parts require precise formulation of requirements for
geometrical accuracy products. From the side of standardization
problem is to a large extent solved. However, there is a significant
gap in the education of engineers, which - if the problem is not solved
- may be a barrier in the development of new, finer design. According
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to the authors problem can be solved by developing and widely
providing high-quality teaching materials. Due to the widespread use
of English in enterprises materials do not need to be translated into
other languages in most cases.

17. ISO 16610-21:2011 Geometrical product specifications (GPS).
Filtration. Part 21: Linear profile filters: Gaussian filters
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Abstract:
Authors try to establish how detailed should be the description of the model used for the evaluation of uncertainty of coordinate
measurement. From this point of view, the existing standards concerning evaluation of uncertainty of coordinate measurements (ISO
15530-3 and ISO/TS 15530-4), as well as ISO 14253-2 which concerns general uncertainty evaluation, were discussed. Comparing to
the example models presented in ISO 14253-2 the description of the procedure of uncertainty evaluation with use of calibrated
workpiece or standard (ISO 15530-3) does not include many significant details. The technical specification concerning computer
simulation (ISO/TS 15530-4) sets up very small number of requirements. The paper contains proposals for changes, additions and
clarifications to existing documents. The description of the model used in software EMU-CMMUncertaintyTM developed by the authors is
also given.

1. Introduction
The specificity of coordinate measurements makes the
measurement uncertainty to be determined separately for each
characteristic, i.e. each dimension and geometric deviation [1-4]. The
problem of uncertainty evaluation was and still is especially important
for the calibration laboratories therefore the first works were
concerned on the evaluation of uncertainty in calibration with use of
CMMs of ring and plug gauges, ball-plates, ball-bars and other simple
reference artefacts.
When the works on the ISO 15530 started it was foreseen to
consist of a few parts dealing with the uncertainty of coordinate
measurements. The first part is to contain the general information and
terminology, and the nest parts are to describe particular methods of
uncertainty evaluation. During elaboration of the standards different
concepts occurred for increasing the accuracy of coordinate
measurements like for example substitution measurement method,
which is used in calibration of ring or plug gauges, or randomization
of systematic errors applied in calibration of ball plates [5].
Meanwhile, the concept of use of Monte Carlo simulation for
uncertainty evaluation was brought. The most known in Europe
simulation software for uncertainty evaluation was elaborated and is
offered by PTB [6, 7]. Particular uncertainty evaluation methods
differ in e.g. type and way of gathering of the necessary input
information.
So far, from a few planned parts, only two were published: the
standard ISO 15530-3:2011 [8] and technical specification ISO/TS
15530-4:2008 [9]. The ISO 15530-3 deals with uncertainty evaluation
for measurements with use of calibrated workpiece. The standard ISO
155230-3:2011 was preceded by the technical specification ISO/TS
15530-3:2004 [10].

However, because comparing to the ISO/TS 15530-3:2004 the
changes introduced in the ISO 15530-3:2011 made the
implementation of the standards harder (not to say impossible) this
publication refers to the 2004 edition and authors recommend using
that edition.
The title of ISO/TS 15530-4:2008 suggests that this document
deal with the use of Monte Carlo method for uncertainty evaluation.
In reality, however, is devoted primarily to the aspect of what
information should be given to the user of any uncertainty evaluation
software (UES) by its supplier.
In the literature concerning general aspects of uncertainty
evaluation different classification of the methods used are given. In
the most commonly known document, that is the GUM [11], type A
and type B evaluation methods are distinguished along with use of
Monte Carlo simulation. The standard ISO 14253-2:2011 [12]
distinguishes two types of models used for uncertainty assessment:
“black box model” and “transparent box model”, and the models
given there in the examples may serve as reference from the point of
view of detailed description.

2. Use of the calibrated workpiece or standard
The method “with use of calibrated workpiece or standard” is
methodologically simplest. One needs just a calibrated workpiece of
the identical or similar dimensions and shape to the measured parts
(i.e. workpiece with known values of the geometrical characteristics),
carry out an experiment consisting on multiple repeated measurement
of the same workpiece and evaluate the results by means of statistical
methods. The document ISO/TS 15530-3:2004 describes two variants
of the method. One concerns non-substitution measurement, which
means measurement in which as the result the CMM indication is
taken. This variant has large chances for wide use in industry,
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especially automotive, where the measurement uncertainty has to be
determined and the cost of manufacturing and calibration are
distributed over large number of manufactured and measured parts
[13]. The second variant deals with substitution measurement, i.e.
measurement in which differences of characteristics (usually
dimensions) of gauges and measured workpieces are measured (as
gauge here is meant the artefact used during measurements and it
should not be confused with the calibrated workpiece used for
uncertainty evaluation). This variant is used by calibration
laboratories carrying out calibrations of gauges and other artefacts of
simple design.
As is clear from the provisions of the document, the main
components of measurement uncertainty are determined based on the
multiple measurement of calibrated reference workpiece (i.e. type A
evaluation). During the experiment all influences on the measurement
result should change randomly, similarly as they would during real
measurements. The document lists here 13 elements:
 geometrical errors of CMM,
 temperature of CMM,
 drift of CMM,
 temperature of workpiece,
 systematic errors of probing system,
 repeatability of the CMM,
 scale resolution of the CMM,
 temperature gradients of the CMM,
 random errors of the probing system,
 probe changing uncertainty,
 errors induced by the procedure (clamping, handling, etc.),
 errors induced by dirt,
 errors induced by the measuring strategy.
Actually just 4 of them are concerned with particular CMM and
they do not change within the experiment. The further 9 elements
change randomly (Fig. 1).
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According to the document 20 repeated measurements should be
carried out, maintaining all conditions the same as during the actual
measurements. From the recorded results the “systematic error” value
b is calculated that is the difference between the mean value 𝑥̅ and the
value from the calibration certificate xcal. Standard deviation up is also
calculated.
The third component is uncertainty of calibration of the calibrated
workpiece ucal. According to the document the component ucal is
determined by type A evaluation, however in reality the type of its
evaluation can be whichever and the person using the calibrated
workpiece does not have to know it because this uncertainty is
determined by the laboratory carrying out the calibration.
The last component is uncertainty uw covering (according to the
document) the influence of the variations among workpieces and
calibrated workpiece in roughness, form, coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE), elasticity, etc. According to the document the
component uw can be determined by type A or type B evaluation. The
document contains also a comment suggesting that this component is
usually insignificant. As an example of evaluation of the component
uw a formula is given which takes into account possible variation of
the CTE of manufactured parts. In this formula the element u is
understood as standard deviation of the CTE of the material of
manufactured parts:

uw  T  20C  u  l

(1)

where (T – 20 C) is the biggest absolute difference of the
temperature from the reference temperature, and l is the measured
size. The standard does not point out that such component of
uncertainty may apply only to dimensions and position deviation
(with a little modification) but in any case cannot be applied to the
rest of the geometrical deviations because the change in the
temperature does not change the form of the workpiece.
In ISO/TS 15530-3:2004 following formula is given for the
expanded uncertainty U of the coordinate measurement:
2
U  k  ucal
 u 2p  uw2  b

(1)

where k is the expansion coefficient (other symbols were explained
above).
The disadvantage of the formula is algebraic adding of the
„systematic error” to the expanded uncertainty calculated without this
element. This disadvantage (of only aesthetic meaning) may be
removed by using practically equivalent formula [14]:
2
U  k  u cal
 u 2p  u w2  b 2

(2)

The formula can be derived by assuming that the budget has to
include component from random error which can have one of two
values: b or –b. The variance of such random variable is b2.
Authors propose even better solution. The problem with the
“systematic error” can be avoided if instead calculating mean value
and the standard deviation the 𝑢𝑝2 will be calculated as central second
moment of the measurement results in regard to calibrated value xcal:

u 2p
Fig. 1. Measurement model according to ISO/TS 15530-3:2004
Therefore the sequential measurements should be distributed over
longer period of time, performed at different times of day etc.

xi  xcal 2


20

(3)

This way the formula for uncertainty takes the form
2
U  k  ucal
 u 2p  uw2

(4)
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Basing of the above analysis the model used in ISO/TS
15530:2004 can be presented in the form depicted on Fig. 1.

3. Use of simulation
The computer simulation brings possibility to widespread use of
uncertainty evaluation procedures for coordinate measurements. The
starting point is here the statement that in case of the measurements
made with simple measuring instruments the uncertainty can be
estimated quite easily, but determination of the coordinate
measurement uncertainty must be computer-aided.
The simulation software often uses very complex mathematical
model of the measuring task, sometimes even not possible to be
expressed by formulae [15-17]. In this model, the measurement
process is analysed starting from the probing points coordinates up to
the calculation of the value of characteristic, taking into account
significant number of parameters and influences e.g. [9]:
 design type of CMM (moving bridge, fixed bridge, column
moving table cantilever, fixed table cantilever, moving ram
horizontal arm, moving table horizontal arm, fixed table
horizontal arm, L-shaped bridge, gantry, dual ram),
 dimensions of CMM,
 CMM accessories (e.g. rotary table),
 CMM errors (rigid-body errors, non-rigid-body geometry errors,
dynamic machine geometry errors, part loading effects),
 probing system errors (multiple styli or multiple probe, articulated
probing system, styli changing, probe changing),
 CMM environmental conditions (non 20° C temperature, thermal
compensation applied to CMM, spatial gradients, thermal
variations in time, algorithm software accuracy),
 workpiece environment and conditions (thermal compensation
applied to workpiece, surface roughness, form deviations,
clamping, material composition),
 measuring procedure and strategy (sampling strategies, number of
probing points, location of points on the workpiece coordinate
system, workpiece location and orientation in the machine
coordinate system, filtration, outlier removal, probing speed,
probing acceleration).
During the simulation process, the influences are varied in their
possible range (described by a probability distribution) and the
measurement process is simulated multiple times, with different
combination of influences’ values. The expanded uncertainty is
determined, basing on the recorded dispersion of results of the
simulation, as range around known value of a characteristic covering
certain percentage of the observations (results).
However, the details of the software are hidden from the user. The
ISO/TS 15530-4:2008 requires only that the model used is described
by a flow chart, in which the quantities influencing the measuring
process are plotted. The example of the flow chart given in the
document is so simplified that one can only know from it which
influences were taken into account. The document points out that use
of a software which does not include some important influences lead
to underestimated values of the measurement uncertainty. In this case,
the user should estimate the influences of those and increase the
uncertainty given by the software value accordingly. This possibility,
however, is rather unlikely because of the very complex nature of the
relationship between input factors and the measured characteristics.

The simulation software may be implemented in the CMM
control and/or evaluation software (on-line simulation) or installed as
independent system on the external computer (off-line simulation). In
the first case some calculation (e.g. associated features) can be
performed by the CMM evaluation software. The implementation of
the simulation software usually requires additional steps necessary to
determine (identify) the input data. These steps are quite complex and
are usually performed by the software supplier.
The most recognized simulation software for coordinate
measurements uncertainty evaluation in Europe is the software
developed by PTB known as Virtual CMM (VCMM) [18]. The
simplified model, according to which the measurement uncertainty is
determined, is depicted on Fig. 2 as a flowchart. The description
given by the software supplier [18, 19] is very detailed and contains
virtually all the information needed to consciously use the software.

Fig. 2. Simplified model for evaluating uncertainty of coordinate
measurements by the use of simulation.
1. For particular CMM the geometrical errors and probing system
errors are identified. For the identification of the geometrical errors of
the CMM, usually calibrated hole (or ball) plate is measured. The
measurements are performed 6 times: plate in 4 positions (2
horizontal and 2 vertical) with 5 different styli.
2. The probing system errors are identified on the basis of
measurements of a test sphere.
3. The probing point distribution, styli used in the measurement
and fitting criteria are known since they are elements of the part
programme.
4. The environmental conditions (temperature gradients and
ranges), for which the evaluated uncertainty shall be valid are given
by the user. Basing on these, the maximum values of some errors are
to be calculated (e.g. positional errors).
5. The results of the measurement are assumed as the true values
of the probing points’ coordinates and particular characteristics.
From this point the simulation starts.
6. Random errors are generated (from adequate distributions) and
added to the probing points. Further calculations (associated
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elements, characteristics) are performed by the CMM evaluation
software.
7. After performing set number of repetitions the results are
statistically evaluated and expanded and/or standard uncertainty is
calculated.
One has to point out that the above description of the simulation
procedure is more detailed than the example given in ISO/TS 155304:2008, but still does not include many important details, like e.g.:
 what is the model describing the design type of the CMM and
what parameters does it include,
 what are the models and random distributions used for describing
the CMM geometrical errors and probing system errors; what was
the basis to assume these; what algorithms were used to identify
the errors,
 how the information on the environmental conditions is used; are
the deformations of the guidelines due to temperature gradients
considered or just length changes of the measured workpiece and
CMM scales,
 is the correlation of the neighbouring points with the probing
points considered when generating the errors or all errors are
treated as independent,
 is the basic result of the simulation the expanded uncertainty or
standard uncertainty and what formulae are used for calculation.

4. EMU-CMMUncertaintyTM software
The simulation technique is not the only tool of computer aided
evaluation of uncertainty of measurement. The author of the ISO/TS
15530-4:2008 were aware of this fact and used wider term:
uncertainty evaluating software (UES). An example of the software
which does not use the simulation is the software EMUCMMUncertaintyTM developed by the authors [20-24]. The software
is developed on following assumptions:
 it uses the models of particular geometrical deviations build on
minimal number of probing points,
 in the defined models, the values of particular characteristics are
expressed as functions of differences of coordinates of
characteristic points of the model,
 the coordinate measurement is treated as indirect measurement
and corresponding partial derivatives are included in the
uncertainty budget as sensitivity coefficients,
 as input information about the CMM accuracy the geometrical
errors and probing system errors are used (similarly as in the
simulation model described above),
 the geometrical errors are modelled with different functions, and
in particular linear and square functions.
The simplified algorithm according to which the uncertainty is
evaluated in presented on Fig. 3.
The CMM model includes geometrical errors of the CMM,
probing system errors and the design parameters necessary to define
the errors propagation model. The geometrical error can be identified
by the experiment like in the simulation algorithm. Simple models for
geometrical errors include:
 for positional errors – sum of linear error and random errors of
the normal distribution (it is assumed that the correction of the
CMM scales eliminated the systematic errors of the scales and the
temperature error remains),

Fig. 3. Model of evaluation used in EMU-CMMUncertaintyTM



for translation errors – square function (arc) as the effect of the
temperature gradient,
 for rotational errors – linear function with value of 0 in the middle
of the guideline length (considering correlation with the
translation errors).
For each characteristic (each type of dimension and each
geometrical deviation) model expressing the measured deviation in
the function of differences of coordinates of characteristic points of
the workpiece is necessary. Example model for the measurement of
coaxiality of two holes is (Fig. 4):
2
2
2 )
𝑙(𝑆, 𝐴𝐵) = √(𝑎2 + 𝑏 2 + 𝑐 2 )/(𝑥𝐴𝐵
+ 𝑦𝐴𝐵
+ 𝑧𝐴𝐵

(5)

where 𝑎 = 𝑦𝐴𝑆 𝑧𝐴𝐵 − 𝑧𝐴𝑆 𝑦𝐴𝐵 , 𝑏 = 𝑧𝐴𝑆 𝑥𝐴𝐵 − 𝑥𝐴𝑆 𝑧𝐴𝐵 ,
𝑐 = 𝑥𝐴𝑆 𝑦𝐴𝐵 − 𝑦𝐴𝑆 𝑥𝐴𝐵

Fig. 4. Model of coaxiality measurement
Additionally, for each characteristic point the information on the
probing strategy is necessary: coordinates of the characteristic points
and the styli used (tip diameter and offset).
The error of difference of coordinates of pair of characteristic
points A and B is equal to the difference of the errors of determination
of these points. According to the type B evaluation to evaluate the
component uncertainties of measurement of difference of coordinates
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of pairs of points arising from particular geometrical errors it is
necessary to evaluate the maximum differences of particular
geometrical errors and associate type of random distribution to them.
The budget of measurement uncertainty for each characteristic
includes sensitivity coefficients – partial derivatives calculated from
the model of particular characteristic.

5. Conclusions
The evaluation of uncertainty of coordinate measurements
requires detailed documentation of the used models. The standard
ISO 15530 only partially resolves the problem. In particular there is
still lack of sufficiently precise information on the simulation
software, even that PTB, the developers of the mostly recognized
simulation software in Europe, published many important elements of
it.
The ISO/TS 15530-4:2008 needs to have the title changed
adequate to the content of the standard, e.g. “Information to be
provided to the user by the supplier of UES”.
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Abstract:
In this paper distortion of surface topography measurement results by improper selection of form removal is taken into consideration.
The following types of surface topographies of cylindrical elements were analysed: cylinder liners after plateau honing, cylinder liners
with additionally burnished oil pockets and turned piston skirts. The special developed procedure was tested for form removal using
cylinder fitting by the least square method. Parameters of surfaces after form removal were compared with the results obtained by
commercial software. In addition, forms were eliminated using polynomials. Application of new algorithm of cylinder fitting by least
square method gave better results than use of commercial software.

1. Introduction
A necessary preliminary to numerical assessment of surface
topography is to extract the frequency components representative
of the roughness and to eliminate those that would be irrelevant. An
alternative approach of filtering is to utilise all the data and to fit
some kind of reference surface. Form removal is one of the basic
operations in areal surface texture analysis.
Separation of the roughness from the waviness can be done by
digital filtering [1, 2]. However, there are serious problems in
filtering multi-process textures. Although the fine texture marks fall
well within the accepted bandwidth for the sample length (cut-off)
the scratches do not, because they are too wide. In papers [3, 4] it
was recommended that the standard cut-off should be increased to
2.5 mm for this application. The use of phase-corrected filter is
preferred. However its application also caused roughness profile
distortion. Therefore for stratified surfaces the Gaussian robust
filtering technique was established. Filter is called “robust’ if the
freak values do not lead to distortion of the filter mean line
(waviness profile). It is important that the robust filters behave
naturally for surfaces of normal ordinate distribution. It means that
the waviness and roughness parameters of such surfaces using
Gaussian robust and non-robust filters should be identical.
Different robust weight functions can be used [5, 6]. Robust filters
can be used also in areal (3D) surface topography analysis [7, 8].
An alternative approach of filtering is to utilise all the data and
to fit some kind of best fit reference element [9, 10]. Some fitted
curves were considered in paper [11].
For improper choice of form removal serious errors in
parameter calculation can arise [12, 13]. It was suggested to use
the 2nd degree of the polynomial to remove form of curved
surfaces, because higher order polynomials would result in the
surface fitting to local regularities [14]. Secondly, the higher the

order of a polynomial surface, the longer the time it takes to
perform calculations. This criterion in not valid nowadays. The
present authors [12] recommended the 3rd and 4th degrees of
polynomials for plateau-honed cylinder surfaces and 2nd or 3rd
degree for cylinder liners with additionally burnished oil pockets. It
was also found that for turned piston skirts surfaces the degree
between 6th and 8th gave good results.
A reference plane should have the form of the geometric
surface. Cylinder fitting by commercial software did not give
correct results of form elimination [12]. In this paper a cylinder
fitting by algorithm developed by the present authors is compared
with the results obtained with commercial software application.

2. Materials and methods
Three types of surface topographies of cylindrical elements
were analysed: cylinder liners after plateau honing, cylinder liners
with additionally burnished oil pockets and turned piston skirts.
Generally 25 surfaces were analysed. Only examples of each
surface types were studied in details. They were measured by stylus
Talyscan 150 equipment and white light interferometer Talysurf
CCI Lite. In order to obtain 3D surface topography parameters, the
form was eliminated using cylinder from commercial software,
cylinder fitted by least square method algorithm and polynomials
of the degrees recommended in [12]. Parameters from standard
ISO 25178 were studied using 12 TalyMap Gold software. Digital
filters were not used.
A reference plane should have the form of the geometrical
surface and should divide the surface so that, within the sampling
area, the sum of the squares of the surface departures from this
plane ought to be minimal. Therefore for cylinder fitting special
digital algorithm was created. For cylinder, form removal
algorithms have to cope with the potential for rank efficiency. One
approach is to use additional prior information. For example, the
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radius of the cylinder may be known along with the approximate
orientation of the axis [10]. It was found that cylinder radius
depended on each of the circumferential profiles. For cylinder
fitting the least square method was used however the range of the
radii was required.
For determination of the range of radius values each
circumferential profile height (Rp) and width (wp) were studied. To
find the cylinder radius for each profile Pythagorean theorem was
used (see Figure 1).

hp

wp/2

c)

d)

Figure 2. Contour plots of measured surface a) and after form
removal using: b) cylinder fitted by least square method; c)
cylinder fitted using commercial software and d) polynomial of the
4th degree
Implementation of commercial application for cylinder form
removal caused distortions of the Sk parameter (see Figure 3); it
was overestimated by about 36%. Improper estimation of the Sk
parameter is of great importance since this parameter is
functionally important [15, 16]. However the Sk parameter
obtained by new procedure of cylinder fitting was close to that
obtained using polynomial of the 4th degree.

Rp-hp
Rp

Fig. 1. Radius calculation using the Pythagorean theorem for the
height hp and width wp of the profile

a)

b)

Due to the Pythagorean theorem radius for each profile was
calculated by the following formula:

4h  wP
RP  P
8hP
2

2

(1)

where hp is profile height, µm, wp is its width, µm.
When the range of radius values was obtained, cylinder
was fitted using the least square method.
Surface roughness assessment is based on a small area. Fitting
a small area to an exact geometric primitive may lead to a distorted
local form [14]. Therefore the results obtained using polynomial of
degree recommended in [12] was reference values.

c)

d)

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Plateau-honed cylinder surfaces
From the analysis of surface views it was found that cylinder
fitting using the commercial software did not allow to correct form
elimination (see Figure 2).
a)
b)

Figure 3. Material ratio curves of measured surface a) and after
form removal using: b) cylinder fitted by least square method; c)
cylinder fitted by commercial software and d) polynomial of 4th
degree
The selected parameters after form removal of plateau honed
cylinder surface are presented in Table 1.
The statistical amplitude parameters Sa and Sq after cylinder
fitting with commercial software were higher than those after using
polynomial of the 4th degree. There were also changes between
skewness Ssk and kurtosis Sku. However created algorithm gave
negligible relative parameters dispersions compared to results
obtained using polynomial of the 4th degree.
Spatial parameters: auto-correlation length Sal and texture
direction Std were stable for different algorithms of form removal.
New procedure of cylinder fitting gave better values of the
parameters Str and Spd than commercial software, contrary to
hybrid parameters Sdq and Sdr as well as Spc. Distortion of the Sk
parameter due to commercial software application was the biggest.
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e)

0.547

-3.09
14.6

-3.08
14.6

Sp, µm
Sv, µm

8.07
7.22

2.67
3.89

2.74
3.89

2.76
3.92

Sz,µm
Sa, µm

15.3
2.71

6.56
0.353

6.64
0.344

6.68
0.343

Sal, mm
Str

1.37
0.386

0.0393
0.0172

0.0393
0.0151

0.0393
0.0150

Std, °
Sdq

116
0.0831

116
0.0828

116
0.0831

116
0.0828

Sdr, %
Spd, 1/mm2

0.340
8.9

0.338
132

0.340
130

0.338
124

Spc, 1/mm

0.0621

0.0496

0.0501

0.0502

After analysis of a lot of cylinders it was decided to
recommend least square method cylinder fitting for areal form
removal of this surface type, instead of application of commercial
software.

Figure 4. Surface contour plots (a, c, e), material ratio curves (b, d,
f) of plateau honed cylinder surface with additional oil pockets
after form removal by cylinder fitted by the least square method (a,
b), cylinder fitted by commercial software (c, d) and after using
the 2nd degree of polynomial (e, f)
Application of commercial software did not allowed to remove
form precisely. It caused increase of the Sk parameter by about
30% compared to application of the 2nd degree of the polynomial.
The change of this parameter due to cylinder fitting by the least
square method was smaller than 7%. New procedure gave better
values of the following parameters: Sq, Ssk, Sku, Sp, Sz, Sa, Sal
and Spd, contrary to Str.
Table 2. Parameters of plateau-honed cylinder surface with
additional oil pockets for various kinds of form removal

Parameters

3.2 Plateau-honed cylinder surfaces with added oil
pockets
In order to improve tribological properties of friction pair:
cylinder liner – piston ring the plateau honed cylinder liners were
subjected to burnishing. As a result of it, the randomly distributed
dimples of similar dimensions were added. The depth of oil
pockets was 5 µm on average, but pit-area ratio was about 13%
[17]. Figure 4 presents contour plots and material ratio curves of
honed cylinder liner sample with additional oil pockets after
various kinds of form removal; surface topography parameters are
listed in Table 2.
b)

Polynomial
of the 2nd
degree

0.550

-2.93
13.7

Fitted
cylinder by
new
procedure

0.557

0.594
2.21

Fitted
cylinder by
commercial
software

3.18

Ssk
Sku

Measured
surface

Sq, µm

a)

f)

Polynomial
of the 4th
degree

Fitted
cylinder by
new
procedure

Fitted
cylinder by
commercial
software

Parameters

Measured
surface

Table 1. Parameters of plateau-honed cylinder surface for various
kinds of form removal
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Sq, µm
Ssk

3.460
0.595

0.647
-2.43

0.640
-2.54

0.635
-2.56

Sku
Sp, µm

2.22
9.78

12.2
2.64

12.8
2.59

12.9
2.59

Sv, µm
Sz,µm

8.08
17.9

4.44
7.09

4.44
7.03

4.40
7.00

Sa, µm
Sal, mm

2.95
1.370

0.402
0.161

0.387
0.156

0.381
0.153

Str
Std, °

0.386
62.2

0.808
62.2

0.819
62.2

0.814
62.2

Sdq
Sdr, %

0.0703
0.246

0.0703
0.246

0.0703
0.246

0.0699
0.243

Spd, 1/mm2
Spc, 1/mm

8.28
0.1210

129
0.0562

135
0.0562

135
0.0557

Similar to textures of honed cylinder liners it is suggested to
use fitted cylinder by the least square method for areal form
removal for liner surfaces with additional oil pockets instead of
cylinder fitting by commercial software.
c)

d)

3.3 Piston skirt surfaces
Figure 5 shows contour plots and material ratio curves of piston
skirt specimen after various kinds of form removal, but surface
topography parameters are listed in Table 3. No differences were
observed between visual graphs of surfaces after various kinds of
form removal.
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Application of cylinder fitting by two methods caused increase
of the Sk parameter compared to application of polynomial of the
6th degree, however changes were smaller than 4%.
a)

b)

Discrepancies between height and spatial parameters were
smaller than 3%. Hybrid parameters Sdq and Sdr and peak
curvature Spc were underestimated by 14%, 32% and 19%,
respectively, but peak density Spd was overestimated by 26% by
application of cylinder fitting by commercial software. However
use of new procedure of cylinder fitting assured similar parameters
to those obtained after using polynomial of the 6th degree.
Therefore it is also recommended to use the cylinder fitted by least
square method for areal form removal in piston skirts analysis,
instead of commercial software application.

4. Conclusions
c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 5. Surface contour plots (a, c, e) and material ratio curves (b,
d, f) of worn piston skirt surface after form removal by cylinder
fitted by commercial software (a, b), by cylinder fitted by the least
square method (c, d) and polynomial of the 6th degree (e, f)

Polynomial
of the 6th
degree

Fitted
cylinder by
commercial
software
Fitted
cylinder by
new
procedure

Parameters

Measured
surface

Table 3. Parameters of piston skirt surface for various kinds of form
removal

In this paper possibility of fitting curved surfaces with least
squares cylinder were tested. Since surface topography assessment
was based on small area, the results obtained using polynomials
were the reference values. However cylinder fitting will be suitable
for larger sampling areas, because a reference datum should had the
form of the geometrical surface.
Application of cylinder fitting by commercial procedure did
not lead to proper form removal of surfaces of plateau honed
cylinder liners and plateau honed cylinder surfaces with added oil
pockets. It caused the largest errors of the Sk parameter
overestimation, more than 30%. Due to it cylinder functional
properties can be falsely assessed. Application of algorithm with
cylinder fitted by the least square method gave better results,
similar to those obtained using the recommended degree of
polynomial.
When piston skirt surfaces are analysed the applications of both
cylinder algorithms (commercial and fitted) seem to be acceptable
from the point of view of surface visual inspection as well as height
and spatial parameters. However use of commercial algorithm
leads to underestimation of the functionally important Sdq, Sdr
and Spc parameters and overestimation of the Spd parameter,
contrary to new procedure of cylinder fitting, which assured similar
results to those obtained after using polynomial of the 6th degree.
Therefore for piston skirt surfaces application of developed
algorithm of cylinder fitting by the least square method is
preferred.
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Abstract:
Measurements of free-form surfaces are performed with the use of numerically controlled CMMs on the basis of a CAD model, which
results in obtaining coordinates of discrete measurement points. In the majority of cases measurements are carried out along a regular u
v grid. The local deviation, i.e. the distance of a particular measurement point from the CAD model of the nominal surface, is established
for each point. The measurement aims at evaluating the form deviation and thus the greatest deviation of the actual surface from the CAD
model. Obtaining data of a discrete character is inseparably connected with losing information on the surface properties. The present
paper proposes an approach to estimating form deviation of free-form surfaces, consisting in using CAD model built on the observed
deviations and representing surface of form deviations.

1. Introduction
Free-form surfaces are characterized by spatially complex
geometry. In designing, producing, and inspecting accuracy of such
surfaces, CAD/CAM techniques and numerically controlled machines
are used. Processing is carried out with multi-axis milling machine
centre, accuracy inspection is most often performed using NC CMMs
(Numerically Controlled Coordinate Measuring Machines) equipped
with tactile measurement probes.
In the majority of cases measurements of free-form surfaces are
carried out along a regular u v grid with the use of UV SCANNING
option (u, v – directions of the B-spline surface parameterization),
which is inbuilt in CMM software. The result of a measurement is a set
of measurement points of a specified distribution on the measured
surface. For each measurement point, the value of the local deviation,
i.e. the distance of this measurement point from the CAD model of the
nominal surface in the normal direction is established. The essence of
accuracy inspection of a surface is to verify whether the observed
deviation lies within the tolerance zone. A form deviation is determined
as a doubled highest absolute value out of the obtained set of local
deviations [1]. Measurements can be made with reference to the datum
features, and then the measurement results include also deviations of
location and orientation. In order to reduce deviations in location and
orientation, fitting the measurement data to the CAD model needs to
be performed [2]; if it is the case, then local deviations only represent
surface irregularities and it is possible to assess a (simple) form
deviation from them [1].
Obtaining data of a discrete character is inseparably connected with
losing information on the surface properties. Measuring along a
regular grid tends to omit critical points, e.g. points of greatest
deviations. The aim of coordinate measurement is to determine a

smooth surface of form deviations superimposed on the nominal
surface. However, in the measurement process, the undesirable
component connected with random phenomena and the deterministic
component representing smooth surface overlap each other. In
consequence, the spatial coordinates collected at each measurement
point include two separate components. Therefore, in order to increase
the accuracy of estimating form deviations, it is advisable to remove
random effects from measurement data, and to establish a smooth
surface approximating the information lost as a result of discretization.
Because curvature is spatially variable at each point of a free-form
surface, the distribution of machining forces and other phenomena
occurring during machining are also spatially variable [3]. As an effect
of this, the distribution of deviations is of the same character.
Deviations of a systematic (deterministic) character, as well as
deviations of a random character, are observed on a surface.
Deterministic deviations are spatially correlated however a lack of
spatial correlation indicates spatial randomness of deviations [4, 5].
Spatial statistics methods, including the most popular Moran’s I
statistics which measures spatial autocorrelation, can be applied to
research on dependency of spatial data [6, 7] (Section 2.2).
Identifying spatial autocorrelation in measurement data proves the
existence of deterministic deviations. In such a case, advanced CAD
software for surface modeling may be applied to fitting a surface
regression model representing these deviations (Section 2.1). The first
step in model diagnosing is to examine the model residuals for the
probability distribution and the existence of spatial autocorrelation.
The Moran’s I test is also used for this purpose [6, 7].
The present paper proposes an approach to estimating form
deviation of free-form surface, consisting in using CAD model built on
the observed local deviations and representing surface of form
deviations. The spatial nature of deviations determined the type of
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approach to solving the issue. The data obtained from measurements
made along a regular u v grid of points were used as a basis to create
the model. The regression analysis, an iterative procedure, spatial
statistics methods, and NURBS modeling [8] were used for
establishing the model.

2. Estimating the surface of form deviations
In coordinate measurements of free-form surfaces, spatial data is
obtained which provides information on the machining and on
deviations in the spatial aspect. If a measurement is to take into
consideration form deviation without reference to the datum features,
the procedure of fitting the data to the CAD model must be performed
[2]. Then, the determined local deviations only represent surface
irregularities which can be divided into three components of different
lengths: form deviations, waviness, and roughness of the surface [3].
Spatial coordinates of each measurement point include all the three
components at different proportions.
The components connected with the form deviations and waviness,
are surface irregularities superimposed on the nominal surface most
often deterministic in character. The component connected with the
surface roughness and measurement noise is random in character [3].
The component connected with the deterministic deviations is spatially
correlated. The random component, on the other hand, is weakly
correlated and is considered to be of a spatially random character [5].
The different spatial nature of effects may be the basis for removing
the random component from measurement data [6, 7].
To collect measurement data representing irregularities of a
surface, measurements must be carried out along a regular grid of
points, with an appropriately chosen sampling interval and the size of
the ball tip, taking into consideration mechanical-geometrical filtration
of irregularities, caused by these factors [8]. In selecting sampling
parameters for coordinate measurement of form deviations of freeform surfaces, the principles cited in the literature concerning
measurements of roundness profiles can be applied [9]. If a test for
spatial autocorrelation shows spatial dependence of the data, a spatial
model representing form deviations can be prepared [4, 5, 6, 7].
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control points of the curves which were interpolated earlier. The
interpolation is made in the other parameterization direction. The
surface is lofted on the series of curves which was determined
earlier.
After the interpolation stage was completed, shape modification
iteration of the created surface patch was applied in the subsequent
stages (the approximation stages). These operations aimed at obtaining
an adequate model of regression surface, which would represent
deterministic deviations. In this case, popular procedures were applied
of changing the NURBS surface shape [8]. Reducing the number of
knots (at the subsequent iteration stages) results in reducing the number
of control points of the surface. A less complex shape can be obtained
this way.

2.2. Model’s adequacy verification
The method of deterministic deviations surface adequate model
designing consists in iterative modeling of the surface regression
model and in testing the spatial randomness of the model residuals at
the consecutive iteration stages (as in [4, 5]). In the subsequently
constructed models, the number of control points and the surface
degrees in both directions are changed. The model residuals are
examined at each step, and the maximum and minimum values,
arithmetic mean (should be ~0), probability distribution, and the I
spatial autocorrelation coefficient (1) are determined.
The spatial autocorrelation coefficient I has the following form [6]:
n

I

n
S0

n

 c r r
i 1 j 1
n

ij i j

 ri

(1)

2

i 1

where:
n – number of measurement points,
ri, rj – model residuals in i and j locations,
cij – weighting coefficients, elements of weighting matrices
reflecting spatial relations between ri and rj,
S0   cij i  j  .
n

n

(2)

i 1 j 1

2.1. Modeling of the surface
In order to create the surface model representing deterministic
(form) deviations, the NURBS method was applied. The NURBS
surface of the p degree in the u direction and the q degree in the v
direction is a vector function of two variables [8].
The input data in surface interpolation is a set of points forming a
spatial grid of points. In the case under concern, the data were obtained
from coordinate measurements during which a two-direction grid of
measurement points was obtained. In developing the geometric model,
the method of global surface interpolation was used. The process is
carried out in two stages [8]:
 at the first stage, a series of isoparametric curves located on the
surface patch is created. These curves are interpolated on the
subsequent rows of the pre-set points of one of the
parameterization directions, u or v; the value of the other parameter
describing the surface is then constant. A spatial grid of control
points is obtained this way;
 at the second stage, coordinates of surface control points are
determined. It is performed by interpolating curves through the

It is assumed that the dependence between the data values at the i
and j points decreases when the distance dij increases, this relation can
be described in the following way [6, 7]:
cij  dij

k

(3)

where:
cij = 0 for i = j,
k – constant (k ≥ 1), in this work k = 3 is assumed, the correctness
of the choice was investigated in previous works of the author [10].
After having determined the coefficient I, a test of significance for
its value needs to be conducted [6, 7, 10]. A test statistics z needs to be
determined for this purpose and compared with the limit z value for
the adopted significance level. Positive and significant value of the I
statistics implies the existence of positive spatial autocorrelation, i.e. a
similarity of residuals in the specified distance. Otherwise, lack of
spatial correlation indicates spatial randomness of residuals.
The model with the smallest number of control points and the
lowest surface degrees in the u and v directions (Section 2.1), for which
the model residuals met the criteria of a normal probability distribution
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and of spatial randomness, is adopted as an adequate one. The
distribution normality was verified with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

3. Experimental research

of the model constitute the random effects. The computation and
modelling results are compiled in Table 2. The scatter of the random
deviations equal to 0.0231 mm, which constitute 0.58 of the scatter of
local deviations.

3.1 Measurements

a)

The method is presented on the example of the experiment which
was performed on a free-form surface of a workpiece made of
aluminium alloy with the base measuring 50 50 mm (Fig. 1a),
obtained in the milling process using ball-end mill 6 mm in diameter,
rotational speed equal to 7500 rev/min, working feed 300 mm/min and
zig-zag cutting path in the XY plane (Ra = 1.81 m). The measurements
were carried out on a Global Performance CMM (PC DMIS software),
MPEE = 1.5 + L/333, equipped with a Renishaw SP25M probe, a 20
mm stylus with a ball tip of 4 mm in diameter. The measurement
uncertainty for the form deviation with reference to datum features,
estimated using EMU software developed at University of BielskoBiala (the author – W. Jakubiec [11, 12]), equal to U = 0.9 m.
In the first stage the measurement along regular grid with the UV
SCANNING option (the option built in PC-DMIS software) was made,
in which 900 uniformly distributed measurement points were scanned
(30 rows  30 columns), and local deviations were computed. Figure
1b illustrates distribution of points on the CAD model as well as the
features defining the part coordinate system of the wokpiece. A map of
the observed deviations is shown in Fig. 1c. It can be observed that the
measurement points, apart from the deterministic component, include
also the random component.
The measurement results are presented in Table 1, results at 10,000
measurement points are included as reference.

b)

c)

Table 1. Statistical parameters of local deviations
Statistical parameters
of local deviations (mm)
Mean
Standard deviation
Min.
Max.

Measurement Measurement
in 10,000 pts in 900 pts
 0.0099
 0.0123
0.0706
 0.0323
+ 0.0123

0.0067
 0.0277
+ 0.0121

Statistical parameters of the obtained set of deviations were
determined, and tests for randomness were performed. In all statistical
tests a confidence level P = 0.99 was adopted. The tests (Section 2.2)
showed spatial autocorrelation of the measurement data (I = 0.72; z =
42.16; z= 2.34; z > z), which indicated the presence of form
(deterministic) deviations on the surface under research.

3.2 Model’s constructing
In the second stage, the regression surface estimating form deviations
was modelled on the obtained measurement data using an iterative
procedure, NURBS geometric modelling, and spatial statistics
methods (Section 2.1, 2.2). The model with the smallest number of
control points and the lowest surface degrees in the u and v directions,
for which the model residuals met the criteria of a normal distribution
and of spatial randomness, was adopted as an adequate one. The
criterion was met for the number of control points amounting to
1 6  16, and the number of surface degrees being 3  3. The determined
model represents deterministic/form deviations, whereas the residuals

– 0.0277

+ 0.0121

Fig. 1. Characteristics of the free-form surface of the worpiece (a):
b) distribution of points on the CAD model and datum features – basis
of the part coordinate system, c) the map of deviations
Maps of deterministic and random deviations are shown in Fig. 2.
The effect of removing the random component of deviations is clearly
visible (Fig. 2a). The max. measured deviation was random
phenomenon on the surface (Fig. 1c, Fig. 2b), so it has been removed
and is not present on the smooth surface of deterministic/form
deviations (Fig. 2a).
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Table 2. Modelling and computation results
With reference to datums
mm
Mean

Deterministic
component
 0.0123

Standard deviation

Random
component
0.0000

0.0066

0.0022

Min.

 0.0284

 0.0076

Max.

+ 0.0023

+ 0.0155
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model, amount to tenths of a micrometer, which means that the model
reproduces the surface well, and that the contribution of the random
variable in the proximity of the min. deviation was small. The min.
global deviation obtained from the model is closer to the measurement
result at 10,000 measurement points (Table 1); the latter values can be
adopted as reference values. According to the assumption, when
approximating a surface between measurement points, a model
produces an image that represents the form surface more closely than
the one obtained from the raw measurement data on which it was built.
a)

a)

b)

b)

+ 0.0155

Fig. 2. Maps of distribution of deviations with reference to datums:
a) deterministic component, b) random component

3.3 Determining form deviations
The established models approximate deviations between
measurement points, making it possible to estimate the global form
deviations. The result of the estimation for the case of the deviation
with reference to datum features is shown in Fig. 3a, and for the case
without reference to datum features in Fig. 3b. The accompanying
transformation parameters can be the basis to determine the deviations
of location and orientation.
Comparison of results of establishing the form deviation from the
raw measurement data and from the models of deviations is presented
in Table 3.
When analyzing the results listed in Table 3, it can be noticed that
the difference between the min. values of the deviations established
from the raw measurement data and these obtained from the deviation

Fig. 3. The map of distribution of deterministic deviations (Geomagic
Qualify 12): a) with reference to datums, b) without reference to
datums as well as values and locations of global deviations and
transformation parameters
The uncertainty of fitting measurement data to the nominal CAD
model plays a significant role in the uncertainty of measuring the form
deviation without reference to the datum features. Separating the
random component from measurement data makes it possible to reduce
the fitting uncertainty. Moreover, a virtual fitting process can be
performed on a much greater number of points determined on a
deviation model than the number of measurement points, which also
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leads to a decrease in the fitting uncertainty [5]. Diminishing the fitting
uncertainty results in a lower uncertainty of determining
transformation parameters and thus deviations of form, location, and
orientation (Fig. 3b).
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4. Conclusions
The determined form deviation is always an estimate which can be
obtained from raw measurement data (a discrete representation of the
determined surface) or from a surface model estimating form
deviations. The advantage of applying the proposed model of
deviations lies in the possibility of estimating the global deviation (and
its location), which reduces the uncertainty of determining a form
deviation. The operation described above cannot be performed in the
device’s software; the measurement data need to be transferred to some
special software. The data is then processed off-line, which does not
block the CMM.
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Abstract:
In this paper a case study is presented, regarding the determination of geometric dimensions based on laser scanning. In this particular
case the cheapest commercial laser scanning solution available on the market is used. This was automated using a Lego Mindstorm kit,
and for experiments a special artifact was designed and manufactured. The paper presents influences of scanning speed, light intensity,
camera resolution and other relevant parameters upon the obtained mesh. Processing the scan results and obtaining the 3D model is
done with the help of a CAD solution, the results will be compared with a reference model obtained by scanning the same parts with a
state of the art multi-sensor CMM.

1. Introduction

2.1 Artifact description

Measuring the dimensional characteristics with laser scanning is
utilized in divers industrial and reverse engineering applications,
starting with the scanning of small size objects or work pieces [1],
inspection of complex surfaces [2], ], digitization of various types of
work pieces or dies [3]. Besides engineering, laser scanning is also
used in other fields of interest like medicine [4, 5] or digitization of
historic artifacts [6]. Determining the dimensions of a work piece,
using laser scanning, can be done both for regular (cylinder, cone,
sphere, etc.) and freeform surfaces. In the first case, determining the
geometric parameters it can be done using the point cloud directly or
a 3D mesh generated based on those scanned points. For freeform
surfaces a deviation analysis can be used instead, to illustrate the
differences between a CAD model and the scanned point cloud.
In this paper the authors propose to identify the factors, which can
influence the scanning precision and the determination of dimensions,
using a low cost scanning solution (<100 EUR) and a CAD solution
(CATIA V5R21) for data processing.

The artifact was designed in such a way that the most
representative geometrical forms will be covered when scanned.
These forms can be easily recognized in CATIA 3D modeling
software to facilitate the comparison between different experimental
results. The work piece was manufactured from a 70x70x500 mm
aluminum block and was milled on two facets. On the first side
known geometrical forms were created, on the second one a freeform
surface was milled, in order to cover as much features (relevant for
the experiments) as possible. The freeform surface was generated
using the equation:
12
12 12
𝑖
∑12
𝑖=0 ∑𝑗=0( 𝑖 ) ( 𝑗 ) 𝑢 (1

𝑏(𝑢, 𝑣) =
− 𝑢)12−𝑖 𝑣 𝑗 (1 − 𝑣)12−𝑗 𝑎𝑖+1,𝑗+1

(1)

where u∈[0,1], v∈[0,1].

2. Methodology
Evaluating the laser scanner performances was done using a
scenario in which a calibrated work piece was scanned and the
parameters, identified to have an influence on the scan quality, were
varied one at a time. The artifact used in the experiments was
specially designed for evaluating the laser scanner performances,
made out of aluminum and it was matted so it won’t reflect the laser
beam and won’t introduce noise during the scanning process.

Fig. 1 Free form surface used in artifact design
In the end the entire artifact was shot blasted with glass particles
with up to 20 microns in diameter. The matting of surfaces was made
for the laser line, which mustn’t bounce off the aluminum facets. The
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obtained artifact is presented in Fig. 2 alongside the 3D model. There
are six shapes and forms on the surface of the artifact. These are
either extruded or pocketed, so after scanning the differences between
these two types of shapes can be observed and analyzed. The cone
has a bottom diameter of 45 mm and a coning degree of 10. Without
the coning degree the laser would not detect the surface of the
extruded feature and it would not be scanned when the camera is
positioned as normal to the cone. The extruded sphere also has a
diameter of 45 mm. On the two sides of the artifact are the pocketed
forms. On the left side there are two spheres with a diameter of 50
mm and 30 mm, respectively and on the right side there is a cone with
an outer diameter of 50 mm and with a coning degree of 15. The
freeform is situated on the second facet on the left side. When dealing
with extruded features, scanning can be made either frontally or from
the side, however in the latter case the whole surface of the feature
won’t be covered. Pocketed features have to be scanned frontally for
obvious reasons.

Mindstorm gear wheels, thus, obtaining a ratio of 9:1. The camera is
calibrated using the calibration panel for calculating the camera
position relative to the panels. When the laser beam is reflected on the
scanned object’s surface and on to the panels it can be calculated its
projection plane. The intersection with the laser plane and the objects
surface results in points in space. The scanner’s structure is presented
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 Graphical measurement report for artifact

Fig. 2 Machined work piece (up) and virtual model (down)
A state of the art multi-sensor CMM was used for measuring and
scanning the part in order to obtain the real surfaces and dimensions
after manufacturing.

Fig. 3 Artifact measurement and scanning with CMM

2.2 Scanner description
All the experiments were conducted with a self-built 3D laser
scanner which uses a calibration panel, a laser beam, a HD camera
and a support structure, designed and put together with Lego
Mindstorm building blocks. The laser is operated by a Lego
Mindstorm engine which was programmed in LabVIEW. The rotation
of this engine is reduced with a gearbox, also built with Lego

Fig. 5 Laser scanner used in experiments: left – scanner in action,
right – 3D model

3. Evaluating the performances of the low cost scanner
The scanner performances were evaluated taking into account the
following rules:
•
the scanning was done in a clean room with constant
temperature;
•
controlled ambient lighting;
•
the scanned object was kept in the same position during the
experiments;
•
no post processing filters were used for the point cloud;
•
constant scanning speed (except the experiment which
targeted the scanning speed influences regarding the scan quality);
•
each experiment was repeated three times.
The scan results were imported in CATIA V5R21 and, with the
help of “Basic surface recognition” function, all the scanned elements
were reconstructed automatically, thus determining the targeted
dimensions. The experiments focused on scanning only the basic
geometrical forms (Sphere D45, Cone A 10°, Sphere D30, Plane A,
Plane B, Plane C. – see Fig. 2), so the dimensions can be determined
based directly on the 3D mesh, without additional CAD processing,
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which could result in errors due to successive approximations. The
freeform surface was not used in the experiments because the
software solution deployed for scanning doesn't allow the alignment
of the workpiece in a conventional way: the reference system of the
CAD model and the scanned point cloud can't be overlaid without the
suspicion of error appearance.
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same result. This option does not affect significantly the scanning
process.

Fig. 6 Scanned artifact with CMM – point cloud (left) and surface
reconstruction of the artifact (right)
For validating the scanning, an experiment was designed in which
the capabilities of the scanner were tested using different settings and
hypothesis. These are described as follows:
Manual/automated scanning: this hypothesis verifies if the
results differ in the case in which the scanner is manually operated by
the user or the scanning process is automated. As it can be seen in
Fig. 7 better results are obtained in the latter case because the laser
reflected on the scanned surface sweeps across it with a constant
speed, thus the scanned surface is evenly covered, this confirms the
conclusion presented in [7]. In the Deviation Analysis the mesh
obtained in automated manipulation mode was set as reference and
was compared with the mesh resulted in manual scanning mode. As
presented in Fig. 7, over 70% of points are between 0 mm and -0.2
mm.
Black and white or color image: in this case it is verified if the
image type acquired by the video camera influences the scanning
precision. The camera used by the scanner allows image acquisition
in both color and black and white mode. The devised experiment is
trying to determine which variant is most advantageous for image
acquisition by the laser scanner. During this experiment the light was
strictly controlled to reduce the influence of light fluctuation.

Fig. 7 Automated scanning result (left), manual scanning result
(center) and Deviation Analysis between them
The result of the deviation analysis (Fig. 8 – left) obtained after
comparing the two meshes (the one scanned with color was taken as
reference) indicated that 80% of points are situated within ±0.06 mm,
thus it can be said that black and white or color scanning achieves the

Fig. 8 Deviation Analysis: left – color vs. black and withe, right – 30
fps vs. 20 fps
Frame rate (fps): this experiment will determine the extent to
which the acquisition frequency of image frames influences the
scanning results. Obviously the scanning duration of an object
increases if the frequency is decreased, but the experiment is
attempting to determine if the scan quality is affected. The first scan is
performed with ~30 fps and the second one with ~20 fps. The
difference between the two can be seen in Fig. 8 – right and the
results indicate that 95% of the points are deviated within the ±0.8
mm interval.
Backlight compensation: this hypothesis verifies if the backlight
compensation primary processing function of the software influences
the scanning quality. Normally the image quality should be better;
however image processing through the application of this filter can
create noise. The figure 9 contains the scanning results with (left side)
and without backlight compensation (center). The difference in
quality between these two is visible and after removing noise due to
the backlight compensation setting, the deviation analysis, resulted
from the two scans, showed that about 20% of points are within -1.7
mm and -3.4 mm.
Focalization quality: in this experiment it is verified the extent to
which the image clarity influences the scanning result. In image
acquisition the focus is an essential factor in obtaining quality images.
The image was manually defocused with fine-tuning, but it was not
completely defocused, because in this case the result can be predicted
without performing experiments. Before focusing the image the scan
result can be previewed in the left side of Fig. 10. After focalization
the scanning is greatly improved as it can be seen in the second image
(Fig. 10). The deviation analysis shows that the distribution of points
is quite atypical and it is mainly attributed to the blur effect, which
appears when scanning with un-focalized lenses.
Contrast: in this experiment it is highlighted the influence of
different contrast settings. Contrast is defined as the difference in
brightness between the brightest point on a display screen and the
darkest. A contrast ratio of 800:1 means that the white point is 800
times brighter than the black. Contrast is a good indicator about the
device’s capability to capture (or playback) images “more real” and
clearer with more vivid colors. In the experiment shown below the
contrast settings of the camera are varied manually. In theory the
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picture quality obtained at lower contrast are of lesser quality, than
those obtained at a higher contrast. Practice shows that due to
increased contrast the laser beam becomes less visible to the camera

Fig. 9 Scanning with backlight compensation (left), without backlight
compensation (center) and Deviation Analysis (right)

Fig. 10 Scanning with unfocused lens (left), focused lens (center) and
Deviation Analysis (right)
and the scan quality is negatively affected. The first picture out of the
group of five (Fig. 11) shows a scanning performed with a medium
contrast setting (value 5), the second one with zero contrast and the
third with maximum contrast (value 10). The second image has a few
errors on the cone shape, however, the result obtained is comparable
with the one in the first image, which was realized with a medium
contrast setting. The last two images represent the deviation analysis:
the medium contrast setting is compared with the low and high
setting; it can be seen that although the first two scans are comparable
there are still deviations present. Thus, the best result out of the three
is the one obtained with the medium contrast setting.

Fig. 11 Scanning with medium contrast (value 5)/ low contrast (value
0)/ high contrast (value 10) and deviation analysis
Scanning speed: this experiment highlights the influence of the
sweeping speed of the laser beam on the scanned surface. Given the
working principle of this type of scanner the sweeping speed of the
laser on the surface of the scanned object is important. The
experiment determines the optimum speed of movement of the laser

onto the surface of the object (artifact). The scanner construction
allows the modification of engine rotation, which causes the laser to
sweep across the object’s surface at a speed between 0.1 rpm and 50
rpm. In order to use low scanning speeds it was necessary to add a
two-step cylindrical gearbox to reduce the speed of rotation.

Fig. 12 Low scanning speed (5% - left), high scanning speed (90% center) Deviation Analysis (right)

Fig. 13 Scanning with high resolution (1280x720 pixels), low
resolution (320x240 pixels) and Deviation Analysis
Fig. 12 illustrates a scan using 5% and 90% of the drive motor.
The results of the deviation analysis show that 84% of points are
within ±0.6 mm, however the number of scanned points range from
9908 to 28764 in case of the slow motion scan.
Resolution: throughout this experiment the parameters used for
scanning the same object are not modified, except the resolution. The
resolution is a measure of sharpness or level of detail of a digital
image. This experiment aims to highlight how the resolution affects
the quality of a scanned 3D object. Increasing the resolution also
increases the scan cycle’s duration, because the workpiece is viewed
by the camera with greater detail. Greater detail means greater
scanning accuracy and the difference can be seen in the Fig. 13. In the
case of 320x240 pixel resolution 45% of points are within 0 and 4.5
mm, this being the largest deviation with a concentration of over 30%
out of all experiments.
Illumination: this experiment tests the influence of artificial
luminosity projected on the scanned surface. Another important factor
in obtaining a high quality scan is the ambient brightness. When
scanning in bright light conditions the camera can’t capture
adequately the laser beam and therefore the results lack of quality. In
this experiment a camera that has six integrated LEDs was used,
which can increase the lighting in the scanning area.

4. Results
All numeric results are presented in Table 1, where the averages
of the three experiments are considered as unique values. The
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smallest radius of the sphere is 20.61 mm compared to 22.492 mm,
which resulted from measuring the artifact with the CMM. The
highest value of the radius is 25.79 mm, recorded in the Illumination
experiment. We can say that in both cases the main source of error is
the image quality: in the first experiment the error source is the
reduced image clarity and in the second one it is the image
oversaturation. Half of the experiments led to a measured diameter of
± 0.3 mm. The best result (-0.048 mm deviation) was recorded in
experiment that aimed to determine the influence of lens focalization.
The CMM measured the cone angle A (Fig. 2) to be 10.637°.
When scanning at HD resolution (1280x720 pixels) the lowest
measured deviation was recorded compared to the CMM value:
0.033°. The largest deviation measured for the cone angle was
recorded when scanning with backlight compensation: 5.5°. Eight out
of the 19 experiments resulted in values with a tolerance up to ± 0.5°.
The angle between planes A and B (Fig. 2) has a value of
135.231°, measured on the CMM. The only experiments in, which the
recorded values were within ± 0.5, were those which aimed the
contrast setting (medium contrast) and camera focalization. The rest
of the values were higher, in average, with one degree. The biggest
difference between the nominal value and the measured value, based
on the scanned mesh, is 2.6° and was recorded when scanning with
low resolution (320x240 pixels).
The angle between the planes B and C has a nominal value of
225°, and a real value of 224.917°, measured on the CMM. Values
closest to the real value of the angle were determined in two
experiments that generate fewer points, in general (manual scanning
and high speed scanning – 225.8° and 225.95°, respectively).
The highest values of the angles between Planes A&B and B&C
were recorded to be 138.62° and 228.79° and appeared when
scanning with high contrast.

5. Conclusions
Based on all experiments completed and results presented in
Table 1 it can be concluded, that the best results were obtained when
using focused lens and a medium contrast. In both situations in three
of the four cases the values had a precision below ±0.5 units. Overall
the outcomes follow a Gaussian distribution; however there were also
recorded values that far exceed the average ones (backlight
compensation and high scanning speed). Scanner accuracy for
determining linear dimensions can be appreciated around ± 1 mm and
± 1.5° regarding angular dimensions, in conditions of carrying out
experiments described above. The difference between angular and
linear values can be explained by the fact that the inclined planes
were oriented such that they were perpendicular to the optical axis of
the video camera, axis which changes when focalizing the lens.
Determining the shape deviations in both the sphere and planes case,
can’t be done because the geometric elements generated by any CAD
solution are theoretical and they approximate based on the scanned
mesh. In this respect it has to be identified a solution, which is
capable to determine the deviations of a point cloud/mesh with
respect to a theoretical element in a similar manner to the one used in
the case of the CMM measurement. The solution analyzed allows
scanning using recorded video sequences, so it can represent a highly
mobile scanning solution if the camera used is one of a smartphone’s.
A series of experiments will be conducted to verify if there are any
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differences between a normal scan and one made after a recorded
video sequence.
Table 1 Results of experiments
Scanning
parameters
Automated
scanning
process
Manual
scanning
process
Color Image
Black&White
Image
30 fps
20 fps
Without
backlight
compensation
With backlight
compensation
Focused lens
Unfocused lens
Low
contrast
(value 0)
Medium
contrast (value
5)
High contrast
(value 10)
Low scanning
speed
High scanning
speed
HD resolution
(1280x720
pixels)
Low resolution
(320x240 pixels)
Ambient
illumination
High illumination

Sphere
Cone
radius
angle
22,64 mm 10,37°

Angle of
Angle of
planes A&B planes B&C
136,23°
226,4°

25,32 mm 13,8°

136,21°

225,8°

22,33 mm 10,46°
22,3 mm 10,52°

136,02°
136,02°

227,31°
227,3°

21,9 mm 9,8°
23,6 mm 11,52°
22,24 mm 10,1°

136,66°
137,78°
136,32°

226,35°
227,06°
226,12°

21,33 mm 16,2°

137,21°

226,83°

22,54 mm 11,06°
21,69 mm 12,3°
21,94 mm 9,2°

135,12°
137,66°
136,26°

226,52°
228,95°
226,74°

22,38 mm 10,1°

135,63°

225,86°

23,97 mm 11,36°

138,62°

228,79°

22,28 mm 10,21°

136,37°

226,83°

21,091 mm 14,5°

136,91°

225,95°

22,69 mm 10,67°

136,02°

226,26°

20,61 mm 8,2°

137,92°

227,05°

22,36 mm 10,42°

136,32°

226,98°

25,79 mm 12,55°

136,89°

227,32°
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Abstract:
In this paper the authors propose a 2D drawings and 3D CAD models management system based on the use of databases and augmented
reality. The system type is a client/server database; the data is stored on a central server and is accessed using smart devices with Wi-Fi
connection. Visualization is done using an augmented reality application that allows real time overlay of 2D drawings over real parts or
the 3D models can be displayed above the 2D drawings. This paper will present the system architecture, the advantages and
disadvantages of augmented reality in the field of metrology and the implementation of the solution on tablets and smartphones.

1. Introduction
The strong competition in today`s manufacturing environments
increases the level of preparation in terms of functionality and quality
in products design. At the same time, the complexity of the design
process is increasing while the product development time is
decreasing.
Dimensional metrology is an important part of any manufacturing
system. Passing information seamlessly with minimal costs and
minimal data loss between different departments such as the design
department and manufacturing is a major issue that concerns different
software and hardware equipment.
According to [1] augmented reality is “a technology that
superimposes a computer-generated image on a user’s view of the
real world, thus providing a composite view”.
Augment reality often is associated with smart portable devices
(tablets, phones or glasses). Most applications are currently available
for tablets and phones, more than 200 applications can be found in
Google Play.
Along with the first application that allow 3D modeling directing
only smart devices [2], augmented reality applications started to
diversify.
New concepts such as augmented reality aided manufacturing are
receiving a lot of attention [3].Using augmented reality in the
industrial and manufacturing domains can cover different aspects
such as training [4, 5], manufacturing system simulation [6], design
and fabrication stages visualization [7] or even in the inspection of
various products [8].

2. Augmented reality in metrology
2.1 Workflow
The aim of this paper was to develop and validate a solution for
CAD data management. The main objective of this CAD
management system is to ensure transfer of the information in 3D
format between the design department and the manufacture
department in real time using augmented reality.
Several methods and methodologies are available for CAD
modeling and solid modeling in today`s CAD systems, however
according to [9], no company designers or students in academic
projects creates CAD models in the same way and with the same
modeling strategy. The same principle can be applied for 2D technical
drawings, even if there are certain standards different companies use
different layouts.
Also complex assemblies are becoming harder to visualize by the
manufacturing team using only standard 2D drawings, interactive 2D
annotations directly on real parts or 3D views/sections that can be
seen in 3D directly on standard 2D technical drawings improve the
visualization, ensuring that errors or flaws are identified faster.
This paper introduces a new augmented reality application that
can provide 3D annotations directly on real parts using a tablet or a
smartphone. The scenarios taken into account for the development of
the AR application are:
 Real-time superimposed annotations on the real part to replace
2D technical drawings that are printed on paper (Figure 1 a);
 Superimpose the 3D model over a technical drawing so that the
user can visualize the model (Figure 1 b);
 Overlay 3D models representing different manufacturing stages
over the real part that is being manufactured.
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The AR Drafting application which is being in the developed
stage allows 3D annotations directly on real parts.
From the point of view of the end user, the application can be
used by following the steps presented below:
 Start the application;
 Input different filters to speed up the image recognition system
(3D models can be searched by name or code also);
 Establishing the marker (if a marker is used such as a 2D
technical drawing, real parts can be used as markers also)
 Automatically superimpose the requested annotations or 3D
models over real parts or 2D technical drawings

Fig. 1 Scenarios for AR Drafting: (a) Annotation superimpose on the
real part, (b) 3D model superimpose a 2D technical drawing

In this paper the authors focus on presenting the functions used to
display the dimensions, form and location tolerances in the form of
virtual annotations directly over the real parts. Methodology was
applied on a real part presented in Figure 3.
The CAD solution chosen by the authors to create the 3D solid
part and the 2D technical drawing is SolidWorks 2013.

Fig. 3 Real part placed over the 2D technical drawing created in
SolidWorks 2013

2.2 Creating the 3D annotation
An overview of the workflow used by AR Drafting is presented in
Figure 2. The CAD management system makes the links between the
design department and manufacture department trough the AR
Drafting server.
On the AR drafting system server runs a web server and a
database that contains information organized in a project based
system type. In every project folder there are different directories that
contain all the specific information for all parts, sub-assemblies, and
assemblies.

The standard 2D technical drawings along with the 3D model
have been imported in 3ds Studio Max (Figure 4). Using this software
the 2D annotations are converted in 3D geometry and are being
placed on each side of the part.

Fig. 4 The converted annotations in 3ds Studio Max

Fig. 2 The proposed workflow that connects the design department
with the manufacture department
Thus beside the 3D annotations these folders can contain 2D
drawings, 3D models, various intermediate models that are can
provide information about the manufacturing process, etc. The server
runs a web based database that can accessed directly from the
application and provide advanced search tools using keywords, step
by step search navigation based on characteristics (e.g. rectangular
aluminium parts).

The annotations are created for each side according to the 2D
drafting. The 3D model representing each side annotations are saved
separately as *.OBJ file format.
As seen in [The Ultimate Guide for Creative Professionals, 2010
pages 195-198] the OBJ is a file format text file, it can edited using
text editors and it has only geometry associated with it. Each OBJ has
a MTL file format associated, this represents the material template
library which is a standard defined by Wavefront Technologies for
ASCII files, this file defines the light reflecting properties of a surface
for the purposes of computer rendering.
Creating annotations for each side represents an important step in
the workflow, because the augmented reality application uses image
recognition system and associates an image (marker) with a 3D
model.
Figure 5 presents the image file used by the image recognition
system (a), the 3D model representing the annotations for this side of
the part (b) and the position of the annotations (c).
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material library, and 2.5 MB represents the 6 images used by the
image recognition system). A representation of *.OBJ files required to
view the annotations is presented in Figure 6.

Fig. 5 Imaged used as a reference (a), the 3D model representing the
annotations (b) the positioning of the annotations on 3D model (c)

Fig. 6 Annotations files required for the first scenario of the case
study by the AR drafting application

As seen in [10] real objects are recognized by different tracking
techniques. Image processing methods represent the most active area
of tracking research in computer vision methods. Tracking techniques
recognize objects through markers or directly real world objects
without markers. The main issue with marker based systems is that
the system tracks the markers and not the real objects. Therefore this
system is not suitable for the purpose of this application, adding a
marker on each side of the part is not a viable option.
When the processing capabilities of mobile devices were lower,
marker-less (direct real object tracking) systems used client-server
architectures, but their viability was affected by network latency.
However modern mobile devices are capable to process a high
amount of data. Networking systems have also improved and they can
achieve very low latency that doesn’t affect the system viability.
The architecture system proposed in this paper uses the server to
transfer the files created by the engineers and designer to the smart
devices at user request. The system uses WI-FI connection to transfer
the files from the design department to the server and from the server
to the mobile devices that are using AR drafting.
For the first scenario proposed in this paper (real-time
superimpose annotations on the real part) the system requires the
following files: 6 3D model in the *.OBJ file format, 6 *.MTL files
and 6 reference images (markers).
For the second scenario (superimpose the 3D model over a
technical drawing so that the user can visualize the model) additional
files are required, such as: 3D model and its texture files so that the
3D model can be displayed over classical 2D technical drawings.
For the third scenario (overlap the 3D model over the real part
with different manufacturing stages and information) the system
requires additional 3D models and texture files for each additional
manufacturing stage.
The files should be optimized to reduce the amount of storage
space required. This optimization also increases the speed at which
the server can send full sets of metadata for each part.
As an example, the files required for the case study part in the
first scenario (real-time superimpose annotations on the real part) are
around 4MB (1.5 MB represents the 3D models along with the

Additional files may be added for complex parts. 3D models
representing different section views, detail views or broken-out
sections. These 3D models can be visualized using the 2D technical
drawing as markers.

2.3 Visualizing the 3D annotation
All the annotation and 3D model matching is done automatically
using the associated marker. Finding the correct files is done using
different search functions available on the AR Drafting server.
To ensure that the image recognition system works fast, the parts
can be searched using keywords, project name and their individual
names. Each project has a well-established file structures which stores
the files separately for each part, sub-assembly and assembly.
For each part there can be created a series of 3D models which
can be used to illustrate the manufacturing stages (Figure 7),
intermediate phases or other information such as finite element
analysis, thermal stress, etc.

Fig. 7 (a) Manufacturing stages, (b) and thermal stress analysis (right)
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Another search method is based on navigating step by step
(Figure 8), in this mode the user has access to search in all the
directories of a project so that he can choose manually the
information he desires.
Another search method is one based on search filters and it allows
the user to search using different filters such as: the shape of the part
(cylindrical, prismatic, etc.), size (below 100mm, between 100-200
mm or above 200mm ), material type (aluminum, steel, etc.) These
filters can be easily identified by the user directly by watching the
part.
Using these filters the total number of images that needs to
be compared with the ones that the camera acquires in real time when
the application is running is significantly lower, allowing the
application to overlap the matching 3D model faster.
For the case study part, the image recognition systems can
identify and place the annotations in real time with no delay directly
on the real part. When dealing with a large database of thousands of
parts/assemblies a certain delay can be expected. For these cases an
optimized filtering system is required to ensure that the delay is
minimal.

Fig. 8 Step by step filtering system on different mobile devices
The augmented reality application together with the real part used
in this case study can be seen in Figure 9. The real part can be moved
so that each side is orientated to the camera. The system will place the
correct annotation on each side.

Fig. 9 Augmented reality application superimposed annotations

3. AR limitations and future functions
3.1 AR limitations
One of the limitations in applying this technology on a large scale
is the hardware both in terms of price as well as the accessibility and
compatibility with the industrial environment. Even if the devices
used to run the application are sensitive to shocks or dirt, there are a
number of manufacturers that have already released on the market
devices that are resistant to moisture, dirt and shocks.
The hardware is the major limitation, the number of complex 3D
models that can be loaded and visualized on such equipment that have
a lower computing power and limited RAM memory is limited. The
development pace and the fierce competition in the market allows us
to believe that the development of these devices will increase at a
very fast pace in the next 5-10 years.

3.2 Future Functions
One of the function on which we are working now is the
dimension measurement using the camera of a smart device. There
are already applications that run Android system and they can
measure the distance between two points using the triangulation
method, but this is lacking in precision. More accurate results are
obtained if the camera calibration is done using a gauge block of
known length. We are working on different algorithms that can
calibrate the camera better to increase the measurement accuracy.
Using this function we don’t want to replace classical
measurement tools but we want to enable automatic search in the
database for different 3D models using this feature.
Another function allowing automatic search is developed in
parallel and it is based on edge detection method. The edges will be
extracted automatically in real time and will be used to search the
database for similar profiles. To overlay in real time the 3D model
over a 2D drawing, a function that will read certain patterns from the
2D drawing layout will be implemented.
Another feature that needs to be integrated in the application is
based on using Flir ONE (Personal Thermal Imaging Device) to
measure the part thermal stress.

4. Conclusions
Augmented reality can be used in the field of metrology to help
users to better understand a technical drawing, a technical process, to
measure (with a low precision) and to offer different information
using different annotations and 3D models with animations. A wide
variety of applications can be developed, applications that can
provide a better visualization and understanding of different
metrological aspects and also for training programs such is shown in
[11, 12].
The proposed file management system is simple yet efficient. The
files are sent to the tablets automatically after they have been
transferred to the server. Using this system the files can be easily
modified in case there are any errors, the designer just has to transfer
the correct file and overwrite them on the server, after that the server
will automatically send the modified files to the tablets using WI-FI
connection.
The proposed system can be viable, on average a part requires
around 5 MB of data for simple parts such as the one presented in the
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case study. Using a good filtering system the image recognition
system can process databases with hundreds of parts even thousands.
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Abstract:
Measuring arm is a mobile device working in coordinate techniques. Its accuracy is lower than in case of a CMM but it is less expensive
and can work directly in the production environment. Currently, verification of accuracy of measuring arms is performed according to
ASME and VDI/VDE standards. Also works are carried out to implement specifications included in ISO standard for CMMs to calibrate
arms. Within presented paper three presented standards for measuring arms were described. Moreover, research were performed on the
measuring arm equipped with a hard probe according to the requirements of these standards. Results obtained in consonance with
separate standards were compared to each other.

1. Introduction
Nowadays manufactured parts must meet certain requirements.
They relate often to geometric dimensions and surface properties.
These requirements, from year to year, are becoming more restrictive.
From this reason coordinate measuring techniques are increasingly
used because of their accuracy, automation and ease of use. The main
device working in these techniques is a measuring machine.
However, because of its high costs they are often complemented by
measuring arms (portable CMM’s) [1]. Arms find use in the
automotive and aerospace industry.
Devices used to control products, including measuring
arms, are tested for their accuracy. To verify the conformity with the
requirements of the measuring arms ASME B89.4.22-2004 [2]
standard and VDI/VDE 2617-9:2009 [3] guidelines are used. Also
ISO 10360 [4] standard, dedicated to the classic measuring machines,
is accessible. However, in this paper, this standard was used to verify
the measuring arm as an example of a hybrid machine. Based on the
performed accuracy tests data from manufacturer's specification was
confirmed or not. Moreover, a comparison of three testing methods
was executed. Conclusions and observations on the tests based on
three standards were presented. Is a continuation of research
presented in [5-7]. Research were carried out on the arm with
repeatability of a single point (B Test) of 28 µm and spatial accuracy
(C Test) of 40 µm.

2. Standards
2.1 ASME B89.4.22-2004
ASME B89.4.22-2004 [2] standard is used for testing the
accuracy of coordinate measuring arms. It specifies three tests
indicated with capital letters A, B, C. To implement the accuracy tests
different types of standards are used. They enable to determine if the
metrological parameters got from the practical examination shall
comply with the specifications given by the manufacturer.
A Test is performed using a reference ball of known diameter in
the range of 10 – 50 mm and shape deviation lower than 0,5 µm.
Execution of the test is based on a threefold measurement of the
reference ball in nine evenly distributed measuring points. The points
should be distributed as follows: four on the equator, another four
points evenly spaced at a distance of 45° from the equator and rotated
by 45° relative to those from the equator and one on the summit.
During the test, the movements in the joints should be minimized.
Distribution of points is presented in Fig. 1.
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If calculated parameters exceed the permissible limits, the test
should be repeated three times.
In C Test two reference lengths are measured. They represent,
respectively:
- 50 – 75% of arm's length
- 120 – 150% of arm's length
These lengths should be measured in twenty locations of a
standard as is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. Distribution of nine measuring points on a reference ball [2]
The values of the nine points obtained from measurements allow
calculation of the diameter of a reference ball, what is used to
compute maximal deviation - ∆max. ∆max deviation is determined as a
difference between two values of diameter, measured and calibrated.
∆max = Dme − Dcal

(1)

Obtained value of ∆max is compared with a specification provided
by a manufacturer.
B Test determines repeatability of results with different positions of
arm's joints. Repeatability of a point is determined based on spread
of results.
In case of hard probe B Test is performed with the use of an
internal cone whereas for trigger probes reference ball is used. Ten
measuring points from one cone is gathered. Measurements are
performed in three distances from the arm:
- up to 20 % of arm's length
- 20 – 80% of arm's length
- above 80% of arm's length
In Fig. 2 first five settings of the joints in tenfold measurement is
presented. Another five positions are carried out by rotating the last
joint by 180° relative to the axis of the stylus.

Fig. 3. Recommended ball bar locations [2]
Based on the results of measurements following metrological
parameters are determined:
- maximal length deviation Dmax from deviations Di, where Di is a
difference between the measured length of a standard Li and length
from a calibration Lcal.
Di = Li − Lcal

(4)

- the range Rd of values of Di
R D = Dmax − Dmin

(5)

- two times the root-mean-square deviation for n = 20
∑ D2i

2RMS = 2√

n

(6)

The standard recommends to measure twice the standard of
length in each of the twenty, specified positions. If the difference
between these two results is less than twice the value for a single
point test, the first measurement is considered to be valid and the
other is discarded. If this difference is larger both measurements are
discarded and the measurement is repeated. Repetition can only be
threefold.

2.2 VDI/VDE 2617-9:2009

Fig. 2. First five settings of the joints of the arm [2]
Based on the results of measurements following metrological
parameters are determined:
- maximum three-dimensional deviations δmax determined from the
equation:
δi = √(Xi − Xa )2 + (Yi − Ya )2 + (Zi − Za )2

VDI/VDE 2617-9:2009 guidelines were developed to extend the
ISO 10360 standard with accuracy tests for measuring arms. This
standard describes two tests:
a)
test on the ball in order to determine the error of the
measuring head,
b)
test of indication error when measuring the length.
Test on the ball aims at setting the error of the measuring head.
In this test a reference ball with a diameter of 10 - 50 mm is used.
Shape deviation has to be lower than 20% of MPEPF4. The reference
ball should be placed in three positions as is shown in Fig. 4.

(2)

where: Xi, Yi, Zi – coordinates of a measured point, Xa, Ya, Za –
averaged coordinates of the point.
- 2s SPAT from a tenfold measurement:
2s = 2√

∑ σ2i

(n−1)

(3)

4

MPEPF – maximum permissible error connected with a

shape
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where: Rmax , Rmin – maximal and minimal values of the radius,
respectively.
Length test involves two methods of verification:
- test of indication error when measuring the length in the entire
measuring range,
- test of indication error when measuring the length in the part of
the measuring range.
Error of the measurement of the length E is calculated as a
difference between value from the measurement and nominal value
from the calibration certificate.

zero level

Fig. 4. Positions of a reference ball. Three angles, three heights [3]

2.3 ISO 10360

At each location of a reference ball, five points should be
measured: one point on the pole in the direction of motion of the
measuring tip, four evenly distributed on its equator.
Measurements of five points should be repeated five times using
different orientations of a measuring tip relative to the ball. Twentyfive points should be gathered in three positions of the reference ball.
It gives a total of seventy-five measuring points.
On the basis of the results of the measurements the following
three metrological parameters are determined:
1. Error of a measuring head associated with position PL
2. Error of a measuring head associated with dimension PS
3. Error of a measuring head associated with shape PF
1. Error of a measuring head associated with position PL
From each group of measurements (five measuring points), at each
position of the tip, a ball of Gaussian regression using least squares
method is determined. For each position coordinates of centres are
obtained. The maximal distance between centres from three positions
of the ball is referred to as an error of a measuring head associated
with position and denoted as PL.

PN-EN ISO 10360 standard provides information and guidance
on acceptance testing of coordinate measuring machines. According
to it, to verify the accuracy a reference ball and a standard of length
are used. The test on the ball should be executed by measurement of
twenty-five points evenly distributed on the ball:
- one on the pole,
- four points at the angle of 22.5° with respect to the pole,
- eight points evenly distributed and rotated with respect to the
previous group by the angle of 22.5° at a parallel of 45°,
- four rotated with respect to the previous group by 22.5° and at
angle of 67.5° with respect to the pole,
- eight points rotated with respect to the previous group by 22.5°
on the equator.
Measurement of the nominal lengths should be executed along
the four diagonals of the working space and along the three axes.
Each measurement must be repeated three times. It is recommended
to repeat the procedure five times to determine the standard deviation
from the measurements.
Error of the length measurement EL is computed as a difference
between measured and nominal values of the length. It is performed
for all positions of the standard.

Pji = max (√Xi2 + Yi2 + Zi2 − √X j2 + Yj2 + Zj2 )

(7)

PL = max(Pji )

(8)

where: i – the number of position of a tip in jth setting of the standard,
i≠j
2. Error of a measuring head associated with dimension PS
From all twenty-five points a ball of Gaussian regression is
computed. This is performed for all three positions of the reference
ball. For each position the difference between a diameter of a
determined ball and a diameter from a calibration certificate is
calculated. The maximal value is referred to as an error of a
measuring head associated with dimension and denoted as PS.
PS = max |Xi − Xn |

(9)

where: Xn – a value from a calibration certificate, Xi – the values of
determined diameters.
3. Error of a measuring head associated with shape PF
From twenty-five points for three positions Gaussian balls are
determined. Then the distances between each point (from these
twenty-five) from the centre are calculated. The largest range of radii
from three positions is referred to as an error of a measuring head
associated with shape and denoted as PF.
R i = R max − R min

(10)

PF = max|R i |

(11)

EL = |X − Xn |

(12)

where: Xn – a nominal length, X – a measured value from all
measurements.
Maximum permissible error of shape for the measuring head is
calculated from the equation:
PFT = |R max − R min |

(13)

where: Rmax/Rmin – the maximal/minimal values of the radius from all
measuring points.

3. Results
3.1 ASME B89.4.22-2004
The accuracy test (A Test) was conducted in accordance with the
recommendations of the ASME standard. From the measurements
diameters of the substituted balls and ∆max parameter were
determined. Results are presented in Table. 1.
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Table 1 Results of measurements - A Test

No.

Value of
diameter of
substituted ball,
mm

1
2

24.977
24.965

3

24.962

Nominal value
of diameter,
mm

Δmax, μm

-11.1
24.9881

-23.1
-26.1

Based on the results the value of ∆max parameter was determined
as -26.1 μm.
Results from B Test for three distances of the measuring arm are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2 Results - B Test
Distance

Values of δimax
parameter, mm

Values of 2s
parameter, mm

300 mm
600 mm

0.036
0.039

0.046
0.062

960 mm

0.055

0.066

Based on the results shown in Table 2, it can be stated, that with
increasing the distance from the measuring arm to the standard the
value of δi parameter increases. The maximum obtained value of δimax
parameter is 55 μm. Value of error according to B Test from
specification is of ± 28 μm. Therefore, compliance with
manufacturer's specifications cannot be confirmed.
Within the framework of C Test two lengths in twenty positions
were measured.
Table 3 shows results for C Test for first series.
Table 3 Results for C Test for first series
No of
position
1

Measured
value, mm
361.928

Nominal value,
mm

Di value, mm
10

2
3

361.903
361.904

-15
-14

4
5

361.958
361.887

6
7

361.892
361.945

-26
27

8
9

361.934
711.199

711.132

16
67

10
11

361.963
711.209

361.918
711.132

45
77

12
13

361.923
361.889

14
15

361.942
361.962

16
17

361.878
361.913

18
19

711.218
711.171

20

711.121

361.918

40
-31

5
-29
361.918

24
44
-40
-5

711.132

86
39
-11
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Two extreme values of Di parameter were marked red.
Range for first, second and third series were 126, 117, 124 μm
respectively and 110 μm for average values.
Based on the determined values of the Di parameter value of
double standard deviation denoted as 2RSM was calculated.
Values of 2RSM parameter, for the successive measurement
series were 79, 71, 77 μm. As the measurement was performed three
times for each setting of the standard, value of 2RSM parameter was
also determined for average values. It was 68 μm. Accuracy
according to C Test given in the specification is ± 40 μm.

3.2 VDI/VDE 2617-9:2009
In carrying out the test on the ball in accordance with VDI/VDE
2617-9:2009 [3] guidelines, seventy-five measurement points were
obtained. On this basis fifteen substitute balls were determined. Based
on the collected points value of PL parameter was determined. It is
the error of a measuring head associated with position. The value of
PL error, defined as a maximal distance for one of the setting, was
111 μm. Also two other parameters were also computed. PS
parameter was of -33 μm and PF of 35 μm.
When measuring the length, five different lengths from a gradual
standard were selected. Based on the measurement values, the values
of the measurement error for the dimension E was determined. The
maximal value of error in the measurement of the dimension E was
66 μm.

3.3 ISO 10360
Accuracy tests were executed on a ball and on a standard of
length. For the ball value of PSTU error was 21 μm and error of a
measuring head associated with shape PFTU was 36 μm. For the
measurement of the length obtained values of error reach even 65 μm.
Based on the values obtained from tests of accuracy the values of R0
parameter were determined as scatter of results for three values
obtained for the nominal length for a given setting of a standard.
Obtained scatter of results is 55 μm. It can be seen that with the
increase of the nominal value both the measurement errors and spread
of results increase.

4. Comparison of standards
Table 4 presents a comparison of accuracy tests performed
according to three standards.
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Table 4 Comparison of procedures based on different standards
Test on the ball
Standard

Test on point
standard

Table 6. The similarity of parameters

Test on length
standard

VDE

VDE

VDE

points/mea
lengths in

9

25

25

10

-

-

1

5

5

one
position
Number of
positions
of the

1

3

1

3

-

-

20

9

7

standard
Number of
repetitions

ASME

VDI/VDE

ISO
10360

Error of a measurement
on the ball with
a
dimension, μm

26

33

21

Error of a measurement
on the ball with
a
shape, μm

-

35

36

Maximum error of the
measurement
of
a
dimension, μm

86

66

69

ASME VDI/ ISO ASME VDI/ ISO ASME VDI/ ISO

Number of
suring

Standard

3

1

1

1

-

-

3

27

75

25

30

-

-

60

3

3

Tests on ball performed according to different standards were
compared statistically. It was found that there was no statistically
significant differences between these three tests.

Total

5. Conclusions

number of
measured

135 105

points /
lengths

It may be noted that the measurements based on a reference ball
are included in all three standards. However, the measurement
procedures are different.
ASME standard, as the only one among the three standards
proposes measurement on the internal cone. All three procedures
define the test on the standard of length. The accuracy test on the
standard of length based on VDI/VDE guidelines is similar to tests in
accordance with ISO 10360 standard. In the case of tests on the
length standard according to ASME only two length standards are
measured in twenty positions, which is more than five times smaller
number of measurements as for the other two procedures. On the
other hand, ASME specifies the maximum number of positions of the
standard, as many as twenty. Table 5 includes the determined values
of parameters for three standards.
Table 5. Values of parameters
Standard
ASME
Parameter Value,
μm
Δmax
26

VDI/VDE
Parameter Value,
μm
PL
111

ISO 10360
Parameter Value,
μm
PST U
21

δmax
2s

55
66

PS
PF

33
35

PFT U
E0 max

36
69

2RSM
RD

79
126

Emax

66

R0 max

53

Dmax

86

Table 6 shows the values of the parameters that can be considered
as possible for comparison, because the way of their determination or
the quantity that they represent are similar.

The aim of this work was establishing three calibration
procedures for 7-axis measuring arm in accordance with the
guidelines of the three standards.
On the basis of a procedure realized based on the ASME standard,
the values of meteorological parameters were determined. In the
specification of the arm, the manufacturer gave error values for the
arm only in relation to this standard. In such a case only the results
obtained on the basis of a procedure based on the ASME were
directly compared with the manufacturer's specification. According to
the data enclosed in the specification a value of δmax error should be
of ±28 μm, while the error of the test was of 55 μm. The Dmax error
according to the specification should be in the range of ±40 μm,
whereas it amounted 86 μm. Therefore it can be concluded that the
tested coordinate measuring arm is not in accordance with the
manufacturer's specification.
Although, in the manufacturer's specifications, there is no
reference to the errors determined on the basis of VDI/VDE
guidelines or ISO 10360 standard a comparison of several parameters
with the specification was made taking into account the method of
their determination. None of the two above standards has a single
point measurement test, however both determine the test performed
using a standard of length. Using VDI/VDE standard Emax parameter
was determined, while using ISO 10360 standard the value of E0max
parameter was calculated. These parameters are determined on the
basis of tests using standards of length. These parameters can to some
extent be compared to Dmax parameter determined based on ASME
standard, since they were all designated as the error of the dimension
measurement. Research showed that Dmax parameter and the two rest
do not fall within the range specified by the manufacturer, which is ±
40 μm. Although the manufacturer does not refer to all of the above
three parameters they show, that the measuring arm does not meet the
requirements specified in the technical specifications.
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Abstract:
Optical measurements are increasingly used. As a result, large numbers of 3D measurement points are gathered. In order to make the
obtained information more useful and to limit its size it is desirable to create a surface from a point cloud. For this purpose only a
limited number of points are preserved and information in areas between them are predicted. In this article existing methods of
interpolation were classified and described. These methods can also be applied when a small number of points are gathered, for instance
in contact methods, to predict information in areas without data. The paper also presents examples of applications of these prediction
techniques for point cloud modelling.

1. Introduction
Currently, there is a need to have a numerical form of many
objects for instance machining parts. Description of the shape of the
object based on data points is called modelling. In coordinate
metrology points come from the measurements of the real object. The
most frequent representation of the object is as surfaces. It is mainly
done by a polygonal mesh. The mesh consists of vertices, edges and
polygons. To ensure ease of transformations as polygons, often
triangles are used. There are other methods of surface representation.
These methods are particularly important for the representation of
free form surfaces which mathematical description is not trivial.
Some surface representation methods are B-Spline, Non Uniform
Rational Basis Spline – NURBS, connection of „primitives”, CSG
(Constructive Solid Geometry) and subdivision surface.
In the design of the 3D model a connection of primitives is often
used. Primitives are basic components of an image. 2D primitives are:
a segment, a rectangle, an ellipse, a triangle, an arc, Bezier and spline
curves, etc. 3D primitives are: a sphere, a rectangular prism, a cone, a
cylinder, a torus, etc.
In Constructive Solid Geometry a representation of an object has
the form of a logic operations tree (union, difference, intersection)
performed on the primitives.
Subdivision surface starts with a coarse polygonal mesh (for instance
a primitive). In subsequent steps, a new grid is formed, composed of a
larger number of polygons until the desired shape is achieved.
For interpolation Kriging can be applied. Kriging model allows
predicting the response made at an unknown point. This is performed
by having a design of an experiment, created using initial data points.
Kriging also allows estimating, from experimental data, a quantity
with spatial dependence and its uncertainty.

This document is organised as follows. First an introduction to the
subject being considered is presented. In the second section
interpolation methods are classified and described. Applications of the
most frequent methods are presented in the third section. The last
section presents conclusions.

2. Interpolation methods
To predict the information in an area where data was not gathered,
often interpolation methods are applied. Interpolation methods are
used in measurements of big elements when the gathering of each
point from the surface is impossible, for example in environmental
measurements [1]. Trochu [2] presented a classification of
interpolating methods. He named four groups:
a) The interpolating function fits exactly the data points:
In this method a surface is going exactly through the input data so
although the surface is continuous, it is not always smooth. The
domain is divided into simple components like triangles and then
Lagrange interpolation is applied to each one.
b) The interpolating function does not fit the data points:
In this method model is created to minimize the sum of squared
distances between the interpolated surface and data points. It is also
possible to put weights to the data points making some more
influential then others.
c) “Spline” interpolation:
In this method the interpolant is a spline – a special type of
piecewise polynomial. The interpolant can match exactly the data
points but it is not obligatory, it depends on the degree of the
polynomial.
d) Dual Kriging:
To decrease computational effort in Kriging a local interpolation
method is implemented, so only neighbouring data points are used for
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model creation. Meanwhile in dual Kriging global interpolation
method is applied. It means that the model is computed once, using
all available data.
Other classification of prediction techniques was presented by
Laslett et al. [3]. They grouped spatial prediction techniques into three
categories:
Global/local predictors: In global method a model is created based
on all data points. In local method only these points in the vicinity are
used. The flaw of global technique is the high expense of a
computation.
Interpolators/non-interpolators: Interpolators reproduce exactly the
data values. Kriging can be classified as an interpolator only if the
nugget effect is non-zero.
Smoothers/non-smoothers: In smoothers, a predicted surface with
its first partial derivatives is continuous.
The same authors named eight methods of prediction:
Global mean/median (GM, GMed): The global mean (GM) can
be only applied for a set of independent normal random variables that
are distributed identically. The global median (GMed) is appropriate
also for long-tailed distributions. Assigning them to categories of
spatial prediction they are global and non-interpolating smoothers.
Moving averages (1NN, 3NN): In this method peaks are usually
underestimated and valleys overestimated. This is a local, noninterpolating and non-smooth method.
Inverse squared distance interpolation (IS): In this method
weights 𝜆𝑖 from the equation of the model 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑦) =
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜆𝑖 {𝑧(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )} are inversely proportional to the squared distances
between samples. As weights are always positive, peaks and valleys
cannot be tracked in this method. IS can be classified as a global,
interpolating and smooth predictor.
Alkima’s interpolator (Ak): This method uses Dirichlet tessellation
to automatically define local neighbourhoods. It is a local,
interpolating and smooth predictor.
Natural neighbour interpolation (NNI): This method is a local,
interpolating and smooth predictor.
Quadratic trend surface (QT): In this method a trend surface on
spatial coordinates has a form of polynomial least-squares regression.
Laplacian smoothing splines (LSS): This method gives a smooth
contour for small data sets by minimization of Laplacian function.
Regionalized variables (IK-isotropic Kriging, AK-anisotropic
Kriging).
These days the most extensively used interpolation methods in
metrology are construction of mesh of triangles and spline methods.
They are used to create 3D models of the objects. In this paper also
Kriging is described as a method that is applied for an improvement
of a measured plan.

2.1 Mesh of triangles
In the mesh of triangles method points from a point cloud are
connected to triangles but not all points are vertices of the mesh. The
size of meshes depends on user-defined parameters and should be
based on the complexity of the modelled surface. To create a mesh
often Delaunay triangulation is applied. This method of mesh creation
finds broad application because it is to adaptive solution strategies
[4]. New grid points can be added to existing triangulation without
affecting the whole grid, a Delaunay grid is changed locally not
globally. A description of Delaunay’s triangulation with its working
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principle is now presented for 2D space [5]. First a rectangle
including all points from cloud is created and its vertices are added to
a mesh. Then triangulation is initialized using two triangles based on
these points. Later for each edge node a node is added to a mesh and
triangulation is re-performed.
As was mentioned, a mesh of triangles depends on user-defined
parameters. Fig. 1 presents the influence of the triangles’ size on the
surface.

Fig. 1. Influence of the number of triangle on the surface shape [6]
As it can be noticed although bigger meshes reduce the size of the
model it can make the surface not smooth and differing from the
object being modelled.

2.2 B-Spline
To the spline methods, B-splines and NURBS (Non-Uniform
Rational B-Splines) may be included. Generally B-spline can be
expressed by the following equation [7]:
𝑛𝑢 −1 𝑛&𝑣 −1
∑𝑗=0 𝐵𝑖,𝑝 (𝑢) ∙ 𝐵𝑗,𝑞 (𝑣) ∙ 𝜙𝑖𝑗
𝑠(𝑢, 𝑣) = ∑𝑖=0

(1)

where: 𝑛𝑢 , 𝑛𝑣 – the number of control points in the u and v
directions, 𝜙𝑖𝑗 (i=0,1,…, 𝑛𝑢 − 1, j=0,1,…, 𝑛𝑣 − 1 – the n (n=nu ×
nv ) control points, 𝐵𝑖,𝑝 (𝑢), 𝐵𝑗,𝑞 (𝑣) – the normalized B-splines of a
degree p and q for the u and v directions respectively.
Measuring points with the corresponding location parameters [uk,vk]
can be represented by following equations:
𝑛𝑢 −1 𝑛𝑣 −1
∑𝑗=0 𝐵𝑖,𝑝 (𝑢𝑘 ) ∙ 𝐵𝑗,𝑞 (𝑣𝑘 ) ∙ 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑥𝑘 = ∑𝑖=0

(2)

𝑛𝑢 −1 𝑛𝑣 −1
∑𝑗=0 𝐵𝑖,𝑝 (𝑢𝑘 ) ∙ 𝐵𝑗,𝑞 (𝑣𝑘 ) ∙ 𝑦𝑖𝑗
𝑦𝑘 = ∑𝑖=0

(3)

𝑧𝑘 =

𝑢 −1
𝑣 −1
∑𝑛𝑖=0
∑𝑛𝑗=0
𝐵𝑖,𝑝 (𝑢𝑘 )

∙ 𝐵𝑗,𝑞 (𝑣𝑘 ) ∙ 𝑧𝑖𝑗

(4)

where: 𝑥𝑖𝑗 , 𝑦𝑖𝑗 , 𝑧𝑖𝑗 – the coordinates of the B-spline surface control
points 𝜙𝑖𝑗 .
A sample B-spline surface with controlled points marked as “di,j”
is presented in Fig. 2.
To be able to make the B-spline regression analysis the number of
measuring points should be at least ten times higher than the number
of parameters in the B-spline model [7]. It is also important to
properly choose number of B-spline control points. Too many control
points make the surface to over-fit noisy data and too small number of
points under-fits the data [7], [9]. Therefore, the number and
distribution of control points are crucial in the determination of
interpolation surface.
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a)
Mesh of triangles
The mesh of triangles is often used to remove noise from high
density point cloud as sometimes occurs in optical measurements.
Only points giving significant information about scanned object are
maintained. They create vertices of triangles, the surplus elements are
removed. A sample mesh of triangles obtained from an optical
measurement of a human face in presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. B-spline surface [8]

2.3 Kriging
Kriging or Gaussian process regression is a statistical method of
interpolation. It takes its theoretical basis from a method developed
by Georges Matheron on the basis of the Master's thesis of Danie G.
Krige, who was trying to find the best estimation of the distribution of
gold occurring in the mine, based on samples obtained from a few
boreholes.
Kriging is based on regression against observed values of
neighbouring data points. Weights are dependent on spatial
covariance values [10].
Estimation function of Kriging is described by the following
equation [11]:
𝑢̂(𝑥0 ) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜆𝑖 ∙ 𝑢(𝑥𝑖 )

(5)

where: 𝜆𝑖 – the weights calculated in such a way as to minimize the
squared variance of the estimation error.
In Kriging the value of a random function 𝑢̂(𝑥0 ) at a specific
location 𝑥0 = 〈𝑥 𝑦 𝑧〉𝑇 is estimated [12]. It is performed based on
samples 𝑢𝑖 from locations 𝑥𝑖 for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛.
Supposing polynomial model of drift 𝑚 and unbiased value of 𝑢̂ :
𝑚(𝑥) = ∑𝑘𝑙=0 𝜇𝑙 ∙ 𝑝𝑙 (𝑥), with 𝑝0 (𝑥) = 1

Fig. 3. Mesh of triangles [14]
b)

B-Splines

B-Splines have wide application in reverse engineering. It is a
process of creating a computerized representation from an existing
part [15]. Fig. 4. presents an existing part that was measured to create
a CAD model presented in Fig. 5.

(6)

where: 𝜇𝑙 – coefficient for the polynomial basis 𝑝𝑙 (𝑥).
A drift can be polynomial, finite element shape or trigonometric
function [12].
To minimize the prediction error 𝐸[𝑢(𝑥0 ) − 𝑢̂(𝑥0 )]2 a
constrained linear optimization involving 𝜆1 , … , 𝜆𝑛 and Lagrange
multipliers 𝜇𝑙 is required. It is expressed by equation (7).
𝐿(𝜆𝑖 , 𝜇𝑙 ) = 𝐸(𝑢(𝑥0 ) − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜆𝑖 ∙ 𝑢(𝑥𝑖 ))2 + 2𝜇0 (∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜆𝑖 − 1) +
2 ∑𝑘𝑙=1 𝜇𝑙 (∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜆𝑖 𝑝𝑙 (𝑥𝑖 ) − 𝑝𝑙 (𝑥0 ))
(7)
The advantage of Kriging is that it can reproduce any function
[11]. It is also important that in a Kriging model, normal vector can
be determined at any point on the surface using only the mathematical
description of the surface [13]. Dai et al. [11] noticed that the regular
distribution of nodes in Kriging model gives more accurate results
than the irregular one. The most important disadvantage of this
interpolation method is that if the surface is spiky, the vicinity of data
sites is predicted badly [13]

3. Applications of interpolation methods
In this section applications of the most common interpolation
methods are presented.

Fig. 4. Handmade physical model [16]
c)

Kriging

Kriging interpolation has found wide application in metrology.
Mayer et al. [13] noticed that Kriging model can be used to estimate
the surface from a small number of measured points and then the
model is used to improve the measuring program.
Many authors presented methods to create adaptive measuring
plan using Kriging interpolation. Pedone et al. [17] presented a
sequential procedure for determination of measuring points. At first
initial points were selected and on their basis Kriging correlation
function was estimated. Then, until a stop criterion new candidate
points are chosen and the model is re-estimated.
Kriging was also used by Dumas et al. [18] to improve the
measuring plan of big objects like in aerospace industry. A sample
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part on which the developed algorithm was evaluated is presented in
Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. The CAD model of the car wheel. (a) The CAD model in wire
frame, (b) The main surface (rotational NURBS), (c) The inserts
surface (open NURBS), (d) The valve surface (closed NURBS) [16]
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4. Conclusions
The aim of the presented work was to review existing
interpolation method for point cloud modelling in coordinate
metrology. Different classifications of these methods were presented.
The methods that are the most common in metrology were described
in details. It includes creation of mesh of triangles, B-Splines and
Kriging.
In mesh of triangles method points from a point cloud are
connected into triangles and their size depends on user-defined
parameters. In B-Splines a curve or a surface is described using
control points. Kriging is a statistical method of interpolation. It is a
regression against observed values of neighbouring data points.
Weights are dependent on spatial covariance values. The advantages
of the Kriging are that it can reproduce any function and a normal
vector can be determined at any point on the surface using only the
mathematical description of the surface.
In this document applications of described interpolation methods
were enclosed. Mesh of triangles creates a surface from a point cloud.
It also has filter characteristics. B-Splines are broadly used in reverse
engineering where computerized representation from an existing part
is created. Kriging interpolation in metrology is often used to improve
a measuring plan.
In modelling of point cloud it should be remembered that created
surface is only an interpolation so it is burdened with an error.
Furthermore, interpolated surfaces depend on a form of data and userdefined parameters.
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Abstract:
For a specific engineering design of a component’s function, it is important to understand the interrelationship between manufacturing
process, surface geometry (surface structure) and the resulting functional behavior. The current approach to achieve this is to define
separate tolerances for size, distance, form, orientation, location and surface texture parameters to specify the functional surface on a
technical drawing. The several deviations of characteristics will be extracted and evaluate separately. Current surface evaluations are
based on both two-dimensional and three-dimensional standardized statistical surface texture parameters. Numerous standards for this
purpose already exist, which define the extraction, the filtering and the definition of statistical parameters (Ra, Rz, Sa, Sz…).
Hence, new methods for the manufacturing of components generate surfaces which are not statistically distributed. Therefore the
information of the statistic parameters is limited. The current parameters cannot be reconstructed in order to generate the creation of a
surface and for a mean line independent surface characterization due to the function.
The paper presents the holistic extraction of different engineering surfaces with a tactile form and roughness measuring instrument. In
addition the differences between the standard 3D parameter, e.g. Sa, Sz, Ssk and the geometric parameters resulting from the analysis of
islands for a defined threshold will be demonstrated. The geometric characterization creates new opportunities to evaluate surfaces,
which permits the implementation of holistic approach to record and access the geometric characteristics. The function is a result from a
tribological condition between two interacting surfaces and the particular contact conditions. Therefore the geometric surface
parameters can solve only a part of the question for the correlation between production, characterization and function. Further steps for
a comprehensive functional surface characterization will be arise.

1. Introduction

2.2 Surface characterisation based on current standards

The function of a component largely depends on the surface
texture. For a specific influence of the function, it is important to
understand the interrelationship between the manufacturing process,
the surface geometry (surface texture) and the resulting functional
behaviour. The current approach to achieve this is to define tolerances
for size, distance, orientation, location, form and position and to
specify the surface texture on a technical drawing. To ensure the
function, the focus is on characterising and evaluates the surface
texture by means of parameters. Numerous standards for this purpose
already exist which define the extraction, the filtering and the
calculation of parameters. In the following the parameters that were
used for the surface characterisation are represented [1].

Current surface evaluations are based on both two-dimensional
and three-dimensional standardised parameters. Originally twodimensional surface parameters such as Rz and Ra were developed to
monitor the production process. A two-dimensional profile serves to
measure the surface structure. The extraction of the profile depends
on the present surface structure and has to be aligned orthogonal to
the direction of the structure or towards the greatest roughness.
Different profiles like the waviness or roughness profile from the
extracted profile can be used for the surface evaluation by means of
phase correct mean line filters. The filtering divides the individual
surface deviations into form, waviness and roughness, depending on
the kind of profile. In ISO 4287:2010 it is defined that the mean lines
are the reference for the respective parameters. Depending on the
present filtered profile, parameters such as Pt of primary profile, Wt
of filtered waviness profile and Rt of filtered roughness profile, can
be calculated [2]. The specification of a surface texture and the
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extraction of a profile are demonstrated on a shaft in Fig 1.
Furthermore, parameters for a functional 2D characterisation are
determined with the help of the material ratio curve, according to ISO
13565 Part 1 to 3.
These parameters are based on a double filtered profile
(roughness profile with adjusted reference line) [3]. Although the 2D
Motif parameters according to ISO 12085 do not use a mean line
system, the surface deviation is divided into roughness and waviness
by means of defined distances [4].

Usually the defined 2D and 3D parameters are statistical
parameters with reference to the mean line or median plane. They are
not reconstructable in order to generate the surface manufacturing
process. Moreover, the 3D parameters do not correlate with a
functional behaviour (e.g. friction coefficient), see Figure 2b. [6].
New holistic approaches can be implemented for the extraction and
evaluation of three-dimensional surfaces. For a function-oriented
characterisation it is also necessary to look in a holistic way within a
system of two contacting surfaces (tribological system).

3. Consideration of interacting surfaces

Fig. 1 Example of the profile extraction due to the specification of the
shaft surface
New methods for the manufacturing of components generate surfaces
which are not statistically distributed. The informational value of 2D
parameters therefore is limited. Figure 2a illustrates that the different
surface structures are not emphasised by 2D parameters. These two
different surfaces have the same 2D parameters but a different surface
texture. As a consequence of these findings, the surface parameters of
surface profiles and the material ratio curve, as well as the surface
parameters of the Motif method were transferred for 3D surface
description. To define parameters, a datum at a median plane is used.
Furthermore, the surface deviations are divided according to different
areal working filters. In ISO 25187 numerous parameters for statistic
and function-related surface characterisation are defined [5].
Fine circular grinding

Coarse circular grinding

From a functional point of view the surfaces of the involved
components are located on top of each other or next to each other.
The respective surface deviations of both surfaces act together, which
means that the contact is significantly influenced by the threedimensional surface geometry of both function partners. In addition to
the geometry, other influences have an impact on the functional
behaviour, too. The influencing factors can be further quantified by
examining the components in a tribological system, see Figure 3 [7].
This system analyse emphasizes that the surfaces have to be regarded
holistically and a focus is on the surface manufacturing, which leads
to the development of the surface geometry. Parameters that both
characterize the manufacturing process and describe the functional
behaviour are of advantage. Furthermore the combinations of the
material, the load, the motion and other influences between the
function partners have to be respecting.
On this account it is important to quantify and to detect the main
influences for a functional behaviour. For the present researches about
the surface texture and the resulting function of the static friction
coefficient it is proposed that the surface texture is in charge of the
deformative element of friction for mechanical engineered steel
surfaces.
Technical function of the tribosystem
Conversion of input variables (x) into technically
utilizable output variables (y)
Disturbance variables
Input variables
(x)
-

Load
Type of motion
…

Tribosystem structure =
F (elements, properties, interactions)
- Element
- Material and geometry properties
- Interactions between the elements

Output variables
(y)
-

Force
Torque
…

F
N

Counterpart

Feed rate: 800 mm/min

µ0,1= 0,29

Interfacial
Medium

Feed rate: 2400 mm/min µ0,1= 0,25
Tribological
process

Ra = 2,1 µm

Rz = 11,4 µm

Ra = 2,0 µm

Tribological
loading

Base body

Rz = 11,3 µm
Loss variables
(z)

Fig. 2a 2D characterisation of circular ground surfaces
-

Friction
Wear

Fig. 3 Tribological system [7, p.296]

Sa = 1,7 µm

Sz = 15,4 µm

Sa = 2,2 µm

Fig. 2b 3D characterisation of circular ground surfaces

Sz = 23,0 µm

The appropriated friction measurements were performed on a static
friction test bench and the principle of the torsion test as well as the
design of the specimen are shown in Figure 4 [9]. All mechanical
engineered specimens were tested against a counterpart of fine face
ground steel 42CrMo4+QT in an unlubricated condition. The
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specimens were pressed together and twisted against each other.
During the test, the axial load, the torque and the twisting angle were
recorded continuously. From the data recorded and the resulting
twisting angle torsion moment diagrams (so called "slipping curves"),
the slipping torque can be derived and the friction coefficient can be
calculated.

hydraulic normal
force actuator

force transducer
stamp

Fig. 5 Definition of a consistent common datum
strain gauges for
torque measurement

flexible coupling

hydraulic torque
actuator

Fig. 4 Test bench for determination of static coefficient of friction and
the principle of the friction test.

4. Holistic approach
The surface of a component and the counterpart interacts in the
tribological system, which was described in the previous chapter. The
contact area is influenced by the superimposition of form, waviness
and roughness of both surfaces. To understand and describe this
interaction, a holistic extraction is required. For this holistic extraction
and for a geometrical characterisation of the surface as well as the
functional behaviour it is necessary to gather all of the surface
deviations in a common reference system and to define parameters
based on the reference system[8].

4.2 Holistic extraction of surface structures
The different surface deviations, including microstructure and
Vickers indentations, can be extracted with a precision form
measuring instrument Mahr MFU 100, which possesses a roughness
stylus with a tip radius of 5 µm (Fig. 6). The holistic 3D extraction
displays the interaction of the geometrical properties and the creation
of a permanent, consistent datum. Figure 6 shows the measurement
setup for the extraction and the holistically extracted circular ring
surface.

µm
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15

4.1 Common datum

10
5

For the functional surface characterisation by means of
parameters, a datum which is based on the mean line or median plane
of the surface is not sufficient. During the application the surface
structure changes due to stress factors, as for instance acting forces
and kinematics. To detect and quantify the relevant structures for the
function (e.g. friction coefficient) a comparison of the same surface
structures before and after the application is inevitable. Therefore, it is
not possible to apply a datum that is based on mean lines/median
planes. An approach for this problem has been developed at the
Institute of Production Measuring Technology and Quality Assurance
at Technische Universität Chemnitz: a way to create a common
reference which is consistent and independent of the mean line.
This is achieved by using Vickers indentations to define a
Cartesian coordinate system (Figure 5) [7]. The deepest points of the
indentations are simultaneously the points of origin for the common
datum in the direction of z. The size of indentations and the distances
between the single indentations are customisable on different surface
textures and different material properties.

0

Fig. 6 Measurement setup and the extraction of a circular ring surface
An extraction aims on best approximation of the real surface. The me
asured surface and the evaluation of the geometrical properties are inf
luenced both by the number of measuring points and their position. H
ence, the measuring strategy has to allow the extraction of roughness,
waviness and form shares in a single measurement. According to ISO
14406, the surface measured with the precision form measuring instru
ment in a tactile way matches the mechanical surface [10].

4.3 Filtering
The filters used for determining 2D and 3D parameters divide the
surface deviations into form, waviness and roughness. However, for a
functional characterisation the interaction of the surface deviations is
crucial. Moreover, the filters align themselves with the mean lines or
with the Motif parameters directly at the surface (limit value for
roughness and waviness motifs). To apply mean line-independent
filtering, morphological operations can be used. The basic
morphological operations are dilatation and erosion. Dilatation means
that a structuring element of a certain size is applied from above (free
side of material) to each point of the extracted surface.
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The centre of the structuring element at the same time is the new
point of the morphologically filtered surface. At an erosion the
structuring element will be applied from the material side to the
measured surface points. In Figure 7, both basic operations are
illustrated and a ball is used as the structuring element [11].

necessary to definitely validate these evaluation heights. The defined
evaluation height for the respective surface is the basis for
characterisation. The number of islands and their surface (henceforth
referred to an average of the mean surface of islands), and the average
of the mean volume of material (Fig. 8) are used for the surface
characterisation of both a section and the complete surface. As
demonstrated in previous characterisation of mechanically machined
steel surface, it is possible to distinguish individual production
processes at an evaluation height considered as constant.

Fig. 7 Morphological operations on a profile (dilatation and erosion)
Further operations results from a reciprocal series connection of
the two basic operations: closing and opening. In closing, the
measured surface first is filtered with a dilatation and afterwards with
erosion. The filtered surface has unchanged peaks, but filled valleys
due to morphological filtering. In contrast to that, the opening
comprises first erosion and afterwards dilatation. With this method,
peaks can be flattened and valleys can be opened up [11].
The deliberate use of morphological filter operations facilitates
simulating the contact of the counterpart on the extracted surface. It
also permits the exposition of function-relevant structures and the
suppression of structures which are irrelevant for the function. These
approaches are the basis for a function-oriented evaluation and are
going to be exemplified in the following surface characterisation.

Fig. 8a Geometric Parameters at the friction surface as model
concept, determination of the specific evaluation height c

4.4. Surface characterisation
Fig. 8b Geometric parameters depending on c: mean surface of the
islands, mean volume of material [8]
Figure 9 shows an example of the results for the geometric
characterisation by means of the mean volume of material for
engineered surfaces. Using the number of islands, the production
process can be subdivided into grinding, milling and turning. The
mean volume of material ensures the division of the surfaces into
coarse and fine structures. The parameters have the same
characteristics both for the surface section and the complete surface.
Currently, the contact surface is determined in studies to ensure a
function-relevant characterisation.
Mean Volume of Material for a surface sector of 3mm x 3mm
(c=20%Ausschnitt
of the material
ratio)
Inselanzahl auf einen
von
3mm x 3 mm
bezogen

µm
25

20

15

10

5

3500

turned coarse

0

µm

Mean volume of material [µm³/µm²]

2.0

1.5

3000

Inselanzahl [3mm x 3mm]

Based on the holistic extracted surface, an approach for
characterisation is presented. Since the contact surface structures are
relevant for the function (e.g. the friction coefficient), tests were
carried out to determine function-relevant structures. The surface was
examined at the same location before and after the function case. The
examinations appeared that changes in the surface structure with the
permanent reference can be determined directly. Only a small
proportion of the surface structure is relevant for the function. To
evaluate this proportion, an approach was chosen which divides a
surface in so-called islands and valleys. This approach is based on
ISO 25187 and the analytical methods already implemented in the
MountainsMap© Software. The size and position of the evaluation
area influence also the result of the characterisation and in particular
the functional structures. With different sizes and positions of the
evaluation area, the characterisation is based on different structure
proportions. Taking this into account, the surface characterisations
were conducted both with a section and with the complete surface.
To conduct a functional surface characterisation based on islands,
including contact surfaces and the respective material volume,
structures which are irrelevant for the function have to be eliminated.
Defining a so-called evaluation height permits the separation of
structures and basic structure (basic roughness) in terms of
functionality (Fig. 8.). The definition of the evaluation height is
determined by the results of numerical tests, in which different
surface structures were loaded with different normal force. An
evaluation height for the examined surfaces can be calculated which
is dependent on the load spectrum. However, further researches are
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Fig. 9 Characterisation of mechanical manufactured surfaces for a
surface sector of 3mm x 3mm
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5. Conclusion
As the examination demonstrated, the holistic approach and the
analysis of interacting surfaces is suitable for functional surface
characterisation. The definition of the datum by means of Vickers
indentation is not yet completed. The definite and consistent
reproducibility of these markings cannot be fully ensured.
Furthermore,
the
interrelationship
between
production,
characterisation and function is clearly emphasized by a geometrical
surface characterisation. The geometrical parameters which were
described (number of islands, mean surface of islands, mean volume
of material) can be used to subdivide the examined mechanical
production processes according to the resulting surface geometry.
Further steps for a comprehensive functional surface characterisation
arise. In the future, tests are going to be conducted that determine the
evaluation height and the influence of form and size, and evaluate
further production processes. Furthermore, geometrical parameters
are going to be expanded and verified.
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Abstract:
Accuracy of measurement data registration considerably influences on values of surface topography parameters. Obtaining high
precision and therefore correct mapping of the evaluated surface is of great importance not only in case of determining surface
roughness parameters but also its features, essential because of service reasons. The hereby work evaluates accuracy of mapping
surface texture of surface roughness standards (standard with a single groove with nominal height 4,646 µm, and surface roughness
standard DIN 4763 with nominal value of parameter Ra = 0,25 µm). The measurements were carried out using advanced optical
measurement techniques, making use of white light interferometry and confocal laser scanning microscopy. Analysis of the obtained
measurement data allowed for determining the precision of mapping the stereometric features of the evaluated surfaces and the
possibilities of the applied devices.

1. Introduction
The main result of dynamic technological development is
narrowing the tolerance range for production of machine parts to the
point where creating new measurement methods and tools for their
verification is required. The this enforced progress has been bringing
around new measurement methods and technologies in the field of
surface metrology [1, 2]. Such development further led us back to
production processes, causing yet another increase in demands about
the product.
Surface topography has always been in the area of interest of
product producers and their users. It firstly drew the attention of
craftsmen, then engineers, scientists and now also users in various
areas of utility.
Works [3, 4] show that surface texture has considerable influence
on, among others: processes of friction and wear of associated pitch
and sliding surfaces, style resistance and deformations, resistance to
corrosion, oscillation damping, connection tightness, contact
resistance, contact heat transmission, magnetic properties, (light,
electromagnetic etc.) wave reflection, absorption and penetration
phenomena, processes of applying thin coats, coating adherence and
resistance, aero- and hydrodynamic properties.
The last decades of the 20 century caused a great development of
measurement methods and data processing algorithms that
characterize surface stereometry. It is caused mainly by the growing
demands in terms of elements resistance, minimization of material
wear, as well as elements’ mass and dimensions, increase of load

capacity and resistance, as well as production technology
development.
All of the above mentioned conditions contributed to creation or
improvement of numerous measurement methods and, which is
essential, of the vast group of surface stereometric features evaluation
parameters.
It needs to be stressed that this development is continuing and
gaining momentum, while dimension-shape precision and surface
roughness are crucial criteria in evaluation of machine parts quality.

2. Optical measurement methods
The limitations of contact measurements and the increasing
demands concerning precision and resolving power resulted in new
measurement methods being developed for years now that would be
an alternative to contact measurements. These methods include
optical ones that are non-contact, non-destructive techniques,
characterized by relatively high scanning speed and high number of
registered measurement points.
Their basic advantage is the mode of contact-free surface
observation, which eliminates, among others, such stylus profilometry
features as the influence of measurement end geometry on the
measurement result, filtering the registered profile, measurement
speed and the possibility of damaging the measured surface.
Optical methods are diversified because of the applied
construction solutions and measurement techniques. These techniques
include, among others, methods using light scattering interferometry,
confocal microscopy, ellipsometry, holography and others [5].
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What was used in the hereby work were the surface unevenness
measurement optical methods, i.e. interferential and confocal
microscopies.

2.1 Interferential methods as exemplified by Talysurf
CCI6000 (Taylor Hobson)
The measurement system Talysurf CCI 6000 by Taylor Hobson is
currently the most advanced non-contact optical system that offers the
possibility of 3D evaluation of surface topography [6]. The general
view of the system used in Micro- and Nano-Engineering Laboratory
in the Chair of Precision Engineering at the Koszalin University of
Technology is presented in figure 1.
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internal reference mirror. The two beams recombine and give a local
interference image, which is sent to the CCD detector. The optical
measuring head of the microscope is coupled with precision piezoelectric actuators (PZTs). The PZTs move the measuring head
vertically above the measured sample.
The CCD detector measures the intensity of the light as the
interferometric lens (Mirau type, 10×, 20× and 50× magnification) is
actuated in the vertical direction (z axis) and finds the interference
maximum. The location of individual points on the test surface is
determined based on the analysis of the mutual temporal coherence of
the interfering waves [9], [10], conducted separately for each surface
point. The measurement method was based on the algorithm [11],
which the producer describes as the so-called coherence correlation
interferometry (CCI) [12]. In this way an image is generated and
acquired, before being processed on a computer manufactured by
Dell, with an Intel Xenon class processor. Using this recorded data a
high-resolution surface topography is then generated. The instrument
enables the obtainment of a vertical resolution to 10 pm (0.01 nm) at
the measuring range (in the z axis) to 10 mm. Selected technical
parameters of Talysurf CCI 6000 measurement system by Taylor
Hobson company are presented in table 1.
Table 1 Selected parameters of white-light interference microscope
Talysurf CCI6000
Talysurf CCI6000

Fig. 1 The general view of white-light interference microscope
Talysurf CCI 6000 by Taylor Hobson (top) and its principle of
operation (bottom)
The device operates on basis of using one of the white-light
interferometry techniques (WLI) kinds [7], the so-called scanning
broadband interferometry (SBI) [8].
White light generated by an external source (150 W quartz lamp
installed in Fiber-Lite® DC-950 illuminator manufactured by DolanJenner's Industries) is supplied to the instrument by optical fibre. In
the measuring head the light beam is directed to a beamsplitter, where
it is separated into two parallel beams. The first beam is directed
towards the sample and the second beam is directed towards an

Vertical range (Z)

400 µm

Vertical resolution (max.)

0.01 nm

Repeatibility of surface RMS
(Z)

0.003 nm

Vertical scanning speed (max.)

7 µm/s

Measurement area (X, Y)

from 0,13 mm2 to 7 mm2

Number
points

1 048 576 (1024×1024 – CCD
matrix)

of

measurement

Horizontal resolution (X, Y)

0.36 µm (max.)

Step height repeatability

0.1 nm (25 nm step)

Linearity (Z)

0.03 % of the measured value

Pixel noise (Z)

0.2 nm

Surface reflectivity

0.3 % – 100 %

Component size (max)

X and Y = 250 mm; Z = 75 mm

Typical measurement time

20–30 seconds

Optical specifications
Lenses zoom

10×

20×

50×

Numerical apperture

0.3

0.4

0.55

Work distance (mm)

7.4

4.7

3.4

Optical resolution (µm)
[* surface dependent]

1.8

0.9

0.36

Maximum slope (°)

7.7

14.6

27.7

Measurement area (mm ×
mm)
Lateral sampling resolution
(µm)

1.8×1.8
1.75

0.9×0.9
0.88

0.36×0.36
0.35
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2.2 Confocal methods as exemplified by LEXT OLS4000
(Olympus)
Confocal microscope LEXT OLS4000 by Olympus is an
advanced measurement instrument designed for diverse research and
analyses in many fields of modern science and technology [13]. Here
are some exemplary applications:
 Measurements of material deformation during microscale laser
expanding [14],
 Structural tests of antibacterial fabrics [15],
 Analyses of surface defects of blocks designed for calibration of
measurement tools [16],
 Evaluation of this nano-composite layers surface [17],
 Analysis of cold rolled she metal microstructure [18],
 Measurements and analysis of abrasive tools surface [19].
Microscope LEXT OLS4000 used in the experimental tests
allows for measuring and registering images of the examined surfaces
in two modes – microscopic and confocal. In the microscopic mode
the examined sample was illuminated with light ranging from 400 to
700 nm, generated by light-emitting diode with power 30mW. Figure
2 presents the general view of LEXT OLS4000 microscope with
a diagram illustrating its operation.

The general principle of operation microscope LEXT OLS4000 in
confocal mode consisted in generating the image from the reflections
of the light on the focal plane – upon which the light was at its most
intense. Focusing of the light beams on the examined surface was
carried out as a result of a precise displacement of the measurement
head in a vertical direction (axis z). The focusing moment was
determined through differentiating the changes in the intensity of the
light beam eaching the detector through the circular pinhole aperture
(CPA). The CPA served two purposes; it enabled the acquisition of
the image with the highest depth of focus and contrast and it
eliminated the image generated outside the focal plane. The main
source of light microscopes was a laser diode emitting a light beam
from the range of the visible spectrum with wavelength λ = 405 nm
(purple) respectively. Acquisition of spatial images and maps of the
examined surfaces of abrasive tools was related to the procedure of
precise scanning point by point in axes x-y. The process of scanning
was carried out by a special scanner patented by Olympus.
Selected parameters of the measurement system LEXT OLS4000
are presented in table 2.
Table 2 Selected parameters of laser confocal microscope LEXT OLS 4000
Laser confocal microscope LEXT OLS4000
Optical system

UIS2 Optical System (infinity
correction)

Total magnification

108×~17 280×

Observation field

2560×2560–16×16 µm
BF/DIC/Laser/confocal
DIC

Laser

405 nm semiconductor laser

White-light

White LED

Head

Microscope

Observation method

Range

100 mm

Axis Z

Maximum
sample
height

100 mm

Rotation
(capstan
head)

Stroke

10 mm

Resolution

0,01 µm

laser

Repeatability 50×: σn-1=0.012 µm

Lenses

5×, 10×, 20×, 50×, 100×

Optical zoom

1×–8×

Table Motorized table

100×100 mm

3. Experimental tests
3.1 Main goal of the tests

Fig. 2 Confocal microscope LEXT OLS4000: general view of the
microscope on the top (photo R. Tomkowski), diagram illustrating
operation of the microscope on a basis on the bottom [20]

The main goal of the experimental tests was to analyze on basis
of two surface roughness standards, the precision of mapping their
surfaces using optical methods. What underwent the tests were
standard with a single groove with nominal height 4,646 µm, and
surface roughness standard DIN 4763 with nominal value of
parameter Ra = 0,25 µm.
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3.1 Analysis of the test results
In the hereby section a selected results of height examinations of
surface roughness standards were presented and discussed. A lens with
50× zoom was used in the measurements both in the interference and
confocal methods. This resulted from the fact that in the confocal
microscope the aforementioned lens is dedicated to measurements of
surface unevenness characterized by minor surface distortions. Figure 3
presents an analysis of the step height for interference measurements,
while figure 4 depicts the one for confocal measurements. The presented
images contain 2D and 3D maps of the step height and an example of step
height measurements according to the norm [21].
Further on, figure 5 presents an analysis of the surface unevenness
model of parameter Ra for the interference measurement, while figure
6 depicts the one for confocal measurements. The presented images
contain 2D and 3D maps of surface roughness heights and examples
of profile analysis according to norms [21, 22].
Fig. 5 Measurement results obtained using white-light interference
microscope Talysurf CCI6000 by Taylor Hobson for roughness height
standard Ra: a) grayscale 2D roughness height map, b) grayscale 3D
roughness height map, c) surface profile analysis

50 µm

Fig. 3 Measurement results obtained with the white-light interference
microscope Talysurf CCI6000 by Taylor Hobson or the standards step
heights a) grayscale 2D map of the unevenness height, b) grayscale
2D map of the roughness height, c) analysis of the standard step
height

Fig. 6 Measurement results obtained using laser measurement
microscope LEXT OLS4000 by OLYMPUS for roughness standard
height Ra: a) grayscale 2D roughness height map, b) grayscale 3D
roughness height map, c) surface profile analysis
SUMMARY

Fig. 4 Measurement results obtained using laser scanning
measurement microscope LEXT OLS4000 by OLYMPUS for the
model step height: a) grayscale 2D map of the unevenness height, b)
grayscale 2D map of the roughness height, c) analysis of the standard
step height

As a result of the carried out experimental tests it was concluded
that the optical methods are extremely useful in measuring height of
roughness of low amplitude. Both in case of the step standard and Ra
parameter roughness height standard no major problems with
measurement and analysis of the obtained surfaces were encountered.
The results obtained using lenses with 50× zoom differ in the
registered surface image because of the CCD matrix used in the
instruments. The registered images are characterized by the fact that
there are a few peaks created, among others, as a result of too intense
illumination of the sample surface (the so-called reflexes), or of lack
of light reflection off the surface, e.g. in case of large surface
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roughness side inclinations. These are naturally drawbacks of the
optical methods but it is possible to reduce such problems with
application of the right optical systems.
Measurement and analysis of the step height was made in the
hereby work in accordance with the standard [21]. The model step
height measured with interference method makes it possible to obtain
average step height 4,733 µm for 100 profiles, with standard
deviation on the level of 0,096 µm and sampling variance 0,0094 µm.
Height of the model step measured with the confocal method
makes it possible to obtain average step height 4,692 µm for 100
profiles, with standard deviation on the level of 0,014 µm and
sampling variance 0,0002 µm.
The measurements and analyses of the surface roughness model
roughness height were made for parameter Ra in accordance with the
standards [22, 23]. The mean value of parameter Ra for 1024 profiles
from the area 360 × 360 µm measured with the interference method was
Ra = 0,1236 µm with standard deviation on the level of 0,01523 and
standard error 0,00048 µm, as well as sampling variance 0,00023 µm.
The mean value of Ra parameter for 1024 profiles from the area
256 × 256 µm measured with the confocal method is Ra = 0,178 µm
with standard deviation on the level of 0,0104 and standard error
0,00032 µm, as well as sampling variance 0,00011 µm.

4. De Chiffre L., Christiansen S., Skade S.: Advantages and
Industrial Applications of Three Dimensional Surface
Topography. Ann. CIRP, Vol. 43, 1994, pp. 473–478.

4. Conclusions

12. Blunt R. T.: White Light Interferometry – A Production Worthy
Technique for Measuring Surface Roughness on Semiconductor
Wafers. Proceedings of CS MANTECH Conference, April 24-27,
2006, British Columbia, Canada, pp. 59–62.

When analyzing the obtained results it needs to be stressed that the
differences in results depend mostly on the technical capabilities of the
measurement system. For example, the interference profilometer Talysurf
CCI6000 is characterize by vertical resolution of 10 pm, and there is no
possibility of adjustment. This is three times more than in confocal
microscope LEXT OLS4000 (10 nm). This may result in a situation when
during registration of confocal images there might be bigger interpolation
of unevenness height values. It is therefore essential to describe the
measurement technical conditions. It should be assumed that these
differences also result from different method of digital registration of the
surface unevenness height.
The precision of mapping SGS with optical methods needs to be
considered a good one for the obtained standard error values on the
level of 0,00012 ÷ 0,00032 µm, while it is difficult to compare the
measurement techniques against each other.
Application of optical methods in evaluation of SGS offers the
possibility of carrying out quick and precise measurements and
it should be anticipated that expansion of these methods in industrial
applications will be gaining momentum in the near future.
Part of this work was supported by The National Science Center of Poland.
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Abstract:
Strategies of surface extraction constitute an extensive topic in tactile coordinate measuring techniques, which is of particular
importance. These strategies are an initial point for the evaluation of dimension, form, orientation and location tolerances in reference
to deviations, measuring uncertainty and economic efficiency of a measurement.
The paper discloses deficits on current technical standards and methodologies of industrial application with the aid of theoretical
examinations and the comparison of the extraction of simple geometric elements like cylinders and planes. It becomes clear, that a
consistent and function oriented extraction strategy is merely feasible, if the approach includes characteristic surface deviations.
Depending on a categorization of these deviations, a specimen, also presented in this paper, was developed. The specimen conduces to
the investigation of a selection of blind sampling strategies, for example rectangular grid, adaptive sampling strategies, based on a
iterative methodology and manufacturing based strategies, depending on Fourier spectrums, compared with the results of a holistic
extraction of the considered geometric elements.
Prospectively the presented contents of research constitute essential elements to the joint project 3D-BBS. In the course of this, in
cooperation with Carl Zeiss IMT and the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), a standardized approach for the generation of
data and datum systems will be developed.

1. Introduction

2. Current state of art

Strategies of surface extraction constitute an extensive topic in
coordinate measuring techniques, irrespective of the type of
measuring machine and sensor. They form the basis for the
continuative measurement data processing and are thus of particular
importance for the evaluation of dimension, form, orientation and
location especially in reference to deviations, measuring uncertainty
and economic efficiency of a measurement.
The basic principle of the coordinate measuring technique is to
extract measuring points of the integral real surface of a workpiece,
filter these data and associate an ideal integral feature. It conduces to
the comparative evaluation relating to the ideal feature of
construction. In order to represent the integral real surface as exact as
possible, the extraction strategy has to comply with specific
requirements. These requirements are depending on the respective
measuring problem with its inspection-relevant characteristics and
appendant specification limits. For example for evaluating flatness
[1], generally the whole surface topography is of importance, for
establishing a datum [2] merely highest situated regions. So the
primarily aim of an extraction strategy is to represent all inspectionrelevant structures and attributes with a minimal measurement effort.

At the current time there are numerous definitions,
recommendations and published contents of research dealing with the
extraction of geometric features like cylinders and planes. These
approaches can be combined to 3 main groups, blind, manufacturing
based and adaptive extraction strategies [3, 4]. The ISO 14406 [5], as
a very important basic principle, contains a collection of potential
blind extraction strategies and recommendations for the selection and
definition of measuring point distances. The following table shows
some of the essential standardized measuring point arrangements.
Appendant criterions for selection basically rely on surface
structures, which have to be reproduced, and their preferred direction
on the contemplated geometric feature. In practice, for the most part
these information are based on past experience or were detected by
test measurements. In this case, the extraction strategy corresponds in
essence with the approach of a manufacturing based strategy.
Nevertheless an explicit definition can´t be guaranteed by this. Final
decisions are within the competence of the responsible engineer or
measurement technician.
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Table 1 A selection of standardized extraction strategies [5]
orthogonal
grid
extraction
strategy

parallel
(profile)
extraction
strategy

points
extraction
strategy

specific grid/
helix
extraction
strategy

Fig. 1. Characteristic surface deviations referring to DIN 4760:1982
[9, 10, 11]

In contrast to the standard, advices for the extraction of geometric
features by instruction materials for measurement technician and
basic literature of coordinate measuring techniques, essentially
concentrate on more general contents. Beside the basic principles
“consistent and extensive”, “the more points, the better” especially
applies. For example AUKOM, a German foundation for coordinate
measuring technique schooling, recommends 3 x 4 measuring points
for the common extraction of a cylinder and at least 9 points for a
plane, referring to the British Standard 7172 [6]. Consequences of this
low number of measuring points for the characteristics of an
associated feature will be specified in chapter 4.
In addition to the already mentioned possibilities of extraction,
papers of actual research projects as well as projects of the last years
are disclosing alternative approaches like adaptive or iterative [7] and
manufacturing based extraction strategies [4]. But in the majority of
cases they are quite abstract and developed for specific applications,
so it is quite difficult to transfer them to general measuring problems
or standardisation.
A concept for an explicit and standardised approach for the
extraction of cylinders discloses the dissertation “Erfassungsstrategie
zur Ermittlung des Paarungsmaßes an zylindrischen Oberflächen für
die mechanische Antastung“[8]. The content of this paper has been
incorporated into this research work.
To simplify and reduce the complexity of this paper, the following
remarks merely concern with the inspection of planes.

3. Development of specimen
In the course of the configuration of requirements on an
extraction strategy it becomes clear, that the assessment of ability and
optimisation of an extraction strategy is just feasible, if surface
deviations of a geometric feature were analysed and taken into
account. According to the DIN 4760 [9], they can be divided into 6
classes. For conventional tactile coordinate measuring techniques,
surface deviations from the first to third class (form, waviness,
roughness) are of prior importance. Assessing proportion of shorter
wavelengths is usually inappropriate. Figure 1 shows a potential
superimposition of these surface deviations, resulting from
machining.

The origins of these structures are very manifold and complex. They
range from the clamping of workpiece and characteristics of the tool
and workpiece to machine parameters and characteristics [10, 11]. To
be able to compare a selection of extraction strategies and verify them
in reference to defined requirements, various surface models,
including different characteristic surface deviations, have been
developed. These aware, not ideal surfaces enable a better
accentuation of differences between the extraction strategies and their
modifications, respectively potential enhancements. They serve as a
basis for the evaluation, if inspection-relevant attributes were
detected. To inspect the defined producibility of these surfaces
structures, a rash of test-surfaces has been generated, produced and
chosen in reference to its reproducibility, fineness and subjective
surface appearance.

Z

Y

X

Plane

Roughness

Waviness

Form

XY

Rt = 011µm
Rsm = 300µm

Wt = 30 µm
Wsm = 05mm

warped
H = 100µm

YZ

Rt = 020µm
Rsm = 400µm

Wt = 40 µm
Wsm = 10mm

3D convex
H = 100µm

XZ

Rt = 011µm
Rsm = 300µm

Wt = 30 µm
Wsm = 05mm

2D convex
H = 050µm

Fig. 2. Specimen with specific surface deviations
On the basis of this, a specimen with 3 heterogeneous structured
planes (plus 2 cylinders with defined form, waviness and roughness)
has been compiled. The above-mentioned figure contains beside the
appendant CAD model also a table with the essential surface
parameters. Relative to surface deviations, as they occur in practice,
the surface deviations of the specimen are represented enhanced. On
the one hand, this is due to the existing limits of the used production
resources. On the other hand, it shall keep the influence of inaccuracy
of the CMM, used during the further course, comparatively low.

4. Approach of different sampling strategies
The initial point and reference for the comparative measurements
of different extraction strategies, on the developed specimen, is the
holistic tactile extraction of all structured surfaces. For a best possible
reproduction of the surfaces, the capabilities of the employed
measuring software and measuring machine have been pushed to its
limits. Thereby the measuring point distance on a plane could be
reduced to 60 µm for both directions. The greatest challenges were
the enormous data volume and the frequent occurrence of outliers.
More detailed explanations about characteristics and setting
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parameters of the measuring system are set aside in this context. The
following examples about the extraction of the YZ-plane of the
specimen shall clarify which fatal influence the choice of an
extraction strategy has on form and orientation of an associated ideal
feature. For a simplified estimation, figure 3 contains appropriated
diagrams, measuring times and data volumes.

Meas. points

1.2 m

Meas. points

9

Meas. points

5700

Time units

600

Time units

1

Time units

5

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3. YZ-plane of the specimen: Comparison of holistic extraction
(a), extraction of industrial application (b) and the extraction of a
simple specific orthogonal grid
Figure 3b shows, like already described in chapter 2, the
extraction with 9 consistent distributed measuring points, often
employed in industrial practice. Strategy c is an orthogonal grid,
whereby measuring points get extracted by scanning with a
measuring point distance of 0,1 mm. Because of the defined and wellknown position of relevant surface structures, the position of the scan
lines was adapted.
Evaluation criteria for the assessment of these extraction strategies
were the deviation of flatness, under association of the minimumzone-element, and the orientation of the plane, under association of a
tangential element. The deficit of strategy b is quite easy to retrace: In
consequence of the low measuring point density, a lot of surface
information get lost, so the deviation of flatness is sensibly lower than
that of the holistic extraction. The appendant measurement results are
assembled in table 2. Furthermore deviations of angular positions can
be registered. Only with further analysis the importance of this fact
becomes clear. For example, a difference of just 0,02° on a reference
length of 100 mm effects a maximum height difference of 35 µm.
The parameters of the extraction using an adapted orthogonal grid
come a lot closer to the result of the holistic extraction. However this
can be explained by the fact, that inspection-relevant surface
structures and regions are well known, so it is easy to position the
scan lines of the grid in an expedient way. The measuring effort rises
only in an inessential extent.
Table 2. Measuring results
Geometric
parameters

Form deviation [µm]

Holistic
extraction

inspection-relevant surface attributes without any information about
the surface, in connection with a low measuring and time effort.
One possibility are manufacturing based extraction strategies, for
example using a Fourier analysis. In the course of this, test
measurements on all structured surfaces were taken, to get
information about characteristic surface deviation only by the Fourier
Analysis and define the arrangement and density of measuring points,
for instance in an orthogonal grid.

Extraction
of 9 single
points

Extraction
of a
orthogonal
grid

104

61

90

angular position
Z/ –X [°]

- 7 x 10-3

- 5 x 10-3

-21 x 10-3

angular position
Y/ –X [°]

22 x 10-3

41 x 10-3

31 x 10-3

Generally these inspection-relevant surface structures and
characteristic deviations are only partially or not known in advance.
So it is necessary to develop an approach for the distribution of
measuring points on a surface, which enables the extraction of

Fig. 4. Fourier spectrum – section of the YZ-plane (+Y)
The figures 4 and 5 show 2 examples of such an analysis, based on
sections of 2 planes of the specimen. Analysing the section of the YZplane (Fig. 4), well defined characteristic wavelengths are detectable.
So based on a sampling theorem, for example the Nyquist theorem
[5], it is possible to clearly define position and distance of several
measuring points in a chosen grid.

Fig. 5. Fourier spectrum – section of an unstructured plane
The second example (Fig. 5) is more problematic. Except the first
characteristic wavelength, which corresponds to the measured
distance, no further characteristic wavelengths can be detected. In this
case, continuative test measurements have to be done or an arbitrary
and uniform grid has to be defined.
For this reason, in the context of the current investigations, a
continuing approach has to be consulted. This approach concerns an
adaptive strategy, extracting a surface in multiple iteration loops.
Thereby the arrangement of measuring points of an actual iteration
always depends on the knowledge of the previous iteration.
All these contents of research constitute essential elements to the joint
project 3D-BBS. In the course of this, in cooperation with Carl Zeiss
IMT and the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), a
standardized approach for the generation of data and datum systems
will be developed.

4. Conclusions (Times New Roman 10pt)
This paper specifies deficits and gaps of standardisation for the
definition of extraction strategies for simple geometric features,
especially planes and gives a short review about the influences of
these realisations. For the development of a specimen, destined for
the evaluation and enhancements of specific extraction strategies, a
large number of preliminary assessments have been consulted. Out of
different approaches, like blind, manufacturing based and adaptive
extraction strategies, a selected assortment of extraction strategies
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was compiled, which is in the actual focus of analysis and optimising
for the use in the context of the standardised generation of data and
datum systems.

4. Petró, S., „Geometric tolerances verification: strategy
optimization for CMM measurement”, Ph.D. thesis, Politecnico
di Milano, 2008.
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Abstract:
In high accuracy roughness measurements impact of profilometer gauge calibration on the uncertainty of acquired results is fundamental.
So is the choice of calibration standard. As numerous wide range stylus profilometers came onto the market recently, it became crucial to
devise both new calibration method and standard applicable to the instruments of the kind. One of the propounded solutions is calibration
with a use of the precision hemisphere standard. In this paper repeatability of this calibration method is evaluated.

1. Introduction
Are the measurement results acquired with one instrument
consistent with the readings from another one? Are the extracted
profiles or parameter values trustworthy and reliable? These are
the burning issues of the high accuracy roughness measurements
nowadays. Raised awareness, in the form of answers to the questions
mentioned above, is the core of assessing surface functional properties
thoroughly. Acquiring reliable profilometer gauge calibration results is
a fundamental part of the demanded knowledge base.
However, the calibration of the instrument of the kind is a daunting
challenge, because of the small scale and specific features
of the surface texture being measured. As the metrologists are acutely
aware of these problems for a long time, the numerous standard
specimens were propounded. Not only do they differ in their
metrological properties, but also in their usage: some of them are
recommended for the contact profilometers, while the other ones are
devised to be used with non-contact instruments. In this paper, only
the stylus profilometer calibration standards will be mentioned.

2. Commonly used calibration standards
One of the first and, as a result, the most prevalent solutions is
the spacing measurement standard (type C) [3], which is used
for calibrating vertical profile components (Fig. 1). The specimens of
this type are characterised by averaged parameters such as RSm and Ra.
Feature
measurement

Nominal form
removal

Fig. 1 The spacing measurement standard (type C)
Nonetheless, such standards have some significant drawbacks,
among which is their construction that is vulnerable to wear
and damage. What is more, the characteristic parameters of such
specimen are calculated with the insufficient accuracy, as they are
dependent on a starting point, an area of measurement as well as signal
processing (Fig. 2).

Profile filter λs

Profile filter λc

Primary profile

Roughness profile

Fig. 2 Signal processing while the type C standard is used [2]

Surface texture parameter
determination
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Another specimen, recommended by ISO 5436-1:2000, which is
used for calibrating stylus instrument gauge is a depth measurement
standard. It is available in two standardised types: A1 – grooves with
flat bottoms, and A2 – grooves with rounded bottoms (Fig. 3), that are
characterised either by their width w and depth d or radius r and depth
d respectively [3].

Fig. 5 Form Talysurf PGI 830 profilometer

Fig. 3 Depth measurement standards: a) grooves with flat bottoms,
b) grooves with rounded bottoms
Their simple construction combines inexpensive manufacturing
with high precision. Also, if the groove width and depth are small
enough, the standards of this kind may provide user with the qualitative
information regarding a condition of the stylus tip. In Fig. 4, there are
presented measurement results conducted both with a new and wornout stylus tip (rtip = 2 μm).
[µm]
0,05
-0,05 0

2

4

6

8

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
[µm]

-0,15
new stylus

hemisphere [3, 6-8]. In spite of growing popularity of this calibration
method, its authors do not give any information concerning its
accuracy. So, it was found out to be worth investigating both
repeatability and reliability of the calibration results obtained with a
use of the hemisphere standard. The noted Form Talysurf PGI 830 was
used as a reference instrument.
Table 1 Form Talysurf PGI 830 probe specification [1]
Probe type
Nominal measuring range (Z)
Resolution (Z)
Range to resolution ratio
Stylus arm length
Tip size
Force
Repeatability of Z axis
indication
Z axis non-linearity
(Z = gauge displacement)

Phase Grating Interferometer
8 mm
0,8 nm
10 000 000 : 1
60 mm
2 µm radius conisphere
1 mN
Flat – 0,03 µm
Curved – 0,08 µm
(0,07 + 0,03 Z [mm]) µm
– after calibration

-0,25
worn-out stylus
-0,35
Fig. 4 A1 type standard measurement results - both new and worn-out
stylus used
However, these standards are not free of drawbacks. The most
critical of them is that a profilometer is calibrated only on isolated
points (referring to the groove depth) within the measuring range of
the instrument gauge. In effect, the probe non-linearity is hard to be
revealed and, therefore, it cannot be compensated. This problem
became even more substantial, as the numerous wide range stylus
profilometers have come onto the market recently [11]. One of such
instruments is Form Talysurf PGI 830 profilometer by Taylor Hobson
with a gauge range of 8 mm (Fig. 5, Table 1) [1].

It is crucial to use for calibration a hemispherical artefact with such
a radius that it is ensured that the spherical, not any other, part
of a stylus tip remains in contact with the surface of a standard during
measurement [9]. According to this requirement, the hemispherical
specimen used in the research (Fig. 6) is the glass one manufactured
by Taylor Hobson and compatible with the profilometer being used.
It is characterised by its radius R, which equals to 79.5053 mm,
and maximum admissible limit value of Pt parameter [1]. The Pt
parameter, referring to the hemisphere form deviations, is calculated
during calibration process and should not exceed 0.25 μm [9, 10].

3. The hemisphere standard
3.1 Form deviations of the standard
According to the challenges mentioned above, the new calibration
method and standard had to be devised in order to reflect
an introduction of machines with incredibly wide measuring range.
The manufacturers of such instruments deployed a novel calibration
method based on the use of a high precision, optical quality

Fig. 6 The hemisphere standard and calibration procedure
It cannot remain unmentioned that hemisphere form deviations
may significantly affect the calibration results. Taking this into account,
an introductory examination of the hemisphere form deviations was
performed. The standard has been measured circumferentially
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at different heights H with the Talyrond 365 FMM by Taylor Hobson
[4]. The sample measurement result is shown in Fig. 7 (LSCI as
a reference circle and Gaussian filter 1 ÷ 50 upr being used).

Table 2 Influence of the error of determining the crest Y coordinate on
R1 values
Y coordinate
determination error [µm]

R - R1 value
[µm]

Change of Z1
[%]

20
50
100
500
5000

0.003
0.016
0.063
1.572
157.067

3.2 ∙ 10-6
2.0 ∙ 10-5
7.9 ∙ 10-5
2.0 ∙ 10-3
2.0 ∙ 10-1

Table 2 shows that even an extensive shift of the hemisphere in
relation to its nominal position makes the calculated radius R1 and, as
a result the value of Z1, changed by a negligible amount.

4.2 Repeatability of calibration results
In order to assess the repeatability of the calibration results, three
profiles (series) were measured ten times each. Fig. 8 shows the relative
positions of these profiles.
A
B
Fig. 7 Sample roundness deviation measurement result (H = 1.7 mm
from the sphere crest): RONt = 1.37 µm
During the measurements there were no significant low frequency
form deviations (i.e. oval) of the standard detected. Putting this beyond
any doubt was crucial, because every low order form deviation would
affect the calibration performance dramatically.

C

Fig. 8 Positioning of measured profiles on the hemisphere standard
The Pt parameter and the calibration coefficient Z1 values obtained
during the research are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively.

3.2 Calibration procedure
The investigated calibration method is the one recommended
by Taylor Hobson [9, 10]. Firstly, the carefully cleaned calibration
sphere is placed on the measurement table of the Form Talysurf PGI
830 profilometer. Then, the hemisphere top in the Y axis is found.
In order to do this, an automatic procedure implemented by
the manufacturer is used. The uncertainty of the crest determination
in this direction may be, according to the given instrument
specification, as low as 1 μm. Similarly, the top of hemisphere is found
in the X axis. In this case the crest determination uncertainty is even
better and may be as low as 0.125 μm [1].
The profile to be measured should be located along any meridian,
so it includes the top of hemisphere. The sequence of stylus tip
movements during calibration process is presented in Fig. 6. When data
is registered, an arc of a circle is fitted using the least squares criterion.
The nominal radius of the hemisphere and calculated radius
of measured profile are compared and a calibration coefficient Z1 is
computed. If Z1 is equal to 1.000 and gauge linearity is assured,
no numerical corrections of gage sensitivity are needed.

4. Results and discussion
4.1 Impact of a sphere crest defining error
The impact of the error in determining location of the top of
hemisphere on the calculated radius R1 values was examined and its
results are given in Table 2.

Fig. 9 Pt parameter values
As the charts demonstrate, the values of calibration coefficient Z1
are very stable within each measurement series. This tendency is not
reflected by the form deviation parameter Pt, which values vary
significantly even for measurements performed on the same profile.
The difference between results is also illustrated in Fig. 11, where two
exemplary deviations plots are presented. As it can be easily seen, they
are completely different. However, for neither profile the calculated Pt
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value is above the 0.25 μm limit imposed by the standard manufacturer
– Taylor Hobson.
When the influence of a choice of the profile to be measured is
taken into consideration, the divergence of results can also be observed.
The relative differences reach up to 1.2%.

Fig. 10 Calibration coefficient Z1 values

5. Conclusions
The research has demonstrated that the precision hemisphere
standard and the calibration method proposed by Taylor Hobson are
worth developing and propagating. In spite of their relatively high
price, they seem to be an attractive alternative to the commonly used
standards, some of which were mentioned in the paper, especially when
the large range profilometer are calibrated.
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On the other hand, as the reference arc of a circle is calculated using
the least square criterion, the Z1 calibration coefficient is quite resistant
to the local form deviations of the standard. Despite this, the Z1
parameter values obtained for diverse angular positions of the glass
standard are noticeably scattered and observed differences reach above
1%. Nevertheless, these are not the meaningful ones, when compared
to the impact of other factors affecting the uncertainty of surface texture
measurements.
Also, the shape of standard causes that the results cannot be
interpreted intuitively by the user and, as a result, the reasons
for the possible improper instrument gauge performance cannot be
easily defined. Moreover, in spite of the manufacturers’ assurances, it is
not possible to assess the stylus tip wear, as a signal referring to damage
of a stylus tip cannot be separated from the raw profile.
Last but not least, the relatively complicated algorithms used
to determine both Pt and Z1 parameters values, as well as
the measurement signal itself are not accessible for a user. It makes his
knowledge about profilometer gauge performance severely limited.
All the matters mentioned above show how difficult the calibration
of the wide range profilometers is. It demanded adopting a completely
new approach towards the calibration process itself. In spite of the time
and effort it has consumed to devise the solution – the hemisphere
standard – some improvements are yet to be made.
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Abstract:
One of the basic standards concerning gears is ISO 1328-1. The new edition includes number of changes, e.g.: provides flank
classification tolerances and recommends measuring requirements for unassembled gears, measurement data filtering, single flank
composite testing or evaluation of profile and helix deviations using the second order analysis method. The paper presents most
important changes included in the new edition. In particular the changes of terminology and definitions, which enable more precise
definition of the requirements, are described. The changes in evaluation of tolerance values are discussed and the differences arising
from that are pointed out. Attention is brought on more detailed presentation of the evaluation algorithms for considerations for
elemental measurements for profile and helix deviations. The lists of the minimum set of parameters that shall be checked for compliance
is cited.

1. Introduction

2. Changes of definitions

Manufacturing accuracy of cylindrical gears is the subject of 2
standards: ISO 1328-1 (2013 edition [1] replaced recently edition
form 1995 [2]) and ISO 1328-2 [3]. The first deal with tolerances and
deviations relevant to corresponding flanks of gear teeth i.e. such as
pitch deviations (single pitch deviation fpt, cumulative pitch deviation
Fpk and total cumulative pitch deviation Fp), profile deviations (total
profile deviation F, profile form deviation ff and profile slope
deviation fH), helix deviations (total helix deviation F, helix form
deviation ff and helix slope deviation fH) as well as tangential
composite deviations (total tangential composite deviation Fi’ and
tooth-to-tooth tangential composite deviation fi’). A compliment for
this standard is technical report ISO/TR 10064-1 [4] including in
particular information on measurement techniques of the mentioned
deviations.
The second of the mentioned above standards corresponds to
radial composite deviations and runout, i.e. deviations such as radial
composite deviations (total radial composite deviation Fi” and toothto-tooth radial composite deviation fi”) as well as runout Fr. A
compliment for this standards is technical report ISO/TR 10064-2 [5],
in which additionally tooth thickness and backlash are discussed.
Other aspects of gears and gearing manufacturing accuracy are
subjects of technical reports ISO/TR 10064-3 [6] (gear blanks, shaft
centre distance and parallelism of axes) and ISO/TR 10064-4 [7]
(surface roughness and tooth contact pattern checking). Further
important information, including terminology, can be found in
standards ISO 701 [8] ISO 1122-1 [9] and ISO 21771 [10].
The paper discusses most important changes introduced in 2013
in ISO 1328-1.

The name and designation for “single pitch deviation” fpt is
changed – the deviation is called now “individual single pitch
deviation” and is designated as fpi, while “maximum absolute value of
all the individual single pitch deviations” received the name “single
pitch deviation” and designation fp.
The name and designation of “cumulative pitch deviation” Fpk is
changed – the deviation is called now “individual cumulative pitch
deviation (individual index deviation)” and has designation Fpi. Fpk
(and Fpz/8) occurs in the annex as “sector pitch deviation”. An
additional name for “total cumulative pitch deviation” (Fp) is
introduced, namely “total index deviation”. The new edition of the
standard includes also comprehensive annex providing the definition,
measurement practices, recommended tolerances, and guidance for
application of sector pitch deviation.
There have been significant changes in the way of defining
profile deviation. The term “usable length” is abandoned. The
definition of this term included statement that from one side „usable
length is limited by the tooth tip, by the start of tip chamfer or tip
rounding (point A)” and from the other side “either by the beginning
of the root fillet or by the undercut (point F)”.
The new edition introduces new terms (for terms and definition
used in the standard explanatory drawings are added), especially
(Fig. 1.):
 profile control diameter (start of profile evaluation diameter) dCf –
specified (by gear designer) diameter beyond which the tooth
profile is required to conform to the specified design profile. If a
profile control diameter is not specified, the start of active profile
diameter, dNf, is used in place of the profile control diameter.
When a gear will mesh with more than one mating gear, the start
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of active profile diameter should be considered for each of these
gears when selecting the profile control diameter,
tip form diameter, dFa – unless otherwise specified, tip diameter
minus twice the tip corner radius or chamfer. This is the minimum
specified diameter for external gears or maximum specified
diameter for internal gears where the tip break (start of tip
chamfer or tip corner radius) can occur,
measured profile – portion of the tooth flank along which the
probe is in contact during the profile measurement, which shall
include the profile control diameter and the tip form diameter.
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2. Changes of tolerance values
The significant change is introducing new formulae for
calculating tolerances of particular characteristics. The comparison of
the formulae for the accuracy grade 5 is presented in the Table 1, and
for a few cases also in the form of charts (Fig. 2-5). The important
difference is also the fact that in previous edition the same tolerance
values were applied to ranges of parameters of gears (ranges of
module, pitch diameter, tooth width). According to the new edition,
the tolerances are calculated basing on particular values of gear
parameters and rounded accordingly to specified rules.
Table 1. Formulae for calculating the tolerances
Tolerance
symbol
fp, fpi

ISO 1328-1:1995

ISO 1328-1:2013

𝑓𝑝𝑡 = 0,3(𝑚 + 0,4√𝑑) + 4

𝑓𝑝𝑡 = 0,001𝑑 + 0,4𝑚𝑛 + 5

Fpk

𝐹𝑝𝑘 = 𝑓𝑝𝑡 + 1,6√(𝑘 − 1)𝑚

Fpz/8

𝐹 pz =
8T

𝑓pT + 𝐹pT
2

Fp

𝐹𝑝 = 0,3𝑚 + 1,25√𝑑 + 7

𝐹𝑝 = 0,002𝑑 + 0,55√𝑑 +
+0,7𝑚𝑛 + 12

Fα

𝐹∝ = 3,2√𝑚 + 0,22√𝑑 + 0,7

2
2
𝐹αT = √𝑓HαT
+ 𝑓fαT

Fβ

𝐹β = 0,1√d + 0,63√b + 4,2

2
2
𝐹βT = √𝑓HβT
+ 𝑓fβT

𝑓𝑖′ = 𝐾(4,3 + 𝑓𝑝𝑡 + 𝐹𝛼 )
where

Fig. 1. Diameters and roll path length for an external gear pair [1]

𝜀𝛾+4

The new standard clarifies the understanding of the concept
„profile evaluation range” and designation Lα. There are two terms:
 profile evaluation range – section of the measured profile starting
at the profile control diameter, dCf, and, unless otherwise
specified, ending at 95 % of the length to the tip form diameter,
dFa,
 profile evaluation length, Lα – roll path length of the profile
evaluation range in a transverse plane.
In the previous edition of the standard the definition of Lα was
more complicated: „That part of the usable length to which the
tolerances of the specified accuracy grade shall apply. Unless
otherwise specified, its length is equal to 92% of the active length
LAE, extending from point E. For the remaining 8% of LAE, which is
the zone near the tip expressed by the difference between LAE and Lα ,
the following evaluation rules apply for the total profile deviation and
the profile form deviation: a) excess material (plus deviation) which
increase the amount of deviation shall be taken into account; b) for
minus deviations, the tolerance shall be three times the tolerance
specified for the evaluation range Lα.”
In the new edition the term and definition of “profile form filter
cutoff”, λα is introduced – wavelength where 50 % of the amplitude of
the involute profile measurement data is transmitted as a result of the
Gaussian low-pass filter, thereby including only longer wavelength
deviations.
New edition introduces index T for designating tolerance for
particular characteristics (deviations).

4𝑘
(0,001𝑑 +
𝑧
+0,55√𝑑 + 0,3𝑚𝑛 + 7)

𝐹𝑝𝑘T = 𝑓𝑝T +

𝐾 = 0.2 (

𝜀𝛾

) for εγ < 4

K =0.4 for εγ ≥ 4
𝐹𝑖′ = 𝐹𝑝 + 𝑓𝑖′
ffα

𝑓𝑓∝ = 2,5√𝑚
+ 0,17√𝑑 + 0,5

𝑓fαT = 0,55𝑚n + 5

fHα

𝑓𝐻∝ = 2√𝑚 + 0,14√𝑑 + 0,5

𝑓HαT = 0,4𝑚n
+ 0,001𝑑 + 4

ffβ

𝑓𝑓𝛽 = 0,07√𝑑 + 0,45√𝑏 + 3

fHβ

𝑓𝐻𝛽 = 0,07√𝑑 + 0,45√𝑏 + 3

Fr

𝑓fβT = 0,07√𝑑
+ 0,45√𝑏 + 4
𝑓HβT = 0,05√𝑑
+ 0,35√𝑏 + 4
𝐹rT = 0,9𝐹𝑝𝑇

Fig. 2. Difference between value of tolerances F and FT
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Fig. 6. Profile deviations with modified pressure angle [1]

Fig. 3. Difference between value of tolerances F and FT
Fig. 7. Profile deviations with profile crowning modification [1]

Fig. 8. Profile deviations with profile modified with tip relief [1]

Fig. 4. Difference between value of tolerances Fp and FpT

Fig. 9. Profile deviations with profile modified with tip and root relief
[1]
Similarly for helix deviations, beside the case with unmodified
helix following helix deviations are considered: with helix angle
modification (Fig. 10), with helix crowning modification (Fig. 11),
with helix end relief (Fig. 12), with modified helix angle with end
relief (Fig. 13).

Fig. 5. Difference between value of tolerances fpt and fpT

3. Profile and helix deviations

Fig. 10. Helix deviations with helix angle modification [1]

In the range of interpretation of measurement results of profile
and helix deviations the new edition introduces significant changes.
Beside the profile deviations with unmodified involute the standard
specifies following profile deviations: with modified pressure angle
(Fig. 6), with profile crowning modification (Fig. 7), with profile
modified with tip relief (Fig. 8) and deviations with profile modified
with tip and root relief (Fig. 9).

Fig. 11. Helix deviations with helix crowning modification [1]
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Table 2. Parameters to be measured
Minimum acceptable parameters
Alternative parameter
Default parameter list
list

Flank
tolerance
class
10 to 11

Fp, fp, s, Fα, Fβ

7 to 9
Fig. 12. Helix deviations with helix end relief [1]

1 to 6

Fp, fp, s, Fα, ffα, fHα, Fβ,
ffβ, fHβ

s, cp, Fi”, fi”
s, cp, Fis, fis

4. Conclusions

Fig. 13. Helix deviations with modified helix angle with end relief [1]
Moreover, the new edition contains more details on considerations for
elemental measurements (datum axis, direction of measurement,
direction of tolerance, measurement diameter, data filtering, data
density, required measuring practices). Especially for zone-based
profile tolerance evaluation the detailed algorithms are given for the
determination of the profile slope and form deviation by means of
regression calculation (Fig. 14).

The new edition of ISO 1328 introduces changes in the range of
calculating of the tolerance values. Moreover, it gives many
significant details on considerations for elemental measurements such
as datum axis, direction of measurement, direction of tolerance,
measurement diameter, data filtering, data density, required
measuring practices.
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Fig. 14. Graphical explanation of the analysis algorithm for the zonebased profile tolerance evaluation [1]
Similar algorithm is given for the zone-based helix tolerance
evaluation (Fig. 15)
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Fig. 15. Graphical explanation of the analysis algorithm for the zonebased helix tolerance evaluation [1]

3. Guidelines for verification
The new edition introduces guidelines on minimum set of
parameters to be measured (Table 2). Among the parameters there are
two not considered in the standard, i.e. s – tooth thickness and cp –
contact pattern.

11. ISO/TR 10064-5:2005/Cor 1:2006 Code of inspection practice.
Part 5: Recommendations relative to evaluation of gear
measuring instruments
12. ISO/TR 10064-6:2009 Code of inspection practice. Part 6: Bevel
gear measurement methods
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Abstract:
Triggering force has fundamental influence on the touch trigger probe metrological feasibilities. The theoretical model of triggering
force of the probes for the coordinate measuring machines (CMMs) is known. The most popular type of probes for the CNC machine
tools are ones with the kinematic transducer. Transducers of this type used in probes for the CNC machine tools are similar to the
kinematic transducers used in the probes for the CMMs. In the paper the results of applying to the exemplary probe for the CNC
machine tools the theoretical model of the triggering force dedicated to the probes for the CMMs are presented.

1. Introduction
A significant portion of the time needed to manufacture a part on
a CNC machine tool consists of actions, during which the machine
tool is not machining, such as setting up the workpiece and its
dimensional inspection. Formerly the part set up was done manually
by an operator and dimensional inspection often required carrying the
machined workpiece to a proper device, such as a coordinate
measuring machine. Nowadays, however, it is more and more
common that the workpiece is set up automatically, and the
measurement of the workpiece takes place directly on the machine
tool. This is possible thanks to the use of touch trigger probes [1, 2],
mounted in place of the tool, which is in the spindle of machining
centers or in the revolver head of turning centers. Based on
information given by the Renishaw company, one of the touch trigger
probe manufacturers, the use of probes allows to increase the portion
of time spent on machining during the total time a machine tool is in
use from 55% to 80% [3].
Touch trigger probes for CNC machines fulfill the same function
as touch trigger probes for coordinate measuring machines (CMMs)
[4]. Similarly to CMM measurements, during measurements on CNC
machine tools the accuracy of the probe is of great importance
regarding the accuracy of the measurement [5, 6], wherein the CNC
machine tool probes' triggering radius variation can be equal to even
over a dozen to several dozen micrometers [7 - 9].
The operation of CMM probes was described by multiple
theoretical models [10 - 16], thanks to which it is possible to predict
and numerically compensate their errors. One of the most important
factors which influence the metrological properties of probes is the
triggering force, which causes the stylus to deform.

There are various transducers used in CNC machine tool probes
[2], however the most popular ones are probes with a 3-point
transducer, the same as in kinematic probes for CMMs. Due to this
the decision was made to test if the existing theoretical model of
CMM probes will properly describe the variation of triggering force
of CNC machine tool probes. For this purpose, an exemplary probe's
triggering force characteristics were tested and compared to the
theoretical model's characteristics. This article presents the results of
the test and comparison.

2. Test of the triggering force of the probe
Fig. 1 shows the scheme of the setup used for testing the probes
triggering force, which is a modification of the setup described in
[17].
The direction of the triggering approach is set by using an probe
angular positioning unit and a piezoelectric actuator assembly. The
direction can be described by giving the values of two angles: α and
β, where α is the angle lying within the plane that is perpendicular to
the probe's axis, and defines the operating direction's component on
this plane, while β is the angle between the operating direction and
the plane perpendicular to the probe's axis. Afterwards, the
piezoelectric actuator performs a movement towards the stylus tip,
and applies pressure on it via a force sensor.
The signal from the force sensor is amplified and directed to the
data acquisition card. The same card also receives the signal from the
probe interface assembly, which informs whether or not the probe
was triggered. Due to the fact these signals are synchronized with
each other, it is possible to determine the value of the force acting on
the stylus tip at the point of triggering.
The expanded uncertainty (k = 2) of determining the triggering
force with a series of 10 measurements per direction depends on the
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range, in which the value of the measured force is, and it is equal to:
0.050 N in the range up to 1 N, 0.133 N in the range up to 7 N and
0.203 N in the range up to 10 N. This means that the triggering forces
of a value no smaller than 0.25 N can be properly measured.
With the use of the described test setup, the spatial characteristic
of triggering force FT was measured using an exemplary probe with a

DAQ card
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3-point kinematic transducer, an OMP40-2 made by Renishaw, with a
50 mm long stylus, working with an OMI interface. The test was
performed for α angle values of 0 to 350° with a 10° increment, and β
angle values of 0 to 90°, with a 30° increment. The results of the test
are shown on Fig. 2 (the force value for β = 90° is not shown, it is
equal to 3.16 N).

PC
Probe angular
positioning unit
Probe interface
unit

Piezoelectric actuator
control signal amplifier

Probe

Stylus
tip

Piezoelectric actuator
angular positioning
unit
Piezoelectric
actuator
Measurement signal
amplifier
Force sensor

Fig. 1 Scheme of the triggering force measurement setup
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Fig. 2 Results of testing of the triggering force of the OMP40-2 probe
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3. Theoretical model of the probe
The model described in [15] describes in detail the operation of
the 3-point transducer. In this transducer, a mobile element is
connected to the stylus, and its three arms are spring loaded against
three support points, P1, P2 and P3, as shown on Fig. 3. The force
with which the spring acts on the movable element of the transducer
was designated as FS. In the deliberations it was assumed that the
direction of relative movement of the stylus and the measured part is
perpendicular to the surface of the part at the point of contact.
Based on the model shown in [15], the triggering of the probe
takes place when one, two or three arms of the mobile element of the
transducer become detached from the support point on which they
rest. How many arms of the mobile element detach from their support
points is dependent on the fact if friction allows the tip to slide on the
surface of the measured part. If the condition is not fulfilled [15]:
𝛽 < arcctg 𝜇,
(1)
, where µ is the friction coefficient for the materials of the stylus
tip and the measured part, the detaching of the mobile element from
all three support points occurs, and its movement is along the axis of
the triggering force FT.
If the condition described in inequality (1) is fulfilled, two cases
are possible:
- case I, which occurs when [15]:
𝛼 < 60° − arctg 𝜇,
(2)
where the value of α equal to zero corresponds to the movement
parallel to one of the arms of the mobile element of the transducer. In

this case the mobile element rotates around an axis going through two
support points;
- case II, which occurs when inequality (2) is not fulfilled. In this
case, the rotation of the mobile element occurs around one support
point. The condition given by inequality (2) applies to the values of
angle α from 0 to 60°. For other directions, the situation is analogous.
In the case of rotation around an axis going through two support
points, the value of the triggering force is equal to [15]:
𝐹𝑇 (𝛼, 𝛽) =

1
2𝑀+ 𝑎𝐹𝑆
2
1
1
[( 𝑎−𝜇𝐿) sin 𝛽𝑋 +( 𝜇𝑎+𝐿) cos 𝛽𝑋 ]√1−(sin 𝛼)2 (cos 𝛽)2
2
2

𝐹𝑇 (𝛼, 𝛽) =

𝑀+𝑎 𝐹𝑠 cos(60°−𝛼)
𝑎 cos(60°−𝛼)(sin 𝛽+𝜇 cos 𝛽)+𝐿(cos 𝛽−𝜇 sin 𝛽)

𝐹𝑇 (𝛼, 𝛽) =

𝐹𝑆
sin 𝛽+𝜇 cos 𝛽

a

1/2a

M3

P1
FS
Z
FT

L

Y
FTA

FFX

(4)

In the case of displacement along the axis the triggering force acts
along, its value equals [15]:

M2

P3

(3)

where: M represents the friction torque in the support points of
the mobile element of the transducer, a – the length of the arm of the
mobile element, FS – the force with which the spring acts on the
movable element, L – the stylus length and βX – the angle between the
X axis and the projection of the direction the force FT acts on the XZ
plane.
In the case of rotation around an axis going through a single
support point, the value of the triggering force equals [15]:

A2

P2

,

FTX
β

FTR

βX
α

FTXcosβX

X

Fig. 3 Scheme of the kinematic transducer and the forces and torques which are applied to its movable element [15]

.

(5)
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4. Comparison of the theoretical and measured
characteristics

calculations on the theoretical model [15], the theoretical
characteristics of the triggering force were achieved, which were
presented on fig. 4 (the value of the triggering force for β = 90° is not
shown, it is equal to 3.16 N).
The maximum absolute value of the deviation ΔFT of the
triggering force value based on the theoretical model from its
measured value is equal to 0.18 N. The value of this deviation for
each individual direction of the force is acting is shown on fig. 5. The
coefficient of correlation of theoretical values and measured values
equals 0.9967, and the R2 parameter, which describes to what degree
the relationship between the values is linear, is equal to 99.35.

Due to the fact that for angle β equal to 90°, the triggering force
FT is equal to force FS, for the OMP40-2 probe it was assumed that FS
is equal to 3.16 N. The stylus length was also known and equal to 50
mm. Due to the fact the length of the arms of the mobile element and
the value of friction torque in the support points were unknown, they
were adjusted in a way to make the theoretical results coerce with the
experimental results to the highest possible degree. The friction
coefficient was assumed to be equal to 0.1. After performing the
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Fig. 4 Values of triggering force calculated based on the theoretical model [15]
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Fig. 5 Residuals calculated as difference of measured and simulated triggering force values of OMP40-2 probe
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Error Compensation System,” Journal of Materials Processing
Technology, Vol. 155-156, pp. 2056-2064, 2004.

5. Conclusions
The characteristics of the triggering force of the OMP40-2
machine tool probe were experimentally determined and compared
against to characteristics calculated according to the theoretical
model describing the operation of probes for coordinate measuring
machines. The maximum absolute value of deviation of the triggering
force determined theoretically and achieved experimentally is equal
to 0.18 N.
The model describing the operation of 3-point kinematic probes
used on CMMs appears to describe the triggering force of probes
designed for CNC machine tools well. Due to the fact these probes
communicate with the machine tool's control system via a wireless
interface, further research is required to create a theoretical model that
describes their pre-travel and triggering radius.
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Abstract:
Measured values of a machined surface can be used to investigate its functional characteristics. Since surface analysis embraces shape,
waviness and roughness, the developed measuring instruments specialize in the measurement of individual components. These
components are then processed in a filtration stage. Machined surface filtration is therefore the basic operation performed on the
measured data.
Filters can have different properties and can be used for suppressing unwanted components in measured data, for separation of the data
portions of different scales and for reconstruction of the surface from sampled data. For surface filtration, the most frequently used
filters are phase-corrected filters, whose description is standardized in ISO 11562:1998. The new general approach to GPS filters
introduces advanced filtering techniques. The new filters are described in the series of technical specifications ISO/TS 16610. The series
was developed first for profile filters, and was then extended to surfaces.
This study presents a general overview and the basic concepts of ISO/TS 16610, and an introduction to spline wavelets (ISO/TS 1661029:2006). A definition of wavelet is presented, and then the wavelet transformation is described in terms of splitting, prediction and
updating algorithms. Finally the spline wavelets are applied in the calculation of wavelet transforms.
An example of machined surface filtration and analysis with interpolating spline wavelets is presented. The paper includes a way of
testing a surface using wavelet analysis and the advantages of this analysis in relation to the time and frequency analysis of a surface
profile. The benefits of time-frequency analysis with spline wavelets are indicated to be the result of the adaptive properties of the
wavelet and the fact that the transform ladder contains information about both the process and its disturbances..

1. Introduction
Filters used for machined surface filtration originate from
analogue electrical filters. The filters currently used are digital, and
their mathematical model has been greatly expanded. Filters are used
to separate particular portions of data – in form measurement the
filtration is used to separate form and form deviations, while in
surface measurement it is used to separate roughness and waviness.
The method of filtration and filter models are subject to continuous
improvement. The latest standard, the new ISO/TS 16610 series,
introduces the main concepts of filtration, which are based on a
primary mathematical model and nesting index. Part 1 of the standard
sets out the basic terminology for GPS filtration and the framework
for the fundamental procedures.
The aim of this paper is to present spline wavelets for profiles,
together with their usage. It also aims to describe new methods and
algorithms for spline and wavelet filtration against the background of
linear filters.

2. Linear profile filters
Linear profile filters are used for the decomposition of a
machined surface profile into low- and high-frequency components.
The high-frequency profile component is called the roughness profile,

and the low-frequency profile component is called the waviness
profile. Important issues in developing a filter concern the phasecorrect methods and cut-off wavelength ensuring that the amplitude
of equal wavelength is transmitted through both filters at a level of
50%. These filters are well-known and implemented in measurement
instrument software. The filters used are mainly Gaussian filters,
approximate versions of which are used as phase-corrected filters
(ISO 11562:1998).
A limitation of the Gaussian filter concerns its implementation
in the filtration of machined surface profiles which contain highly
asymmetric or multi-modal values. The realization of procedures
according to ISO 13565 provides a robust method of mean line
creation very near to the surface. The surface profile is filtered twice
with the Gaussian filter, where the data portion is removed after the
first step. In this way the second mean line becomes a low-pass filter.
The roughness profile is a result of subtraction of the second mean
line from the measured data.
According to ISO/TS 16610, a filter is a way of separating
features of interest from the features of data. Such a definition
of filtration means that the resultant representation of data after the
filtration process contains data useful for further interpretation. The
standard introduces the term “nesting index”, which describes the
elementary size at which features are separated. This term
is inseparably connected with a primary mathematical model used for
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surface description. For each model the nesting index is a level
of nesting, and depending on the model structure it can describe
different quantities. For example, in the Gaussian filter model the
nesting index is the cut-off wavelength value. Primary mathematical
models have been developed to generalize the idea of wavelength
band, while the nesting index generalizes the concept of wavelength.
In Annex C to ISO/TS 16610-1 the advantages and disadvantages
of different filter types are set out. The Gaussian filter (ISO 11562) is
recognized as well-known and well-defined and of particular interest
for linear systems based on Fourier wavelengths. It is easy
to implement on spaced data. The Gaussian filter is non-robust and
outlier-sensitive (least squares method). In comparison with the
Gaussian filter, the spline wavelet (ISO/TS 16610-29) offers
a number of positive features.
The spline wavelet locates and identifies outliers. It is appropriate
for non-stationary surfaces and can be used to filter individual
features (many different mother wavelet types). The spline wavelet
is defined similarly to cut-off wavelengths, but differs from Fourier
wavelengths. For this reason it is difficult to interpret, and currently
its range of application is not fully established.

3. Definition of wavelet
The implementation of a primary mathematical model of a
particular nesting index for machined surface description is defined as
a primary mapping of a surface portion to a primary surface. The
primary mapping is a basic filter from which other filters can be
constructed. An example of a basic filter (primary mapping) is the
mother wavelet introduced in ISO/TS 16610-29, from which a
wavelet family can be generated by applying dilation and translation.
If g x is a mother wavelet, then the wavelet family ga,b x  is
generated as follows:

 xb
g a,b x   a 0.5 g 

 a 

(1)

where a is the dilation parameter used in a dilation transformation
(the scaling factor of the spatial variable x ), and b is the translation
parameter used in a translation transformation (the real number by
which the spatial position of a function is shifted).
Wavelet analysis involves decomposing a profile into a linear
combination of wavelets ga,b x  . The decomposition is similar
to Fourier analysis, but wavelets can identify the location and the
scale of a feature in a profile. In this way the wavelets can decompose
profiles in such a way that a small-scale structure in a profile
is unrelated to the structure in a different portion, as in the case of
localized changes.

4. Wavelet transformation
Wavelet transformation is a transformation with two parameters.
For the profile st  given at fixed intervals xi  ix , where x is the
sampling interval and i  .. 1,0,1.. , the discrete wavelet transform
with the mother wavelet g x can be performed according to the
equation:
S ix, a   x

 si  j xga, jx  jx .

(2)

j

In the case of the spatial transformation, besides the wavelength
or the frequency, it is also possible to localize the place at which the

wavelength or frequency occurs. Application of wavelet
transformation is important in surface characterization because it
allows the differentiation of different textures, due to a description in
which the existing wavelengths are correlated with their location. The
output of the wavelet transformation is a spatially resolved spectrum
which enables multi-scale analysis of the surface.
There are many different wavelet transformations. In general, the
most important parameter of the wavelet transformation is the type of
mother wavelet. The basic function used in mathematical calculations
should have properties corresponding to the properties which are
under investigation. For example, the mother wavelet should have a
shape similar to the shape of the property to be detected – peak, edge,
ridge, etc.
When the mother wavelet has been selected, the multi-scale
analysis is then performed. This means that the surface profile is
filtered with the use of a cascade of appropriate filters (filter bank).
The first level of transformation decomposes the profile data into two
subsignals of the characteristics depending on the pair of filters
applied. The parts that are eliminated from the profile are called
profile details; the remaining data are known as profile averaging.
At the first level of transformation the finest details are filtered
out of the profile. Thus the second level of transformation deals with
profile data smoother than the data at the previous level. The
subsequent levels of transformation deal with more and more filtered
data. The effect of the transformation is that the cut-off wavelength of
the low-pass filter grows with each level and changes from roughness
through waviness to form. Examples of wavelet transforms of profiles
using multiresolution can be found in Annex B to ISO/TS 1661029:2006.
There are different forms of profile splitting. The efficiency
of wavelet algorithms depends on properties of the basic filters used
for computing wavelet transformations. For wavelet transformations
an efficient method uses spline wavelets for which all wavelets have a
finite number of coefficients.

5. Spline wavelets
Spline wavelets are families of wavelets whose corresponding
scalar functions are splines. A spline is defined by ISO/TS 1661022:2006. It is a linear combination of piecewise polynomials, with
a smooth fit between the pieces. The best known splines are the thirddegree polynomial splines (cubic splines). A spline profile filter
is defined as a linear profile filter based on splines. The weighting
function of a spline profile filter cannot be given by a simple formula.
Therefore the filter equations are used to describe the spline profile
filters. For profile analysis with wavelets, the interpolating cubic
spline wavelets are applied.
The structure of a wavelet tree (ladder) leads to a set of nested
mathematical models of a profile with the i th model mi . The order
of
the
model
is
equivalent
to
a
cut-off
value
..2.5 m; 8 m; 25 m; 80 m;250 m; 0.8 mm; 2.5 mm; 8 mm; 25 mm; ..
The family of interpolating spline wavelets is defined in Annex A
to ISO/TS 16610-29:2006, where all stages of the calculations are
presented in detail. Calculation of the coefficients of each level (rung)
in the multiresolution ladder is performed in three stages embracing
splitting, prediction and updating.
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In the splitting stage, the algorithm of the wavelet transform
divides the profile from the j th rung A j,k into two subsets,
in which each sequence contains half as many samples as A j,k :
 a j 1,k  A j ,2k
d
 j 1,k  A j ,2k 1
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and roughness profiles) with the application of a Gaussian filter

(3)

A0, k  Z k is the original sampled profile.
The prediction stage involves predicting the subset d j 1,k from
the subset a j 1,k and then removing the predicted value  a j 1,k
from the d j 1,k subset value:





d j 1,k  d j 1,k   a j 1,k


N


a

fi a j 1,k
j

1
,
k


i 1




  







(4)

The predicted value is a weighted prediction for N data points
of a wavelet coefficient point. The weighting function f i (a set of
filtering factors) of one wavelet coefficient determines a set of Bezier
coefficients of a spline interpolation with degree N  1 :
fi  f1,2,..N x  

x  x1  f 2,..,N x   x  x N  f1,2,..,N 1
x N  x1 

. (5)

The update stage enables, for the resulting smoother profiles at
every level of the multiresolution ladder, the preservation
of the statistical moments of the original profile. To preserve as many
moments as possible, this is done by updating the subset a j 1,k
from d j 1,k by:



 A j 1,k  a j 1,k   d j 1,k
~


N

li d j 1,k
  d j 1,k 

i 1




 





(6)

Fig. 2 Reconstruction of a turned surface profile (form error, waviness
and roughness profiles) with the application of a wavelet filter





The function  d j 1,k is calculated from real wavelet
~
coefficients and depends on two factors. The first factor N is the
number of coefficient points. For a large number of coefficient points
more statistical moments can be preserved. The second factor li
is called the lifting factor. It is calculated from an algorithm where the
moment matrix for each level of the multiresolution ladder is defined
for all coefficients for the level.
To obtain different scale components of the profile
(e.g. roughness, waviness, form error), it is necessary to reconstruct
the profile from those components in the ladder structure that are part
of the scale components of the profile. In this way the reconstructed
profile consists of only the required scales. In Figure 1 different
components of the surface profile are obtained for Gaussian and
wavelet filtration.

6. Conclusions regarding machined surface profile
filtration

Fig. 1 Reconstruction of a turned surface profile (form error, waviness

Machined surface parameters indirectly describe the functional
usefulness and value of the surface. Machined surface texture
is evaluated by surface or profile measurement followed by
calculation of parameters for artificially separated components
(shape, waviness and roughness). During measurements, the
components overlap each other in terms of spatial position and
frequency, and for the purposes of comparison and analysis the data
can be obtained from row data through filtration.
It is recognized that the manufacture of surfaces leaves a multiscale topography of the surface. Wavelet filtration provides a tool
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for the separation and reconstruction of different multi-scale
components of the surface. A surface biorthogonal 3.1 wavelet
transform was applied for a turned surface (dry cutting, steel EN
41Cr4 of 40 HRC, feed = 0.15 mm/rev., speed = 165 m/min, doc =
0.1 mm, cutting tool Sandvik Coromant TNGA 16 04 08 S01020
CB7020) profile measured using a Talysurf CLI 2000 with a sampling
interval of 0.5 µm.
Comparing the results for the Gaussian and the wavelet filtrations
of the turned surface profile, summarized in Figure 1 and Figure 2,
differences in the low-frequency components are distinctly visible.
This is because a cut-off value (8 mm) was imposed for the separation
of wavelet components into form error and waviness. A second reason
is connected with the properties of the wavelet itself, which is poorly
suited for modeling of the periodic components.
Surface texture consists of periodic and stochastic components.
Each component should be modeled with basic functions describing
these particular properties. The use of wavelets as basic functions is
recommended for signals which are irregular and stochastic in nature,
such as roughness. Research shows that in the case of waviness and
form errors wavelets should be used with caution, because of their
periodic properties.
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